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SAY LINZ. SAY CHANGE  ..........................................................................................................................................................6

LINZ WELComE ........................................................................................................................................................................14
Linz bids you a most cordial welcome. Or had we better say, a capital welcome? On 31 December 2008 the Capital of Culture will throw  
open its gates and keep them wide open for the next 365 days. A day later the new Ars Electronica Center follows suit. So what’s keeping you? 
The reception committee is ready and includes such illustrious personages as Adalbert and Anton; and there are Kulturlotsinnen and activistas 
for those among you who are less classically inclined; being contemporaries, they may even be better at showing you the ropes. Brave the  
snowstorm to get to the theatre and bed down for the night in a hotel the likes of which you won’t find, not elsewhere along the Danube, nor  
on the Thames nor on the banks of the Tejo.

LINZ CApItAL  ...........................................................................................................................................................................38
Linz, the Capital of Culture with good connections. And it is prepared to use them, too, quite openly: for instance, when the Lentos goes  
cap in hand to put together its Best-of show. Or it displays them for all to see in an atlas created for the purpose. You might expect that, given  
its promising name, Bellevue – yes, Bellevue, not Belvedere, that’s in that other place –, Linz09’s conspicuously yellow house that sits astride 
the motorway, is also about seeing and being seen. It serves as a docking station for the – altogether 12 – Culture Capital Neighbourhoods of  
the Month and for the Festival of the Regions in early summer. 

LINZ poWEr  .............................................................................................................................................................................60
Linz opens its eyes. And discovers countless CCTV surveillance cameras monitoring the public space. The idea would have appealed to  
Joseph Fouché, who invented the modern surveillance state for Napoleon. In Linz he felt he was being, well, observed – and he didn’t like it. 
Perhaps he could have profited from one of those guided tours that teach you how to escape surveillance or from a visit to the Counter Culture 
and Resistance Technology Fair. Yet Culture Capital does not only make sure you will keep your eyes open, it also makes you prick up your  
ears. HÖRSTADT is a long overdue movement calling on everyone to join the drive for a conscious and creative design of our audible  
environment and for signalling resistance to that bane of urban life, enforced acoustic irradiation. 

LINZ JourNEY .......................................................................................................................................................................... 82
Come and join Linz, as the city indulges itself with distant horizons in Capital of Culture Year. When is a journey not a journey?  

“They change their clime but not their mind who rush across the sea.” Can a ride up the Pöstlingberg count as a journey when its whole aim is to 
bring about a “change of mind”? How does sound travel? How does music manage to round the world and arrive here no worse for wear? What 
moves people who are just passing through Linz to disembark, see some of the sights, fall in with a bunch of friendly guys – and find themselves 
changing their own minds and other people’s before setting off once again for all four points of the compass? And could it perhaps  
be that the greatest journey of all is the one that ultimately leads to self-discovery, a journey that is best undertaken in meditative silence?  
(We have the Hermit in the Tower programme for that!) 

LINZ WorLd  ...........................................................................................................................................................................102
Linz looks to the horizon – and beyond. To Europe, above all. It sends off all these literary and musical billets doux in all directions, written  
in a multitude of languages – there are a hundred or so spoken in the Capital of Culture itself – and it certainly gets plenty of feedback. This  
creates a climate where Turkey, Switzerland and Norway can sit down together and discuss their perspectives on Europe in an equable manner 
that may just end up helping Europeans to understand themselves better. And the artists from all over the world who, as artists-in-residence, 
make Salzstadl the centre of their life and summarise this cultural diversity in the lingua franca of art. 

LINZ mEmorY ........................................................................................................................................................................128
Linz jogs its visitors’ collective memory, not only in places traditionally associated with memorabilia in the widest sense, such as museums,  
but also in completedly out-of-the way locations – and places just around the corner from where you’re staying. What traces of the Nazi regime 
can we still see to this day? How much do you know about Linz’s contemporary history? If you want to test yourself, drop in at the Nordico  
dressed up as a residential house reenacting the last thirty years in Linz. And there are an awful lot of anniversaries too, all crying out to be  
celebrated. We’ll get the obvious ones out of the way by leaving them to other people and go for the quirky ones that are so much more fun. 
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It’s been a long journey. There have been 

quite a few milestones on the road from 

the first ideas to this definitive programme. 

But what you’re holding in your hands 

now is nothing less than Linz09 and all it 

has to offer: a kind of standing invitation to 

Europe’s Capital of Culture that goes out to 

everyone, near and far. Take it up and we’ll 

be here to bid you a most cordial welcome. 

Understandably, it fills us with pride that 

we are able to say that our programme got 

off to a good start quite a while ago. We 

didn’t want to miss out on the opportunity 

for a warm-up both for ourselves and for 

our audiences. Rather like an orchestra 

making sure of the fine tuning of its  

instruments we wanted to check we were 

getting our frequency right and attune 

ourselves to the continuous exploration of 

uncharted territory under the exceptional 

conditions that Capital of Culture Year is 

going to create. 

Yet we still don’t really know what this 

year is going to feel like – despite all the 

efforts that have gone into its preparation. 

The City of Linz, the State of Upper  

Austria and the Republic have – almost 

literally – left no stone unturned to create 

ideal conditions for our annus mirabilis 

and to ensure that all our creative eggs, far 

from being merely fried and served up in 

pairs, were properly shared out throughout 

the vast number of events that make up Ca-

pital of Culture Year. We also had to tread 

that fine line between self-deprecation and 

bragadoccio. And all this in a programme 

that does not hesitate to do things diffe-

rently from the way they would be done in 

Salzburg, Innsbruck or Vienna. 

What do I mean?

Linz as Capital of Culture relies on what 

it actually stands for as a city. On its past, 

its present and its will to have a future. 

And the Culture Capital clarion call “Linz.

verändert,” / “Say Linz. Say change” refers 

both to the past as well as to the future. 

To a past when Hitler’s paranoia and the 

armament industry of the Nazis shaped 

Linz in a way that could be clearly seen 

long after the war and can indeed still  

be seen today. And to a more recent  

past, when Linz overcame the crisis that 

wracked the nationalised steel industry in 

the ’90s, which left the city with no more 

than its own resources to fund its relaunch 

as a flourishing economic region. 

Industry, culture, nature. This succinct 

formula encompasses the different ele-

ments that make Linz what it is today and 

that define the sense of what it’s like to be 

living in Linz today. 

But above all, “Say Linz. Say change”  

refers to the future, a future when the 

former city of toil will have its sights firmly 

set on completely new horizons. “Linz 

2009 means Linz 2015” – this is, in brief, 

the Culture Capital’s guide to fulfilling the 

justified demand for sustainability. Culture 

is instrumental in keeping the processes of 

change going. It is not an end in itself but 

it offers a lever to get things moving, for 

indivuals as well as the city as a whole. 

Such changes can be top down only in the 

sense that they have to start in our heads. 

Making them happen is more difficult than 

you might think. 

For this reason we’ve opted again for the 

tried and proven bottom up approach. 

We’ve asked a number of Linz’s women 

and men to say what changes they would 

like to see take place in their city. To be  

more precise, we asked them what changes 

would have to happen to make Linz not  

simply a different city in 2015 but Austria‘s 

most interesting city. 

Admittedly this is an ambitious goal. 

Nevertheless, it can be achieved. Polluted, 

maligned Linz managed to cast aside its 

blanket of smog and now has the cleanest 

air of all of Austria’s provincial capitals. 

Could this be one more case where impos-

sible is the new possible? 

The preconditions are all there. Economic-

ally, politically, culturally – or maybe we 

should put those three in reverse order.

This is the reason why Linz09 is not just 

a festival of culture but an urban develop-

ment project as well. We want to prove 

that culture is indeed indispensable. For 

workaday city life and for holidays alike.

Let me end here. Say Linz. Say change. 

Come and have a look how it‘s done. Come 

whenever you want! We raise the curtain 

on Capital of Culture Year on New Year’s 

Eve so as not to lose even a single precious 

Cultural Capital day. Allow yourself suf-

ficient time. Lose your way in the wealth 

that is on offer. And get back on track again. 

In Linz an der Donau. Heaven can wait.

martin Heller

Artistic director Linz09
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The enlarged Ars Electronica Center, anchored at the north bank of 
the Danube opposite the Lentos, will be Linz’s other great glass gal-
leon. The new building at the Urfahr bridgehead has three elements: 
a multistorey glass cube as the main building and utility building, 
with partly illuminable, transparent or matte glass surfaces. The 
exhibition spaces are housed in a second, subterranean structure. 
The third structure, looking towards Urfahr parish church, will be 
home to Ars Electronica’s media art laboratory, dubbed Future Labs. 
The Center’s enlargement increases the present floor space of 2,500 
square metres to 6,500 square metres. The opening of the new Ars 
Electronica Center will be one of Culture Capital Year’s first high-
points as we ring in 2009. 
 
NEW CoNStruCtIoN // treusch architecture, vienna

opENING // January 09

SoutH WING oF LINZ CAStLE

Back in 1800, a fire destroyed large parts of Linz’s inner city and the 
south wing of its castle. Completion of construction work on the new 
south wing in July 2009 will enable a modern museum campus to 
come on stream on Linz’s Schlossberg, which will be Austria’s largest 
universal museum in a single location. In the most comprehensive 
manner possible it will be offering insights into Upper Austria’s natu-
ral, cultural and art history. Both the newly constructed wing and the 
older part of the Castle will be devoted to the museum’s collections, 
ranging from prehistory to contemporary history.
Starting in 2009, a new permanent exhibition will make the collec-
tions of Upper Austria’s history of technology and its natural history 
accessible to the public and will feature a comprehensive programme 
of guided tours and workshops. 

NEW CoNStruCtIoN // HoG Architektur Zt, Graz
opENING // July 09
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The new opera house of the Landestheater will come on stream from 
2012/13 as a new venue for the performing arts. It will serve as an opera 
house for Landestheater musical, operatic and ballet productions whilst 
at the same time becoming a new home for the Bruckner Orchestra. 
The opera house at the Volksgarten has a seating capacity of 1,000 and 
features state of the art acoustics and visibility. It also houses a studio 
stage for experimental theatre productions. 
The foyers, which seem to float above the Volksgarten, will be open  
to the public all day subject to the theatre’s regulations. 
The new building is part of the Landestheater’s relaunch. Once the 
Music Theatre is in operation the existing house off the Promenade  
will be given over entirely to the staging of drama productions.

NEW CoNStruCtIoN // terry pawson Architects, London
opENING // season of 2012/2013

say LINZ. 
SAY CHANGE
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WISSENSturm

Wissensturm, 63 metres high and inaugurated in September 200�, 
signals Linz’s commitment to knowledge for everyone. Erected on 
a site opposite the new train station, the building houses the Adult 
Education Centre and the Main Library. Locating the two institu-
tions under one roof means putting their respective strengths to the 
very best use. Wissensturm, with its net floorspace of 15,�00 square 
metres, is a centre of literature, media use and lifelong learning.  
It also doubles as a multi-functional Citizens’ Service Centre. 

NEW CoNStruCtIoN // magistrat Linz, Gebäudemanagement

opENEd // September 07

oK oFFENES KuLturHAuS oBErÖStErrEICH

The OK, a fascinating, lively and dynamic art venue located at the 
heart of the city, provides space for the display and the networked 
development of the latest trends in the visual arts. Since 200� the 
Kulturhaus’s environs have been refashioned and it is now the 
centre of an urban oasis that redefines the culture quarter. It boasts 
the Moviemento Programmkino, the Solaris Coffeebar and the OK 
Square redesigned by architects Riepl Riepl, complete with bars,  
restaurants and an open air cinema. The OK building itself dates 
from the ’30s and its outside has largely been left untouched.  
Inside it features a generously dimensioned foyer, a communica-
tions centre, exhibition and production space, apartments for  
artists-in-residence and media and other workshops.
 
NEW CoNStruCtIoN, rENovAtIoN // riepl riepl Architekten, Linz
opENEd // August 07

StAtE LIBrArY 

A 1930s listed building off Schillerplatz will be the home of the  
new, enlarged State Library, which has been conceived as Upper 
Austria’s new information and communications hub. It will be an 
innovative place of learning modelled on the concept of a “park 
landscape for the mind”: the former book depot will become a  
space where the public have free access to the books on the shelves; 
the former interior courtyard is roofed over and will be the venue 
for cultural functions outside library opening hours; the “Reading 
Lounge” will have a good stock of newspapers and periodicals  
and there will be an e-library providing access to electronic media 
and licensed data banks. 

CoNStruCtIoN oF ANNEx // Bez + Kock Architekten, Stuttgart
CompLEtIoN oF 1St StAGE // September 09

say LINZ. 
SAY CHANGE
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tHE promENAdE

Work on the renovation of the Promenade covered the stretch  
from Taubenmarkt to Kammerspiele and also took in Theatergasse. 
Construction work started in autumn 200� and took slightly more 
than a year. The reconfiguration of Promenade included the cons-
truction of a �88 vehicle underground car park, from which there  
is direct access to the Landhaus and the Landestheater. 

rECoNFIGurAtIoN oF SpACE // 

El.ch Landschaftsarchitekten gbr, munich
CompLEtIoN // End of 08
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The new underground carpark below Pfarrplatz and the revamped 
Pfarrplatz itself were opened in June 200�. The large square behind 
the parish church, which measures 2,200 square metres, was repa-
ved with cobble stones. New trees were planted on all sides of the 
church; the square itself has been left as it was in order to facilitate 
its use for functions. The new traffic flow system has been welco-
med by all road users. 

rENovAtIoN oF tHE SquArE // 
dI Franz Kneidinger, dI Heinz Lang, Linz
CompLEtEd // may 07
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Nordico, the City of Linz museum, has been able to show a more 
splendid face to the world since May 2008. Its revamped forecourt 
and facade, attractive new entrance area, foyer and shop and a whole 
new lighting system amount to a makeover that has left the insti-
tution more attractive and increased its charm. Nor was that all. In 
order to make the museum a suitable showcase for Culture Capital 
Year its ceremonial hall has been given a new airconditioning system, 
a new lift and a cafeteria. This enables the museum, focused as it  
is on the art of the region, photography and anything to do with 
Linz’s identity, to look forward with confidence not only to the  
great occasion but to serving the public for many years to come. 

rENovAtIoN // Bmst. Ing. Landauer, Linz
opENEd // may 08

say LINZ. 
SAY CHANGE
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vISItor ANd ExHIBItIoN CENtrE  
voEStALpINE AG

2009, when all of Europe will be looking to Linz as its Capital of Cul-
ture, will also see the opening of the new visitor centre of voestalpine, 
which aims to give visitors an overall impression of the voestalpine 
universe. The whole chain of value creation and augmentation, from 
the initial production of steel to the finished product, will be made 
visible. The centre will also address corporate values, the conditions 
prevailing in the working world, the corporation’s services, and 
issues of R&D, innovation and visions of the future. The construction 
of the visitor and exhibition centre is part of an overall architectural 
concept for an area covering a total of 36,000 square metres surroun-
ding the corporation’s Linz headquarters.

NEW CoNStruCtIoN // Architekten Schremmer-Jell Zt, Linz
CompLEtIoN // mid-09
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The revitalised Pöstlingbergbahn will be opened in 2009 for the 
transport of passengers from the city center to the top of the Pöstling-
berg. Before the route could be extended a change in the railway’s 
gauge width was necessary. As Pöstlingbergbahn was listed in 2006, 
the design of the carriages had to take into account conservation 
criteria to ensure that their outside appearance is still strongly remi-
niscent of the traditional carriages; on the inside modern design rules, 
which has the added advantage of making the new railway – and its 
stops – disability compatible. 

INFrAStruCturE //
Bombardier transportation on the basis of design work done  
at universität für künstlerische und industrielle Gestaltung Linz
CopmpLEtIoN // may 09

SCIENCE pArK 

South east of the present university campus the new Science Park 
of Johannes Kepler University Linz is under construction. It consists 
of four buildings linked to the existing campus by a subterranean 
passage. The mechatronic centre will be opened in 2009 as the first 
part of this major construction project to be completed. This part of 
the campus will give the site a characteristic, unmistakable identity. 
It will be linked to the core campus, which is located towards the 
north-west, in a functionally effective and architecturally satisfying 
manner that blends in well with the various structures that  
surround it, bringing with it significant urban planning gains  
for this part of Auhof. 

NEW CoNStruCtIoN // Caramel Architekten Zt, vienna/Linz
CompLEtIoN // mechatronic Building September 09
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LINZ
WELCOME

You do not have to be a newborn child to be welcomed in Linz 
with open arms. We’ll roll out the red carpet for you, as Franz 
Joseph did in 1854, when he gallantly came to Linz to meet  
his 17-year old fiancée, the Bavarian duchess Sisi. And don’t  
bother about presents or promises, just bring yourself. Anyway, 
for more than a generation leaving was more important than  
coming. Farewell and Good Bye instead of Welcome. Yet that  
belongs to a bygone age. Now, the city has become attractive  
to both residents and visitors. Linz, host city to Europe in 2009,  
a town full of promises and surprises, is ready to welcome the 
unexpected and to strike up new friendships.
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LINZ 
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WHAT // CounTdoWn

WHEN // 
30 November – 31 December 08

IDEA / CONCEPT // Linz09

A Linz09 project

JAN feb mAr Apr mAy JuN

JuL Aug sep oct Nov dec

2008

AdvENt08

Expectations are on the rise: Capital of Culture year is signalling its arrival.  

It will arrive in style. 

AdvENt08 has 32 days and this year there are five candles rather than four on the Advent 

wreath. AdvENt08 does not end until New Year’s Eve – and the opening of Capital of Culture 

year. AdvENt08 is all about increasing the sense of anticipation of what is in store in 2009 by 

letting people have a sneak preview of the programme of Linz09. 

theater des Kindes opens a new door every night and presents a surprise guest to children and 

grown-ups alike. Invitations for this theatrical Advent have been issued to Linz’s performing 

artists. Planning is under way for theatrical performances, readings, music and dance. Entry 

will be free but voluntary contributions are of course welcome. 

Linz’s art galleries move affordable art centre stage. KUNStKAUF! takes the hassle out of  

buying artworks – at reasonable prices. 

the AdvENt CALENdAR at Café Centrum in the old part of the town displays 32 windows 

this year. Nina dietrich and her comics will be the good fairy: queens and kings, princesses 

and princes will be giving the Capital of Culture what it needs for the coming year. 

HÖRStAdt will be off to a good start on 29 November in its campaign against acoustic  

irradiation that is assured of an impact in the media and on the public. 

RUHEPOL CENtRALKINO in Landstraße is another project that becomes operational at 

around this time and will do justice to the “most peaceful season”.

to give peace a voice amidst the Christmas hubbub is also the objective of the tURMEREMIt /  

HERMIt IN tHE tOWER: to mark the beginning of the ecclesiastical year the first resident 

will move into the hermitage in St Mary’s. 

MUSIC FROM tHE tOWER will be sending out its good tidings from the steeple of the  

city’s parish church. 

What makes the city livable is documented in detail in LINZ AtLAS – the book will be  

presented in the Wissensturm on 27 November.

As COMING ANd GOING will be very much in evidence in the city in 2009, Linz09 will  

be greeting its visitors with multilingual place signs from 18 december. 

Finally, of course, Advent is a time of preparation, rehearsal and practicising: FOUCHÉ  

in the Posthof, ENSEMBLE09, HOLZ&BLECH and the choirs involved in the opening invite 

audiences to their final rehearsals.

the details of what precisely is on offer during Linz’s AdvENt08 are available from the  

Linz09 Infocenter in the Hauptplatz.
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tHE BOOK OF dISQUIEt
AfTEr fErNANDO PEssOA WITH 
KLAUs MArIA BrANDAUEr BY 
MICHEL VAN DEr AA 

discovered abandoned in a trunk after its 

author’s death in 1935, the Book of disquiet 

is now regarded as one of the seminal works 

of literary modernism. Lacking both narra-

tive and a clearly defined form, the text is a 

vast cornucopia of observations, memories, 

dreams and philosophical reflections of a 

fictitious assistant bookkeeper, Bernardo 

Soares. Reading it is a direct and intimate 

encounter with an acute and relentless intel-

ligence of epic proportions whose ultimate 

concern is nothing more or less than the 

nature of our existence.

Pessoa’s masterpiece provides the starting 

point for a new kind of music theatre by the 

remarkable composer, film and stage direc-

tor Michel van der Aa, working together 

with Austrian stage and screen legend Klaus 

Maria Brandauer and Linz’s own Bruckner 

Orchestra under dennis Russell davies. 

3….2….1….09  
OPENING
WELCOME tO CAPItAL  
OF CULtURE YEAR! 

The countdown to the beginning of the 

New Year is part of a Europe wide cul-

tural event: on New Year’s Eve we will 

ring in Linz’s year as Europe’s Capital of 

Culture 2009. 

Linz is going to celebrate the start of  

its European mission with three days of 

festivities in the company of its visitors 

from near and far. the city’s cultural  

institutions and its restaurants and bars 

will be throwing their doors wide open  

for the electrifying countdown. How about 

sitting down to a meal in LINZ ZUHAUSE? 

In this project Linzers will be playing 

host to Europe in their own homes. they 

will be spoiling their guests in ways that 

may be very personal, very ordinary, very 

individual, very special. Using the culinary 

means at their disposal they will be pro-

viding samples of life in Upper Austria’s 

capital that are very different from your 

run of the mill gala dinner. A premiere 

typical of Linz in its very atypicality. And 

what do fireworks sound like when they 

are in love? At midnight an explosive mix 

of musical surprises will feast your eyes, 

ears and heart. the ROCKEt SYMPHONY 

will be detonating above the donaupark, 

composed by Orlando Gough, produced by 

tom Ryser and performed by 500 voices 

from Upper Austria with support from the 

British choir the Shout. A world premiere. 

Anything else going on? Workmen are 

already busy around the clock assembling 

Mark Formanek’s StANdARd tIME piece. 

Made of wood and metal and held  

together by nails and screws, it will stand  

4 metres tall on the danube Embankment 

to display the countdown in real time.  

A numerical premiere.  

Good morning! Good year! New Year’s 

day combines past and future; there will 

be a whip cracking demonstration in front 

of the Landhaus and there is the open-

ing concert at Brucknerhaus and the New 

Year Concert, put on in collaboration with 

Siemens AG Österreich. the evening will 

belong to BESt OF AUStRIA.  

2 January will be dedicated to Ars Elec-

tronica and to the first CULtURE CAPItAL 

NEIGHBOURHOOd OF tHE MONtH. 

And if you cannot make it to Linz in person: 

the ORF will be covering the festivities.

LINZ
WELCOME

WHAT // opening Ceremony
WHEN // 31 December 08 – 2 January 09
WHErE // Donaulände, Innenstadt, stadtteile
IDEA / CONCEPT // Linz09 / Iris Mayr 
PArTICIPANTs //
Orlando Gough, Tom ryser, The shout, Chor-
verband Oberösterreich, steyrfire, Hot spots, 
Linz’s restaurants, pubs & bars and private 
households, Mark formanek and Datenstrudel, 
Altstädter Bauerngmoa, Brucknerhaus Linz, 
Bruckner Orchester Linz, Dennis russell Davies, 
Konzertvereinigung Linzer Theaterchor, Good 
Night stuff, Oberbank silvesterlauf Linz, Ars 
Electronica Linz, Lentos Kunstmuseum Linz, 
stifterHaus, Circus, Kunstpalast_onstage, Kultur- 
hauptstadtteil des Monats, and many others

JAN feb mAr Apr mAy JuN

JuL Aug sep oct Nov dec

WHAT // musiC THeATre
WHEN // 2 – 4 January 09
WHErE // Hafenhalle09
COMPOsITION, LIBrETTO,  
fILM & DIrECTING // Michel van der Aa
ACTOr // Klaus Maria Brandauer
CONDUCTOr // Dennis russell Davies
OrCHEsTrA // Bruckner Orchester Linz
sUPPOrTING CAsT IN fILM PrOJECTIONs // 
Ana Moura, João reis and others

In collaboration with Brucknerorchester Linz 
and ZaterdagMatinee (Concertgebouw Am-
sterdam) supported by the Ministry of foreign 
Affairs of the Netherlands
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PIxEL HOtEL
WHENEvER ANd WHEREvER IN LINZ

Hong Kong, Chicago, Tierra del Fuego – been there, done that,  

got the T-shirt. And the hotels? In their clueless uniformity they’re 

all the same, all over the world. Linz is different, yet again. 

the PIxEL HOtEL is awaiting its guests for an extraordinary  

occasion. Its rooms and suites are distributed all over Linz and are 

as likely to be located in former business premises as in a backyard 

workshop or on board a ship. Choosing the most unlikely of loca-

tions, the city has transformed interesting, currently unused rooms 

into hotel rooms. they can be found right in the centre, in residen-

tial areas, in industrial precincts and in working-class environments. 

All parts of the city have stories to tell and PIxEL HOtEL makes 

them accessible to their guests. 

A pixel is the hotel’s smallest unit. the hotel guests, equipped with 

a map and a day pass, are invited to discover the city on their own. 

Breakfast will be served in one of the coffeehouses in the vicinity, 

dinner in the city’s restaurants, and neighbourhood pubs with their 

inimitable local atmosphere will be standing in for the hotel bar. 

www.pixelhotel.at

WHAT // HoTel WiTH A differenCe

WHEN // all year 08 and 09

WHErE // 
Marienstraße, Wimhölzelstraße, Graben, Hirschgasse, Hafen,  
Herbert-Beyer-Platz and other locations

IDEA / CONCEPT / rEALIsATION // 
Verein Pixelhotel (sabine funk, Michael Grugl, Jürgen Haller,  
Christian H. Leeb, richard steger, Christoph Weidinger)

A Linz09 project

JAN feb mAr Apr mAy JuN JuL Aug sep oct Nov dec

KOMMEN UNd GEHEN /  
COMING ANd GOING

In Culture Capital Year Linz will use new and unusual signs to 

get people’s attention. To be more specific, the appearance of the 

place-name signs at Linz’s entry points will be changed. Additional 

place-name signs in one of the many languages used in Linz will  

be added to the existing ones. 

during the entire Capital of Culture Year the most important access 

routes leading into Linz will be given new names. these additional 

street names in – from the point of view of the majority of citizens – 

foreign languages are meant to signal on the one hand respect for 

the ethnic complexity of present-day Linz’s population and on the 

other a hospitable welcome for visitors to the Capital of Culture. the 

scripts in use will be evidence of the wide range of ethnic origins of 

Linz’s residents: Chinese, Sinhalese, Greek, Armenian and Laotic. the 

pro-active confrontation of a polyglot situation demands the kind of 

democratic attitude that is so needed and so necessary in all areas of 

a life lived together rather than merely side by side. COMING ANd 

GOING is also a test case to establish how cosmopolitan the majority 

of Linzers really are in their roles as hostesses and hosts of Europe. 

www.kommenundgehen.at

WHAT // mulTilinguAl plACe-nAme signs

WHEN // 18 December 08 – December 09

WHErE // 18 main thoroughfares in Linz 

IDEA / CONCEPT / rEALIsATION // social Impact

PArTICIPANTs // Daniela Deutsch, Harald schmutzhard 

A Linz09 project

JAN feb mAr Apr mAy JuN JuL Aug sep oct Nov dec
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KULtURLOtSINNEN /  
CULtURE PILOtS
A tOtALLY dIFFERENt LINZ

Twelve women with immigrant backgrounds act as guides to one neigh-

bourhood, Linz Mitte, to make their lifeworlds more comprehensible. 

the neighbourhood around Wiener Straße is shaped by a high  

percentage of immigrants. Even in passing one cannot fail to notice 

how new shops and businesses are coming into existence. “Indig-

enous” Austrians hardly ever get more than a cursory impression  

of this vibrant life. direct multicultural contacts are rare. 

Paying a visit to a subjective world: the twelve CULtURE PILOtS  

make the life of immigrants accessible. these innovative guided city 

tours for locals and tourists enable a direct contact with individuals,  

circumstances, origins, causes and facts. they confront us both with 

our own understanding of culture and identity and with that of 

other people. What drives people into migration, their arrivals in  

everyday life, the barriers and points of entry into a society – any 

society – become manifest in this perspective from within, in 

personal experience – and in the context of a culture that constantly 

reinvents itself. In addition to all this, the CULtURE PILOtS double 

as sources of information about what is on offer in Linz’s cultural 

life and about the particular programme of Linz09.

WHAT // exploring THe CiTy

WHEN // 
30 April 09, 1 – 3 May 09, 8 – 10 May 09, 14 – 16 May 09, 21 – 24 May 09 

WHErE // 
Neighbourhood around Wiener straße (Linz Mitte)
Point of departure for the guided tours: Bulgariplatz and Hauptplatz

IDEA / CONCEPT // Berufsförderungsinstitut OÖ

PArTICIPANTs // 
Monika Pramreiter, Birgit Kaps (concept and realisation),  
Eva Gütlinger (advisor), Erika rockenschaub (coordination)

In collaboration with Arbeitsmarktservice OÖ/Linz

REBELLINNEN! / ACtIvIStAS!
HERStORIES ANd HIStORIES ON tHE BUS

A coach will be the vehicle for a search at locations both historical 

and currently topical for Linz-wide traces of protest, poor working 

conditions and social struggle.

When precisely were certain political demands first voiced in  

the streets of Linz, and against what kind of background? Who were 

the women that voiced them? How were they formulated? And what 

traces have they left in the urban space?

REBELLINNEN! is a cooperative venture of scientists, artists and  

a number of Linz-based volunteer groups, for whom these questions  

serve as points of departure. the coach’s final destination will  

remain open until the actual day of the journey. When were political  

demands first voiced in the streets of Linz and what were the circum-

stances like? Who voiced them and what was the agenda? 

the coach is a carrier of information and a space for action, it invites 

people to get on board and to be transported along a route staked out 

by social struggle and feminist demands from around 1900 to the 

present day. the city is mapped in new cartographical terms: sites of 

protest and labour – their past, present and future – are rediscovered 

and reanimated.

WHAT // exploring THe CiTy by CoACH

WHEN // 
On 15 saturday afternoons from March to september 09, start: 7 March 09
WHErE // Point of departure: Hauptplatz
IDEA / CONCEPT / rEALIsATION // 
trafo K./renate Höllwart, Charlotte Martinz-Turek, Elke smodics, Nora sternfeld
PArTICIPANTs // 
Vida Bakondy, Eva Egermann, Elke Gaugele, Dagmar Höss, Marty Huber, 
Alexander Jöchl, Verena Mayrhofer, rosel Postuvanschitz, stefanie seibold, 
TiD – Eva Dertschei and Carlos Toledo

In collabration with Junge Gewerkschaft Linz, Pädagogische  
Hochschule der Diözese Linz and Universität für künstlerische  
und industrielle Gestaltung Linz supported by sabtours
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SUPERAMAS
EMPIrE (ArT&POLITICs)

A historical battle is used to engage the au-
dience in a discussion on art and politics 
in a manner that is at once subtle, confus-
ing and charming. 

In May 1809 Napoleon’s troops crossed 
the danube outside the gates of vienna in 
preparation for a decisive battle with the 
forces of Archduke Ferdinand. 40,000 were 
killed in two days. the legacy of the French 
Revolution was at stake and Austrians 
were heard singing the Marseillaise. All the 
contradictions of modernity are to be found 
in this battle, which ended inconclusively 
with both sides claiming victory. In this 
new work Superamas play around with the 
mechanisms behind the representation of 
historical and political facts, scrutinise them 
carefully and then reshuffle them. different 
communication strategies are highlighted. 
In a final twist the audience are confronted 
with the revelation: It is only your enemies 
that you can make peace with!

WHAT // THeATre
WHEN // 18 / 19 January 09 
WHErE // Hafenhalle09
CONCEPT / PrODUCTION // superamas
CAsT // 
roch Baumert, Alix Eynaudi, Davis free-
man, Magda Loitzenbauer, Ariane Loze, Jamal 
Mataan, Anna Mendelssohn, Diederik Peeters, 
faris Endris rahoma, rachid sayet, Martin 
schwab and superamas

A coproduction with superamas, Parc de La Vil-
lette Paris, Buda arts centre Kortrijk, Kaaitheater 
Brussels, and Workspace Brussels, in collabo-
ration with Choreographic Center Linz (CCL), 
Centre choréographique national de Montpellier, 
CNEAI-Paris, wp zimmer Antwerpen, supported 
by the city of Vienna, BMUKK, DrAC-lle de 
france, ONDA france

tHEAtERLUSt 1: 
SCHNEEStURM / SNOWStORM

Welcome to tHEAtERLUSt 1: SNOWStORM, the opening act and theatrical  
exclamation mark that is going to raise the curtain on the year 2009! this is an inter- 
disciplinary, international theatre festival: extraordinary performances are in store for  
the city, there will be drama, dance, philosophy, dreams, provocation, criticism –  
and all this is just the beginning.

www.linz09.at/theaterlust1

WHAT // inTernATionAl THeATre And dAnCe fesTivAl 

WHEN // 13 January – 20 february 09

A Linz09 festival

AIdA KARIC: MArIA sTUArT  
see p. 72

JAN feb mAr Apr mAy JuN

JuL Aug sep oct Nov dec
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CAMPO/vICtORIA 
THE ANTHOLOGY  
Of OPTIMIsM

The Theatre of the Opposites in search  
of optimism.

Alternating between manic search, careful 
research and the meticulous amassing  
of knowledge, a self-declared optimist and 
an equally inveterate pessimist are looking 
for general truths. the results form part of 
the performance. 
tHE ANtHOLOGY OF OPtIMISM is  
a project by the Canadian theatre maker 
Jacob Wren and Flemish author Pieter de 
Buysser, where everyone is welcome to 
join in. Produced by the Ghent company 
Campo, which changed its name to vic-
toria in 1992 and has specialised over the 
years in theatrical projects by Alain Platel, 
Jérôme Bel and others that are as wonder-
ful as they are unusual.

BEttY SHAMIEH
TErrITOrIEs

Two men who belong to two different  
religions vie with one another for control  
of a woman, who is clever enough to do 
what she wants to. 

In 1187 the sister of the Islamic ruler  
Saleh Al-din sets out on a pilgrimage  
to Mecca to save her people from the  
Christian Crusaders. taken captive on  
the ways, he never reaches her destination. 
this play by the Palestinian-American 
author Betty Shamieh is based on histori-
cal fact. In Shamieh’s hands, the female 
protagonist displays extraordinary intel-
ligence and a fighting spirit that allows her 
to remain in control throughout of both the 
sadistic crusader and her powerful brother: 
a prototpyical “clash of cultures”, a search 
for the roots of religiously inspired con-
flicts and gender policies in a production 
by Gerhard Willert.

ARJUN RAINA
ECDYsIs – THE sNAKE  
sHEDs ITs sKIN 

Does Linz have an Indian soul, hidden 
deep down? An intimate portrait of three 
residents of Linz. 

Keeping a low profile, taking care not to 
be noticed, an Indian buys up news stalls 
in Linz and then rents them to Europeans. 
When relations arrive from India, he puts 
them in charge of one of the kiosks. 
the poetical story by Arjun Raina, an actor,  
director and kathakali dancer of interna-
tional renown, revolves around the myste-
rious figure of the uncle, who adapts  
to Europe in appearance and accent, and 
the young Indian couple, who struggle for 
integration and are torn between tradition 
and emancipation. the final ingredients 
are the incalculability of multinational cor-
porations and the recognition that Indian 
life is already woven into the tapestry  
that is Linz.

WHAT // THeATre 

WHEN // Premiere 31 January 09

WHErE // 
Landestheater Linz, Eisenhand
www.landestheater-linz.at

TExT // Betty shamieh

DIrECTOr / TrANsLATOr // 
Gerhard Willert

sTAGE / COsTUMEs // Alexandra Pitz

MUsIC // Christoph Coburger

In collaboration with Landestheater Linz

WHAT // THeATre

WHEN // 5 / 6 february 09

WHErE // Hafenhalle09

CONCEPT / CAsT // 
Jacob Wren, Pieter de Buysser

A coproduction with Campo,  
Brut Vienna / Camp x Kopenhagen /  
KunstenfestivalDesArts Brussels

WHAT // THeATre

WHEN // 16 (Premiere) – 20 february 09

WHErE // Hafenhalle09

CONCEPT / DIrECTOr / CAsT // 
Arjun raina

CAsT Of THE fILM sEQUENCEs // 
Monica singh, Theo Helm, Karin Weissinger, 
robert Jagereder, Claus Brandstätter

VIDEO // Dilip Varma

DrAMATUrGY // sophia stepf

A work commissioned by Linz09
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tONEELHUIS ANtWERPEN / GUY CASSIERS /  
TrIPTYCHON DEr MACHT / TrIPTYCH Of POWEr

the tRIPtYCH OF POWER by toneelhuis Antwerpen has three parts, all directed by Guy 
Cassiers, a sensitive wanderer between theatre, visual arts and music. they add up to a well 
structured, brilliant analysis of dictatorship: its opportunist origins, its refusal to be parted 
from power and the devastating consequences of war.

MEfIsTO fOr EVEr 
MEFIStO FOR EvER by tom Lanoye underlines the frightening topicality of Klaus Mann’s 
classic Mephisto. What lies in wait for the theatres of a country where the extreme right gains 
power? It is not only the moral mettle of individuals that is tested but the viability of the thea-
tre as an institution in a political climate where denunciation is the order of the day.

WHAT // THeATre
WHEN // 13 / 14 January 09
WHErE // Hafenhalle09
DIrECTOr // Guy Cassiers
TExT // Tom Lanoye after the novel by Klaus Mann

WOLfsKErs 
WOLFSKERS is inspired by the works of the Russian film maker Aleksandr Sokurov and 
presents intimate portraits of three dictators: Lenin, Hitler and Hirohito. Whereas MEFIStO 
FOR EvER is a play centring on the relationship between artists and those in power and the 
way they present themselves in public, WOLFSKERS has its sights on intimate details from 
the private lives of powerful men, just at the moment when power is slipping away from them. 

WHAT // THeATre
WHEN // 16 January 09 
WHErE // Landestheater Linz, Großes Haus
DIrECTOr // Guy Cassiers
TExT // Guy Cassiers, Erwin Jans, Jeroen Olyslaegers
A coproduction with Toneelhuis Antwerpen  
and LOD

ATrOPA – THE rEVENGE Of PEACE
AtROPA confronts its audience with the horrors of war and what we stand to lose as the  
result of political conflicts. the theme is the trojan War, the mother of all wars, as it were. tom 
Lanoye has recast the “trojan Women”, drawing on material from other Greek tragedies and on 
present-day political statements on war. An ensemble of remarkable actresses brings the play 
and the triptych through to its tragic conclusion.

WHAT // THeATre
WHEN // 17 January 09 
WHErE // Landestheater Linz, Großes Haus
A coproduction with Toneelhuis Antwerpen, Théâtre 
de la Ville Paris/festival d’Automne à Paris, MC2 Gre-
noble, de singel, festival d’Avignon, Grand Théâtre 
de Luxembourg, Maison de la culture d´Amiens

CANdOCO / sTILL / PErfECT HUMAN
the ensemble CandoCo offer a professional platform for the joint work of handicapped and 
non-handicapped dancers and broaden our perception of the nature of dance and what kind 
of person is capable of dancing. Committed to the highest aesthetic standards they present 
new productions by Hofesh Shechter (tHE PERFECt HUMAN) and by Nigel Charnock 
(StILL); one is dynamic and exuberant, the other controversial and humorous. 

WHAT // THeATre
WHEN // 19 / 20 January 09
WHErE // Posthof Großer saal
In collaboration with Verein Integrative  
Kulturarbeit / festival sicht:wechsel supported 
by British Council Austria, Volksbank AG and 
Volksbank Linz+Mühlviertel

dORKY PARK / CONStANZA MACRAS / HELL ON EArTH
How do concepts of femininity and masculinity, of body and gender relate? Constanza Macras 
and youngsters from the Berlin district of Neukölln have created a story about hopes and dif-
ficulties against the background of issues related to immigration, discrimination and the wish 
to adapt: the turbulences of growing up made more difficult by what is going on around them. 

WHAT // dAnCe THeATre
WHEN // 24 / 25 January 09
WHErE // Hafenhalle09 
A production by Constanza Macras, Dorky 
Park and Hebbel am Ufer in coproduction with 
Kampnagel Hamburg
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CIE 1ER tEMPS / ANdRÉYA OUAMBA / EsCALE TrIE COLOrE
Minimalists in terms of stage and props, Andréya Ouamba and Fatou Cisse manage never-
theless in the centrepiece of this three-part performance to conjure up the streets of dakar, 
Senegal, before the eyes of their audience: a merciless world, particularly for children  
and for all who have no hope of escaping it. the three dance pieces, design, Impro visé_2 
and Contre Poids, are sensitive depictions of this harsh life and a moving example of  
contemporary dance from West Africa. 

WHAT // THree dAnCe pieCes
WHEN // 26 January 09
WHErE // Hafenhalle09 
CHOrEOGrAPHY / INTErPrETATION // 
Andréya Ouamba 

ACCO tHEAtRE CENtER / WIsHUPONAsTAr & AN ArAB DrEAM
An Israeli Jewess marries the Star of david: a grotesque wedding ceremony involving a star 
and a woman, a fatal alliance between religion and state doctrine, a macabre take on reli-
gion and ideology. Smadar Yaaron uses the play as a reference to the Holocaust and today’s 
unresolved Israeli-Palestinian conflict. WISHUPONAStAR is followed by AN ARAB dREAM, 
featuring an Israeli Arab played by Khaled Abu Ali, who gets stranded between different 
worlds and disparate identities.

WHAT // THeATre
WHEN // 30 January 09 
WHErE // Hafenhalle09

CUQUI JEREZ / THE rEAL fICTION 
the play puts flesh on the surprises inherent in Cuqui Jerez’s text:  
Kulifis and joeruls are fascinating because they zipon everything and call even the Lums into 
question. For this tateso is the most important approach, as it is the nus of the image, the 
borderline between Alobi and Bodenda. the metamorphosis (transformation) of the zipon in 
space is bellied by the audience’s imagination and is then reflected back to the actual sisero; 
and all this under the aegis of the frotipey of surprise.

WHAT // THeATre
WHEN // 27 January 09 
WHErE // Hafenhalle09

MALA KLINE / DEBUT
In a dream that overwhelms the dreamer with a sense of loneliness and isolation something 
strange eventually happens. the dreamer awakes and spots a hidden path that leads from the 
theatre, where she happens to be, to real life. Having come here to redeem a debt, she is able 
to see both herself and the reverse side of the mirror in her dream. Before she can leave the 
scene she must allow the past to rest until a new dream allows her to start from scratch. 

WHAT // dAnCe performAnCe
WHEN // 29 January 09 
WHErE // Hafenhalle09

JÉRÔME BEL / THE sHOW MUsT GO ON
20 performers, 19 pop songs and a dJ. Memorable hits of the last decades, such as songs from 

“Hair” or the tear jerker “titanic”, will trigger associations of the kind that simply cannot be 
suppressed. Jérôme Bel is known for his minimalist mise-en-scénes, the protracted moments 
in which next to nothing happens on the stage, with the focus being on the everyday rather 
than the stupendous.

WHAT // dAnCe performAnCe
WHEN // 2 – 4 february 09
WHErE // Posthof Großer saal

RAIMUNd HOGHE / 36, AVENUE GEOrGEs MANDEL
the title 36, AvENUE GEORGE MANdEL, refers to the house where Maria Callas spent the 
last years of her life. Choreographer Raimund Hoghe projects on to the figure of the singer a 
disquisition on life and art, image and reality, loneliness and the longing for beauty. A second 
person appears and opens a new door. this creates a relationship between music and dance 
as the body reflects pictures arising from memory. 

WHAT // dAnCe performAnCe
WHEN // 18 / 19 february 09
WHErE // Hafenhalle09
CONCEPT / DIrECTOr / CHOrEOGrAPHEr / 
DANCEr // raimund Hoghe
GUEsT DANCEr // Emmanuel Eggermont

StUdIOS KABAKO / FAUStIN LINYEKULA / THE fEsTIVAL Of LIEs
One night a year, lies are told for a whole night: the most incredible story gets the prize. And 
now Faustin Linyekula from the democratic Republic of Congo invites audiences to listen 
to lies. And to eat, drink and be merry as they do so. three dancers and an actress lure the 
audience into a dreamworld, which is nonetheless pretty similar to the world we know. the 
musicians of S.K. Invitational together with texta member Flip will provide the dancefloor 
music that ranges from HipHop, Jazz and Rare Groove to dope Beats.

WHAT // dAnCe THeATre
WHEN / WHErE // 22 January (3-hour version), 
23 January 09 (all night) / Posthof
DIrECTOr / CHOrEOGrAPHEr // 
faustin Linyekula
LIVE MUsIC //
flip (Texta), Andi Lettner, Andi Tausch, steph 
Kondert, Phil Nykrin, Basti stein, Chris Kronreif 
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INStANt ANtON

Thomas Kerbl compresses Anton Bruckner’s symphonies to snap-
shots: three- to five-minute quintessences for different ensembles.

“His music stands out in time like an erratic boulder. We do not 
know where it came from nor do we know where it went. We do 
know, however, that something – or rather somebody – has become 
manifest in it: Anton Bruckner”, says Peter Androsch. Cuts, cross-
fades, fade-ins and fade-outs were Anton Bruckner’s stock-in-trade, 
at a time before these terms had even been invented. 
the pianist and conductor thomas Kerbl uses these techniques to 
give us extremely compressed versions of Bruckner’s symphonies, 
in which he summarises his compositional ideas and reworks the 
musical essence. the concentrate of Bruckner’s symphonic work 
created by Kerbl throws Bruckner’s genius all the more into relief: 
visionary and radical, mystical and inexplicable, refusing any truck 
with the banal and thereby pointing far ahead into the future. His 
approach to Bruckner does not lose sight, despite its minimalism,  
of the wide open spaces of Upper Austria’s landscapes near St Flo-
rian, of the thronging claustrophobia of dancers whirling round  
the dance floor to the sound of the fiddle, the monumental impact  
of an ecstatic surge to transcendence, and the breathlessness of lone-
liness-induced despair. 

WHAT // sympHoniC exTrACTs for piAno And ensemble09

IDEA // Linz09/Peter Androsch

COMPOsITION // Thomas Kerbl

A work commissioned by Linz09
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ENSEMBLE09

A new musical ensemble for the Capital of Culture.

Linz09 will not commission a court orchestra; instead it will  
develop a dedicated musical ensemble. the fact that Upper Austria 
boasts many outstanding musical ensembles of truly remarkable 
diversity is largely owed to the country’s music schools, where  
contemporary music is given its due.
ENSEMBLE09 has been planned as a permanent institution that  
will specialise in the idioms of “living” music, provide touchstones 
in reflecting on contemporary culture and contribute to the vitality 
and attractivity of the country’s pedagogical and musical institutions.
ENSEMBLE09 will serve as a mediator, point of contact and com-
munication forum between composers, performing artists and audi-
ences from all walks of life. 

WHAT // musiCAl ensemble

WHEN // all year 09

IDEA // Linz09/Peter Androsch, Thomas schaupp

CONCEPT // Thomas Kerbl, Thomas schaupp

A Linz09 project
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tURMMUSIK / tOWER MUSIC

The Linz composer Romanus Weichlein (1652 – 1706) will be  
assigned a place of honour in 2009. His praises will be sung from 
the steeple of the city’s parish church. 

A tradition that was interrupted 150 years ago is being revived:  
from on high, from the steeple of the city’s parish church, the signals 
of natural trumpets will send out their messages to the four points  
of the compass. Originally they signalled the opening or closing 
of the city’s gates, announced the beginning of the market day or 
warned of fire. this “tower service” will be performed by students 
from the natural trumpet course of the Musikschule Linz. On the 
Sundays of Capital of Culture year the programme will be enlarged: 
students of the Anton Bruckner Private University will join their 
professors to perform one of the Clarin trumpet duets by Romanus 
Weichlein. Born into a family of Linz musicians, he lived from 1652 
to 1706. His “encaenia musices”, a collection of five-part sonatas  
for strings and two clarin trumpets, proved particularly popular. 
this CIRCUS programme, which is also available on Cd, and the 
newly created Romanus-Weichlein Prize are designed to rescue  
the composer from oblivion.

WHAT // musiC from THe ToWer
WHEN // 29 November 08 – 31 December 09, 6 p.m.
WHErE // stadtpfarrkirche
IDEA / CONCEPT // Ars Antiqua Austria, Gunar Letzbor
PArTICIPANTs / PErfOrMING ArTIsTs // 
Weekday signals: Teachers and pupils of Musikschule Linz 
sunday duets by romanus Weichlein: teachers and pupils of the natural 
trumpet course at Anton Bruckner Privatuniversität Linz 

Information on the romanus-Weichlein Prize:
www.fiorimusicali-biberwettbewerb.com

In collaboration with Diözese Linz and Musikschule Linz, Anton Bruckner 
Privatuniversität Linz and Musikschule Linz supported by sparkasse OÖ
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WHAT // AssorTed sundAy morning deligHTs 

WHEN // On 52 sunday mornings, from 4 January 09

IDEA / CONCEPT // Linz09/susanne Posegga

A Linz09 project

SONNtAGMORGEN / 
SUNdAY MORNING

Linz09 has the licence to be exciting even on Sunday mornings. It has 
put together a programme for exploring and enjoying the city. 

Sunday was created as a break from workaday life. Between sunrise 
and noon on 52 Sundays, Linz09 will be dishing up a programme 
consisting of what refreshes or relaxes and suits sociable or meditative 
moods, a programme that strikes a balance between the expectations 
of singles and families, night owls and early birds, art buffs, open air 
and fitness addicts and electronic freaks.
And it isn’t just for visitors – locals too will have the opportunity of 
making themselves more familiar with a number of Linz09 themes and 
of meeting in person people who are involved in the projects. You may 
take a stroll over the rooftops in the spirit of HÖHENRAUSCH, enjoy 
a picnic at the dONAUStRANd or an “electro-brunch” or a breakfast 
with a specific theme. Going for a walk in tHE CULtURAL CAPItAL 
NEIGHBOURHOOd OF tHE MONtH, taking a hike up the moun-
tains of Linz, or joining in an ecumenical service in a congregation of 
immigrants are other possibilities, as are debating circles on topics 
featured in KEPLER SALON and in other ongoing projects. these are 
only a few of the programme items that will supplement the varied 
fare on offer at Linz’s regular cultural institutions, such as matinées 
at the Brucknerhaus and Landestheater, film brunches at the Movie-
mento and other Sunday morning specials. 
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LICHtLäNdE
LIGHtING UP LINZ’S dANUBE EMBANKMENt

The expressive sculptures by forum metall still dominate Linz’s 

Danube embankment. It’s time to shed some proper light on them. 

In 1977 Linz got everyone’s attention with an unexpected artistic 

coup: forum metall set up large-scale works by international con-

temporary artists – an important step in Linz’s evolution. this made 

donaupark the home of a representative cross section of abstract 

metal sculpture from the ‘60s and ’70s. the organisers, Helmuth 

Gsöllpointner and Peter Baum, deliberately broke with conventional 

exhibition practices. the choice of materials underscored the impor-

tance these had for the “steel city” and demonstrated the potential 

of iron, steel and aluminium in the hands of sculptors. to this day 

works by Herbert Bayer, Max Bill, Amadeo Gabino, Mathias Goeritz, 

Erwin Heerich, Piotr Kowalski, Eduardo Paolozzi, david Rabinow-

itch, Erwin Reiter and Günther Uecker are to be found on the banks 

of the danube. 

forum metall catapulted Linz on to the stage of the art world. In 2009 

Linz will shed new light on these sculptures with courtesy of LINZ 

AG. Within eyeshot of the new buildings of the Lentos and AEC 

subtle interventions make it possible to see such stories as part of the 

foundation on which the Capital of Culture is built. 

WHAT // sHedding ligHT on ArT

WHEN // all year 09

WHErE // Donaupark

LIGHT DEsIGN // rolf Derrer

In collaboration with Linz AG
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LINZER AUGE / LINZER EYE

And yet it does rotate! A platform in the Danube, in front of the new 

AEC, gives us new perspectives on the city in 2009.

to show its commitment to the Capital of Culture the Kammer der 

Architekten und Ingenieurkonsulenten für Oberösterreich und Salz-

burg makes the city of Linz, its inhabitants and its visitors a present. 

this gesture, which is not dissimilar in a way to sponsoring a park 

bench, is about occupying a site, redefining it and charging it with 

symbolic significance. the impressive urban space, whose possi-

bilities have been only marginally exploited, will feature a floating 

structure, the LINZER AUGE, a rotating poetical object that will 

be accessible for many and disparate uses. A floating perpetuum 

mobile, it is sure to leave no eyes unturned. the energy needed to 

rotate it comes directly from the river. You step onto the platform –  

everything revolves round you. Linz moves past you at a sedate, 

steady pace, revealing new perspectives as it goes. 

WHAT // insTAllATion

WHEN // from 1 May 09

WHErE // In the Danube in front of the new AEC

IDEA / CONCEPT / rEALIsATION // feld72

In collaboration with the Kammer der Architekten und Ingenieurkonsulenten 
für Oberösterreich und salzburg supported by raiffeisen Landesbank and 
Energie AG
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sAy LINZ. 
SAY CHANGE

“My proposal is not new – to an extent it 

is already going ahead. Only to an extent, 

however, and not in a way that directly 

benefits the city. What I want to do is to en-

courage the young people of Linz to meet 

young people from other countries. this 

would foster mutual understanding and 

tolerance and help both the city’s future 

development and the general future of our 

society.”

Albert Langanke
general secretary, International community of 
Inmates of mauthausen

“What is certainly 
lacking in Linz is 
large and small 
venues in the Inner 
City area. This is 
where we need 
to focus on the 
 symbiosis between 
art, culture and 
gastronomy!” 

thomas Zeintl
sous-chef, gelbes Krokodil

“If a city manages to inspire 
enthusiasm for everyday 
things, I feel like asking 
for seconds and the whole 
thing is not reduced to a di-
ary entry: ‘Linz. Been there.’ 
This is why I’d like to see 
everyday culture develop 
more of a profile in Linz. It 
is largely absent so far, par-
ticularly if one considers 
the areas away from the 
few busier streets.”

Andreas topf 
management consultant

“What hopes do I have for Linz in 2015? 

Men and women sharing the same rights. 

An interpretation being put on the noise 

made by children that recognises it as 

the music of the future. Young people 

prepared to change the status quo, who 

will demand a fair hearing. the elderly 

free from material worries and entitled to 

receive care when they need it. Preschools 

teeming with toddlers, schools full of 

inquisitive children and teens, flourishing 

universities dedicated to the humanities 

and the social sciences. theatres that are 

not above causing the occasional scandal, 

artists who are inspired and inspiring. 

Industrial firms that are successful and go 

easy on the environment. decent pay for 

the gainfully employed. An expanding 

community of researchers active in ever 

expanding research. A city administration 

that is doing its job, politicians who are 

looking to the future. Citizens who get 

involved in the city’s development. An 

overall evolution towards more freedom, 

equality and solidarity.”

bernd dobesberger

president of Kinderfreunde upper Austria

“True innovation is 
never found in a 
culture fixated on 
the spectacular or 
on the mainstream; 
it needs a spirit 
of adventure and 
change. Linz must 
remain a city in a 
state of flux, where 
innovative, subver-
sive subcultural 
initiatives are allo-
wed to flourish.”

christine dollhofer  
Head of crossing europe filmfestival

“A melting pot 
of different 
cultures!”
belmir Zec
city of Linz commissioner for  
the Integration of Immigrants
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sAy LINZ. 
SAY CHANGE

“It may be the case that a 
more sensitive, more reflective 
 integration of our historical 
and regional diversity is able 
to focus the latent energy that 
one somehow senses is pre-
sent in Linz and to make it 
more visible. This might make 
it more readily understood 
that for centuries it has been 
immigration that has turned 
Linz into a success story.”

gerhild trübswasser
social scientist

“Contact between citizens and institutions is 
in need of improvement. Immigrant citizens 
have to be taken into account as well. 
There is no centre for local residents and 
immigrants to celebrate together. The 
 Volkshäuser are overbooked and incapable 
of responding to spontaneous demand.
In the area of education immigrants need 
more support both to avoid discrimination 
and to allow their potential to unfold.”

Ike okafor
chairman black community and grüne Interkulturell, youth social worker 

“In 2008 women working full time earned 78% of the income of  

men working full time. In 2015 women working full time earn  

100% of the income of men working full time. In 2008 there were  

10 female professors at Johannes Kepler Universität Linz and 110 

male professors. In 2015 there are 60 female professors at Johannes 

Kepler Universität Linz and 60 male professors. 

Redressing the excesses of structural discrimination was made pos-

sible by Linz’s urban policy, by nationwide measures to counteract 

rising prices and by regional fine tuning. Linz is awarded the 2015 

Golden Award for Gender Equality and the Advancement of Women 

of the European Union – an award made quinquennially from 2010 

for gender innovations in the political arena.”

gabriella Hauch
Institut für frauen- und geschlechterforschung

“Democratic decision making processes 
tend to reduce innovative projects to the 
lowest common denominator. I would 
 therefore like once again to be able to 
discern some vision behind the city’s 
architectural and urban planning – a spicy 
mixture of generously conceived planning 
and individualistic realisation. for Linz to 
become Austria’s most interesting city it 
will need a lot of people who share a dream 
and can summon the courage to opt for 
unconventional solutions.” 

susanne posegga
Interdisziplinärer Kunstbetrieb
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LINZ
CAPItAL

Linz has everything that a European city needs. First of all  
there is history reaching so far back that only the archaeologists 
can tell us about its beginnings. It is in its history that we find 
the meaning of the name, Linz: the Romans called the place  
Lentia, taking this name from the even older Celtic word, Lentos, 
which might have something to do with the winding of the  
danube. Kings held court here, princesses got married, battles 
were fought and generals were buried. It has a medieval centre, 
baroque churches, 19th-century parks and 20th-century motor-
ways, museums and theatres. It has produced quite a crop of 
great sons and daughters, poets, thinkers, musicians and scien-
tists. It is home not only to the local working and middle-class 
population but also to a number of immigrant communities.  
In short, Linz is a capital that is both unique and eccentric,  
combining the spacious feeling of a metropolis with its own 
homespun provincial charm.
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LINZ StAtUS QUO

International architectural critics trained their eyes on Linz.
A discussion of the possibilities of urban development today  
and tomorrow. 

Scrutinising a city and formulating urban planning scenarios  
based on the findings has been practiced with considerable suc-
cess in the Netherlands since the 1980s. In Austria this is a novel 
approach. In order to assess the status quo of Linz and environs, 
Linz09 has invited three internationally renowned architectural  
critics, Shumon Basar (London), Angelika Schnell (Innsbruck/  
Berlin) and Roemer van toorn (Amsterdam) to produce an objec- 
tive appraisal. they have been asked to voice praise and criticism, 
to consider the future as well as the present and to ask questions 
and come up with answers on which to base far-reaching decisions: 
How and where is Linz capable of improvement? Where is the  
city’s greatest potential in the coming decades? 
three symposia accompanied this fact-and-potential finding  
mission. the critics’ essays were published in book form and  
excerpts from them appeared in local and national papers  
and in specialist journals. 
 

WHAT // symposium on ArCHiTeCTurAl CriTique

WHEN // 
9 february 08 / Linz status Quo I: Experts from Linz provide  
information on Linz
7 March 08 / Linz status Quo II: Architectural critique today.  
The critics introduce themselves 
13 June 08 / Linz status Quo III: The debate – Linz as seen by its  
architectural critics. Panel discussions with Linz experts

WHErE // afo architekturforum oberösterreich, www.afo.at

IDEA / CONCEPT // Bart Lootsma, Katharina Weinberger

PArTICIPANTs // 
shumon Basar, Angelika schnell, roemer van Toorn (theoreticians/critics  
of architecture), Angelika fitz (curator)

A Linz09 project

LINZ tExAS

A CItY RELAtES

In the run-up to the Capital of Culture Year the exhibition  
LINZ TEXAS makes playful comparisons between Linz and  
cities across the world. 

Linz is a medium sized city, a description it shares with most other 
European cities. What have Linzers made of it? A glance at Linz’s 
more recent past reveals that Linz has successfully played the card 
of its place in the middle, situated as it is between industry and 
culture, economic centre and rural life, the tradition-laden tourist 
magnets vienna and Salzburg, etc. Linz has also displayed a knack 
for re-inventing itself. It is sufficient to recall its metamorphosis in 
structure and image from an industrial centre inextricably associ-
ated with the Nazi era to a metropolis of culture that hosts Forum 
design and Ars Electronica. Yet what is it that Linz has in common 
with Haifa, Wolfsburg or Paris in texas? Which of its properties can 
you also find in Moscow, Manchester or davos?
It is precisely such questions that LINZ tExAS raises and attempts 
to answer by means of a stimulating series of comparisons that aim to 
focus our gaze on the city and its connections. the exhibition had its 
flamboyant premiere at Architekturzentrum Wien, was then shown 
at Stadtmuseum Graz, and goes on to Berlin at the end of 2008.

WHAT // exHibiTion

WHEN / WHErE // 
12 June – 8 september 08 /Architekturzentrum Wien, www.azw.at
25 september – 2 November 08 / stadtmuseum Graz, www.stadtmuseumgraz.at
and other cities
3 December – 15 January 09 / Aedes Berlin, www.aedes-arc.de

IDEA / CONCEPT // 
Angelika fitz, Az W/Dietmar steiner, Linz09/Martin Heller, Gudrun Wallenböck

PArTICIPANTs // 
Angelika fitz (curator), arquitectos/Heidi Pretterhofer (exhibition arh-
citecture), mvd Austria/Michael rieper, Georg skerbisch und Christine 
schmauszer (graphics), Christina Nägele (curatorial assistant)

In collaboration with Architekturzentrum Wien
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BESt OF AUStRIA

AN ARt COLLECtION

How does a European Capital of Culture come by an art collection 
worthy of its name? Quite simple: by going cap in hand.

In preparation for Capital of Culture Year, the Lentos Art Museum 
and Linz09 appealed to Austria’s outstanding art collections for 
support. the upshot is that the country’s most significant works 
of art will be on show in Linz. More than 30 Austrian museums, 
renowned collections, galleries and private art collections from 
vienna to Lake Constance will each contribute works. Ranging 
across all styles and drawn from different centuries, the roughly one 
hundred examples will provide a panoramic overview of the mani-
fold artistic treasures of the country. there is, inevitably, an element 
of chance in the final make-up of this ideal art collection, assembled 
so eclectically and for so short a time; personal predilections played 
their part, as did the compromises enforced by financial and spatial 
constraints. the kaleidoscopic result – the details are to be found in 
the exhibition catalogue – will trigger a debate on the concept of a 

“best of” regarding Austria’s cultural heritage.

WHAT // exHibiTion
WHEN // 2 January – 10 May 09
WHErE // Lentos Kunstmuseum Linz, www.lentos.at
IDEA / CONCEPT // Linz09, Lentos Kunstmuseum Linz
PArTICATING INsTITUTIONs // 
Albertina, Belvedere, Burgenländische Landesgalerie, Essl Museum, EVN sammlung, 
Gemäldegalerie der Akademie der bildenden Künste Wien, Kontakt. The Art Collec-
tion of Erste Bank-Group, Kunsthaus Bregenz, Kunsthistorisches Museum, Landesmu-
seum Joanneum: Alte Galerie/Neue Galerie, Leopold Museum, Liechtenstein Museum, 
MAK – Österreichisches Museum für angewandte Kunst/Gegenwartskunst, MUMOK 
Museum moderner Kunst, MUsA – Museum auf Abruf, Museum der Moderne 
salzburg, Museum moderner Kunst Kärnten, Niederösterreichisches Landesmu-
seum, Oberösterreichische Landesmuseen, Österreichisches filmmuseum, salzburg 
Museum – Neue residenz, sammlung T-Mobile Austria, sammlung Verbund, stift 
Admont – Museum für Gegenwartskunst, sTrABAG Kunstforum, Tiroler Landesmu-
seum ferdinandeum, Vorarlberger Landesmuseum, Wien Museum

In collaboration with Lentos Kunstmuseum Linz supported by OMV AG

tOULOUSE-LAUtREC: 
AN INtIMAtE LOOK

Exactly one hundred years after part of his oeuvre was first shown 
in Austria the exhibition at the Landesgalerie Linz focuses on one 
of the artist’s most characteristic features. 

Europe’s Capital of Culture throws in its lot with Paris, the city  
that was at one stage the undisputed capital of Europe’s culture. 
Henri de toulouse-Lautrec, one of the great painters of the Post-
Impressionist period, is usually seen against the backdrop of 
bohemian, raucous Montmartre. Yet below the dashing brilliant 
surface lies a highly developed sensitivity. Lautrec’s searching gaze 
is directed at modern man and his inner contradictions convey the 
real character that distinguished him as a human being and as an 
artist. the painter is more than an unconcerned observer of a period 
of transitions and its tensions: his art speaks to his own life which 
spanned the poles of aristocratic privilege and bodily handicap. As 
this dimension has not yet received the attention it deserves it will 
be put at the centre of the show in the Landesgalerie. Contemporary 
photos of the kind that served as aides-mémoire to toulouse-Lautrec 
will supplement the many paintings on view. 

WHAT // exHibiTion

WHEN // 28 february – 7 June 09

WHErE // Landesgalerie Linz, www.landesgalerie.at

In collaboration with OÖ Landesmuseen and the Toulouse-Lautrec  
Museum, Albi 
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CAPItAL OF CULtURE NEIGHBOURHOOd  
OF tHE MONtH
EvERYONE IS ENtItLEd tO tHEIR SHARE OF tHE CItY! 

When we first began issuing invitations to the institutions, clubs, groups and residents active 

in the twelve Capital of Culture neighbourhoods, we knew perfectly well the kind of risks we 

were taking. the idea was for the whole city to take an active part in the programme of the 

Capital of Culture. All we can say now is that we have been able to pull it off! CAPItAL OF 

CULtURE NEIGHBOURHOOd OF tHE MONtH will be making its way through Linz over 

nine months in all – in January and from March to October 2009. Its scope is without pre-

cedent: the different regions of Linz will be telling stories about themselves in a manner, it is 

hoped, that will indeed be the beginning of something that will last. the different neighbour-

hoods take to the stage. they show what they’ve got. And they move on.

Something especially to look forward to is the “pomp and circumstance” that will mark the 

accession ceremonies as one neighbourhood takes over from its precursor. the ARt PALACE, 

a metamorphosed caravan under the aegis of Messrs Juhann and Jod, will be providing the  

festive atmosphere required by such momentous occasions. 

For the summer of 2009 the centre will shift to the Landscape Park Bindermichl/Spallerhof. 

the yellow house BELLEvUE will be devoted to what is both ordinary and extraordinary 

about life in Linz’s neighbourhoods. (see p. 50)

Failed to pay a visit to the seahorse in the danube or the gallery on clothes poles? Not claimed 

a place on the Bench in Progress or your share in the flood barrier? Not given the shirt off your 

back or offered hospitality to a stranger? Not even spent a night on a blind date? In that case 

you would have missed out on Linz09 altogether – and surely you don’t want to do that! 

Admission free to all events.

WHAT // besT of neigHbourHoods

WHEN // January 09 and March – October 09

IDEA / CONCEPT // Linz09/Tamara schwarzmayr after an idea by Ingo Mörth

HEADs Of PrOJECT // Claudia Dworschak/Tamara schwarzmayr/Marie-Therese strasser 

PArTICIPANTs // 
Loose alliances of clubs, institutions, groups and individuals from Linz’s neighbourhoods 

A Linz09 project

KUNStPALASt_ONStAGE /
ARt PALACE_ONStAGE
A MOBILE PLATfOrM  
fOr EVErYONE

A multi-purpose culture-trailer, which 

reveals an elegant salon complete with silk  

wall hangings, wall mounted chandeliers 

and star pattern parquet floor, KUNStPA-

LASt will form the read thread that runs 

through CAPItAL OF CULtURE NEIGH-

BOURHOOd OF tHE MONtH. Messrs  

Juhann and Jod will introduce and cele-

brate each new neighbourhood of the 

month in true ARt PALACE style. How-

ever, the ARt PALACE will also serve,  

as its name implies, as a venue for art and 

culture that is open to everyone. Both ama-

teur artists and established professionals 

are welcome to present their work at the 

ARt PALACE. For what else is the Capital 

of Culture but all of us? And that applies to 

YOU in particular! If you feel like organis-

ing an exhibition, a reading, a musical, 

dance or other performance, drop a line to:  

kunstpalast@linz09.at

WHEN / WHErE //
Linz09 Opening / 2 January 09 / Hauptplatz
28 february 09 / final stop Tramway 1
1 April 09 / Heilig-Geist-Kirche
2 May 09 / Volksgarten 
3 June 09 / Bindermichl opposite WAG
4 July 09 / Haidgatternpark
1 August 09 / Alt-Urfahr
4 september 09 / Brunnenplatz/Wimhölzelstraße
3 October 09 / fadingerplatz/church Ebelsberg
Kunstpalast_onstage: Mobile platform for  
everyone, 7/8/14/15/21/22/23 August 09
IDEA / CONCEPT / rEALIsATION // 
stefan Kutzenberger, Wolfgang Hametner
MODErATOrs // Die Herren Juhann and Jod

A Linz09 projectJAN feb mAr Apr mAy JuN

JuL Aug sep oct Nov dec
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JANUARY 09 / OLd CItY CENtRE

THE THrEE WIsE WOMEN:  
A (U)TOPOGrAPHY Of HOsPITALITY IN THE CITY

tHE tHREE WISE WOMEN, a dark skinned immigrant, a young 

punk and a business woman as the female counterparts of the three 

Magi, will be going from door to door in the City. they knock and 

leave a token present where they see the “Seal of Hospitality”. the 

project is documented on film. 

WHEN / WHErE // 
Opening: 2 January 09, Maiz (Badgasse 9)
Daily programme: 3 – 12 January 09: 9.30 a.m. Breakfast at Gragger  
(Hofgasse 3), in the afternoon hospitality walk-about, film presentation  
with discussion 7 p.m., Maiz 
IDEA / CONCEPT // forum Interkulturalität
PArTICIPANTs // 
Alessandra Klimpel, Marissa Lobo, Patricia Marchart, risolene Wimmer, 
Tania Araujo
COOPErATION PArTNErs // 
Migrawood, fa. Gragger, Atelier Charlotte Wiesmann

MARCH 09 / KLEINMüNCHEN, AUWIESEN 

WWW.QUIrIPEDIA.AT

the Cultural Capital neighbourhood of Kleinmünchen/Auwiesen/

Scharlinz/Schörgenhub are going online: a platform for residents 

and institutions, QUIRIPEdIA.At will be featuring ONE dAY ANd 

ONE NIGHt and provide unusual perspectives and reportage and 

process applications. It will also provide additional encouragement 

to extend this initiative beyond 2009. 

www.quiripedia.at

IDEA / CONCEPT // 
Kleinmünchner Kulturkreis/Helfried Hinterleitner

MARCH 09 / KLEINMüNCHEN, AUWIESEN 

ONE DAY AND ONE NIGHT IN A sUBUrB

How difficult/easy is it to get on well with others? Life style, the 

banks of the traun, sports, cultural highlights in Auwiesen/Klein-

münchen and similar topics will presumably be talked about at the 

“Blind date”. Families and institutions provide board and lodging 

for one day and one night – free of charge, of course. For an advance 

booking go to WWW.QUIRIPEdIA.At.

WHEN / WHErE // 
Opening: 28 february 09 in “Wohnzimmer” [Living room] at the “Auwiesen” 
terminus of tram line 1 
20 May 09 / Presentation of project, Tuchfabrik Auwiesen 
IDEA / CONCEPT // 
Anita Pehamberger (head of project), Christa Haberlik, Margareta Huber Huber
PArTICIPANTs // A large number of hosts and hostesses in this neighbourhood
COOPErATION PArTNErs // 
PGr Auwiesen, Zentrum spattstraße, Boy scouts/Girl Guides and other 
organisations/institutions in Auwiesen and Kleinmünchen

APRIL 09 / dORNACH-AUHOF, KAtZBACH

INTErDENOMINATIONAL AND INTErNATIONAL 
ENCOUNTErs WITH ArT. DOrNACH GIVEs THE 
sHIrT Off ITs BACK.

dornachers present clothing items that have a special significance 

for them also in terms of their biography. International textile artists 

come up with ideas for special and everyday occasions. 

WHEN / WHErE // 
Opening: 1 April 09 at the following three venues / Heilig-Geist-Kirche (car-
pets fritz riedl, Linz/Mexiko), Versöhnungskirche (works by Marga Persson, 
Linz/schweden), Katholische Hochschulgemeinde/raum der stille (works by 
Lee Chen-Hao and Chang Ming-Chi, Linz/Taiwan)
IDEA / CONCEPT // 
römisch-katholische Pfarrgemeinde Heiliger Geist, Evangelische Versöh-
nungs-Kirche Linz/Dornach, Katholische Hochschulgemeinde (KHG)
PArTICIPANTs // 
Artists from Mexico, sweden, Taiwan and Linz, lecturers and students of 
the studienrichtung Textil/Kunst&Design at Kunstuniversität Linz, local 
residents, Dornacher stub´n
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JUNE 09 / BINdERMICHL/SPALLERHOF, KEFERFELd-OEd

sITTING DOWN TOGETHEr – rEVITALIsATION  
Of A BINDErMICHL INTErIOr COUrTYArD  
As A COMMUNICATION CENTrE fOr rEsIDENTs

they find old pieces of seating furniture. they photograph them  

together with their former owners. they pick them up, give them  

an artistic makeover and arrange them in an inner courtyard.  

this is how Bindermichl is revitalised. Primary school 43 and its 

pupils have put it into their heads to do something for their neigh-

bourhood – so that its residents get to talk more to one another. 

WHEN / WHErE // 
Opening: 3 June 09, inner courtyard opposite WAG 
IDEA / CONCEPT // 
Primary school 43, stadlerschule (VD sr renate Gratzl, sr Gerda Kocher)
PArTICIPANTs // 
Teachers and pupils of Primary school 43, residents of a Bindermichl interior 
courtyard, artistic assistance: Ingrid Loquenz, architect

JULY 09 / NEUE HEIMAt

THE 09 CULTUrE Of WAsHING –  
A NEIGHBOUrHOOD WAsHEs COLOUrEDs 

“doing the washing” as a global cultural activity – an everyday  

chore that puts locals from a number of different ethnic backgrounds 

in touch with preschools, schools, institutions of after school care, 

youth centres and local businesses. How? By hand, washing  

machine, or simply where there is water. Art is always on hand  

and it’s multimedial. drop by, have a look. 

WHEN / WHErE // 
Opening: 4 July 09, Creativwerkstatt, Haidgatternpark and environs
IDEA / CONCEPT // 
Verein WIKUL Creativwerkstatt, Ingrid feichtinger, Karin Wimmer
PArTICIPANTs // 
Jugendzentrum Baustelle/Verein f. Jugend u. freizeit, Kindergarten der stadt 
Linz, Kindergarten Pf. st. franziskus, Kindergarten Pf. Guter Hirte, Primary 
school 35 and Hort siemensschule, Verein Ostafrikanische Gemeinschaft in 
Österreich, fortuna Media /Agentur für film und Kunst, Creativcommunity/ 
Magistrat Linz, Wäschepflegemuseum rainbach i. Mühlkreis

LINZ
CAPItAL

JUNE 09 / BINdERMICHL/SPALLERHOF, KEFERFELd-OEd

sT PETEr Is DEAD.  
LONG LIVE sT PETEr!

the neighbourhoods Bindermichl/Spallerhof/Keferfeld are linked  

to the history of the village St Peter, which had to make way in  

1938 for the Hermann-Göring Werke. this history is to be made  

visible, audible, palpable – accessible via exhibitions, contemporary  

witnesses and the products of an excellent cuisine!

WHEN / WHErE // Opening: 5 June 09 / Geschichteclub stahl
IDEA / CONCEPT // Geschichteclub stahl
COOPErATION PArTNErs // 
sPÖ spallerhof, sPÖ Bindermichl, sPÖ Keferfeld-Oed-Bergern,  
Pensionistenverband Bindermichl, “fisherman‘s friends”

MAY 09 / NEUE INNENStAdt/FROSCHBERG

THE PEOPLEs’ PArK –  
THE PArK Of DIVErsITY 

“volksgarten”, which is located in this neighbourhood, will be 

renamed vÖLKERGARtEN [Peoples’ Park] for the month of May –  

a symbol of the coexistence of a number of different minorities 

in Neustadtviertel. various organisations, associations, initiatives 

and individuals with a background in this neighbourhood will be 

putting on a varied culture and sports programme and will be going 

for a walk together in the park of diversity.

WHEN // Opening: 2 May 09
IDEA / CONCEPT // sOs-Menschenrechte Österreich 
PArTICIPANTs (sTATUs sEPTEMBEr 08) // 
Wohnungsfreunde Gemeinnützige Bau- und siedlungsGesmbH 
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OCtOBER 09 / EBELSBERG

BENCH IN PrOGrEss

A bench sets out to plot the migrations of “modern nomads” and 

drops in on Kleinmünchen, Auwiesen, Ebelsberg, Pichling/solarCity. 

What happens with it and on it is documented on film and symbol-

ises the life of people “on the move”, who stop off, settle down for  

a while and move on again. 

WHEN / WHErE // 
Opening: 3 October 09 / fadingerplatz/Kirche Ebelsberg
IDEA / CONCEPT // 
Angelika Paulitsch, Gabriele Miglbauer, Martin fath, Pfarre Ebelsberg 
PArTICIPANTs (sTATUs sEPTEMBEr 08) // 
Pfarre Kleinmünchen, Verein Arcobaleno, swinging Pfadis, fachausschuss 
Kultur der Pfarre Auwiesen, Pfarre Elia solarCity, Okips

AUGUSt 09 / URFAHR-ZENtRUM, PÖStLINGBERG 

HOW DID THE sEAHOrsE MAKE IT ALL  
THE WAY TO THE DANUBE? 

Seen on a map, the outline of Alt-Urfahr resembles that of a seahorse 

blithely adrift in the danube. In August the area that corresponds to 

the seahorse’s belly will be pulsing with life. there will be publicly 

accessible living rooms, summer cinema, a flood barrier to sit on, 

parties on the banks of the danube and a lot more. 

WHEN / WHErE // 
Opening: 1 August 09 / Public space of Alt-Urfahr
IDEA / CONCEPT // 
Verein Vierteltreff Alt-Urfahr West/silvia Bartoš
PArTICIPANTs (sTATUs sEPTEMBEr 08) // 
sOs-Menschrechte, flüchtlingswohnheim rudolfstraße 64,  
Kulturverein Alt-Urfahr, Talent-Experiment OÖ

SEPtEMBER 09 / FRANCKvIERtEL, HAFENvIERtEL

1000 AND ONE sTOrIEs frOM  
THE frANCKVIErTEL 

For an entire month all of Franckviertel will be a stage lit up – as if  

by magic – by story tellers, actors, musicians, jugglers, in a setting 

of cookshops and open fires. Galleries may take the form of washing 

poles and greens and for those needing to recharge their batteries 

there will be “permanent breakfast” and picnics on offer.

WHEN / WHErE // 
Opening: 4 september 09, Brunnenplatz/Wimhölzelstraße 
IDEA / CONCEPT / rEALIsATION // 
Inge Bammer, Charlotte Wiesmann, Anne Janssen, Jürgen Heib, Thomas Mader 
PArTICIPANTs // 
Kulturhauptstadtteil franckviertel Team – a network of residents, Dorfhalleschule 
(Vs 33), pro mente Kunst & Kultur, Urban planning department freiraumstadt, 
stadtteilarbeit Leben im franckviertel and VfQ – Verein für frauenqualifikation
COOPErATION PArTNErs // 
schools, parrish, sociocultural institutions and associations in the franckviertel

LINZ
CAPItAL

BEING PARt OF tHINGS,  
KEEPING tRACK OF tHINGS: 

A handy sized publication in several languages gives a detailed  

outline of programme items and of the accessibility of venues by 

public transport and doubles as a notebook: the empty pages can  

be filled with notes and observations made during the month-long 

journeys through the city’s neighbourhoods. this can turn the  

booklet into a lasting souvenir, a personal diary of an episode in  

the city’s life.

the publication is available free of charge at central venues in Linz’s 

different neighbourhoods and in the Linz09 Infocenter (Hauptplatz 5). 

For the latest updates see: www.linz09.at/kulturhauptstadtteil 
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FEStIvAL dER REGIONEN /  
FEStIvAL OF REGIONS
NORMALItY

In 2009 the FESTIvAL OF REgIONS will be setting its sights on 
Linz’s southern suburbs, particularly Auwiesen and the residential 
areas of solarCity. 

the FEStIvAL OF REGIONS is a biennial event that has been  
taking place since 1993 at different locations throughout Upper Aus-
tria. In those fifteen years it has quite rightly come to be associated 
with cutting-edge, location specific art and culture. For this year’s 
festival theme – NORMALItY – the satellite suburbs of Auwiesen 
and the residential areas of solarCity move from the periphery into 
the limelight. What characterises urban life in outlying parts of  
the town? What is life like in the southern suburbs – at just a small  
remove from the exceptional conditions brought about by the  
Capital of Culture programme? 

For a time, part of Linz’s artistic and cultural scene relocates to the 
city’s southernmost parts and enters into an alliance with local and 
international partners. the emphasis in the programme will be in 
the areas of art and culture, culture in the public space, workaday 
culture, participation and performance. 

WHAT // fesTivAl of ConTemporAry ArT And CulTure
WHEN // 9 May – 1 June 09
WHErE // Linz süd – Auwiesen and solarCity 
IDEA / CONCEPT / rEALIsATION // festival der regionen, www.fdr.at
PArTICIPANTs // 
AKKU – Arbeiten mit Alltag / Peter Arlt, Hans Kropshofer, Georg ritter, Die fabri-
kanten / frank Bölter / Marcelo Cardoso-Gama & Johanna Kienzl / Jakob Dietrich &  
Kai Mayer-rothe (bu’nostik), reinhard Gupfinger, Anna Hilti & stefanie Thöny &  
Anita Zumbühl, Clemens Mayrhofer & Lucas Norer & sebastian six, Leo Peschta &  
Gordan savicić, Doris Prlić u. a. / Marlene Haring / susanne Jirkuff / Uwe Jonas, 
Antonia Low, Ulrike Mohr, Jürgen O. Olbrich, Matthias schamp, Petra spielhagen, 
roi Vaara / Karl-Heinz Klopf / Andrea Knobloch / sabina Köfler, Kristina Kornmüller, 
stefan Messner, Petra Moser, Ulrike seelmann, felix Vierlinger / Martin Krenn /  
Anna Meyer / OKIPs / Pfarrzentrum Marcel Callo / spotsZ / Karl-Heinz ströhle & 
Martin strauß / Petar radisavljević / rebekka reich & Oliver Gather / stadtwerk-statt 
& radio frO / streetwork Ebelsberg-Pichling / Volksschule 52 solarCity & Hartlauer-
hof / Kaspar Wimberley & susanne Kudielka and many more (status september 08)

In collaboration with festival der regionen
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BELLEvUE
tHE YELLOW HOUSE

Situated astride an urban motorway, a temporary structure offers 
new vistas of Linz.

One of the most massive infrastructure construction projects to  
be tackled in Linz was the burying of the urban motorway at Binder-
michl. the flow of traffic has now been channelled into tunnels, and 
the residents are now surrounded by greenery on all sides. Amid 
all that greenery a house is being built for the Capital of Culture and 
called BELLEvUE or the Beautiful view. On one side it looks out on 
to motorway traffic, on the other it faces a landscaped park between 
residential developments. 
BELLEvUE offers space for the spectacular as well as for the hum-
drum. Guest artists and experts will reflect on the urban environ-
ment together with residents and engage in the development of 
projects. A varied daily programme will make BELLEvUE some-
thing of a centre for the outskirts of Linz between June and Septem-
ber 2009. BELLEvUE will serve the functions of a temporary artists’ 
production workshop, a stage and a forum – a social construct to 
celebrate the joys of seeing and being seen. 

www.bellevue-linz.at

WHAT // sTAge for everydAy CulTure

WHEN // 
25 June – 13 september 09, daily between 12 p.m – 12 a.m.
Opening 24 June 9, 7 p.m.

WHErE // 
Landschaftspark Bindermichl/spallerhof, südportal A7 Überplattung

IDEA / CONCEPT // 
Peter fattinger, Veronika Orso, Michael rieper

PArTICIPANTs // 
Guest artists, experts, local residents 

A Linz09 project supported by WAG Wohnanlagen GmbH
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HEIMSPIEL & tANZtAGELABOR 

The aim is quite simply to give a real boost to real productions. 

Support for the local scene guarantees the continuity of its creative 

diversity. 

HEIMSPIEL has been providing support for local artists for twenty 

years with a change of focus each year. In 2009 Linz’s theatre and 

performance scene will be moved centre stage. tANZtAGELABOR 

will serve as a presentation forum for young Upper Austrian  

choreographers as a counterpart to the international tanztage.

An independent jury will assess the productions of the local scene 

that are performed in the two festivals and award prizes in the 

categories of best dance and best theatre production. Prize winners 

will be commissioned to present a production in February 2010.

the “philosophy” underlying this concept is the wish to give pre-

ference to real productions over draft concepts and to give lasting 

support to artists. 

WHAT // THeATre And dAnCe performAnCes

WHEN // 
Heimspiel: february 09 
TanzTageLaboratory: March/April 09

WHErE // Posthof, www.posthof.at

IDEA / CONCEPT // Posthof / Linz09

In collaboration with LIVA/Posthof
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HAUS.FRIEdENS.BRUCH
BY MARGIt SCHREINER

Home truths about power and happiness. A dramatic monologue 

with a sting to it. The premiere of an evening to look forward to. 

Packing her take on everyday life into HAUS.FRIEdENS.BRUCH, 

Margit Schreiner, author of plays, radio plays and novels, shows 

how it is possible to love life, whatever it may throw against you. 

Born in Linz in 1953, the author returned to her native city in 2000 

after living in tokyo, Salzburg, Paris, Berlin and in Italy. Gabriele 

deutsch grew up in Steyeregg and was involved in a large number 

of theatre productions as actress, director and author; in her solo 

performance of HAUS.FRIEdENS.BRUCH she takes a razor-sharp 

look at life that spares nothing and nobody. the play is directed by 

Beverly Blankenship, who grew up in Europe and America. After 

training as an actress at vienna’s Max Reinhard Seminar she lived 

for many years in Australia, where she started to write and direct 

plays. In 1992 she returned to Europe, where she has worked as  

a director at a number of major theatres and opera houses. Set and 

costumes will be in the hands of Elisabeth Binder-Neururer, who 

has more than 100 productions at different venues to her credit. 

WHAT // THeATre 
WHEN // 15 – 19 and 21 – 22 september 09
WHErE // Posthof, www.posthof.at

IDEA / CONCEPT // Gabriele Deutsch, Margit schreiner
TExT // Margit schreiner
DIrECTOr // Beverly Blankenship
CAsT // Gabriele Deutsch
MUsIC // sam Auinger
sCENOGrAPHY // Elisabeth Binder-Neururer

In collaboration with LIVA/Posthof, Brucknerfest Linz 2009 and  
Gabriele Deutsch
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UNIvERSUM LINZ
tHROUGH tHE EYES OF ANIMALS

An ORF documentary in the UNIvERSUM format focuses on  

the fauna of Linz from the perspective of an animal.

A steel city, a symbol of heavy industry for half a century, has 

reverted in large parts to a green refuge – although the industry 

remains. In 2006 Linz was awarded the title of “Austria’s most  

eco-friendly municipality”. So it is now high time to take a look at 

Linz from the perspective of an animal. A film needs at least one 

star – in this case it will be a member of the crow family, a jackdaw, 

which displays in all its actions intelligence, versatility and excep-

tional wit. the premises of the University are home to 30 breeding 

pairs nesting in age-old, protected trees. In a cavity in one of these 

trees a jackdaw chick emerges from inside an egg at the beginning  

of the documentary. In its company we get to appreciate a bird’s  

eye view of Linz – in the literal sense of the phrase. Entertained by  

a host of great supporting actors, such as European green toads, 

foxes, tawny owls and assorted insects, we are shown the daily lives 

of animals that have chosen Linz as their habitat. As far as is possi-

ble we are given the opportunity of sharing their special take on the 

city and on the world.

WHAT // Wildlife doCumenTAry

WHEN / WHErE // 
spring 09, Orf 2

IDEA / CONCEPT // Erich Pröll

A coproduction of Orf and Erich Pröll film in cooperation with Linz09 and 
voestalpine AG, subsidised by rTr fernsehfonds. supported by Land OÖ 
and Linz AG
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StAdtKINO

Fixed on celluloid: films about Linz, featuring Linz,  

from Linz, for Linz.

Linz is not associated with bittersweet love stories; it does not  

provide a stage for cineastic high emotions; it is no Cinecittà. Yet 

who needs Rome or Hollywood, if Linz screens every cineastic 

highlight of Austrian provenance! Sit back and enjoy: StAdtKINO 

is putting on features such as “die Siebtelbauern” (the Inheritors) 

by Oscar winning Stefan Ruzowitzky and “Hasenjagd – vor lauter 

Feigheit gibt es kein Erbarmen” (the Quality of Mercy) by Andreas 

Gruber. And what about documentaries, such as Sabine derflinger’s 

“Achtung Staatsgrenze” (Halt! Frontier!). Or Walter Wippersberg’s 

“Fest des Huhns”? Or would you prefer genuine pop corn cinema 

such as the horror film “In drei tagen bist du tot” (dead In three 

days), which is set in an eerie version of Upper Austrian Salzkam-

mergut. In addition to the “great” films StAdtKINO will be provid-

ing a forum for experiments by young film makers. Music videos 

and avant-garde films from the archives of the Crossing Europe 

Filmfestival that deal explicitly with the city will be screened.

WHAT // film sCreenings

WHEN // 5 January – 23 December 09 

WHErE // Moviemento Kino, www.moviemento.at

IDEA / CONCEPT // Linz09

In collaboration with Moviemento Kino supported by Orf
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sAy LINZ. 
SAY CHANGE

“there is no doubt that Linz will be 

Austria’s most interesting city in 2009. 

However, for the city to be still a focus 

of European culture in the year 2015 one 

thing is needed above all: Linz needs a  

humanities faculty! I felt the lack of one  

all of twenty years ago when I started to 

go out after dancing school. As there was 

no such thing I was forced to go into exile 

in vienna. today I sense its continued 

absence the moment I get on to the tram 

at the main railway station. the mix that 

Linz has to offer is exciting and contains 

many diverse elements. Industry, economy 

and technology are present but despite  

the University of Arts, the Bruckner  

University and the Catholic theological  

Faculty it is obvious from the city’s atmos-

phere that there are no humanities in Linz. 

this faculty would fill a huge gap and 

would make the whole city perhaps, well, 

more humanistic. this would round off 

Linz. And would make it Austria’s most 

interesting city.” 

stefan Kutzenberger
Literature scientist 

“What does 
it take? 
THE LOT!”

didi sommer
postskriptum-poetry-slam-master

“for whom is Linz supposed 
to be Austria’s most 
interesting city in 2015? 
for Linzers? for Austrians, 
Germans, the Japanese?  
for Italians, politicians, 
cobble stone spectacle 
artists, art freaks? for the 
masses, for consumers, 
soccer fans, tradespeople, 
industrial typcoons? Or for 
everyone?” 

Hannes braun
operator of p’aa

“Linz has this incredibly attractive location 

on the banks of the Danube. This is an 

asset that has been neglected for decades. 

In Urfahr one of the most beautiful squares 

of the city has been sacrificed to traffic. 

Any city where ecological considerations 

count for something would relegate cars to 

underground carparks or to the outskirts. 

Here the largest car park jostles for space 

with the most idyllic residential area.”

Irene gunnesch 
culture editor, oberösterreichische Nachrichten

“Linz has to become more open minded, 

attractive and international than it is at 

present. For this to happen it needs to fos-

ter innovation by making use of the local 

potential of artists and cultural activists. 

Linz could gain long-term benefits from 

Culture Capital Year by making good use 

of both its new and existing resources. But 

is it going to happen? 

Constant reflection on ‘Culture for every-

one’ would also be helpful and meaningful. 

Yet if I want to go out on a Sunday or if I 

want to use public transport after midnight 

to go home at the end of a pub crawl, I 

am made to realise just how modern and 

international Linz is… 

Seriously: Interesting cities are distin-

guished by a number of shared characte-

ristics, such as university courses in the 

humanities, availability of public transport 

after midnight, a broad cultural spectrum 

beyond the mainstream, etc.” 

martin böhm
sociologist, co-founder of Woast, member of 
the board of Kupf and qujochÖ activist

“Why wait until 2015?  
If you want my opinion, 
Linz is already Austria’s 
most interesting city as  
Capital of Culture in 2009!” 

milli Hornegger 
culture editor, Kronenzeitung
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sAy LINZ. 
SAY CHANGE

“for me, Linz 
is already 
Austria’s most 
interesting city 
and well placed to 
consolidate that 
position. Yet far 
too few people 
in Austria have 
any idea of the 
constant changes 
we are going 
through.” 

barbara prammer
president of the Austrian parliament

“Keep it up! 
A steady drip 
adds to the 
stone in the 
long run!”
martin sturm
director oK offenes Kulturhaus oÖ

“Every city needs public 
spaces that invite passers-
by to linger. I would 
 therefore like to plead for a 
traffic free main square. It 
must be possible to reroute 
cars so that this can come 
true! There are very few 
places simply to sit down 
without having to order 
something. Does it have  
to be like this?” 

Karin brandstätter
culture mediator

“Linz should stop trying so hard to be 

something different from what it is. It 

should stop allowing business people and 

cultural bureaucrats and politician to tart 

it up like a Barbie doll. Linz’s strength 

lies in what is unfeigned and indigenous. 

Instead of bringing this into play, the 

city faffs around with make-believe and 

superficial prettification. The pretty 

surfaces need to be scratched or scraped 

away altogether – this may give Linz some 

chance of being ‘interesting’ in 2015. 

And yet: what is so attractive about being 

the ‘most interesting city’ in a country that 

is not particularly exciting? Who needs 

this? I myself like places such as Breda 

in Holland or Prince rupert in Canada, 

where you’d be hard pressed to find 

anything at all that’s interesting. That’s 

when things begin to get really interesting!” 

Walter Kohl
Writer

“We have good homes for senior citizens. 

A new one is being built at the moment 

in Ebelsberg. they are viewed positively 

by the population because in the case of 

people with low incomes the City of Linz 

tops up what’s missing. this means that 

everyone can afford a place at one of these 

homes. I often visit and I know that people 

are well looked after there. this is some-

thing you really have to acknowledge. 

the new bureaucracy centres are like  

mazes and it’s very difficult to find your 

way about. Upper Austria‘s new service 

centre is a proper labyrinth. the Linz tax 

Office in the new skyscraper near the rail-

way station – it’s all up there, you have to 

use the escalators, which is something  

I can’t do because my eyesight is no longer 

good enough and my reactions aren’t what 

they used to be. It’s all very demanding for 

elderly people like me. We’re told we can 

do it all by computer, which is a fat lot of 

help. Modernisation is all very well but for 

people without young relatives it’s really 

tough. there’s a lot being done in Linz but 

it’s never enough because the times keep 

on changing.”

poldi feichtinger
pensioner

“Linz is a very interesting city as it is. At the 

moment particularly so for drivers. The 

massive muliplication of building sites due 

to the preparations for Capital of Culture 

Year mean half the city is a no-go area. 

It’s important to shake off the blast furnace 

image. Linz has so much to offer – and 

you can get everywhere in a short time. An 

extension of the public transport network 

and an improvement in the choice of  

restaurants open on sundays would help 

to minimise its provincial feel.”

ulrika Krenner
marketing assistant
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In Linz there are two town halls, one state hall, banks and 
churches galore, so many corridors of power. Here rests the  
authority for the whole province – to the extent it rests at all.  
It’s always in motion, flexes its muscles, asserts itself. You have 
to come here, to the centre, to where the movers and shakers are, 
if you want to make a difference. Linz is no stranger to fighting, 
including armed struggle. But the shrewd and the powerful  
never make the same mistakes twice. Why spoil for a fight when 
a hug does the trick? Why refuse dialogue if you can control the 
monologue? day in and day out advisory boards hold meetings. 
But the population is also learning something new – and this  
is where the future lies. 

LINZ
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AUSBLENdEN / HIdE
SURvEILLANCE FREE CItY tOURS

Seeing or being seen? Social Impact offers guided tours with a dif-
ference in the city of Linz. Unlike more traditional tours these are 
surveillance free. 

A case of espionage or an achievement in terms of democratic 
behaviour: CCtv cameras – public and private ones – have almost 
come to be taken for granted as part of today’s typical street scene. 
Hardly anyone seems to care what problems they and the security 
drive that underpins them raise both in legal as well as in social 
terms. this in itself justifies an intervention that combines a double 
dose of irritation with a dash of humour. 
At the start of the guided tour, camouflage clothing will be distrib-
uted to the participants, who are then given a crash course in the 
subject of camera surveillance. they are acquainted with the rudi-
ments of appropriate behaviour in order to be prepared for what is 
waiting for them out in the field. the skills of crawling, mimicry and 
deception will be learnt as part of the drill. then the new recruits 
will start their journey across the city, taking in the traditional sights 
of Linz. the curiosity of the passers-by, aroused in this way, will 
then facilitate the distribution of information packs about current 
developments in the fields of data protection, surveillance and 
monitoring of public space.

JAN feb mAr Apr mAy JuN JuL Aug sep oct Nov dec

SUBvERSIv MESSE /  
SUBvERSIvE FAIR
COUNtER CULtURE ANd  
RESIStANCE tECHNOLOGY FAIR

An opening for Linz as the place to go to if you want to know  
about resistance!

In May 2009 dozens of activists will be waiting for you in the port  
of Linz to provide information on the latest developments on the 
resistance front. In the setting of an authentic fair you can rub shoul- 
ders with subversive elements. this concentrated exchange high-
lights strategies for a radical revolution. the mixture of practical 
tools, theoretical expertise, activist interventions and political and 
artistic forms of resistance creates the productive chaos that drives 
the revolutionary process. 

In this sense: If subversion is o.k., we’re o.k.!

www.subversiv-messe.net

JAN feb mAr Apr mAy JuN JuL Aug sep oct Nov dec

WHAT // TrAde fAir

WHEN // 14 May 09 – 17 May 09

WHErE // Hafenhalle09

IDEA / CONCEPT / rEALIsATION // 
social Impact, www.social-impact.at

A Linz09 project supported by Österreichische Gesellschaft für politische 
Bildung, stickma.de/Dresden, rebel:art/Hamburg, x-net/Linz

WHAT // exploring THe CiTy

WHEN // 10 May 09 – 16 May 09

IDEA / CONCEPT / rEALIsATION // 
social Impact in cooperation with choreanders, www.social-impact.at

PArTICIPANTs // 
Ulrike Hager (head of project), Harald schmutzhard (project coordination)

A Linz09 project
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FOUCHÉ

A man to be afraid of, a play to look forward to, on opera about 
loneliness and fear. 

Joseph Fouché was not only Napoleon’s Minister of Police, he was 
also monk, tutor at a theological college, Jacobin, schemer and plotter, 
intellectual, mass murderer and inventor of the surveillance state.  
In 1820 he died in exile in Linz, where his status as a refugee had 
been accepted rather grudgingly by Metternich. He comes to life  
again as the eponymous protagonist in the opera seria FOUCHÉ,  
a dramatic profile of an obsession with power. Napoleon, Robespierre, 
talleyrand and Joséphine Bonaparte, all of them figures from Fouché’s 
past, torment him with memories. 
Franz Hummel, composer of 13 operas, is one of the most renowned 
and original European composers. Sandra Hummel is a lyrical poet 
and essayist; FOUCHÉ is her fifth libretto.
Susan Oswell, the long-time protagonist and choreographer (with 
Rosamund Gilmore) of the legendary London Laokoon dance Group, 
has also made a name for herself in recent years as a composer.  
She will be in charge of the choreography and scenic realisation  
of Hummel’s opera.

JAN feb mAr Apr mAy JuN JuL Aug sep oct Nov dec

LINZ
POWER

dEMOKRAtIE ISt KULtUR! / 
dEMOCRACY IS CULtURE!

Linz09 declares the election campaign of 2009 a cultural event  
and puts it under European surveillance.

Can politics be treated as if it was an artistic performance?  
Politicians as well as artists sometimes make use of rather drastic 
means to achieve their aim, attracting attention! One lot calls their 
adversaries names, the other insults their audiences. Politicians 
sculpt their visions of our future, sculptors chisel their visions  
in stone. From the standpoint of a cultural critic new criteria and 
new expectations with respect to politics may be said to emerge 
from this correspondence. One could check election speeches for 
literary elements, critique election posters along aesthetic lines  
and and judge politicians’ manners according to stylistic criteria. 
One could generally ask how much politics there is in our culture 
and how much culture in our brand of democracy. there will be 
plenty of opportunity to do so in 2009: elections at communal, pro-
vincial and European levels will test the democratic legitimation 
of Austrian politics. Linz09 will be inviting European observers to 
monitor the cultural standards of all these election campaigns. 

JAN feb mAr Apr mAy JuN JuL Aug sep oct Nov dec

WHAT // publiC eleCTion moniToring

WHEN // May – september 09

IDEA / CONCEPT // Linz09

A Linz09 project

WHAT // operA seriA
WHEN // 9 January (premiere), 10, 14 / 15 January 09, 8 p.m.
WHErE // Posthof, www.posthof.at
IDEA // Otto M. Zykan
COMPOsITION // franz Hummel
LIBrETTO // sandra Hummel
PrODUCTION TEAM //
susan Oswell, Bernhard Hammer, Erika Landertinger, Gerhard fischer, 
Alexei Kornienko, Ensemble09, Thomas Kerbl, Hubert Wolschlager
CAsT //
Harald Heinz (Joseph fouché), Bettina schönenberg (Marie-Thérèse-Char-
lotte), Léla Wiche (Hirondelle fouché), stephanie Lang (Joséphine Bona-
parte), Isolde Daum (Comtesse de Castellane), choir and soloists of the 
Anton Bruckner Privatuniversität and dancers from the Institute for Dance 
Arts (Anton Bruckner Privatuniversität)

A work commissioned by Linz09; a LIVA production
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HÖRStAdt /  
ACOUStIC CItY

Another Linz first! Linz is listening. Our 
acoustic environment matters – and now 
it’s political. 

Our acoustic environment is an important 
part of our living conditions. It affects us 
directly and we cannot escape from it – we 
cannot turn off our ears. Nonetheless society 
as a whole has a disregard for acoustic con-
ditions. the noise of traffic has homogenised 
the formerly individualistic soundscapes of 
our cities to a monotonous hum that even 
the most costly noise protection measures 
cannot make go away. Architecture traffic 
and spatial planning have become “deaf” 
disciplines, which habitually disregard the 
acoustic consequences of their actions. tech-
nological revolutions have made acoustic ir-
radiation possible anywhere and at any time, 
which has added an economic dimension 
to hearing: all kinds of commercial products, 
from cars to washing powder, are given an 
acoustic profile to underline their quality. 
Shops, shopping malls, restaurants, waiting 
rooms, telephone loops, even public toilets 
are the scenes for the enforced acoustic ir-
radiation of millions of citizens. 
All this happens in legal vacuum. We 
experience the acoustic domain as the kind 
of lawless frontier territory we have come to 
associate with the Wild West: there are no 
binding rules for acoustic coexistence in any 
democratic society. 
Building on the idea of Linz’s legendary 
Klangwolke, HÖRStAdt posits the entire 
city as an acoustic space: HÖRStAdt 
wants to be a catalyst for the formation of an 
acoustic consciousness, to sensitise people 
to matters related to hearing and to build up 
a society-wide resistance to acoustic disen-
franchisement.

PArTICIPANTs //
Peter Androsch/Artistic Director, Arbeiterkammer 
Oberösterreich, Axis, Anatol Bogendorfer/Hörs-
tadt, Andres Bosshard/artist, City Pastoral, 
Diözese Linz/Kunstreferat, Wolfgang fadi 
Dorninger/artist, Bill Drummond/artist, Chris-
toph freilinger/City Pastoral, Gewerkschaft der 
Privatangestellten GPA, Wolfgang Gratt/acousti-
cian, Hubert Hawel/acoustician, Institut retzl, 
reinhard Jäger/medical doctor, rainer Jessl/light 
designer, Andreas Kern/cultural mediator, Kinder-
freunde Oberösterreich, Kunstuniversität Linz –  
die architektur: roland Gnaiger, richard steger, 
Tobias Hagleitner, Gunar Wilhelm, stadt Linz, 
Land Oberösterreich, Umwelttechnik department 
Landesschulrat für Oberösterreich, Bernhard 
Leitner/architect and sound designer, Johann 
Marckhgott/Acoustic pedogogue, Oberösterrei-
chisches Landesmusikschulwerk, ÖGB, Orf Ö1, 
Pädagogische Hochschule Oberösterreich, Clem-
ens Pichler/Mariendom, Klemens Pilsl/Hörstadt, 
Erich Pintar/sound technician and acoustician, 
Ernst richter/medical doctor, Gottfried rieser/
GPA, rudigierstiftung, Murray schafer, Alexandra 
schulz/Linz09, florian sedmak/Hörstadt, sPÖ 
Oberösterreich, August stockinger, Technische 
Akustik services TAs, Topos III, Von Ohr zu Ohr, 
Elke Wagner/Linz09, franz Welser-Möst/conduc-
tor, Martin Windtner/ÖGB, Andreas Wolf/journal-
ist and many more

A Linz09 project supported by sparkasse OÖ

www.hoerstadt.at

AKUStIKON

the AKUStIKON is both a platform for 
HÖRStAdt Linz and its culmination point. 
It is the heart of the project and has hopes 
of beating on long after 2009. Its main aim 
is to alert society to the importance of the 
sense of hearing and to carve out a place for 
matters related to this sense in a political 
and societal context. the AKUStIKON will 
be instrumental in advancing the concerns 
of HÖRStAdt. It will oversee the creation 
of a contained environment devoted to the 

sense of hearing, where theoretical refine-
ment, discussions, interaction and, last but 
not least, expert acoustic advice can flourish. 
the five guidelines of the AKUStIKON are 
as follows: Being at liberty to hear means 
that, having cleared our heads, we are open 
to receive the world via our ears. this is 
incidentally why headphones will be absent 
from the AKUStIKON. Hearing as a trinity 
means that the AKUStIKON puts the ear 
centre stage as a complete sensory organ 
with the three sensory functions of “equilib-
rium”, “orientation” and “hearing”. Mono-
mediality means that sounds are neither 
deliberately linked to visual notions nor 
forced into a synaesthetic context. Learning 
to hear is learning to think is the clarion call: 
the AKUStIKON is a school of hearing. Spa-
tial diversity refers to all aspects of spatial 
diversity and to the aim of making spatial 
perception a conscious dimension of the act 
of hearing. A wide range of activities will 
successively come into being: keeping the 
hearing environment operational, putting on 
exhibitions, organising school programmes 
and the school of hearing which will co-
ordinate hearing adventures, set up guided 
HÖRStAdt tours, and develop a course in 
acoustics; it will lead discussions, lobby for 
HÖRStAdt, create thematic priorities and 
stage a series of mini concerts.

WHAT // HeArT of HÖrsTAdT
WHEN // Opening: spring/summer 09
WHErE // Pfarrgasse 9-13
CONCEPT // Peter Androsch
PArTICIPANTs //
Peter Androsch, Elke Wagner, Leo saftic, Thomas 
Diesenreiter, signal2noize|audiovisualdesign, 
Gerold Zeidler, Claudia Hutterer, Michael Wieser, 
Horst spannlang, Team Magistrate Linz, florian 
sedmak, Anatol Bogendorfer, Andres Bossard, 
Technischer Dienst Landesregierung, Manfred 
Quatember and many more
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BESCHALLUNGSFREI.  
tHE CAMPAIGN AGAINSt ENFOR-
CEd ACCOUStIC IRRAdIAtION

Put a halt to the abuse of our ears: roll back 
enforced acoustic irradiation! We need 
publicly accessible oases of quiet! Halt the 
perpetual musical deluge from the sausage 
counter to the toilet! Protect our children 
against acoustic sensory overload! 
these are the demands of a campaign that 
advocates the installation of spaces in 
everyday life that are free from acoustic 
irradiation. One aim is awarding publicly 
accessible places without background mu-
sic the label BESCHALLUNGSFREI, which 
advertises this acoustic quality of life and 
tries to preserve it where it still exists.
the first businesses and organisations to be 
awarded the label BESCHALLUNGSFREI 
are the City of Linz, the province of Upper 
Austria, Arbeiterkammer Oberösterreich, 
Kunstuniversität Linz, Bank Austria, Ober-
bank and volkskreditbank.

www.beschallungsfrei.at

WHAT // CAmpAign

WHEN // 
start: 29 November 08

WHErE // in Linz, Upper Austria and everywhere

An initiative by Linz09, Österreichischer Gewerk-
schaftsbund ÖGB, Gewerkschaft der Privatan-
gestellten GPA und City Pastoral/Katholische 
Kirche in Upper Austria

tHE LINZ CHARtA

the LINZ CHARtA is at one level the result 
of development work initiated by HÖR-
StAdt and done by a group of experts. At 
a deeper level it owes its existence to the 

openness of the political and administrative 
classes in Linz. the city is beginning to inter-
pret itself as an acoustic structure and a lving 
space where what we hear is important.  
the LINZ CHARtA is intended to serve as a 
pointer on the road to a – at present admit-
tedely utopian – European model city. It 
defines aims and values that will be decisive 
in acoustic terms for the direction of Linz’s 
future evolution. In September 2008 the 
LINZ CHARtA was submitted to the plan-
ning committee of the city parliament and 
will be the basis of a process of opinion  
forming, which will culminate in a resolu-
tion which will be voted on in January 2009.  
the passing of the LINZ CHARtA would 
make Linz the first city worldwide to have 
approved guidelines for an acoustic agenda. 
All other cities in the world will be invited to 
subscribe to the LINZ CHARtA.

HÖRStAdt. A GUIdEBOOK  
tO tHE WORLd OF HEARING

HÖRStAdt also exists in written form: 
the Guide to the World of Hearing de-
votes almost 30 chapters to the nooks and 
crannies of the sonosphere. this is the 
handbook where you can find an analysis 
of what hearing has in common with capi-
talism and what influence architecture has 
on hearing. this “vademecum” invites you 
to follow, it documents conversations and 
insights that occurred and flourished in 
the course of the research for HÖRStAdt 
and identifies sociocultural, economic, 
technological, legal and other factors that 
relate to the acoustic space. 

tHE SUPPORtERS OF HÖRStAdt

HÖRStAdt asks figures in public life for 
moral support – either by referring to it in 

public addresses, by lobbying in political 
or economic contexts or by propagating 
spaces free from acoustic irradiation.  
Finally, it asks them to endorse the AKUS-
tIKON as HÖRStAdt’s centre piece. 

the growing number of HÖRStAdt  
supporters includes: Franz Welser-Möst/
conductor and designate director of 
Austria’s Staatsoper, Roland Gnaiger/pro-
fessor of architecture, University of Arts 
Linz, Andreas Stadler/head of the Austrian 
Cultural Forum New York, Sonja Ablinger/
member of parliament, Heinrich Schiff/
musician and festival director, Gabriella 
Hauch/Institut f. Frauen- u. Geschlechter- 
forschung, Kepler Universität Linz, Elmar 
Altvater/economist, publicist, Herbert 
tumpel/president of the Federal Labour 
Chamber Bundesarbeiterkammer, Anton 
Zeilinger/physicist, Reinhard Kannonier/
rector of the University of Arts Linz, Karl-
Heinz Essl/composer, Christoph Koller/
managing director of Steinway in Austria, 
dennis Russell davies/chief conductor 
of Bruckner Orchester Linz, dietfried 
Bernet/conductor, theresa Jordis/presi-
dent of Wiener Konzerthausgesellschaft, 
Bernhard Kerres/artistic director of Wiener 
Konzerthaus, Rudolf Buchbinder/pian-
ist, artistic director of Festival Grafenegg, 
Günther Rhomberg/president Bregenzer 
Festspiele, Aleksandar Markovic/chief 
conductor tiroler Landestheater and 
orchestra, Reinhold Messner/alpinist and 
environmentalist, Wolfgang Fadi dornin-
ger/artist, Helga Rabl-Stadler/president of 
Salzburger Festspiele, Hans Platzgumer/
artist, Peter Paul Kaspar/rector of Ursuli-
nenkirche Linz and many more
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RUHEPOL CENtRALKINO

Whilst Advent is marking the beginning of 

what is reputedly the most peaceful time 

of the year, when Saturdays are earmarked 

for shopping and turn shopping malls into 

raging infernos, RUHEPOL CENtRAL- 

KINO lets you get some peace in the 

middle of the city. the venue has had its 

share of the ups and downs of history. In 

February 1934, when it still housed the 

Hotel Schiff, it was torched by civil war. 

Later it took on Centralkino as well as 

serving as the regional centre of the SPÖ. 

Care was taken when the building was 

renovated that its appeal to all the senses 

should be heightened and made accessible 

to everyone. 

WHAT // reCreATionAl spACe

WHEN // 
29 November 08 – 21 November 09 (No Music Day) 
Opening: 29 November 08

WHErE // Centralkino

PArTICIPANTs //
Klemens Pilsl, Die Architektur/Kunstuni- 
versität Linz – roland Gnaiger, richard steger, 
Tobias Hagleitner, Gunar Wilhelm, Georg  
Oberhaidinger

In collaboration with sPÖ OÖ and Architektur/
Kunstuniversität Linz after an idea of urban  
and acoustics historian Dr. Peter Payer.

RUHEPOL MARIENdOM 

the Rudigierhalle in St Mary’s Cathedral, 

with a floor measuring ten by ten and a 

height of twenty metres, is unique in its 

proportions, its acoustics and its general 

atmosphere. Its architectural history is 

also remarkable. In commemoration of 

the church’s founder, Bishop Rudigier, an 

extraordinary organ was installed whose 

dimensions are such that it completely 

blocks the sunlight that was supposed to 

light up the cathedral through its huge ro-

setta window. this extraordinary room will 

be an oasis of quiet at St Mary’s in 2009. 

WHAT // reCreATionAl spACe

WHEN // 21 May 09 – 26 October 09

WHErE // Mariendom

PArTICIPANTs //
Klemens Pilsl, Clemens Pichler, rainer Jessl

In collaboration with Bischof-rudigierstiftung 
and Diözese Linz/Kunstreferat

tHE ACOUStIC MANIFEStO 

HÖRStAdt addresses itself to the political 

dimension of hearing. this leads straight 

to the topic “noise”. the glorification of 

noise dates back to 1909, to Filippo  

tommaso Marinetti’s Futurist Manifesto. 

It gave birth to the idealisation of war and 

machinery, and spawned an uncritical 

exaltation of progress and of noise. From 

today’s perspective it is tragically obvious 

that futurism was above all a harbinger  

of fascism – and the world is afflicted to-

day with most of the things that Marinetti 

considered highly desirable: 100 years 

later we counter the Futurist Manifesto 

with the ACOUStIC MANIFEStO! 

INtERNAtIONAL NOISE  
AWARENESS dAY

In 1996 the US League for the Hard of 

Hearing initiated the annual “International 

Noise Awareness day”. Since then organi-

sations, action groups, medical doctors and 

acousticians across the world have been 

observing this action day. In a symbolic 

gesture we will observe a minute’s silence 

at 2.15 p.m. HÖRStAdt will present 

a concrete plan for a long-term change 

in Linz’s soundscape and recommends 

“Quiet diet” as a possible personal contri-

bution to noise reduction: monitoring of 

our own noise production, lowering the 

sound volume when listening to music or 

watching tv, sounding car horns only in 

an emergency.

WHAT // ACTion dAy for THe  
reduCTion of noise

WHEN // 29 April 09

KLANGBAUStELLE / ACOUStIC 
CONStRUCtION SItE 
HÖRStELLEN / HEARING SItES 
HÖRStAdtFüHRUNGEN /  
HÖRStAdt GUIdEd tOURS

the Swiss composer, musician and sound 

architect Andres Bosshard sees himself as a 

gardener cultivating sounds in an everyday 

urban noise environment. the versatile 

artist is engaged in noise research, develop-

ing acoustic installations and cooperating 

with landscape architects and designers of 

free space in large-scale projects. His best 

known works are “Power station dam in 

Fusio” and the acoustic design for Swiss 
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Expo 2002 in Biel by coop himmelb(l)au, 

where he built an island of contemplation 

amid the exhibition’s hubbub. 

For HÖRStAdt Bosshard is going to 

install a sound construction site in summer 

2009, which will be a prototype showing 

how to deal intelligently with noise. HEAR-

ING SItES within Linz’s urban space will 

be part of a guided tour and visitors will 

have Bosshard as an expert guide to the 

sensory experience the sites offer. 

WHEN // from May 09

tHE ACOUStIC ENvIRONMENt.
A SERIES OF CONvERSAtIONS 

the presenter of the OE1 radio series “Im 

Gespräch”, Michael Kerbler, will be talking 

to a number of interview partners about 

hearing. they will include the architect and 

sound designer Bernhard Leitner, a pioneer 

in researching the interplay between space 

and sound; the “sound gardener” Andres 

Bosshard; the music director designate 

of Staatsoper Wien, the conductor Franz 

Welser-Möst, who will be speaking about 

the significance of silence and of rests in 

music; and Scotsman Bill drummond, the 

initiator of the No Music day.

WHAT // series of ConversATions

WHEN // 
29 October 09: Bernhard Leitner, 5 November 09:  
Andres Bosshard, 12 November 09: franz Welser-
Möst, 19 November 09: Bill Drummond
WHErE // Wissensturm

In collaboration with Ö1 and Wissensturm Linz 

NO MUSIC dAY 

the Scottish artist, pop musician (the KLF) 

and publicist Bill drummond proclaimed 

NO MUSIC dAY in 2006, a day on which 

everyone should get away from the constant 

stream of music to become aware again of 

the real significance of songs and music. 

the date chosen was 21 November, the eve 

of the namesday of St Cecilia, who is con-

sidered the patron saint of music. In 2007 

drummond succeeded in winning over 

BBC Scotland to dispense entirely with mu-

sic, including jingles, on NO MUSIC dAY. 

the aim to get the itunes store to go offline 

on 21 November has not yet been achieved 

but it has not been abandoned either.

In 2008 Brazil is the international epicentre 

of NMd, in 2009 Linz will quietly step into 

those shoes.

FURtHER MEASURES  
ANd ACtIONS 

# In collaboration with the Swiss Nep-

omuk Musikverlag HÖRStAdt will over-

see a special edition of Murray Schafer’s 

“Anstiftung zum Hören”. the Canadian 

sound researcher and composer Murray 

Schafer developed the concept of an acous-

tic ecology in this classic book of hearing 

instruction. He will be one of Linz09’s 

guests in summer 2009. 

All teachers in areas related to music and 

hearing will get a free copy – in all of Up-

per Austria that is more than 6000 people 

in all types of schools.

# In collaboration with Landesschulrat 

HÖRStAdt will oversee a day of further 

education for ARGE Musik of the music 

teachers of Upper Austria on the topic 

acoustic space. 

# the 8,000 participants of the European 

Youth Music Festival MEGAHERtZ will 

be enlisted as HÖRStAdt envoys and re-

ceive publicity material for the BESCHAL-

LUNGSFREI campaign. the European 

Music School Union will distribute infor-

mation material on HÖRStAdt at every 

one of Europe’s music schools.

# At the instigation of HÖRStAdt Upper 

Austria’s Landesmusikschulwerk will en-

able new pupils to take part in a hearing 

screening free of charge. At the same time 

training courses will begin for hearing 

representatives who will become active 

as advocates of hearing in the provincial 

music schools.

# Upper Austria’s teacher training College 

will develop an on the job training module 

for teachers in collaboration with Labour 

Chamber and acousticians “Schools: 

places of acoustic awareness”. It is to 

provide teachers with the qualification to 

analyse their school buildings acoustically 

and to initiate improvements if necessary. 

# Inclusion of acoustic criteria in the La-

bour Chamber’s health monitoring routines. 
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MARIA StUARt
PREMIERE

Using Friedrich Schiller‘s play as her  

point of departure, Aida Karic gives a 

contemporary take on the subject. Mary 

Stuart, Queen of Scotland, loses her  

crown in consequence of the murder of  

her husband and takes refuge in England. 

the English Queen, Elizabeth, fears for  

her own crown and takes Mary captive. 

the country, on the brink of a civil war,  

is about to be torn apart by religious  

conflict. the two women are enmeshed  

in a network of intrigue, plot and murder 

and their life-or-death struggle escalates 

into a showdown marked by hatred and 

violence. Mary, terrorist, murderess, whore, 

must be liquidated but no one is willing 

to bloody their hands. We are left at the 

end with a death sentence and the timeless 

questions of guilt, atonement, justice and 

the uses of war for political ends. 

WHAT // THeATre 

WHEN //
7, 9 – 14 february 09,  
as part of Theaterlust 1

WHErE // Hafenhalle09

CONCEPT / DIrECTOr // Aida Karic

TExT ADAPTATION // Laura ruohonen

A coproduction with Traverse Theatre,  
Edinburgh

JOAN dARK
PREMIERE

Whilst there is no definitive proof for  

the historical Joan of Arc, who lived in  

the times of the Hundred Years’ War, 

ever killing anyone with her own hands, 

Schiller depicts her in his Jungfrau von 

Orleans as a ruthless warrior. In fulfill-

ing what she takes to be her destiny, Joan 

becomes a reckless terrorist who makes a 

truly dreadful pact with God.

Aida Karic’s adaption of the story of Joan 

of Arc depicts the situation of a young 

woman driven by religious and national-

ist enthusiasm who rejects the traditional 

roles reserved for women to be free for the 

fanatical pursuit of what she perceives to 

be her duty: fighting under God’s banner, 

she destroys her adversaries in cold blood. 

 

WHAT // THeATre 

WHEN // 
13, 14 June and 16 – 20 June 09

WHErE // Hafenhalle09

CONCEPT / DIrECTOr // Aida Karic

TExT ADAPTATION // Tanya Palmer

A coproduction with the Goodman Theatre, 
Chicago 

JAN feb mAr Apr mAy JuN
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PENtHESILEA
PREMIERE

In order to avenge the humiliation  

inflicted on their sex, the Amazons create  

a militaristic society that does not tolerate 

the presence of men. War is the basis on 

which this system perpetuates itself, its 

regulations, its permanent state of emer-

gency, its experience of existence as a 

precarious condition: the Amazons have 

become a tribe of terrorists. Yet Penthesilea, 

the Amazon queen, is forced to question 

the laws on which her state rests. She is 

confronted with the essence of licence  

and excess: with love itself, and she allows 

herself to be swept away. there can be no 

concessions, no fulfilment, only annihila-

tion. Penthesilea exemplifies the lot that 

falls to women in times of war – and how 

it destroys them.

WHAT // THeATre 

WHEN // 
4 – 6 and 8 – 12 December 09

WHErE // Hafenhalle09

CONCEPT / DIrECTOr // Aida Karic

A work commissioned by Linz09

JAN feb mAr Apr mAy JuN

JuL Aug sep oct Nov dec

JAN feb mAr Apr mAy JuN

JuL Aug sep oct Nov dec
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dIE ANdERE SEItE / tHE OtHER SIdE
A SCENIC PHANtASY

Alfred Kubin’s only novel is about to hit the stage. Live action, 

puppet theatre and video sequences will breathe new life into this 

fascinating work. 

Alfred Kubin died fifty years ago. His only novel, Die Andere seite,  

was published one hundred years ago: two good reasons to throw open 

the stage for the author and his novel. In his 1908 dIE ANdERE SEItE, 

Alfred Kubin has his first-person narrator accept an invitation from  

a friend to visit the mystery-shrouded Perle. this twilit land and its bi-

zarre inhabitants are under a hypnotic spell cast by their ruler, a destruc-

tive demon who is both invisible and omnipresent. the doom-laden 

city obeys the dictum of its creator: “Note how everything is conspir-

ing to hurl us along the road to perdition – how everything urges and 

drives us towards dissolution.” Mass paranoia, orgies, lootings, murders 

accompany the shipwreck of a dubious civilization. Is the artist indeed 

both the dreamer and the content of his dreams, as Kubin said?

death fantasies, catharsis or metaphors for impending catastrophes: the 

novel supplies a basis rich in imagery for Martina Winkel’s multimedia 

realisation. Winkel fuses traditional theatre and puppet theatre, video 

installations and animated puppets. the music is by Upper Austrian 

composer Max Nagl.

WHAT // THeATre

WHEN // 6 – 15 November 09

WHErE // Landesgalerie Linz, www.landesgalerie.at

IDEA & DIrECTION // Martina Winkel

COMPOsITION // Max Nagl

PUPPETs // roger Titley

ACTOr // Thomas stolzeti

A coproduction with OÖ Landesmuseen and Theater ohne Grenzen sup-
ported by Volksbank AG and Volksbank Linz + Mühlviertel

JAN feb mAr Apr mAy JuN JuL Aug sep oct Nov dec JAN feb mAr Apr mAy JuN JuL Aug sep oct Nov dec
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tAMERLAN dER GROSSE /  
tAMBURLAINE tHE GREAt

Shepherd to sole ruler of the world: Christopher Marlowe’s  

monumental tragedy in a production by Matthias Langhoff.

the eponymous protagonist of tAMERLAN is modelled on  

timur-Lenk, who, following in around 1400 in the footsteps of 

Genghis Khan, conquered half a continent and fashioned it into  

a Mongolian empire. 

His success was due to his ruthless desire for power, his belief  

in himself and his unmitigated cruelty. 

Christopher Marlowe was only 29 when he was stabbed to death 

in 1593 in deptford/Kent, allegedly in a tavern brawl. Yet despite 

his untimely death this contemporary of Shakespeare’s managed 

to revolutionise Elizabethan theatre. tAMBURLAINE tHE GREAt, 

which, like all of Marlowe’s plays, reflects the spirit of the Renais-

sance, is certainly among his more bizarre efforts.

Matthias Langhoff, one of the most renowned directors in Europe, 

who has been working abroad for many years, will be directing this 

play, which has been newly translated into German.

WHAT // TrAgedy by CHrisTopHer mArloWe 

WHEN // Premiere 5 December 09 

WHErE // Landestheater Linz, www.landestheater-linz.at

DIrECTOr // Matthias Langhoff

A coproduction with Landestheater Linz
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sAy LINZ. 
SAY CHANGE

“Change must take place in 
the head. In a democracy 
cultural politics means 
social politics. I would 
hope that politics becomes 
more honest, more open-
minded and shows more 
readiness for discussions. 
so that the better ideas –  
regardless in what party 
they originate – are realised 
for the benefit of the 
Linzers. Do I think that Linz 
is hooked on harmony? In 
fact, too many people have 
given up on presenting 
their ideas to the public. 
I think you will find a 
certain resignation gaining 
ground among creative 
people.”

erich Watzl
deputy mayor of Linz and city councillor  
in charge of cultural affairs

“In order to attract international attention 

Linz could declare its secession from the 

republic of Austria and leave the EU. 

 Having attained the status of an indepen-

dent state, Linz will be surrounded by a 

wall, manned by mercenaries hired from 

the sudan. Its constitution will be that of 

a Grand Duchy. Ludwig scharinger will 

be formally installed as regent at last and 

the title be made hereditary in his family. 

Is that interesting enough? seriously: I 

am against overly interesting places in 

the same way that I object to overly great 

times. The real theme is surely the citizens’ 

quality of life.”

christian schacherreiter
germanist

“Linz is to become more 
interesting? Linz is interes-
ting enough as it is. There 
is such a lot going on here 
but sadly it does not always 
reach the people who live 
here. I do believe that Linz 
is underrated as a city. If I 
had a wish I would want 
Linzers to be more curious 
and to take a more active 
part in cultural life, I would 
want everyone to claim 
their share. As they say, 
‘Only an active member is 
a happy member’.”

elfie schulz 
cultural networker

“Linz can become Austria’s most inte-

resting city if the glue that holds society 

together can be made more effective. 

What is needed before this can happen 

is continuous industrial development, a 

tightly woven welfare safety net and the 

creation of a modern educational system. 

Linz would have to live up to the claim 

that the very air of the city enfranchises. 

Artificial educational barriers must be 

systematically dismantled. Immigrants 

must be given fairer and more realistic 

employment opportunities. People 

disadvantaged by low incomes need to 

receive more supplementary benefit than 

they would elsewhere to help alleviate 

their marginalised position. Linz’s 

intellectual climate is more open-minded, 

more tolerant and more risk friendly. 

Conservative entrenchment and provincial 

complacency are felt to be unworthy of a 

dynamic city. By 2015 Linz must be better 

at integrating diversity, innovation and 

dynamism than other ‘second cities’.”

Klaus Luger
city councillor in charge of town planning

“The city could become really interesting by 

fostering an open minded atmosphere that 

encourages people to overcome stereotypes 

in thinking, building and creating. Linz’s 

size predisposes the city to change. It is 

manageable on the one hand and already 

urban on the other. This makes it well 

suited for experiments.” 

Norbert Artner
Artist
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sAy LINZ. 
SAY CHANGE

“Give the whole of 
Linz a make-over – 
the houses, the 
 government. But 
leave the people  
the way they are.”
vALIe eXport
Artist

“I like our city. I don’t think I can say I love 
it but I do like it. for a city to be lovable it 
needs to have more warmth. Linz is a cold 
city, shaped by technology, steel, concrete 
and the media culture. I’d like to feel there 
is more heart, more warmth in everything 
we Linzers do, also in the changes we make. 
Then ‘say Linz. say change’ may become 
‘say Linz. say love’ by 2015 and I will be 
able to fall in love with our city at last. ”

sonja resch
executive partner planet media production gmbH 

“A crucial precondition for an urban 
quality of life is high-quality, ecologically 
sound architecture and particularly the 
‘liberation of the spaces in-between’. The 
consistent and sometimes radical reduction 
of commercially exploited space, the 
prevention of info smog and enforced 
acoustic irradiation, barrier-free spaces to 
move about in, exemplary manifestations of 
visionary urban and traffic planning – and 
all this to an extent that by far transcends 
predictable mediocrity: this could make 
Linz a very special place.” 

Leo schatzl
Artist

“What has Peace printed on the outside, rarely contains Peace, is 

received wisdom for the anti-militaristic resistance movement. 

Fraudulent labelling? Fig leaf? Much ado about nothing? the idea 

of peace does not count for more in Linz than in other cities. But 

at least there was an initiative in the direction of peace research 

here that resulted in annual Peace days and Peace Meetings. Such 

initiatives must be fostered for it is impossible for respectful 

multicultural coexistence to develop without an advanced 

culture of peace.” 

martin Kranzl-greinecker
theologian and journalist
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JOURNEY

Being able to travel, to go away and escape unbearable condi-
tions at home is a privilege. Setting out to discover new things, 
being ready to accept hospitality: no doubt travelling can be  
a formative influence. Linz09 offers excellent reasons to set out 
for Upper Austria from all over the world, first and foremost,  
to see the European Capital of Culture in all its splendour. Linz 
itself also invites to trips along different paths: to city districts 
on both sides of the danube, up the Pöstlingberg, along spiritual 
paths to yourself, into the heart of the town and into your own 
mind. Leave your daily life behind, allow yourself to be tempted 
and then return home – changed for the better! 
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NUR dURCHGEREISt / 
JUSt PASSING tHROUGH
StOPOvER LINZ09 MINUtES

An exhibition at the StifterHaus presents observations on Linz  
by celebrities past and present. 

“Linz is no more than an outsize railway station”, opined Herz-

manovsky-Orlando about the town, “of which I only know the  

station building and the Linzer torte”, one might add in the vein  

of Alfred Polgar. Yet of course a number of famous travellers did 

stop off in Linz and spent some time there. the casual jottings of 

historical celebrities, their adventures, acquaintances and musings 

add up to a multi-voiced chorus of judgments on the city and of 

prejudices about it. 

the StifterHaus is transformed into an imaginary station where the 

routes of various travellers intersect. Souvenirs get left behind here: 

letters, comments, travelogues and nuggets from the works of fam-

ous travellers. In this way Lady Mary Wortley Montague, Wolfgang 

Amadeus Mozart, Johann Nestroy, Franz Grillparzer, Hans Christian 

Andersen, Mark twain, Robert Musil, thomas Mann and Helmut 

Qualtinger are seen taking memories of the city away with them –  

as a postcard or as a story, as a character in a novel or a symphony.

JAN feb mAr Apr mAy JuN JuL Aug sep oct Nov dec

LINZ
JOURNEY

dER HEILIGE BERG / 
tHE SACREd MOUNtAIN
WHERE WE ARE. tOURIStS, PILGRIMS ANd FLANEURS

Installations and sculptures are standing invitations to discover 
and rediscover the Pöstlingberg.

Mountains have always been an important part of Austrian myths. 

And the Pöstlingberg is one of the icons of Linz. Landmark and 

place of pilgrimage rolled into one, you could almost call it a sacred 

mountain. As of early summer 2009 the world’s steepest adhesion 

railway will make it directly accessible from the city centre. It is 

not only tourists who stand to gain – all Linzers know the impres-

sive view of the city from the top of the mountain. But sometimes 

familiarity breeds blindness, if not contempt. then you have to try 

to get back that sense of awe and of overwhelming novelty you felt 

when you saw it for the first time. the exhibition WHERE WE ARE. 

tOURIStS, PILGRIMS ANd FLANEURS persuades its visitors 

to embark on a trip into the unusual. Around 20 installations and 

interventions by Austrian and international artists take visitors up 

and around Pöstlingberg on newly created paths: new monuments 

will be erected; there will be spots where you may feel like spending 

a little time; stories will be told about faraway places and you may 

find new perspectives opening up.

JAN feb mAr Apr mAy JuN JuL Aug sep oct Nov dec

WHAT // exHibiTion

WHEN // 29 April – November 09, Opening 28 April 09

WHErE // stifterHaus, www.stifter-haus.at

IDEA // Petra-Maria Dallinger, regina Pintar

CONCEPT / CUrATOrsHIP // Evelyne Polt-Heinzl 

ExHIBITION DEsIGN // Peter Karlhuber 

In collaboration with stifterHaus (OÖ Kultur)

WHAT // ArT insTAllATions on THe pÖsTlingberg
WHEN // 13 June 09 – 13 september 09, Opening: 12 June 09, 7 p.m.
WHErE // Pöstlingberg 
IDEA / CONCEPT // Linz09/Maren richter, Charles Esche
ArTIsTs //
Lara Almarcegui, Monica Bonvicini, Tania Bruguera, CAMP/Contemporary 
Art Museum Palestine, Douglas Gordon, Oliver Hangl, Andreas fogarasi, 
Alan Johnston/David Connearn, folke Köbberling/Martin Kaltwasser, surasi 
Kusolwong, Callum Morton, Marjetica Potrc, Jun Yang, Wang Wen-Chih, 
Wong Hoy Choeng, Artur Zmijewski and others
CrEW // 
Charles Esche, Maren richter, Christine Weisser, steven ten Thije

A Linz09 project supported by Linz AG, freiwillige feuerwehr Pöstling- 
berg, Aktion Pöstlingberg, Kulturm, Pfarre Pöstlingberg, Volksschule Pöstling-
berg, Gemeinde Puchenau Gemeinde Gramastetten, Theresiengut, Cafe 
saphir, franz Josef Hartlauer Privatstiftung
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PARAdE
MARCHING BANdS FROM ALL OvER tHE WORLd

On three days in May marching bands will lure you to the  
periphery of Linz.

PARAdE is music from different periods and from all over the  

world played on the move, written for processions, parades and 

other occasions in the public space. It will offer encounters with 

strange sounds that will rejuvenate even the most jaded musical 

palates. the regions that have been chosen for these musical hiking 

tours are located on the periphery of Linz, from solarCity in Pich- 

ling to Hafenviertel and Pöstlingberg, arranged in sequence striking 

out from South East to the North West. 

What will the horns and percussion instruments of the tonga  

sound like when they mingle with brass music from Zanzibar and 

Iran. And the walking alphorns from Switzerland and the moving 

balaphones from West Africa – how will they react to the master 

drums from the foothills of the Himalayas? this is not about remote 

places of origin or exotic extravagance. What matters is the com-

mingling of and the synergies created by fascinating worlds of sound: 

welcome to new sounds and new acoustic experiences, guaranteed 

to be free of barriers.

JAN feb mAr Apr mAy JuN JuL Aug sep oct Nov dec
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JAN feb mAr Apr mAy JuN JuL Aug sep oct Nov dec

WHAT // pArAdes, WAlkAbouTs, proCessions, mArCHes 
WHEN / WHErE // 
1 Mai 09 / May walk-about “Brüder zur sonne zur freih(z)eit” / solarCity
start 2.30 p.m., Lunaplatz / Weikerlsee / Closing act in the  
HMH Montagehalle, südpark/Pichling
2. Mai 09 / “Hornerie – große Hornmusik über den Wassern” / Port
start 5 p.m. at the tongue of land @ Time‘s Up / Industriezeile
3. Mai 09 / “Klimax am Linzer Hausberg” / Pöstlingberg 
start 5 p.m., Petrinum and/or Bergbahnhof, Hauptplatz
CONCEPT // Keith Goddard, Peter Kuthan 
PErfOrMING ArTIsTs //
Balaphone Ensemble Lege Lege foli from Burkina faso/Hornroh, modern alphorns 
from switzerland/brass music from Austria; master drummers from Nepal/Ngoma 
Buntibe Ensemble simonga & Maliko, Zimbabwe and Zambia/sekembuke & siga, 
horns from Zanzibar/shanbehzadeh Ensemble, Iran, and others

In collaboration with HMH Kunstereignisse, Kunzwana Trust / Harare  
and ArGE Zimbabwe freundschaft / Linz 

WHAt YOU REALLY NEEd

The Medien Kultur Haus Wels is transformed into a think tank  
and a productive workshop. 

WHAt YOU REALLY NEEd creates exceptional situations – time 

and space for innovation. It asks the question: What do you really 

need for the visual arts, architecture, film, photography, literature, 

music, electronics, comics... on the one hand, and for sociology, 

philosophy and socioculture on the other? 

From the beginning of March to the end of April 2009 there will be 

a series of workshops, each with access to a recording and a radio 

studio. Participants will be able to talk things over and refuel them-

selves at MKH’s canteen. 

Studios, labs, workshops, zones suitable for events and presenta-

tion are taking shape and are expanding to make the empty building 

fit for purpose. Looking to the future and meditating on a project 

devoted to preference and reference: WHAt YOU REALLY NEEd  

is destined to live on as a published work.

WHAT // THink TAnk And WorksHop

WHEN // Opening: 3 March, 8.30 p.m., Linz / 5 March, 7.30 p.m., Wels

WHErE // Medien Kultur Haus Wels, www.medienkulturhaus.at

PArTICIPANTs (sELECTION) // 
Tino sehgal, robert Pfaller, Wonderland (architecture), Hans W. Koch, Heimo 
Wallner, Martin Dickinger, Anita Hofer+reni Hofmüller, Ilse Kilic+fritz Wid-
halm (Das fröhliche Wohnzimmer), Lloop, siegfried A. fruhauf, Christoph 
Herndler, o.blaat, “Im sumpf live”, silent Block, Jeranium

In collaboration with Medien Kultur Haus Wels supported by sparkasse Wels, 
E-Werk Wels, Wiener städtische Versicherung
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LANdSCHAFtSOPER / 
LANdSCAPE OPERA

Ulrichsberg and its environs is the venue of Peter Ablinger’s LAND-
SCHAFTSOPER: a work in seven parts, whose theme is the place 
and its landscape.

LANdSCHAFtSOPER is on a creative mission to start completely 
fresh chapter in the history of opera, an umbrella for several activi-
ties that are independent of each other and realised in a number of 
different art forms. Priority has been given to the specific character-
istics of the location rather than projecting onto it art from elsewhere.
the work is divided into seven acts, each of which has its own 
formative principles: planting trees, a map for hiking, sound archive, 
video piece, shop window piece, a project involving pupils, and 
a festivity in concertante form as the climax of the whole produc-
tion. depending on the art form chosen and its actors, some of the 
acts last the whole year, others are planned to last for weeks or days. 
there will be accompanying concerts to underscore the artistic 
intention: “3 tage Wandelweiser” is considered a model in matters 
related to the economy of sounds, “Contest of Pleasures” uses acous-
tic material from the region.

www.jazzatelier.at

JAN feb mAr Apr mAy JuN JuL Aug sep oct Nov dec
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WHAT // lAndsCApe operA 
WHEN // 
Act 1: all year 09 / Acts 2 to 6: 30 April to 14 June 09 / Act 7,  
DrAMATIs PErsONAE/A fEAsT, main concertante act: 13 June 09, 7 p.m.
WHErE // In and around Ulrichsberg
Act 7 in a tent near Große Mühl, Naturflußbad Ulrichsberg
PErfOrMING ArTIsTs //
Ensemble09, an orchestra consisting of members of the Bruckner Orchestra, 
Ulrichsberger Blasmusik, stubenmusik and other local musicians
ACCOMPANYING CONCErTs // Jazzatelier Ulrichsberg

“3 TAge WAndelWeiser”
WHEN / WHErE / PErfOrMING ArTIsTs //
12 June 09, 8 p.m. / Jazzatelier Ulrichsberg / Axel Dörner, John Butcher, 
xavier Charles, Laurent sassi and Jean Pallandre

“ConTesT of pleAsures”
WHEN / WHErE / MITWIrKENDE //
27 feb. 09, 8 p.m., 28 feb. 09, 5 p.m. and 1 March 09, 11 a.m. / Jazzatelier 
Ulrichsberg / Antoine Beuger, Jürg frey, radu Malfatti and Marcus Kaiser
IDEA / CONCEPT // Peter Ablinger
In collaboration with Jazzatelier Ulrichsberg

WEGZEIt / JOURNEY tIME

CULtURES OF COMMUtING

Four guided tour routes familiarise visitors with the culture,  
character, history and stories of the Mühlviertel.

Some people travel from the city to Mühlviertel in their spare  
time, others commute from there to Linz: as the pendulum swings 
to and fro, the spaces they travel across become visible. Four routes 
chosen with an eye to variety let visitors trace the movement of the 
pendulum; on the way, knowledgeable and skilled guides introduce 
them to cultures past and present. Nature and mysticism, myths  
and legends all become threads in a colourful Mühlviertel rustic 
carpet, which may serve as a symbol of how these dream journeys 
interweave to form a whole. 
Route 1 has Mauthausen as its focus; it will explore in detail and 
with great sensitivity one of the Mühlviertel’s darkest chapters. 
Route 2 follows the Mühlkreis railway line and has plenty to offer to 
all the senses of every visitor; Route 3 maps a literary journey along 
the Romantikstraße to Grein, and the stories of Walter Kohl, partly 
based on historical fact, partly the products of his imagination, make 
Route 4 in the Freistadt region a special treat for travellers along the 
highways of the mind. 

WHAT // Trips To THe müHlvierTel
WHEN / WHErE // 
1/2, 7/6, 5/7, 30/8/09 / [return unwanted] following in the footprints of the 

“Mühlviertler Hasenjagd”
28/6, 19/7, 26/7, 23/8/09 / “Auf den spuren der Häftlinge” [following in 
the footprints of the inmates]. Hike from Mauthausen railway station to the 
Concentration Camp Memorial 
1/5, 2/5, 9/5, 13/6, 24/7, 1/8, 4/9, 6/9/09 / “Pendeln mit allen sinnen”. 
Commuting with all the senses switched on along the Mühlkreis railway line 
to Aigen/Ulrichsberg and Cesky Krumlov
31/5, 14/6, 12/7, 1/8, 9/8, 15/8/09 / “Pendeln am strom der Zeit” [Commuting 
along the river of time] Poetical trips along the romantikstraße to Grein 
27/6, 25/7, 2/8, 8/8, 22/23/8, 26/8, 28/29/8/09 / “Pendeln zwischen Tradition 
und Innovation”. Commuting between tradition and innovation along the salt 
road to freistadt and as far as/across the border at Leopoldschlag
IDEA / CONCEPT // Claudia Weinzierl 
TOUr GUIDEs // franz Aigenbauer/franz Pötscher, Maria Mühlböck/ 
silvia Mayr-Pranzeneder, Claudia Weinzierl, Walter Kohl
In collaboration with EUrEGIO Bayerischer Wald – Böhmerwald/regional-
management Mühlviertel, www.euregio.at
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ALFREd KUBIN 09 
ARt.SPACE.dREAM

Kubin’s death 50 years ago calls for a special anniversary. It will 
enable spectators to to go off on expeditions into the dreamworlds 
of the artist’s imagination. 

the painter, graphic artist, illustrator and writer Alfred Kubin  
died in 1959 in Zwickledt, a manor house in Wernstein am Inn, 
where he lived and worked. Kubin illustrated 60 or so books,  
published portfolios of prints and left behind a hoard of thousands 
of pen drawings. 
Kubin memorials on the Austrian and the German sides of the  
Inn keep alive the memory of the artist, his oeuvre and the stages  
of his life, his themes and motifs. Austrian and German venues will 
be staging exhibitions, readings and musical events on both sides 
of the river. At the centre of these activities will be a series of video 
stages devised by the Wels director and script writer Andreas Gruber. 
the cineastic compression of Kubin’s pictorial worlds establishes 
an immediate rapport with the environments of his life. Landscapes 
and architecture will serve as bridges across the gap that separates 
us from the realities of Kubin’s life and dreams. A venue in Linz  
will be dedicated to his erotic phantasmagorias. 

WHAT // exHibiTion

WHEN // April – October 09

WHErE // 

Neuburg, Neuhaus, schärding, Wernstein, Landesgalerie Linz 

www.landesmuseum.at

VIDEO INsTALLATIONs // Andreas Gruber

In collaboration with OÖ Landesmuseen and stadtgemeinde schärding

tHE REGION OF FEStIvALS

A selection of festivals within easy reach of the Capital of Culture. 

Upper Austria has a great many festivals that were sparked originally 
by independent initiatives and are now second to none in terms  
of commitment and quality. Our recommendations, which are by no 
means exhaustive and aim above all to make it easier for the public 
to get to know the diversity of Upper Austria’s regions, include 
music unlimited in Wels, the YOUKI Festival, Oberösterreichische 
Kultur vermerke, Zwischenstrom and theaterspectacel Wilhering.  
A detailed programme can be obtained from www.linz09.at and from 
Linz09 publications as they appear.
Many Mühlviertel festivals will be integrated into the project 
WEGZEIt. these include Kaleidophon Ulrichsberg, events organ-
ised by Sunnseitn, the Festival of the Liberal Arts Cesky Krumlov, 
Burgfestspiele Reichenau, Pulse, the danube Festival at Grein, 
Heimatfilmfestival, Grenzlandbühne Leopoldschlag and Festival 
Neumarkt/M. 

CIRCUS will take place in collaboration with Salzkammergut Fest-
wochen Gmunden and Schärdinger Festwochen. 

WHAT // fesTivAls in upper AusTriA

IDEA / CONCEPT // Linz09

Collaborations with a number of Upper Austrian festivals
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FEStIvAL 4020.  
MORE tHAN MUSIC: GOd

Expect more than simply sacred music. Listen out for a reconcilia-

tion of East and West, of the Middle Ages and modernity. 

A heavenward glance cannot but take in Linz’s baroque church  

spires. Yet the cathedrals of the present are located elsewhere: in  

the shopping malls and the temples of consumerism on the outskirts 

of the town. Less and less frequently can they be found in historical 

architectural monuments. Yet where does God dwell in the world? 

What are the roots of religion in human life? What emotions,  

experiences and affections does it build on? the question of God is 

inextricably linked to the question of death. this can plainly  

be heard in the liturgical dirges of the Renaissance, which will be 

performed by the Huelgas Ensemble, and in Gérard Grisey’s “Four 

Songs for Crossing the threshold”, a key work of modernity, inter-

preted by Klangforum Wien. 

Music by holy warriors from the past and present, from Europe and the 

Near East will make sacred venues in Linz resonate. FEStIvAL 4020 

will also be providing a high-profile forum for local performing artists.

www.festival4020.at 

WHAT // musiC fesTivAl

WHEN // 4 – 8 November 09

WHErE // Brucknerhaus and other venues, www.brucknerhaus.at

IDEA / CONCEPT // Alois fischer jun., Peter Leisch

PArTICIPANTs //
franz Hautzinger, Plasmic & Agnes Heginger, Klangforum Wien, Huelgas 
Ensemble, soeur Marie Keyrouz, Georg Nussbaumer, Klaus Lang and others

In collaboration with LIVA and Linz Kultur

tE dEUM OF A tHOUSANd vOICES
ANtON BRUCKNER’S “tE dEUM”

More than 1,000 singers and instrumentalists in Austria’s  

largest church.

there is space for 20,000 people. Here we dive deep into a magical 

universe. the organ of course has the first word, the choir organ 

gives way after a while to the Rudigier organ, then both organs play 

together and end on a brilliant fortissimo chord in C, which serves 

as the transition to Anton Bruckner. His “te deum” begins with 

empty fifths and fourths stacked one above the other. Its monumen-

tal nature becomes evident as it is spread over this huge acoustic 

space by more than a thousand musicians: “te deum laudamus! 

te dominum confitemur...”, a thousand voices singing as one in a 

room full of mystery. the tE dEUM OF A tHOUSANd vOICES 

is the powerful final chord for ORGAN StOPS and for RUHEPOL 

MARIENdOM.

WHAT // ConCerT of CHurCH musiC

WHEN // 26 October 09, 8 p.m.

WHErE // Mariendom Linz 

PErfOrMING ArTIsTs // 
Wolfgang Kreuzhuber, rudolf Jungwirth (organists), more than 1,000 singers 
and instrumentalists in choirs from Linz and the adjacent regions and the 
enlarged cathedral orchestra Linz
Conductor: Domkapellmeister Josef Habringer

In collaboration with Diözese Linz
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tURMEREMIt / HERMIt OF tHE tOWER
395 StEPS tO SOLItUdE

A hermitage will be installed in the Linzer Mariendom in 2009. 

Judging it safer to keep their distance from the Capital of Culture, 

hermits (of both sexes, of course) opt for a week of silence  

and asceticism. 

For thousands of years people have been withdrawing from the 

bustle of life to search for a new perspective on life. things will be 

no different in Capital of Culture Year. High up above in the steeple 

of St Mary’s there is a small room. this will accommodate voluntary 

hermits for a week at a time. A bed, a table, a chair – they will have  

to make do with that for their week. Yet this small place will provide 

a space to examine one’s own life plan and the meaning of life in  

general. there is electricity but the hermits will use neither a compu-

ter nor a mobile phone. A diary that will be passed on from hermit to 

hermit will be a receptacle for personal reflections. there will be daily 

bouts of “observing silence with the hermits” at St Mary’s so that  

they may share their experience with others – at least for a moment. 

the Linz photographer Paul Kranzler will document the project. His 

photos will be combined with excerpts from the diary entries and 

texts by different authors to form a book.

 

WHAT // HermiTAge

WHEN // 
29 November 08 – 2 January 10, Observing silence with the hermits,  
daily from 12.15 p.m. in the Chapel of the Cross

WHErE // Mariendom, www.mariendom.at

IDEA / CONCEPT // Diocese of Linz, Hubert Nitsch

In collaboration with the diocese of Linz supported by Bischof-rudigier 
stiftung, Hotel Kolping, Oberösterreichische Versicherung AG, Hilfswerk OÖ, 
Veritas Buchhandlung and proHolz together with HTBLA Hallstatt, MAfI 
Naturholzböden, Wiesner u. Hager Möbel GmbH, Kranz Tischlerei GmbH & 
CoKG and GEA-Gehen sitzen Liegen. furniture designed by frank Geffke

ORGELStAtIONEN / ORGAN StOPS

At the weekends between Easter and 26 October 2009 there will  

be short organ recitals at different churches in Linz’s inner city. 

Stops are places where movement comes to a halt, churches are  

quiet places. ORGAN StOPS invite everyone to drop in on Linz’s 

churches: to settle down and take a breath until it is time to move  

on. don’t see them as roadblocks barring your way. they are places 

offering peace and quiet, places where you can take a moment to 

catch up, put things into perspective and give your soul a breathing 

space. ORGAN StOPS lures you away from distracting endless  

loops of musak, from the background noise of traffic, from the stress 

of the office. they are an opportunity to concentrate and to think 

about which road to take next. Organ playing can provide peace and  

quiet – it deepens the meditative side of silence – and it also tempts 

you to abandon yourself to the sensual pleasure of listening. 

Organists from Austria and from abroad will make the “queen of 

musical instruments”, as Mozart called the organ, come to life in  

a manner that befits royalty. In Stadtpfarrkirche, St Ignatius and Ur-

sulinenkirche there will be guided tours on offer after the concerts. 

WHAT // orgAn ConCerTs
WHEN // 13 April – 26 October 09, Daily except sundays, 5.15 p.m.
WHErE // 
stadtpfarrkirche, Martin Luther Kirche, Ignatiuskirche/Alter Dom,  
Minoritenkirche, Mariendom, Ursulinenkirche
IDEA // Peter Paul Kaspar
CONCEPT // Musica sacra, Heinz Karl Kuba, www.musicasacra.at
OrGANIsTs //
rudolf Jungwirth, Kristian schneider, Bernhard Prammer, rupert Gottfried 
frieberger, Wolfgang Kreuzhuber, Peter Paul Kaspar play themselves and 
invite well known organists

In collaboration with Musica sacra, Katholische Kirche in OÖ  
and Evangelische Diözese OÖ
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SUBJEKt OBJEKt
SEttING FOR A CONCERt HALL

Music, performance, spatial installation, video, drawing: the 

Brucknerhaus presents an “intermedia” performance that negate 

the generic boundaries separating art and music.

Herndler/Scherer are researchers in the field of aesthetics. together 

with different partners who collaborate with them on various 

projects they devote themselves to questions overlooked by others. 

In SUBJECt OBJEKt they are tackling the issue of intermediality 

and the social dimensions of performing as a group. Anything that 

can be interpreted as taking up a position in the interstices between 

the media of music, performance, spatial installation, video and 

drawing is of interest as is anything that takes up a position in 

the “interstices” between people – the social space. the object of 

Herndler/Scherer’s inquiry, the conditions that govern the interplay 

of a number of diverse elements in a complex event, is perhaps most 

aptly called the setting – to borrow an expression from systemic 

terminology. 

JAN feb mAr Apr mAy JuN JuL Aug sep oct Nov dec JAN feb mAr Apr mAy JuN JuL Aug sep oct Nov dec

LINZ
JOURNEY

WHAT // inTermediA performAnCe

WHEN // 20 October 09

WHErE // Brucknerhaus Linz, www.brucknerhaus.at

IDEA / CONCEPT // Christoph Herndler, Markus scherer

TExT // Christian steinbacher

PArTICIPANTs //
Norbert fasching (performance), Markus schlee (drawings), Ensemble EIs 
(13 instrumental soloists, 3 vocalists)

In collaboration with LIVA/Brucknerhaus

IMPOSSIBILItY OF A SOLO

The search for solutions, for intermediate perspectives, for inter-

mediate steps may take on bizarre, paradoxical or even downright 

absurd forms. Are solutions any easier to find in dance? Maybe… 

Nothing is as impossible as the possible – or was it the other way 

round? And surely there was that riddle of the chicken and the 

egg: a pleasurable game of confusion and getting lost, inextricably 

inmeshed in snares of one’s own devising. Where to begin? With 

what thought, what shape? the rope, the in-between bit that links 

chicken and egg, is never noticed but without it there would be 

nothing to get excited about. 

Six performers who work in Europe have each devised an “impos-

sible solo”. this will be followed by a group piece involving all  

of them. the individual steps are combined so that initial demarca-

tions separating thoughts, shapes and reflections get blurred –  

or else become even more distinct. 

Each dancer in IMPOSSIBILItY OF A SOLO must lose their own  

isolation deep within the eyes, within the very hearts of the other 

dancers. For it is only by losing touch with their own selfhood,  

by mingling with the others in a choreographic web, that each  

performer becomes open to the spirit of the dance. 

WHAT // dAnCe performAnCes 

WHEN // 24 – 30 september 09

WHErE // Hafenhalle09

IDEA / CONCEPT // Kollektiv »O« Is Not A Company

DANCErs // 
Ivo Dimchev, Trajal Harrell, rob Hayden, Mala Kline, Antje Pfundtner,  
Veronika Zott, Guido reim

A coproduction with »O« Is Not A Company, O Espaço do Tempo, Montemor-
o-Novo, Portugal, Castello Pasquini Castiglioncello – Armunia festival degli 
Etruschi, Italy
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OÖ StIFtSKONZERtE

The church of the monastery of St. Florian provides the setting 

for the performance of a landmark of modern music: Alfred 

Schnittke’s Second Symphony will be coming home for the first 

time to the Stiftskirche St. Florian.

the monastery of St. Florian looks back on a long musical tradition. 

there is an unending stream of references to music at St Florian 

which spans centuries and is evidence of how important musical 

creativity was to life at this baroque monastery near Linz. A mass 

sung by a choir at the Stiftskirche inspired the composer Alfred 

Schnittke, who died in 1998, to write his Second Symphony.  

the work follows the order of the mass in its structural organization 

and the choral sections contain quotations of liturgical melodies. 

the ‘St Florian Symphony’ was commissioned by the BBC London 

Symphony Orchestra and was first performed on 23 April 1980  

by the BBC’s Choir and Symphony Orchestra under Gennadi Rozh-

destvensky. On 4 September 2009 it will be performed for the  

first time in the basilica of St. Florian, the place that inspired it.  

the impressive baroque setting combines with modern music  

in a manner that captivates both the ear and the eye. the orchestra 

will be the Bruckner Orchestra Linz under the guidance of its chief 

conductor, dennis Russell davies.

JAN feb mAr Apr mAy JuN JuL Aug sep oct Nov dec

WHAT // ConCerT

WHEN // 4 september 09, 7.30 p.m.

WHErE // stiftsbasilika st. florian, www.stift-st-florian.at

IDEA // Dennis russell Davies and Prälat Johann Holzinger

CONCEPT / rEALIsATION //
Oberösterreichische stiftskonzerte, www.stiftskonzerte.at

PErfOrMING ArTIsTs //
Dennis russell Davies, Bruckner Orchester Linz, Linzer Jeunessechor

In collaboration with Oberösterreichische stiftskonzerte supported  
by VKB Bank 

NACH LINZ HINAUS

Hiking routes converge on Linz – combining music, literature,  

ecology and contemporary history.

Linz. the very name breathes culture, nature, industry, diversity. the 

urban hiking routes NACH LINZ HINAUS will be plotted by ecolo-

gists, sociologists and artists. A mixture of the famous and the ob-

scure, they will excite the hiker at every turn. Hiking within a radius 

of only a few miles opens up a possibility of a leisured, “decelerated” 

approach to Linz that shows the city in an entirely new light. It offers 

a new and exciting combination of music, literature, nature experi-

ences, contemporary history and encounters with residents and their 

work before winding down gently in the cozy embrace of a pub. 

Route 1 takes visitors from the danube to the Pöstlingberg with an 

organ recital in the Petrinum, the studio of an artist working with felt, 

organic gardens, a sea of plants and trees in bloom, the fortified tower 

at the Way of the Cross and a breath-taking vista of the city. 

Route 2 heads for the industrial precinct with stopovers at the 

Fischoase, the district heating plant, a quick spin in a glider, botani-

cal and zoological rarities, a trip on the danube, fish grilled over an 

open fire and gypsy music in the company of the only man in Linz 

who fishes his living from the river.

WHAT // exploring THe CiTy

WHEN // May – July 09, saturdays, 2 – 6 p.m.

WHErE // Pöstlingberg/Industriegebiet

IDEA / CONCEPT / rEALIsATION // 
friedrich schwarz/Naturkundliche station der stadt Linz,  
Gotthard Wagner/sunnseitn, Peter Arlt

In collaboration with Naturkundliche station der stadt Linz,  
sunnseitn Kulturentwicklung
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sAy LINZ. 
SAY CHANGE

“Linz needs to switch from 
wheels to feet: you’d get an 
infinitely better quality of life 
if motor cars were banned. 
It would be like Venice. That 
would imbue the city’s squares 
with new life – instead of the 
traffic jams you have today. 
We could give it a try: Linz as 
a cultural laboratory.”

christine Haiden
editor-in-chief “Welt der frau”,  
president of the press corps of upper Austria 

 

“Linz does not have to change in any great way. It is Austria’s most 

interesting city already, by a long chalk. What we have to do now it 

to make sure to involve the entire population in culture to such an 

extent that by 2015 every Linzer will be filled with pride and joy as 

they assert that they are fully paid up members of the City of Linz.” 

ute Klitsch
city councillor

“For someone like me, born and raised in Salzburg, with its sham 

nougaty World Heritage sweetness, Linz is quite simply the infernal 

opposite. there is hardly a city that was so exposed to the storms 

of recent contemporary history, whose extant artefacts are tolerated 

but not particularly cherished. this is no surprise. A keen wind is 

up and keeps you on the move. For leisure to flourish a dead calm 

is required. And architecture has its skeletons in the Linz cupboard 

too. Planning on the grand scale has ominous precedents here, 

which we do not care to be reminded of. One bridgehead is quite en-

ough, thank you. If you come to think of it, the entire city is an archi-

tectural laboratory with its mixture of topographical and economic 

parameters, which is unique in Austria and which results in a high 

degree of pragmatism, economic pragmatism in particular and the 

need for purely functional buildings. In between you will find such 

gems as the tobacco Factory, the National Bank, Garden City and, 

especially for me, the churches built in the ’50s and ’60s.”

dietmar tollerian
photographer

“something really new? If the entire city 
were in the hands of women the way it’s 
been in the hands of men for centuries. The 
posts of mayor, city councillors, heads of 
department: all women. Of course politics 
is not the end of it. Women’s hands would 
have to be omnipresent in the economy, in 
the chambers, in the cultural institutions, 
museums, universities, schools. The eyes 
not only of Austria but of the whole world 
would turn to Linz.”
Alison brown
feminist activist
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sAy LINZ. 
SAY CHANGE

“The forthcoming Culture 
Capital Year will entail a 
leap forward in the cultural 
sector that will be decisive 
for our future. social 
services, such as child care, 
the care for the elderly 
and affordable housing, 
must be safeguarded. If 
it is possible to keep the 
momentum of this positive 
tendency going, I feel sure 
that Linz will become 
Austria’s most interesting 
city and a model for the 
cities of Europe to follow.”

Alois froschauer
ceo Linz Ag

“It was a great mistake not to build the 

opera house in the Schlossberg – this 

would have been the better and more cost 

effective alternative. 

I could well imagine a resurrection of the 

Schlossberg project, as a congress centre or 

as an event venue. My preferred vision for 

this site would be a Guggenheim museum.” 

gerhard dangl
owner of the Austria classic Hotel Wolfinger

“By 2015, Linz is likely to be even more 

livable, interesting, near-natural and im-

migration friendly. ‘Livable’ in the sense of 

attractive housing and target group specific 

restaurants. ‘Interesting’ in the sense of 

a wide spectrum of cultural possibilities 

that include attractive educational options. 

People should no longer simply say:  

‘I graduated with an M.A.’, they should 

ideally say: ‘I graduated with an M.A. from 

Linz University.’ By ‘near-natural’ I mean 

that today applicants already enquire 

about sport and sparetime facilities in Linz. 

Recreational areas near the city shold be 

developed and there should be more sign-

posted routes. And finally ‘immigration 

friendly’ in the sense that the city should 

present itself as open and welcoming. 

Being able to say ‘Linz is different’ would 

be a great boon.”

gerhard pommer
Head of personnel, voestalpine stahl gmbH

“What I would ask for 
if I could have a wish 
for Linz? Even more 
‘business culture’ and 
for the city to combine 
 industry, technology, art 
and humanity!”

christoph Leitl
president of Austria’s chamber of commerce

“Linz has a lot to offer. What 
Linz does not have – with a 
few exceptions – is a lively, 
open, modern indie scene 
in the performing arts. It 
is impossible for an indie 
troupe to make ends meet; 
there are no opportunities 
to work and to put on 
productions. It would be 
up to the city and to the 
state of Upper Austria 
to provide the necessary 
infrastructure. And it’s 
up to young actresses and 
actors, singers, dancers to 
muster the courage needed 
for projects that go off the 
beaten track.”

Alfred rauch
cultural worker
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Is the danube aware of Linz? Of the Brucknerhaus, the castle,  
the Franckviertel or solarCity? It is impervious to what happens 
on its banks; all it does is collect water and shift it to the sea.  
It does not care about its length. It just follows its course in the 
same natural way as this town developed from houses, squares, 
ditches and walls. Later the town grew vertically and then  
branched out into the surrounding countryside. the rural areas 
became smaller. Linz is revolving. As part of that world which  
it is seeking to establish contact with so that it may embrace it in 
2009. the journey there can be a walk or an expedition. It always 
connects what is near with what is far away, and bridges the gap 
between the familiar and the unknown.
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tHE LIBRARY OF A HUNdREd 
LANGUAGES 

The mobile book depot in Schillerplatz has become the temporary 
home of a library and will be given a new “purpose in life” through 
a collection of books and events that speak to Linzers and their 
many cultures. 

Now that the adaptation of OÖ. Landesbibliothek has been com-

pleted, the former book depot is free to serve a new function: Linzers 

with an immigration background – and that means almost a quarter 

of its inhabitants – are invited to donate books and other material 

in their mother tongue. this linguistic treasure hoard enshrines 

the immigrants’ cultural links to their countries of origin, reflects 

today’s reading habits and allows insights into other lifeworlds. the 

temporary library will be a place where living cultures meet and 

interact. A sideshow of cultural events with a special emphasis on 

children and young people will be organised in association with 

Linz’s (linguistic) minority communities. 

WHAT // librAry, reAdings And evenTs

WHEN // October/November 09, Opening 2 October 09

WHErE // Book container in schillerplatz

IDEA / CONCEPT / rEALIsATION // 
OÖ Landesbibliothek, stadtbibliothek Linz

CUrATOr // robert Hinterleitner

In collaboration with OÖ Landesbibliothek and stadtbibliothek Linz

EIN dUtZENd EUROPA /  
A dOZEN EUROPES

The EU’s new member states will be showcasing the music of “new” 
Europe. From Bulgaria to Slovenia, they will be taking turns month 
by month in leaving their musical calling cards.

Latin American, African or Asian music may be humdrum musi-

cal fare for Austrian ears. But Pagan Metal from Latvia, Grindcore 

jazz from Poland, World dub trance from Hungary? Experimental 

electronic music from Slovakia? Gypsy Groove from Bulgaria or 

dronescapes from Cyprus?

Bands from the former Eastern bloc will be building bridges made 

of music from Rock to World and from Electronic to Pop. Some of 

them caused a stir in the West even before the fall of the Iron Curtain 

yet the majority have remained undiscovered outside their home-

turf radio stations and have as yet no live appearances to their credit. 

Linz09 provides this up-and-coming musical scene with a venue 

for popular music that inhabits entirely different planets from our 

download and ringtone charts. 

WHAT // populAr musiC from europe

WHEN // 8 p.m.; see below for dates
slovakia (16 January 09), Estonia (28 february 09), Hungary (13 March 09), 
Cyprus (4 April 09), Latvia (8 May 09), slovenia (19 June 09), Lithuania (10 
July 09), Malta (29 August 09), Bulgaria (25 september 09), Czech republic 
(31 October 09), Poland (14 November 09), romania (12 December 09)

WHErE // Posthof, www.posthof.at

IDEA / CONCEPT / rEALIsATION // 
Werner Ponesch, Peter Brandstetter 

In collaboration with LIVA/Posthof supported by Bank Austria 
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GROWING UNION –  
EUROPE’S PLANt LIFE

The Botanical gardens put on a European garden show

the olive tree has been held in high esteem in Greece since  

antiquity. Italy was for Goethe the land where lemons bloomed. 

And in Estonia the cornflower, regardless of the connotations it  

may have had elsewhere and in different times, is symbolic of the 

health of rye fields and of our daily bread. Can the botanical world 

teach us more about each of the EU’s 27 member states? It’s worth 

a try. In Linz’s Botanical Gardens symbolic plants are arranged to 

form a harmonious whole. A stylised, walk-on map of Europe gives 

access to individual countries with their characteristic plants. Walk 

along this unconventional path – a path in the literal sense of the 

word – for a new take on our EU neighbours and watch them grow 

together over the course of the year. 

WHAT // gArden exHibiTion

WHEN // 9 May – 4 October 09

WHErE // Botanical Gardens Linz

IDEA / CONCEPT / rEALIsATION // 
Greta & rainer Hauptmann, friedrich schwarz, Botanischer Garten

In collaboration with Linz’s Botanical Gardens

dAS GRüNE BANd EUROPAS / 
tHE EUROPEAN GREEN BELt

A green belt now spans the continent where the Iron Curtain used 
to divide Europe: a unique ecosystem caught between wilderness 
and cultivation. 

this exhibition features an international nature conservation project 

that aims at protecting the string of immensely varied habitats along 

the former Iron Curtain and at preserving this environment and its 

cultural assets in a sustainable manner. 

Along a line of 8,500 km all the way across Europe important retreats 

for wildlife species such as bear, lynx and wolf have evolved – from 

subarctic Lapland to the shores of the Baltic Sea, from the Central 

European uplands and river plains to the shores of the Black Sea 

near the Bulgarian-turkish border. For the most part this wilder-

ness is bordered on either side by cultivated land that could serve 

as a model of sustainable development for agricultural Europe. Key 

issues are cultural and economic aspects of this “enforced neglect” 

as well as the question of how these border regions in the heart of 

Europe can and should be developed.

the ORF will be airing “das grüne Band”, a documentary in the 

Universum format, on the occasion of the exhibition.

WHAT // exHibiTion

WHEN // 4 July 09 – 8 January 10, Opening: 4 July 09 

WHErE // schlossmuseum Linz, www.schlossmuseum.at

IDEA / CONCEPT // 
Thomas Wrbka, Katharina Zmelik, franz Michael Grünweis (Vienna  
University), Checo sterneck (exhibition designer) 

ADVIsOrY PANEL //
Gerhard Aubrecht, Peter Assmann, stephan Weigl (OÖ Landesmuseen), 
Hannes Kunisch, Bernhard schön (OÖ Umweltakademie), Josef Limberger 
(OÖNB) and Alois Lang (IUCN)

In collaboration with OÖ Landesmuseen and Vienna University
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ExtRA EUROPA

Who is Europe? What is Europe? Where does it begin and where does it end? Linz09 shifts 

the focus to Europe outside the European Union.

If you really want to get to know what is close to you, refocus temporarily on what is  

faraway. the Other, which is often no more than a step away, can make a good mirror. It can 

be a projection screen where actual and imaginary differences combine to make the specific 

properties of your own lifeworld visible. 

Linz09 devotes an extensive programme to this insight. three European non-EU countries –  

Norway, Switzerland and turkey – take up widely different political, economic, cultural  

and geographical positions. Not being EU members themselves for a number of reasons,  

they may be able to shed some light on how the Union sees itself. they can also provide  

food for thought on the topic of whether there really is a “European identity”. 

Each of these countries offers other interfaces in that respect and represents a specific  

aspect that is commonly perceived as “European” and “exemplary”. Norway will be assigned 

the role of a model for “equal treatment”, Switzerland will stand for “multilingualism and 

multiculturalism”, and turkey for the ongoing exchange between the Republic of turkey  

and Europe. 

Surprisingly enough, the northernmost country may be much less familiar to us than  

clichée and symbol laden turkey or Switzerland, which have both been used in Europe  

for a long time as points of reference to cater to different needs. 

Wildly romantic Norway together with its Scandinavian neighbours stands for a societal  

utopia come true and is a model for questions of equal treatment and anti-discrimination.

turkey will be showcased as the strong partner of Europe that it was for the last 200 years  

of the Ottoman Empire and has conttinued to be since modern turkey was founded by  

Mustafa Kemal Atatürk in 1923. What is particularly attractive to a European public is the 

vitality of young, creative Istanbul with its dynamic, vibrant art and music scene.

Switzerland, as opposed to the other two countries, is at the core of Europe. Interpretations 

of its role from within and without have raised landlocked Switzerland, which is located 

at a point of intersection between East and West, North and South, Romance and Germanic 

languages, to the status of a kind of miniature Europe.

WHAT // symposium And  
europeAn fesTivAl

WHEN //
19 March – 2 May 09 
ExTrA EUrOPA sYMPOsIUM:  
19 – 21 March 09

WHErE //
Hafenhalle09 and many other venues  
in and around Linz 

IDEA / CONCEPT // 
Linz09/susanne Puchberger,  
Gallus Vögel (head of project)

A Linz09 project supported by the embassies of 
Norway, switzerland and Turkey in Austria, the 
swiss Culture foundation Pro Helvetia, Istanbul 
2010, Norsk Utenriksdepartment (Norwegian 
Ministry of foreign Affairs), Linz Textil AG  
and others
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ExTrA EUrOPA 
fEsTIVAL

ExtRA EUROPA FEStIvAL will stage 

around 60 items in an international art and 

culture programme that includes dance, 

theatre, music, literature, film, comics 

and visual arts. We will be assisted in this 

project by our partners in the three featured 

countries, the Swiss Culture Foundation Pro 

Helvetia, Istanbul 2010 and the Norwegian 

Ministry of Foreign Affairs. In cooperation 

with a number of different organisers the 

festival will offer people active in the most 

diverse areas of art from the Extra Europe 

countries opportunities to present their 

work in the framework of the Capital of 

Culture. the contributions from Norway, 

turkey and Switzerland will either tie in 

with existing formats – see such headings as 

CROSSING EUROPE FILM FEStIvAL, Jaz-

zatelier Ulrichsberg, GOOd NIGHt StUFF, 

Festival der Poesie, NExtCOMIC, etc. –  

or will be developed as ExtRA EUROPA 

programme items in their own right. Exam-

ples of the latter kind are the “transborder 

Cafés” of the North Norwegian curator col-

lective “Pikene på broen”; a co-production 

with the Istanbul dance company taldans 

that will be premiered in Linz; a concert of 

students of the Bruckner University led by 

the renowned Swiss saxophonist daniel 

Schnyder at the Brucknerhaus; an exchange 

of youth bands between the two capitals of 

culture Linz09 and Istanbul 2010; and “Platz 

für den König”, a co-production of theater  

des Kindes and the renowned Swiss actor 

Peter Rinderknecht.

A detailed ExTrA EUrOPA programme 

booklet will be published in January 09. 

ExTrA EUrOPA  
sYMPOsIUM

the three states will jointly be putting 

their national systems, political situations 

and cultural relationships on display. 

the two-day symposium of ExtRA 

EUROPA will be providing a stage for 

experts from Norway, turkey, Switzerland 

and Austria. In addition to the topics of 

education, media, gender, culture, migra-

tion and environment/energy, they will be 

discussing the “European project” and the 

rationale underlying their non-member-

ship in the EU.

EUrOPEAN YOUTH  
PArLIAMENT fOrUM

the European Youth Parliament Forum 

will take place during the run-up to the 

symposium. 80 pupils from the three 

featured countries and from Austria 

will assemble for this event. the Czech 

Republic will be holding the presidency of 

the Council of the European Union during 

the first half of 2009. the delegates to the 

European Youth Parliament will be dealing 

with the same issues as the participants in 

the symposium. they are after all the peo-

ple who will, together with their contem-

poraries, eventually be shaping Europe’s 

future with their answers.

COOPErATION PArTNErs  
AND sPONsOrs

ExTrA EUrOPA sWITZErLAND: 
swiss Culture foundation pro Helvetia 

since its foundation in 1939 the swiss 

Culture foundation Pro Helvetia has been 

working to ensure the best possible condi-

tions for swiss artists to create and present 

their work. ExTrA EUrOPA sWITZEr-

LAND as part of Linz09 is an exchange 

and cooperation programme that envisages 

Linz and swiss partners continuing to work 

together in future. 

ExTrA EUrOPA TUrKEY: 
istanbul 2010

Istanbul will be one of the European  

Capitals of Culture in 2010. Two successive 

capitals of culture – Linz09 and Istanbul 

2010 – will be engaging in intercultural 

cooperation in Linz, which will result in  

a Turkish-Austrian bridge designed to go 

on being used long after 2009. 

ExTrA EUrOPA NOrWAY: 
norwegian ministry of foreign Affairs

The Norwegian Ministry of foreign  

Affairs – in particular its two departments 

of Global Cultural Cooperation and of 

European Affairs – is our most important 

partner and sponsor for the programme  

of ExTrA EUrOPA NOrWAY. 
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LINZ EUROPA
tOUR 2007 – 2009

A boat, a river, an unusual cargo: as envoy of Capital of Culture Linz09, Hubert von  
goisern plies the rivers and currents of Europe. 

It is an unbroken chain of departures, of meetings across barriers imposed by different lan-
guages, by borders, by different musical idioms. What really matters, says Hubert von Goisern, 
is “developing a sense of how big, how colourful, how unique this Europe of ours is”. Many  
of the people he met on those journeys struck him by their positive attitudes to Europe, 
Austria and Linz. Giving and receiving: experiencing how life is organised elsewhere, what 
customs, peculiarities and oddities are cultivated in other countries, how to make friends 
with people on the banks of the rivers was one side of his trip. the other saw him learning 
how to cope with waiting, risks and with life in general, when it is lived between romanti-
cism, bureaucracy and the stage. 
the members of the band are always there and so are a number of performing artists collected 
en route from the regions crossed by the flottilla. At the centre of it all is the shared project of 
a Europe that is our home and the scene of our shared experiences. the programme’s ingredi-
ents are concerts, recitals, different venues, cultural fault lines and musical cross-pollination, 
in which a leading role is played by guest musicians. 
A real adventure for those who live on the banks as well as for the travellers on their way  
east, on their way west, spreading the message of a world that is made more humane by the 
shedding of prejudices and the overcoming of barriers. 

GOIsErN GOEs EAsT / GOIsErN GOEs WEsT

7-part TV series by Markus Wogrolly, robert Lakatos (director) and Harald Aue (cut)

Impressions from this musical travel adventure are at the centre of a TV documentary series. 

The film team followed Goisern through nine countries, with two directors in charge: Markus 

Wogrolly recorded everyday life on board, robert Lakatos did features of the performing artists 

and their background in their home countries. The first five parts of the journey to the Black 

sea was broadcast in 2008. GOIsErN GOEs WEsT will be on the air on Orf 2 in spring 2009. 

A coproduction with Nikolaus Geyerhalter film and Orf

IDEA / CONCEPT // 
Hubert von Goisern

CrEW // 
slobodan Aldic (machinist 2008), Holger Alt 
(catering/cooking), sebastian Bammer (back 
line/ stage 2007), reinhard Doppelhofer (helms-
man 2008), Dieter Draxler (sound/camera 2007), 
Hans Duchan (light design), Mika Elek (second 
captain 2007), Christian “Balou” fahrner 
(technical director/ monitor mixing), fritz fitzke 
(visuals), Michael Gartner (camera), Gunnar 
Geiblinger (stage manager 2008), Hage Hein 
(manager, head of project), Petra Hinterberger 
(cutter, photos), Günter Huemer (co-initiator), 
Peter Kalmandy (helmsman 2007), Annette 
Kaviani Nejad (catering/cooking), Nikodem 
Kern (captain in Germany 2007), Gregor Kienel 
(film sound 2008), Philipp König (visuals), Jan 
Kok (second captain 2008), Lisa Malle (visuals), 
Andrea Maurer (organisation 2008), Hannes 
Peithner (back line), Dirk Pfeiffer (visuals 2008), 
Peter Pfund (camera), Hajro Plaku (technical 
backup), Herbert Prieler (electrician), Arnold 
stiegler (machinist 2007), stefan schröder (tour 
manager 2008), Nicola skalé (film unit manager 
2008), Wolfgang spannberger (fOH/record-
ing/film mix), Jonas steckel (tour manager 2007), 
Peter Werner (captain), sigi Widerin (special 
agent), Markus Wogrolly (film director)
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LINZ EUrOPA
TOUr EAsT

Nothing new in the East? On the contrary. 
In summer 2007 Hubert von goisern 
floated down the Danube on a cargo boat 
as far as the Black Sea. 

For two and a half months the boat, serving 
concurrently as living quarters and stage, 
carried Goisern and his band across Aus-
tria, Germany, Croatia, Romania, Bulgaria, 
Ukraine, Hungary, Serbia and Slovakia. In 
these nine countries Goisern and his band 
played 22 gigs accompanied by perform-
ing artists from the respective regions. “We 
were looking forward to each of these gigs 
with a tremendous sense of anticipation; 
we put everything into the development 
of the programme and profited from the 
exchange with our guest. Each gig was 
different.” the tour wound up in the home 
port, Linz. 8,000 enthusiastic fans turned 
up for a concert, a blend of alpine folklore, 
pure inspiration and raw pop rock from 
Eastern Europe. 

WHEN // June – september 07
WHErE // 
All the way down the Danube as far as the Black
PArTICIPANTs // 
Besh o Drom, Claudia Koreck & Band, Druzina,  
Haindling, Haydamaky, Hohtraxlecker sprung-
schanzenmusi, Karandila, Loredana Groza, 
rambo Amadeus, Tamara Obrovac, Willi  
resetarits, Zdob si Zdub
BAND //
Maria Craffonara (vocals, violin), David 
Lackner (piano, keyboards), Maria Moling 
(vocals, percussion), Alex Pohn (drums), Helmut 
schartlmüller (bass), Marlene schuen (vocals, 
violin), severin Trogbacher (guitar), Darinka 
Tsekova (gadulka)

LINZ EUrOPA
TOUr WEsT

In 2008 the musical experiment reached 
out in a westerly direction as far as Rot-
terdam. 

Horizons can be sought – and expanded –  
in all directions. From June to August 2008 
the travellers, with Hubert von Goisern at 
the musical helm, embarked on new ad-
ventures to spread the message of Linz09 
westward along the danube, Rhine and 
Main. Gigs featuring musical encounters 
caused a splash in Germany, the Nether-
lands and Belgium. Chance acquaintances 
and offers put forward on the spur of the 
moment – the best medium for the chal-
lenge of the spontaneous to take shape. 
Weighing anchor and going places proved 
again the right formula for the growth of 
familiarity and the discovery of ground 
shared with others. 

LINZ EUrOPA
HAfENfEsT

tHE JOURNEY AS A CONCERt

Whoever returns from far away, has  
a lot of stories to tell and brings back  
any number of impressions and presents. 
A tribute to the turning points. 

In July 2009 the port of Linz will be the 
stage for the impressions Hubert von Go-
isern and his crew have gathered on their 
tours. All those performing artists they got 
to know in the course of their travels down 
the rivers of Europe will be there. together 
they will bring to shore a multilingual and 
many-voiced cargo that speaks to a Europe 
of vanishing borders. A three-day con-
cert with music from East and West, that 
features all the pieces that took shape over 
the course of the two tours. In the runup 
to the big show there will be gigs by the 
musicians involved, which are intended to 
whet appetites for the grand finale. 

WHEN // 3 – 5 July 09 
WHErE // Port of Linz
PArTICIPANTs // 
Musicians from East and West
BAND //
David Lackner (piano, keyboards), Maria Moling 
(vocals, percussion), Alex Pohn (drums), Helmut 
schartlmüller (bass), Elisabeth schuen (vocals, 
violin), Marlene schuen (vocals, violin), severin 
Trogbacher (guitar), Darinka Tsekova (gadulka) 

JAN feb mAr Apr mAy JuN

JuL Aug sep oct Nov dec

WHEN // June – August 08
WHErE // 
Along the rhine-Main-Danube Canal as far  
as rotterdam
PArTICIPANTs // 
Antwerpen Gipsy ska Orkestra, BAP, Claudia 
Koreck&Band, Karandila, Klangholz, Klaus 
Doldinger‘s Passport, Konstantin Wecker, Los 
Hermanos Martinez, Marie Daulne (Zap Mama), 
Mona Murray, Ondiep, Philipp Poisl, rolf stahl-
hofen, rambo Amadeus, stelzhamma, xavier 
Naidoo, Zdob si Zdub
BAND //
David Lackner (piano, keyboards), Maria Moling 
(vocals, percussion), Alex Pohn (drums), Helmut 
schartlmüller (bass), Elisabeth schuen (vocals, 
violin), Marlene schuen (vocals, violin), severin 
Trogbacher (guitar), Darinka Tsekova (gadulka) 
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BIENNALE CUvÉE
A SELECtION OF WORLdWIdE CONtEMPORARY ARt 

Offenes Kulturhaus OÖ will exhibit a selection of works from the 

most interesting biennials of 2008 with a particular focus on Asia.

Biennials are today’s most interesting showcases of contemporary 

art. Less commercially oriented than art fairs, they are a stage both 

for “big names” and for young up-and-coming artists, for whom this 

is perhaps their first chance to present their work on the interna-

tional stage. they define who is going to be in the spotlight, they 

identify trends and they even create them. their greatest merit lies 

in arousing a great deal of attention for contemporary art in a public 

that is not confined to the regulars on the art fair circuit.

BIENNALE CUvEE 2009 will use both the OK itself and the city’s 

public space as its venues. the revamped Bahnhofsviertel has par-

ticularly interesting exhibition spaces on offer for contemporary art. 

the selected projects will be assigned their respective locations  

based on their own content and the architecture of the venues. 

there will be a series of lectures and a comprehensive art mediation 

programme to make this ambitious artistic cuvée from the world’s 

best artistic vineyards fully accessible to all our visitors. 

JAN feb mAr Apr mAy JuN JuL Aug sep oct Nov dec JAN feb mAr Apr mAy JuN JuL Aug sep oct Nov dec

MESOPOtAMIAN dRAMAtURGIES
KUtLUG AtAMAN

The Lentos Kunstmuseum puts on a comprehensive solo exhibition 

by the Turkish artist Kutlug Ataman. 

In his film, video and photographic work Kutlug Ataman confronts 

the ruptures between what we embrace as “part of us” and what we 

consider the “Other”: conflicts that stem from tradition and conven-

tion, from belief and convictions. He focuses on turkey’s upheavals, 

on the dramatic changes the country is undergoing in the areas of 

politics, culture and economy and on the struggle between religious 

and secular world views. 

Ataman has also set his sights on East-West tensions, which he in-

terprets as an acute crisis. He brings together elements of the history 

of western modernism and questions its claim of universal validity 

with an analysis of those much vaunted European “values”. He ex-

plores the theme of Europe as an entity and raises questions about its 

geographical, cultural, institutional, mental and ideological borders. 

Kutlug Ataman’s work includes in its dramatic sweep pictures of 

Anatolian everyday life adorned with Christian hagiographical quota-

tions, calligraphy as an art form and a “trip to the Moon”. 

WHAT // exHibiTion 

WHEN // 27 february – 3 May 09

WHErE //
OK Offenes Kulturhaus OÖ, www.ok-centrum.at
Arbeiterkammer Oberösterreich, Energie AG, Wissensturm and other venues

IDEA / CONCEPT // Martin sturm, Manray Hsu

HEAD Of PrOJECT // rainer Jessl

In collaboration with OK Offenes Kulturhaus OÖ, supported by Energie AG 
Oberösterreich and Arbeiterkammer Oberösterreich

WHAT // exHibiTion 

WHEN // 13 february – 19 April 09

WHErE // Lentos Kunstmuseum Linz, www.lentos.at

IDEA / CONCEPT // 
Kutlug Ataman, Lentos Kunstmuseum Linz

In collaboration with Lentos Kunstmuseum Linz
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dAS LANd dES LäCHELNS / 
tHE LANd OF SMILES

Franz Lehár’s 1929 operetta tells an Austrian-Chinese love story.  

In this production the renowned Chinese director Li Liuyi focuses 

on the eastern perspective. 

“there are three kinds of dramatic music: opera, operetta and Lehár”: 

this is how Paul Knepler paid tribute to Lehár’s unique music. dAS 

LANd dES LäCHELNS was premiered with great success at the Ber-

lin Metropol theater in 1929. In formal terms the work has features 

more readily associated with opera. It combines expansive gestures, 

tragedy and lavish orchestration. 

dAS LANd dES LäCHELNS tells the love story between a girl from 

an old established viennese family and a Chinese prince. the depic-

tion of the love of two people that is thwarted by seemingly insur-

mountable cultural differences finds congenial expression in Lehár’s 

sensual, exotic music. the renowned Chinese director Li Liuyi fuses 

concepts of contemporary theatre with traditional Chinese operatic 

styles, such as Sichuan, Kun and Beijing, and creates an idiom that 

is unmistakably his own. In this mise-en-scène of Lehár’s operetta he 

addresses intercultural relationships from an Asian angle. 

JAN feb mAr Apr mAy JuN JuL Aug sep oct Nov dec JAN feb mAr Apr mAy JuN JuL Aug sep oct Nov dec

dER GUtE MENSCH vON SEZUAN /
tHE GOOd PERSON OF SEZUAN
BERtOLt BRECHt

Bertolt Brecht’s play about the good woman is a parable situated 

between traditional times and the present. In Linz it will be shown 

in a production by director Ong Keng Sen.

Brecht conceived this play back in the twenties but it was not until 

WWII, when he was in exile in Scandinavia that he was able to com-

plete the final version. From then on the question whether or not it 

was possible to retain one’s moral integrity in this world or whether 

this would need a changed and different world never left him. 

Ong Keng Sen, director, performance theoretician, festival curator 

and intercultural communicator, has been at the head of the Singa-

pore drama group “theatreWorks” since 1985. After his extremely 

successful production of “the Caucasian Chalk Circle” at the 

Schauspielhaus vienna in 2005 he will be exploring in Linz another 

Brecht play from a Chinese perspective and interpreting it from  

an altogether new point of view. Ong Keng Sen’s work deals with 

the evolution of new identities and new aesthetics in Asia in the 

21st century. He sees a role for himself as a bridge builder between  

tradition and modernity, between Asia and the rest of the world.  

His complex productions have been staged all over the world. 

LINZ
WORLd

WHAT // opereTTA

WHEN // Premiere 31 October 09

WHErE // Landestheater Linz, www.landestheater-linz.at

DIrECTOr // Li Liuyi

sTAGE // Alexandra Pitz

DrAMATUrGY // Iris Manca, felix Losert

OrCHEsTrA // Bruckner Orchestra Linz

A coproduction with Landestheater Linz

WHAT // pArAble in Ten sCenes by berTolT breCHT

WHEN // Premiere 26 september 09

WHErE // Landestheater, Kammerspiele, www.landestheater-linz.at

DIrECTION // Ong Keng sen

MUsIC // Paul Dessau

A coproduction with the Landestheater Linz
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EU-ARt-NEtWORK
ARt SYMPOSIUM FOR EUROPE’S CAPItALS  
OF CULtURE – 2009 IN LINZ. 

Capitals of Culture have been around in Europe since 1985. They 

use culture to call to mind Europe’s diversity, to articulate and to 

affirm different identities. Linz is now joining this illustrious circle. 

EU-ARt-NEtWORK has been organising annual symposia since  

2001 and provides a platform for artists to get to know one another 

at a European level. these personal networks are to be strengthened 

within the Cultural Capital community. Artists from widely differ-

ent areas of art – the visual arts, music, dance – come together for the 

symposium. the thread that unites them is the fact that all of them are 

from cities that are past, present or future Capitals of Culture. At this 

symposium they work together at their common task: coming up with 

fresh creations and introducing the whole of Europe to new ideas. 

www.eu-art-network.eu

WHAT // symposium, exHibiTion, performAnCe, ConCerT
WHEN // 20 August – 30 August 09
WHErE // spinnerei, schloss Traun, stadtgalerie Traun, Circus Linz 
Opening: 20 August 09 / spinnerei Traun 7 p.m.
Open-window day: 23 August 09 / spinnerei Traun, from 11 p.m.
Meeting artists at work; Burgenland’s tribute to Linz as Capital of Culture and 
the host town Traun; Tamburizza Oslip, degustation of wines from the Burgen-
land in the company of the vintners.
Vernissage: 28 August 09 / schloss / spinnerei / stadtgalerie Traun, 6 p.m.
Concert and performance: 29 August 09 / CIrCUs Linz, 8 p.m.
IDEA / CONCEPT // Christa Prets, Wolfgang Horwath, Gerhard Krammer
rEALIsATION //
Johannes Haider, Markus Huber, sepp Laubner, Milan Lukác, robert schneider, 
Hans Wetzelsdorfer, Horst Horvath, Wolfgang Horwath, Gerhard Krammer

In collaboration with eu-art-network supported by Bundesministerium für 
Unterricht, Kunst und Kultur; Amt der Burgenländischen Landesregierung –  
Kulturabteilung, Gemeinde Oslip, Verbund, Novomatic, remedia

EUROPEAN EYES ON JAPAN
JAPAN tOdAY vOL. 11

This exhibition focuses on Japan’s provinces as seen through the 

lenses of European photographers. 

Ever since 1999 Japan has been inviting photographers from differ-

ent European countries to document their own views of the country. 

the search for that special perspective that enables us to see every-

day scenes in a new light and that alerts us to what is otherwise 

only too easily overlooked has resulted in a series of outstanding 

photos. the project does not centre on Japan’s megacities but on its 

provincial prefectures. So far 42 European photographers have taken 

possession each in their own characteristic way of 29 prefectures 

and have recorded what they saw on film. World wide publications 

and exhibitions have made selections from these works generally 

accessible over the last few years. In 2009 the 11th volume to be 

published by the project will feature the work of four photographers 

from Austria and Lithuania. 

WHAT // exHibiTion

WHEN // 30 October – 12 December 09

WHErE // Galerie der stadt Wels, www.galeriederstadtwels.at

IDEA / CONCEPT // 
Mikiko Kikuta, European Eyes on Japan / Japan Today

In collaboration with EU Japan fest
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SALZStAdL 
INtERNAtIONAL StUdIO HOUSE LINZ

The former Salt Authority in Linz’s city has been converted into  

an international meeting place for artists. 

In the late Middle Ages the Salzstadl served as a place for the storage 

of salt. the donauschule, a Linz artists’ association, and its mentor 

Paul Fischnaller have assigned a new and different purpose to the 

building. they have put a great deal of effort into restoring part of the 

Salzamt building over the last few years to make it fit for provisional 

use and have installed a printing workshop and artists’ studios. 

Linz took note of this initiative and purchased the building to ensure 

it would remain dedicated to cultural purposes in the long term. 

SALZStAdL will become a platform for an artist-in-residence pro-

gramme. the studios are available to artists from around the world 

as well as artists from the region and will serve as their base and as 

workshops for their creative work. Artists are also eligible to make 

public presentations and exhibitions and for bursaries. In addition 

to this SALZStAdL will contribute to artists’ exchange programmes 

with partner cities.

WHAT // sTudio House

WHEN // from July 09

WHErE // salzamt

IDEA / CONCEPT // 
Linz Kultur, Linz09

In collaboration with Linz Kultur
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GANGARtEN / GO YOUR GAIt!
PARt 6_ExCHANGE 

Linz as reflected in the rhythmic patterns of its twin cities

People’s gaits are among the movement patterns that differ most 

from individual to individual. they are made audible by the sounds 

of our steps, by the regularity of how we put one foot down in front 

of the other, and they create a rhythm that is peculiarly our own. 

In Linz and in cities with which Linz is twinned or has struck up 

some form of friendship agreement recordings were made of people 

going about their business on foot. A five to ten minute audiovisual 

sequence was produced about each city, whose theme is the gaits 

and walking rhythms of its inhabitants. the acoustic score is gener-

ated by location and place, streams of movement and different gaits. 

the basis is a specific “city sound”, such as the swooshing of the 

waves of the sea or the air conditioners – rather ironically called  

“Silencys” – at Albufeira, the squealing of the e-bikes in Chengdu, 

the temple bells or the noise of the seaweed toasters in the markets 

of Gwangyang... Interested? A travel diary and photos document 

visits to these towns and complement the selection of sounds and 

places with background information. 

WHAT // exHibiTion

WHEN // 14 May – 15 August 09, Opening 13 May 6.30 p.m.

WHErE // Wissensturm, www.wissensturm.at

IDEA / CONCEPT // 
katrinem, www.katrinem.de 

In collaboration with Linz Export, stadt Linz, Land Oberösterreich supported 
by the cities of Albufeira, Berlin Charlottenburg-Wilmersdorf, Brasov, Bud-
weis, Chengdu, Gwangyang, Halle an der saale, Linköping, Linz am rhein, 
Nishnji Nowgorod, Norrköping, Tampere, Ulm, Passau, Lom
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IdA&JIM

A fictional love story involving dance and jazz, inspired by life 
abroad and victory in the struggle against loneliness. 

IdA&JIM refers to the Institute for dance Arts and the Institute for 
Jazz and Improvised Music. the production will reflect through its 
compositions, performances and choreographies what has evolved 
dynamically from interviews: the basic theme is the kind of life 
abroad experienced by foreign students. 

WHAT // dAnCe
WHEN / WHErE // 2 Oct. 09 / Anton Bruckner Privatuniversität, www.bruckneruni.at
IDEA / CONCEPT // Christoph Cech
PArTICIPANTs // 
Christoph Cech, composition class, IDA – Institute for Dance Arts, JIM Think Big-
ger Orchestra and New Vocal Ensemble, Eva Klampfer and Günther Böcksteiner 

In collaboration with Anton Bruckner Privatuniversität

MEEtING SPACE

On 13 May 2009 Brucknerhaus will transform itself into an open 
music house for hundreds of young people. 

Moods, feelings and emotions can do without language: music is a 
language that has global currency. Any opportunity for children and 
young people to experience this “global language” in action and to 
experiment with it is very welcome. MEEtING SPACE is a forum 
initiated by the music schools of Linz and vilnius for young musi-
cians to make and enjoy music together. the young people are given 
the opportunity to attend workshops, to experience themselves as 
members of an ensemble or simply to try out an instrument. It will 
be a day of meetings set against a musical background, “a unique op-
portunity to benefit and to learn from one another in an intercultural 
and interdisciplinary setting”, says the head of Linz’s music school, 
Josef Oberneder. the interplay of activities and cultures reaches a 
climax in a concert, for which the two music schools will prepare 
pieces to go with motifs from Linz’s partner city vilnius. 

KOMPOSItIONEN – KOMPOZICIJOS / 
COMPOSItIONS

Contemporary music needs the close cooperation of composer and per-
forming artists before it can really come into its own. In temporary work-
shops this cooperation is extended to encompass two cultural spheres. 

vilnius and Linz generate supraregional impulses. Students from 
Anton Bruckner Privatuniversität and the Lithuanian Academy of 
Music and dramatic Art in vilnius will be working jointly with 
traditional and contemporary chamber music

george Crumb Trio meeTs young musiCiAns
WHEN / WHErE // December 08 / Vilnius
PArTICIPANTs // Andreas Pözlberger, sven Birch, Norbert Girlinger and others
WATermusiC
WHEN / WHErE // August 09 / Linz and september 09 / Vilnius
IDEA / CONCEPT // Norbert Girlinger
In collaboration with Anton Bruckner Privatuniversität and the Lithuanian 
Academy of Music and Dramatic Arts, Vilnius

WHAT // WorksHops And ConCerTs
WHEN // 13 May 09
WHErE // Brucknerhaus Linz, www.brucknerhaus.at
IDEA / CONCEPT // 
Josef Oberneder, Marcus Wall, Thomas Mandel, Ursula Leitner,  
Musikschule der stadt Linz
PErfOrMING ArTIsTs // 
Pupils and teachers of the music schools of Linz and Vilnius,  
pupils from Linz schools

In collaboration with Musikschule der stadt Linz and LIVA/Brucknerhaus 
supported by Oberbank, OÖ Versicherung, firma Bayer Austria  
GesmbH, Eduard Haas and Thalia
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FLIESSENdE GRENZEN /  
FLUId BORdERS
SYMPOSIUM “RANItZdIALOGE”

“Europeanisation” is coming on apace, yet we still remain ignorant 
of the culture of our nextdoor neighbours. The “East” is experi-
enced by many predominantly as a threat. FLUID BORDERS aims 
to show how much we actually have in common.

they are still there, the white patches on the maps. they are to be 
found wherever there is a lack of knowledge and understanding. 
Literature has a role to play in reducing prejudices and in enabling 
the different parts of an expanding Europe to get to know one another. 
Ottensheim will host a meeting of authors from different countries 
and linguistic backgrounds who will exchange their views on the 
topic of childhood. Where the Ranitz, mingling its waters with those 
of the Greater Rodl, empties into the danube, FLUId BORdERS keeps 
a tradition alive that dates back more than 1100 years. then Bavarian 
and Slav yeomen held a meeting on a mountain north of Ottensheim 
to lay the foundations for peaceful coexistence as neighbours. 
the symposium marks the anniversary “20 years of Edition 
thanhäuser” and will be accompanied by an exhibition of woodcuts 
and drawings by Christian thanhäuser. Capital of Culture Year will 
see the start of a series of publications entitled Ranitzdialoge, each 
volume of which will invite two authors from different countries to 
enter into a dialogue. Culinary matters and river landscapes will be 
playing a central role. 

FEStIvAL 4020.  
MORE tHAN MUSIC: SONG

Whispering, shouting, singing. This is about the age old theme of 
the song, of the human voice with all its nuances, different facets 
and capacity for interpretation. 

Song. Lied, canto, poem. Singing. And telling. In the dialect  
variant of German spoken in Upper Austria, the German word  

“to say, to tell”, “sagen”, sounds just like one of the mottoes of the 
FEStIvAL 4020: SONG. this is a clue to what this part of the festi-
val will be about, namely “narrative” music, the link between tunes 
and languages, the interweaving of literary text with musical texture. 
About stories that can be told in words and others that can only 
unfold as music. “telling”, as in the telling of stories, has of course 
the additional meaning of “counting”, which features a great deal in 
SONG. It is to do with rhythm, with units and with subdividing into 
units, as becomes apparent in listening to folk music from wherever. 
the festival will span the huge range from Luciano Berio’s “Folk 
Songs” to contemporary takes on Franz Schubert’s Lieder, from the 
consummate vocal mastery of the Italian inspired Renaissance as 
exemplified by Barbara Strozzi and John dowland to the virtuoso 
creative anarchy of free vocal improvisation.

www.festival4020.at

WHAT // liTerAry symposium

WHEN / WHErE //
symposium 29 August 09 / raiffeisenbank Ottensheim and starzerhof
Exhibition 20 November 08 – End of January 09 / ÖBV-Versicherung Linz

IDEA / CONCEPT // 
Christian Thanhäuser, www.thanhaeuser.at

In collaboration with Edition Thanhäuser 

WHAT // musiC fesTivAl
WHEN // 6 – 9 May 09
WHErE // Brucknerhaus and other venues, www.brucknerhaus.at
IDEA / CONCEPT // Peter Leisch
PrOGrAMMING // Alois fischer jun., Peter Leisch
PErfOrMING ArTIsTs //
Trio ACCANTO, Benat Achiary, Gerd Amelung, John Butcher, francesco Cali, Angelica 
Castello, Christa Druckenthaner, Philippe de Eczurra, Ensemble09, stephan froleyks, 
Extended Heritage, Bernhard Landauer, Weiping Lin, Gerda Lischka, ramon Lopez, Do-
natienne Michel-Dansac, Carlo Muratori, Max Nagl, Walter Pilar, frank Pschichholz, Ju-
dith ramerstorfer, Eva reiter, Billy roisz, Ludmilla samodayewa, Andrej serkov, Maria 
skiba, Erich Wolfgang skwara, Burkhard stangl, Amanda stewart, reinhild Waldek
COMPOsITIONs & sONGs BY
Beat furrer, Ada Gentile, Jens Joneleit, rudolf Jungwirth, Helmut Lachenmann,  
Bernhard Lang, Olga Neuwirth, Yonghi Paag-Paan, Judith Varga

In collabration with LIVA and Linz Kultur
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UMLINZRUM / ROUNdABOUtLINZ

Creative writing workshops held in select Cultural Capitals and  

cities twinned with Linz will be producing literary impressions  

to be exported to Linz. 

What’s going on in the world at large and is there a connection  

to Linz? Creative writing workshops in German with a direct link  

to Linz as Capital of Culture 2009 have been initiated. Between  

2006 and 2009 they are taking place in seven of Linz’s partner cities,  

generating impulses for the realisation of ideas and fantasies, 

kindling enthusiasm for the activities of observing and interpret-

ing and offering the participants opportunities to gain experience 

and explore new horizons. Perhaps this will inspire some of them 

to continue to write texts in future, in German or in their native 

language, their very own stories… 

the workshops will highlight writing techniques, their application 

and potential. Pre-selected themes will serve as catalysts for tracing 

historical, cultural or social connections. Each workshop is prepared 

individually and tailored to fit existing possibilities. At the closing 

event in 2009 the authors will present the texts they have written 

and talk about their impressions and aspirations. 

WHAT // CreATive WriTing WorksHops
WHEN //
2006 / Budweis, 2007 / sibiu, 2008 / Nizhny Nowgorod, Duisburg
2009 / Istanbul, stavanger, Vilnius
Presentations: 4 December 08 / Texts from Nizhny Novgorod and Duisburg
25 June 09 / Texts from Istanbul and stavanger
26 November 09 / Texts from Vilnius and final Presentation
WHErE // stifterHaus Linz, www.stifter-haus.at
IDEA / CONCEPT // Oskar Terš
PArTICIPANTs //
safeta Obhodjas, Laurynas Katkus, Adrian Gaspar Trio, richard schuberth

A Linz09 project supported by Österreichbibliotheken Nizhny Novgorod and 
Istanbul, Bezirksbibliothek rheinhausen, ruhr.2010, and the Lithuanian 
Association for Writers

JAN feb mAr Apr mAy JuN JuL Aug sep oct Nov dec

LINZ LIESt vILNIUS /  
LINZ REAdS vILNIUS
dAYS OF LItHUANIAN LItERAtURE

Readings, music and culinary highlights (some of them brewed) 

enable Linzers to sample Lithuania’s everyday culture. 

Lithuania and its literature will be the theme of a series of events 

featuring present-day writers from the Baltic republic. the first 

evening will belong to a poetical tour of multicultural vilnius in the 

company of tomas venclova, a Lithuanian poet and essayist of inter-

national renown, who is currently teaching at Yale. Aru ¯nas Balténas 

will show photographs of the old city centre of vilnius, which is 

now part of the UNESCO Cultural World Heritage. 

the second evening will feature two representatives of Lithuania’s 

younger generation of writers, Giedra Radvilaviciu ¯ té and Sigitas 

Parulskis. they will be joined on stage by the Upper Austrian author 

Walter Pilar, for whom vilnius has been a port of call since before 

independence in 1991. He will be reading from his works at the 

international vilnius Book Fair in February 2009. vILNIUS REAdS 

LINZ will be compered by Cornelius Hell, who will also be respon-

sible for a parallel event in Linz. He will contribute a multimedia 

portrait of Lithuania complete with an introduction to its literature. 

 

WHAT // reAdings

WHEN // 3 and 5 March 09

WHErE // stifterHaus, www.stifter-haus.at

IDEA / CONCEPT // Cornelius Hell

PArTICIPANTs //
Tomas Venclova, Giedra radvilaviciu ¯ té, sigitas Parulskis, Walter Pilar 
(authors), Aru ¯nas Balténas (photographer), Gabriele Kreslehner (readings), 
Cornelius Hell (curator and translator)

In collaboration with stifterHaus (OÖ Kultur)
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sAy LINZ. 
SAY CHANGE

“Linz is already Austria’s most interesting 
city, even if it is not perceived as such. This 
is to do with its singularly barren print media 
landscape, which produces mostly stillborn 
ideas, the journalistic equivalents of gams-
barts, loden skirts and weatherproof capes. 
It’s revolting. It’s something to be ashamed of. 
Linz needs a proper newspaper. 
Another thing to be ashamed of is the money 
that goes with art prizes. 3,600 euro, for-
merly 50,000 Austrian shillings, is supposed 
to reward the work of a lifetime for Linzer 
artists. Interesting indeed, if this is still the 
case in 2015.
What has also got to change is Linz’s relation-
ship with the Danube. The redevelopment of 
the commuter parking lot on the Urfahr side 
of the river is not what you might call a decla-
ration of love to the Danube and the new  
bathing beach on the Linz side is a halfhear-
ted affair. save the fishes in the Danube, 
learn the languages of the countries on the 
banks of the river, read their literature, listen 
to their music, cook their recipes. study  
inland navigation. Go and fetch the Black 
sea and the world will be flocking to Linz.”

eugenie Kain
Writer

“Linz has got everything it needs to become Austria’s most interesting 

city. The only problem is that nobody knows it. Tell the world about 

Linzer Torte and they will realise immediately that it is better than 

Mozartkugeln and sacher Torte rolled into one!”

silvia Azesberger
marketing assistant in salorno and refugee from Linz 

“We must aim to get better every day. As I see it, the new AEC is 

an important stepping stone on our way to 2015. For a hi-tec city 

the slogan ‘Linz an der donau’ is not sufficiently effective. Falling 

numbers for overnight stays and bad occupancy rates for hotels at 

weekends send a clear message. Our policy must be to exploit the 

opportunities that Culture Capital Year offers and to find new ways 

to be proud of Linz.” 

Lothar geiger
Linz city express (“yellow train”) 

“If you google ‘interessante stadt’, you 
get a curious list ranging from Valencia, 
 Karlsruhe and Taunusstein to Bath, 
 Wuppertal, Haslach im Kinzigtal, sousse 
and Mexico City. There seems to be a bit of 
everywhere on that list – except Linz an der 
Donau. If Linz is not even classified as an 
‘interessante stadt’ now, how on earth is it 
going to make it in 2015 to ‘the most interes-
ting city’ – admittedly only of Austria? 
The question that is implicit in all this is the 
following one: Where is Mexico City in Linz? 
And how to discover Haslach im Kinzigtal 
in Linz? Is it not the case that a bit of eve-
rywhere should be discernible in Linz? Is it 
not the case that variety and diversity make 
a city interesting and exciting? Diversity in 
culture, architecture, people, sports?”

Irene Leitner
Head of the educational memorial site  
schloss Hartheim
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sAy LINZ. 
SAY CHANGE

“There is no need for Linz to become 
Austria’s most interesting city. It is impos-
sible to introduce such superlatives into a 
serious debate. Linz has always been inte-
resting for me and lovable and livable and 
is likely to remain so in future. Linz is the 
best mixture of ‘metropolis’ and ‘village’ 
that I am aware of.”
Karin Neuwirth
professor 

“I like it in Linz. Linz has got a great deal to offer. Quality of life,  

modernity, culture, economic dynamism. What Linz does not have –  

the reason why I also like in vienna or in Prague – is history, tradition, 

buildings that you look at and you sense their century-old history. 

Yet this is Linz’s specific characteristic: it’s a young town rooted in 

modern times. So, Linz, keep it up. I wish the city a great future.” 

marius Krämer
management and pr consultant

“Linz has got to become a multicultural city. 
Immigrants must be encouraged to take an 
active part in Linz’s cultural scene. What-
ever the result may be.”

Ali sulakdag
owner of the restaurant Lokanta

“Linz is a meeting place for the world – 
despite its provincial location. It’s a place 
where people thing and make things hap-
pen. In Linz you still get that rare thing, 
high-quality cultural events for free. This is 
important, particularly as it contradicts the 
basic tenets of economic exploitation ide-
ologues and cost transparency dogmatists. 
free of charge – art for you and me, art that 
is easy to follow and art that is impossible 
to follow, provocative art, established art … 
Yet this is no more than a starting point. Linz 
is capable of so much more. I want to see 
a well organised labour movement cleverly 
joining forces with progressive culture, intel-
lectuality and welfare state policies. In Linz 
you will find things in the minutes of official 
meetings that would be confined to leftist 
think tanks elsewhere. This is of course a 
great advantage but it is also a challenge and 
puts us all under an obligation.”

sepp Wall-strasser
department education and development, 
Austrian trade union federation upper Austria
managing director Weltumspannend arbeiten

“How about a symposium on good 

modern urban architecture? All of 

20 years ago I saw much more in-

teresting buildings in Wellington, 

New Zealand, than anything that 

is being built here even today.” 

gerda Huber
pensioner
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sAy LINZ. 
SAY CHANGE

“As far as international flair 
and openness to the world  
is concerned, Linz is still in  
its infancy. Or rather one shoe 
(innovative, tolerant, open-
minded, friendly) is unaware  
of the other (ultra conser- 
vative, incommunicative).  
for 2015 I would wish for  
a genuine matching pair,  
at least size seven.”

marie simonet
medical doctor

“In Linz, a working class city, I would like 
to see a framework in place that offered a 
chance for mental and bodily relaxation: 
quiet oases in an otherwise busy inner 
city; walkways in the green spaces of the 
inner city to encourage contemplation; 
 challenging exchanges at speaker’s Corner; 
 resilient punchbags to give people a chance 
to let off steam or steep rock faces to let 
them take a bit of risk. And all this in the 
lunch break!” 

Annemarie obermüller
Head of dr. Karl renner Institute upper Austria

“for me Linz has always been a city with 
strong countercultural movements – the 
peace movement, solidarity movements, 
protest initiatives. I would like to see 
a similar mixture in future adapted 
to prevailing conditions. Today one 
of the chief concerns is the integration 
of new immigrants, from Turkey, from 
Latin America, from India. Other forms 
of employment relationships using 
new technologies and new professional 
biographies are beginning to appear. To 
motivate all these different individuals to 
make Linz the centre of their lives is quite a 
challenge. But Linz has got what it takes.” 

margit Niederhuber-Jäkel
dramaturgy

“... if everything goes according to plan, my son will be taking his 

school leaving exam in 2015. rather unsurprisingly, the paper he 

will hand in on that occasion will be dealing with Linz 2009. Its title 

will be ‘What contribution does being Europe’s Capital of Culture 

make towards the development of a European cultural city?’ The 

table of contents will include chapters on ‘The joys of culture’, ‘The 

drive for quality in architecture and spatial planning’, ‘Communica-

ting across cultural and identity barriers’, ‘International benchmarks 

for cultural venues and conditions of cultural production’ – and 

those are just a few of the chapters. 2009 was so exciting for my son 

and his classmates have chosen Europe’s Capital of Culture 2015 

as their ‘Maturareise’ destination. I’m already keeping my fingers 

crossed for those school leaving exams...”

martin Hochleitner
Head of Landesgalerie Linz
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LINZ
MEMORY

A city has a memory too – with all the complications that go 
with it. Certain events remain part of our collective memory,  
the Bacchanalia (on one occasion the city’s soccer team won the 
Austrian title) as well as the disappointments (the cathedral in 
Linz wasn’t allowed to surpass in height St. Stephen’s in Vienna). 
Some things you can’t recall anymore, no matter how hard you 
try. Who reached Neue Heimat (New Home) first or who was 
the first to settle the Neue Welt (New World), another southern 
suburb of Linz? Others, much as we would like to forget them, 
will remain branded into our memory: those awful highrises that 
were blown up just after the war, the bulldozing of the village of 
St. Peter/Zizlau, the destruction of the synagogue, the bloodshed 
of the civil war of 1934. Memories can caress like velvet or cut 
like knives. They can stunt our growth or help us live.
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“KuLTuRHAuPTSTAdT dES  
füHRERS” / “THE fuHRER’S  
CAPiTAL Of CuLTuRE”

Art and National Socialism in Linz and Upper Austria.  
Cultural and everyday life between 1938 and 1945 and what  
happened afterwards. 

This is not the first time that Linz has been at the focus of the politics 

of culture on a European scale. in the Nazi era the capital of the Gau 

of Oberdonau was transformed from a small provincial town into an 

industrial metropolis that tried hard to curry favour with the fuhrer. 

“…what was actually illicit about a project that was designed to turn 

the city of his youth into a cultural metropolis?”, asks Albert Speer 

in his Memoirs. Yet what was cultural life in the era of National 

Socialism really like? What continuities remained in place after its 

end? How final did the ruptures prove after 1945? These important 

aspects of the cultural politics of the Nazis and of regional cultural 

life are showcased by this exhibition, which is curated by a team of 

art and contemporary historians; the catalogue is a starting point for 

further reading. The issues raised include what space for maneuvre 

was in fact available in art, literature, theatre and music, the strate-

gies, positions and biographies of upper Austria’s artists, and how 

they have dealt and are still dealing with the “legacy” of that era in 

terms of cultural politics. 

WHAT // ExHibiTion
WHEN // 17 September 08 – 22 March 09 
7 March 09, Symposium “Erbe oder Hypothek? Der Nationalsozialismus  
in der wissenschaftlichen und künstlerischen Auseinandersetzung der  
Gegenwart.” [Legacy or liability? National Socialism in current historical  
and artistic debates] 
WHERE // Schlossmuseum Linz, www.schlossmuseum.at
KuRAtoRIN // Birgit Kirchmayr 
PARtICIPANtS // 
Peter Assmann, Martin Hochleitner, Gerhard Katzlberger, Arnold Klaffen-
böck, Michaela Nagl, Manuel Schilcher, Regina thumser, Dagmar ulm

In collaboration with oÖ Landesmuseen supported by oRF

POLiTiCAL SCuLPTuRE: BARLACH / 
KASPER / THORAK / WOTRuBA

These four sculptors illustrate the framework imposed by the  
prevailing political and societal systems before and after 1945.

in an attempt to supplement and broaden the scope of the Linz09 

exhibition “KuLTuRHAuPTSTAdT dES füHRERS” Landesgalerie 

Linz analyses the political and societal conditions prevailing in  

Austria before and after 1945. At the centre of this analysis are four 

very different sculptors and their work during that period: Ernst 

Barlach (1870 – 1938), Ludwig Kasper (1893 – 1945), Josef Thorak 

(1889 – 1952) and fritz Wotruba (1907 – 1975). A selection of their 

works and film documents serves to convey a historical overview 

and, more importantly, a sense of what it was like to be an artist 

at the time. How did their work relate to the framework imposed 

by the societal systems? An examination of the artists’ biographies 

and the art historical description and appraisal of their oeuvres is 

supplemented by a detailed analysis of how they were seen and the 

reception accorded to their work both in the Nazi era and thereafter. 

The positions of the four sculptors add up to an exemplary and 

highly instructive account of the interrelationship between politics 

and art in the 20th century. 

WHAT // ExHibiTion

WHEN // 18 September – 16 November 08

WHERE // Landesgalerie Linz, www.landesgalerie.at

IDEA / CoNCEPt // 
Martin Hochleitner, Volker Probst, Susanne Rolinek, Gabriele Spindler,  
Gabriele Stöger-Spevak, Helga thieme

In collaboration with oÖ Landesmuseen and the Ernst Barlach  
Foundation, Güstrow 
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uNTER uNS / AMidST uS

The story of Linz’s bridgehead buildings in the Nazi era is  
confronted by UNTer UNS, an installation.

“Who constructed the bridgehead buildings?” This question is the 

leitmotif of an installation in the heart of the city, in Linz’s Haupt-

platz. it is echoed by questions about the engineers, the construction 

workers and the building materials. Who was involved? Who took 

the initiative? Who did the work? Was it the architects of the Nazis? 

Concentration camp prisoners? forced labourers? What were condi-

tions like for those who produced the building materials and for 

those who constructed the actual buildings? 

The installation uNTER uNS attempts to make the stones of the 

bridgehead buildings “talk” and wants the past to become visible. 

An architectural intervention and a groundfloor installation visual-

ise the research process. Even though this installation focuses on  

no more than one single case it will shed light on various aspects  

of Nazi era everyday life, which was lived under the twin shadows 

of tyranny and fascist aesthetics. 

WHAT // insTAllATion 

WHEN // January 09 – December 09

WHERE // Brückenkopfgebäude, Hauptplatz

IDEA / CoNCEPt // Hito Steyerl

PARtICIPANtS // Sebastian Markt (historian) and others

In collaboration with BIG Bundes Immobilien Gesellschaft

iN SiTu

Signs inscribed in squares and buildings make Linz’s  
Nazi past visible. 

iN SiTu jogs the city’s collective memory by means of incon- 

spicuous signals. Temporary signs in the public space pinpoint sites  

of Nazi terror in Linz.

The locations of key institutions of the Nazi system, such as the  

seat of the Gestapo in Langgasse are included alongside the sites 

where Jews were persecuted and of the everyday Nazi terror as 

exemplified by denunciations. By linking concrete places to what 

happened iN SiTu the history of the Nazi policies of persecution 

and extermination is made temporarily accessible for Linzers.

iN SiTu sees itself as a mediation project that combines scientific 

research with artistic interventions. 

WHAT // signs in public spAcE

WHEN // from March 09

WHERE // All over Linz

IDEA / CoNCEPt / REALISAtIoN // 
Dagmar Höss, Monika Sommer, Heidemarie uhl

A Linz09 project
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JENSEiTS VON GESCHiCHTE /  
BEYONd HiSTORY
dECAY / MEMORY / RECONSTRuCTiON

Commemorative architecture and how to deal with material  
remnants will be the theme of a symposium.

Memorials of Nazi crimes are sites of commemoration where our 

children can learn about our history. importantly, they are also the 

catalysts for a specific emotional experience. The question of how 

we deal with the material remnants is therefore a complex one: 

What survived physically from the venues of Nazi terror and exter-

mination? How were these remnants dealt with after 1945? What 

was destroyed, what was preserved? What policies, what practices 

determine present day measures of reconstruction and restoration? 

What concepts of authenticity underpin them? How does one 

cope with the decay of material remnants? is decay ultimately an 

aesthetic category which sets historic sites apart from museums, 

monuments and other commemoration sites? 

The symposium picks up the thread where BEYONd HiSTORY in 

May 2008 left it and again raises questions about practical issues 

and how much real room for maneuvre there is in dealing with our 

historical legacy. 

 

WHAT // symposium

WHEN // 21 / 22 September 09 

WHERE // Mauthausen Memorial Site and Linz 

IDEA / CoNCEPt // 
Yariv Lapid, Heidemarie uhl

In collaboration with Mauthausen Memorial and the Federal Ministry  
of the Interior 

KLäNGE dER MACHT /  
THE SOuNd Of POWER

A symposium explores the ruptures and/or continuities in the musi-
cal policies of Linz and the Gau Oberdonau before and after 1945.

As the first major Austrian city to do so Linz has confronted its  

Nazi past in a comprehensive, unsparing and exemplary manner. 

What has largely been missing to date is an examination of the city’s 

musical life. using documents from the holdings of the Brucknerkon-

servatorium, from city and provincial archives and others in private 

ownership, an answer will be given to the question of whether it was 

possible for upper Austria to relaunch its cultural life after the end of  

the war in 1945 with a clean slate. Particular emphasis will be placed 

on such issues as the restitution of cultural assets, what lay behind 

the cultural politics of the Allies after the collapse of the Third Reich 

and the continuity of staff in the city’s musical institutions during 

and after the Nazi era. The history of the Anton Bruckner Privatuni-

versität will also be scrutinised. 

Two concerts with works by composers formerly classified as “degen-

erate” and racially inferior will be a welcome artistic addition to the 

symposium, which will take place under the aegis of the department 

of Contemporary History of Johannes Kepler universität Linz and in 

close collaboration with “KuLTuRHAuPTSTAdT dES füHRERS” 

at the Schlossmuseum.

WHAT // symposium And concErTs
WHEN // 20 / 21 March 09
WHERE // 
Schlossmuseum Linz, www.schlossmuseum.at
Anton Bruckner Privatuniversität, www.bruckneruni.at
IDEA / CoNCEPt // Regina thumser, Anton Voigt
PARtICIPANtS //
Concerts: Merlin Ensemble Vienna, Ensemble Linz – Brass and woodwinds of 
Anton Bruckner Privatuniversität. Lecturers: Christa Brüstle, Klaus Petermayr, 
oliver Rathkolb, Regina thumser, Karin Wagner 

In collaboration with Anton Bruckner Privatuniversität, Johannes Kepler 
universität and oÖ Landesmuseen
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ZEiT GESCHiCHTE VERMiTTELN 

A How-to manual for an active confrontation of a difficult chapter 
of history. Coming on board?

You are not compelled to, you ought not to: don’t say or write  

anything; keep a low profile: cultural programmes are strictly for 

consumption, your role is confined to sitting down, standing up, 

walking. Well, Linz09 is planning a more active appraoch and 

is looking for reactions from its visitors. A number of different 

projects are being linked together, making the city itself a locus of 

 contemporary historical experiences. Because Linz is a memory 

site and a memorial. Because it features many relics of the urban 

planning that Hitler attempted to force through that are extant in 

the form of industrial corporations and architectural and other 

 interventions dating back to the Nazi era.

History is everywhere and for everyone: older generations of  

Linzers and younger ones, school classes, tourists, visitors, friends, 

guests, fans. Anyone is welcome to ask questions, engage in research, 

get excited, feel delight or simply marvel. Some may even laugh, 

when they unravel the threads of history themselves, make  

them visible and integrate them into their daily lives. The book  

accompanying this programme line will inspire a critical awareness 

of all those factors.

WHAT // mEdiATion progrAmmEs
WHEN // all year 09
WHERE // In Linz and all over upper Austria
IDEA / CoNCEPt // 
Hannah Landsmann, Daniele Karasz, Adam Wieczorkowski

WHAT // HisTory book
WHEN // from January 09
IDEA / CoNCEPt // Niko Wahl 

A Linz09 project

dAS uNSiCHTBARE LAGER /  
THE iNViSiBLE CAMP
AudiOWALK GuSEN

A voice transmitted over headphones is the only guide that directs 
visitors through a pleasant landscape that serves all the purposes 
of habitation and relaxation. At first sight its uses in the not too 
distant past remain invisible. 

The AudiOWALK GuSEN is seeking to reactivate the hidden mem-

ory of a region that was the site of the concentration camps Gusen  

i and ii. Comparable in its role to Buchenwald and Mauthausen, the 

concentration camp at Gusen has fallen victim to a general amnesia. 

Today the site, with its architectural remnants, is used by businesses 

and private individuals. 

Equipped with only an i-Pod, without stages, markings or maps, visi-

tors negotiate their way across residential developments to a subter-

ranean aircraft factory. The soundtrack includes original recordings 

with personal reminiscences of survivors, contemporary witnesses 

who lived here at the time, and voices of present day inhabitants of 

Gusen as well as testimonies of soldiers who worked in the camp 

and of members of the SS responsible for sending people there.

People recount what is normally left unsaid. You hear what can no 

longer be seen and you see what’s left. in this way one and the same 

place can be seen and experienced from totally different perspectives. 

www.audioweg.gusen.org

WHAT // guidEd HisTory Tour
WHEN // permanent
WHERE // Gusen, 15 km from Linz 
IDEA / CoNCEPt // christoph mayer chm.
AuDIo PRoDuCtIoN / DRAMAtIC CoMPoSItIoN // 
Andreas Hagelüken, Jule Böwe (narrators), Kai-uwe Kohlschmidt (music), J. theil 
(sound), Studio Mitte Cooperation (sound), Gedenkdienstkomittee Gusen, B. Perz 
(historical advisor), C. Grimm (psychological advisor), die jungs kommunikation 
(PR), L. Wohlmuther, Kulturverein tribüne (organisation) and many others

Supported by the Federal Ministry of the Interior, National Fund of  
the Republic of Austria for the Victims of National Socialism, Land oberös-
terreich, Gemeinde Langenstein, Marktgemeinde St. Georgen an der Gusen, 
Gedenkdienstkomitee Gusen, Kulturverein tribüne and others
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SELTSAME JuBiLäEN / Odd JuBiLEES

It is the obscure jubilees rather than the obvious ones that make the 
most effective vehicles for bizarre stories, and traditional celebra-
tions stand to gain a great deal from performances, installations 
and sculptures. 

Let’s go ski-jumping on Pöstlingberg! Let’s commemorate the coldest 
day of the last century and combine this with a dinner invitation! 
We will also be thinking of the early days of electrical street lamps 
and admiring the reproduction of the northern lights, which was 
misinterpreted as an enemy attack back in 1938. We will be admiring 
a dancing horse in the Cowboy Museum and Linz’s flottilla of ocean-
going ships and we will be evoking the mise-en-scène of the blasting 
of highrise buildings on the Hart Plateau as a “show”. We will be 
gleaning the day’s news from a paper written in Johann Puchner’s 
global language, listening on “Robinson islands” in the Hauptplatz 
to Georg Peyer’s odyssey and marvelling at the indian elephant that 
made its way across Linz somewhere around 1500. finally we will 
be riding our bicycle indoors, as was usual 142 years ago in Linz’s 
velodrome; we will be asking about the origins of Goethekreuzung 
and indulging in aesthetic delights. Let yourself in for a series  
of surprising turns and twists in Linz’s “other” history. 

WHAT // cElEbrATions, pErformAncEs, insTAllATions, 
AddrEssEs, rEAdings...

WHEN // 14 February 09, 30 April 09, 19 July 09, 20 September 09 

IDEA / CoNCEPt // Linz09/Susanne Posegga

A Linz09 project

HOLZ&BLECH / WOOd&BRASS

A journey across time traces the development of wind music in  
Upper Austria and offers live tableaux illustrating its history.

What date should we assign to the beginnings of wind music? 
HOLZ&BLECH will be attempting to answer this question. With the 
bugles of the Romans wind music got off to an early start in our region, 
and Linz Castle, which was presumably the first venue for brass music 
around here, will be used again for that purpose. The Pfarrplatz will 
be an ideal setting for medieval wind music and ursulinenhof will 
provide a congenial ambience for baroque music. Schloss Ebelsberg 
will provide a link to the french Revolution, whose far-reaching  
consequences also touched music. And the industrial Revolution 
brought both freedom of movement and a boost in artistic freedom, 
as will be demonstrated in an OBB workshop. HOLZ&BLECH finally 
touches down in voestalpine, where we catch up with the present  
in a sea of metallic background noises. 
Audiences can follow this journey across time on foot or by bus.  
There will be different but always spectacular stages that showcase the 
respective epochs. The visual feasts will be supplemented by musical 
compositions that have been explicitly commissioned to explore and 
transcend the demarcation lines spearating epochs and genres. 

WHAT // Wind music 
WHEN // 13 / 14 June 09, 20 / 21 June 09, 19 / 20 Sept. 09, 26 / 27 Sept. 09
WHERE // Linzer Schloss, Pfarrplatz, ursulinenhof, Ebelsberg, Werkshalle voestalpine AG
IDEA / CoNCEPt // Hermann Miesbauer
PARtICIPANtS //
Karl Aichhorn, Wolfgang Klimesch, Hermann Miesbauer, Walter Weinzierl
StAGE DIRECtIoN // Gerhard Pirner, Rolf Zavelberg
CoMPoSERS //
Christoph Cech, thomas Doss, thomas Mandl, Hermann Miesbauer, Gunter 
Waldek, Albin Zaininger
WIND ENSEMBLES //
Kapellen des Bezirkes Linz Stadt, Pt ARt orchester, Musikkapelle der Kleinmünch-
ner, Musikkapelle St. Magdalena, Musik der Linz AG, Musik der Energie AG oÖ, 
Landespolizeiorchester oberösterreich, Magistratsmusik Linz, Musikverein Ebelsberg-
Pichling, Bundesbahnmusik Linz, Militärmusik oberösterreich, Spielmannszug Linz, 
voestalpine Blasorchester, Kolpingblasorchester Linz, Siemens Blasorchester

A Linz09 project in collaboration with Bezirksblasmusikverband Linz-Stadt, 
oÖBV, supported by voestalpine AG, LINZ AG LINIEN, ÖBB-technische 
Services GmbH, Landeskulturzentrum ursulinenhof, Kulturverein Schloss 
Ebelsberg, Stadtpfarre Linz, oÖ Landesmuseen
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WHAT // ExHibiTion

WHEN // 5 June – 13 September 09, opening: 4 June 09

WHERE // Nordico – Museum der Stadt Linz, www.nordico.at

IDEA / CoNCEPt // 
LIquA – Linzer Institut für qualitative Analysen, checkpointmedia  
Multimediaproduktionen AG

PARtICIPANtS //
thomas Philipp, Verena Grubmüller, Kathrin Anzinger, Katharina Siegl,  
Vera Aichhorn, Agnes Wührleitner, Virgil Widrich, Michael John,  
Josef Weidenholzer, Andre Zogholy, Lukas Kronsteiner and Ingo Randolf

In collaboration with Nordico – Museum der Stadt Linz and the works  
council of voestalpine AG

STAdT iM GLüCK / CiTY iN LuCK

This exhibition is going to turn the Stadtmuseum Nordico into a 
residential house whose rooms reflect the city and its development 
over the last threee decades. 

CiTY iN LuCK sets out on a search for footprints. Roughly 100 
interviews with Linzers, a documentation of important events, the 
analysis of a number of the city’s strands of development and a 
presentation of relevant objects will be brought together at Museum 
Nordico to become part of the collective memory of the city. 
The exhibition will be organised as a residential house. for instance, 
the perspectives of the very young growing up in the city of steel 
for instance are documented in the children’s room; the heavy 
armchairs in the sitting room are part of the documentation of the 
role played by industry; the study becomes the scene where new 
and more flexible cultural policies are being negotiated; and in the 
bathroom the Capital of Culture is applying make-up.
Eleven thematic strands run through CiTY iN LuCK, with the 
bandwidth ranging from the diversification of Linz’s urban identity 
and its image – “Linz stinks” or “A city lives it up” to the debates 
on nationalisation vs privatisation with reference to voestalpine AG, 
and the phenomenon of the youth cultural movement. 

ZAuBERKüNSTE / dOiNG MAGiC

The Stadtmuseum Nordico devotes an exhibition to the sensation-
happy, irrational, superstitious and eccentric side of Linz and 
recounts a magical story about the city. 

industry, trade, technology – is that really all there is to Linz? 
There are few today who still know anything about the illusionists, 
experimenters, card sharps, animal tamers, puppeteers, faith-heal-
ers, occultists, fortune-tellers, escapologists and quick change artists, 
ventriloquists and voice imitators, hypnotists and chiropractors… 
Yet they have all been part and parcel of Linz and upper Austria 
since the 18th century – in music halls, in public squares, by the 
roadside, in the demi-monde and in backrooms. The showmen  
demanded from their public not only money, but above all their 
careful attention. Because what the illusionist actually “sheds light 
on” in an entertaining manner, what he makes clear to his public  
by light and mirrors, mechanical equipment and the breathtaking 
speed of his movements is the limits of human perception. dOiNG 
MAGiC displays gadgets, automata, installations, early media art, 
documents – and pertinent stories in the catalogue. The public can 
have a go at casting their own spells and allow themselves to be 
enchanted by what is going on in the wings.

WHAT // ExHbiTion

WHEN // 6 February – 26 April 09, opening: 5 February 09

WHERE // Nordico – Museum der Stadt Linz, www.nordico.at

IDEA / CoNCEPt // Brigitte Felderer

PARtICIPANtS //
Michael Wallraff (design), Elke Sodin (curatorial assistance, research),  
Volker Huber 

In collaboration with Nordico – Museum der Stadt Linz
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fAdiNGER RELOAdEd

This is a play with music and a timeless theme that centres on  

the figure of Stephan Fadinger, the well-known leader of Upper 

Austria’s peasant uprising.

He is a unique figure in the history of upper Austria. in 1626 

Stephan fadinger put himself at the head of a peasant uprising.  

He was killed as his forces laid siege to Linz. 

fadingerstraße Grammar School commemorates its eponymous  

hero in 2009. The school’s media stream has developed jointly  

with Musikschule Linz a play with music that centres on the  

peasant leader or at least on the vision he fought for. The main 

character in the play is the daughter of a business tycoon. She typi-

fies modern youth confronted with a wide range of different world 

views, philosophies and value systems. The profit driven father  

and the charismatic figure of a peasant leader represent diametri-

cally opposed poles. 

The cast will be recruited from a team of pupils and old boys/girls, 

who will also be in charge of the entire multimedia realisation. 

JAN feb mAr Apr mAy JuN JuL Aug sep oct Nov dec

ORATORiO

The oratorio “De Curru Igneo” was inspired by the memory of the 

destruction of St Martin’s in Freiburg in a WWII bombing raid.

The oratorio’s composer, Till Alexander Körber, has ties to  

both freiburg and Linz: he teaches piano and chamber music at  

the Anton Bruckner Privatuniversität Linz, having completed his 

studies at Musikhochschule freiburg. The work is a testimony  

to the bombing of freiburg on 27 November 1944. in its structure it 

resembles a meditation or the liturgy of the hours. Bible texts and 

dramatic music paint the destructive power of fire, which ushers  

in a new beginning. 

its main theme is the covenant between God and man, the beginning 

and end are both marked by plainchant. The first part deals with 

God’s self-revelation through fire in the Old Testament. fire has an 

enormous destructive potential, but its is also a channel to com-

municate with God. The aria centring on melancholy in Part 2 finds 

its counterpart in Part 3 in the aria of the living flame of love. The 

words are those of the mystic St John of the Cross in Edith Stein’s 

translation; Stein was deported to Auschwitz before she could  

complete her translation.

JAN feb mAr Apr mAy JuN JuL Aug sep oct Nov dec

WHAT // orATorio

WHEN // 28 May 09, 7.30 p.m.

WHERE // ursulinenkirche

IDEA / CoNCEPt // till Alexander Körber

PERFoRMING ARtIStS //
Ensemble Sonare Linz, Kurt Widmer, Katrin Wundsam, Martin Müller- 
Reisinger, Choir of the Anton Bruckner Privatuniversität Linz, thomas Kerbl

In collaboration with Ensemble Sonare Linz and Musica Sacra

WHAT // scHool pErformAncE of A plAy WiTH music

WHEN // 22 and 23 May 09

WHERE // Hafenhalle09

IDEA / CoNCEPt // 
Egbert Bernauer, thomas Mandel, Manfred Pilsz, Marcus Wall
 
In collaboration with MRG Fadingerstraße and Musikschule der Stadt Linz
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BEGLEY MEETS BERNHARd 

Two continents, two writers, two contemporaries. Bernhard has 

been dead for 20 years, Begley travels to Linz from the US to give  

a reading as part of a tribute to Bernhard. 

Thomas Bernhard was born on 9th february, 1931, and died in 

Gmunden on 12th february, 1989. He left a substantial literary 

oeuvre that brought him world fame. At home he was regularly 

associated with sensationalist headlines. One of the most notorious 

occasions was in 1988, when quotations from his play “Heldenplatz” 

on the topic of Austria and National Socialism were torn from their 

context and used to whip up a scandal before the play’s premiere  

at the Vienna Burgtheater. 

Louis Begley was born on 6th October, 1933 in Poland. in 1947 his 

family emigrated to the united States. in “Wartime Lies”, his long 

delayed literary debut, Begley describes his experiences as a Polish 

Jew under Nazi rule. His novel “Schmidt” was made into a film 

featuring Jack Nicholson as the eponymous protagonist. 

This illustrious uS writer is a committed Bernhard reader. He will 

pay a visit to Linz on the twentieth anniversary of Thomas Bern-

hard’s death. Begley will be reading from his works; this will be 

followed by a discussion (in English) and by a reading in German  

by Johannes Terne of the Burgtheater.

WHAT // rEAding

WHEN // 12 February 09

WHERE // StifterHaus, www.stifter-haus.at

In collaboration with StifterHaus (oÖ Kultur) and the Internationale  
thomas Bernhard Gesellschaft

ERfuNdENE ERiNNERuNG /  
iNVENTEd MEMORY

Literature as a medium for shaping and reflecting memories.  

Aspects of the work of Adalbert Stifter and Heimrad Bäcker

Over the last two decades memory research has been established 

as a key area within the cultural sciences. The symposium ERfuN-

dENE ERiNNERuNG explores the specific role that literary texts 

can play in shaping a cultural or collective memory. internationally 

acclaimed literary scholars and historians will present papers on 

works by Adalbert Stifter and Heimrad Bäcker that present widely 

divergent positions and reflections on events outside literature. 

Ruth Klüger will present her new book unterwegs verloren [lost en 

route], and the award ceremony of the Heimrad Bäcker Prizes 2009 

will mark the conclusion of the symposium.

WHAT // symposium, rEAding, AWArd cErEmony
WHEN // 
4 June 09 / 1 p.m. – 5 p.m.: Presentations by the panel members
7.30 p.m.: Reading by Ruth Klüger
5 June, 09 / 1 p.m. – 5 p.m.: Presentations by the panel members 
7.30 p.m.: Award ceremony of the Heimrad Bäcker Prizes 2009
WHERE // StifterHaus, www.stifter-haus.at
IDEA / CoNCEPt // thomas Eder
PANEL MEMBERS //
Klaus Amann, Nicolas Berg, thomas Eder, Patrick Greaney, Ansgar Nünning, 
Vera Nünning, Annegret Pelz, Wolfgang Wiesmüller, Ruth Klüger

In collaboration with Adalbert-Stifter-Institut Linz, and Interessengemein-
schaft Heimrad Bäcker
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sAy LINZ. 
SAY CHANGE

“Linz will never be Austria’s 
most interesting city, not in 
a million years. At any rate, 
not for us Linzers. Because 
you don’t appreciate what’s 
there all the time. Linz is 
a typically Austrian city, 
particularly in respect of 
its inhabitants. We’ve all 
grown up with the convic-
tion that ‘Linz stinks’. Now 
we say ‘Linz is not bad’. 
It’s not Linz that’s got to 
change but the Linzers. We 
must keep our eyes open 
and realise how well off we 
are. Life in Linz is much 
more than ‘not bad’.”

peter eigelsberger
Historian

“Linz is living proof that it is possible 

to organise the permanent process of 

 modernisation along democratic lines.

Yet it would be utterly wrong for Linz to rest 

complacently on its laurels. It simply won’t 

do to be content with becoming Austria’s 

most interesting city. only those who con-

front global competition without ifs and 

buts are in a position to make use of the 

opportunities offered by modernisation.”

Josef Weidenholzer
Head of Institut für gesellschaftspolitik,  
head of volkshilfe

“I hope that Linz’s exciting 
and challenging Capital of 
Culture Year will succeed 
in bringing about a major 
expansion of the small 
circle of tolerant and 
openminded people who 
are happy to try out new 
things and to take part 
in the city’s cultural life. 
the artistic and cultural 
qualities of 2009 together 
with the controversies 
surrounding it must 
become the basis for those 
impulses and innovative 
forces that will ring in 
a new phase of cultural 
practice and move us on 
to a new level of urban 
culture.”

siegbert Janko
director of culture, city of Linz

“Things become interesting if not every-

thing about the city is revealed to its 

inhabitants or visitors at first sight, if some 

things remain a secret – even after 2015. 

if not everything is offered on a plate to 

the casual observer. if some attractions 

are not mentioned, not even in the most 

avantgarde cultural programme, if there 

are some attractions that some people do 

not even see as attractions. i feel drawn 

to cities where life does not pulse to the 

rhythms defined by the city marketing de-

partment, where creativity is evident even 

in derelict backyards and on pathways that 

are a long way off the beaten track.”

tarek Leitner
orf-Anchorman

“In trying to envisage the most interesting 

city I see a city that refashions passive con-

sumption (including the consumption of 

culture) in new, different and more promis-

ing ways and that has in abundance what 

virtually all other cities lack: free spaces, 

which enable new structures to grow and 

innovation to be set in motion; spaces that 

are not predefined, that are free to change, 

and that willingly lend themselves to being 

lived in, to experiment, research, celebra-

tion, communication. Linz has made a 

lot of progress in this direction over the 

last few years and this is why the city is 

for me a secret laboratory for utopias and 

innovation.”

sabine derflinger
film director
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sAy LINZ. 
SAY CHANGE

“Before Linz can hope to become Austria’s 
most interesting city all those presently 
empty buildings and lifeless streets would 
have to be revitalised by young artists or 
young entrepreneurs breathing creative 
ideas into them. Gastronomy, trade, what 
you will – the area doesn’t matter.” 
tiberius binder
Kinesiologist and coach

“in 2015 i would like to see the percentage of Linz’s culture budget 

assigned to experimental and temporary art and art initiatives to be 

as high as it was in the ’80s. Permanent cultural institutions, such 

as the ones that are being developed or expanded in Linz at present 

can and should be no substitute for the initiatives of (mostly young) 

artists, particularly not in times when everyone is crying out for 

flexibility, short timespans and variety.”

rainer Zendron
deputy rector, university of Arts Linz

“Linz should and must be and/or become a 
seedbed for engaged, critical, lively, innova-
tive culture. Linz must be and/or become a 
socially committed city. Linz can afford it.”

elisabeth murhammer
medical doctor

“When I arrived in Linz 30 or so years ago, the city’s atmosphere 

was determined by the struggle with economic crises and a cultural 

relaunch. the city demonstrated over the next decades that culture, 

the driving force behind societal change and art as the driving force 

behind culture, are indispensable to scientific-technological change 

in that their critical faculty fuels a drive for high qualitative stan-

dards. Success however tends to engender complacency by projec-

ting past merits on to visions of the future. A new era of innovation 

is therefore called for. Creativity is the 21st century’s most precious 

resource. It is the seedbed for all types of innovation, for critical 

distance, for emotional commitment. Linz must once more establish 

itself as living proof of the potential created by the networking of 

different societal arenas, such as art, the design of public, private 

and virtual spaces, economic innovation, multi-ethnicity and social 

solidarity. I would want to see the creation of multidisciplinary cul-

tural milieu, physical ones as well as mental ones, bottom up and 

top down. the arts must be part of it all because creativity is their 

core competence.”

reinhard Kannonier
rector university of the Arts and Industrial design Linz

“in 2015 Linz has realised the goal set by KunstRaum Goethestrasse 

xtd in 2008. it has became a city of respect. Or to put it another way, 

a city that credits its citizens with the capability of shaping their own 

lives beyond the need to make ends meet and with the perspectives 

needed to do this. city of respect implies a great ability in people to 

entertain enthusiastic feelings for others. Linz has learned the lesson 

that participation is crucial and that the city must become more 

dynamic. This extends to a point where art and culture are prepared 

to intervene in daily life and assume responsibility in areas that are 

remote from their original spheres of action.” 

susanne blaimschein
Kunstraum goethestrasse xtd
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Every town is clever. it hoards knowledge. it is the town that 
first absorbs what is important for a country. it looks out into 
the world, always wants more, never stops being curious, makes 
connections, opens up channels. it starts up research projects 
and attracts people who are convinced that knowledge confers 
power and advancement. And that dreams, if they come true,  
do not do so because you believe in them but because you’ve 
been working hard on them. This is what makes knowledge 
grow. it reaches tower-like heights, expands like a campus,  
and gets propagated at the speed of data circling the Earth and  
of reactions from the internet. This is how you become smart  
and pass exams. This is all a town needs. Not so with people: 
they must become wise to stay young.
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i LiKE TO MOVE iT MOVE iT
LiNZ09’S BiG SCHOOL PROJECT 

The Capital of Culture becomes the Capital of Schools! And sweeps 

the whole province along with it! 

for the first time in Austria a broadly based project is to be realised 

that brings together schools and the performing arts. This idea will 

set a process in motion that may very well produce repercussions 

beyond the province’s borders in the very near future. A process 

that puts artistic approaches centre stage and promotes the selfconfi-

dence and the team spirit of pupils and teachers alike.

Nationally as well as internationally acknowledged choreogra- 

phers, directors, actresses/actors, performing artists, and teachers  

will be working with more than 1,000 pupils in various regions of 

upper Austria in spring 2009. At the centre of their work will be  

the enjoyment of and enthusiasm for artistic work and for the 

commitment of all participants to an artistic process whose results 

cannot be guaranteed. 

This sets in motion a spirit of creativity the best results of which  

will be fostered carefully to give a boost to teachers and pupils.

The encounter between school and art offers the possibility of tran-

scending barriers and gaining new perspectives. Pupils, teachers and 

performing artists will be united by the bond of creativity. Children 

and young people will stay in touch with their own approach to art 

and culture, which will be coloured by their personal experience. 

This is a project for all grades and for all types of schools in Linz  

and in upper Austria and links the present and the future.  

100 or so schools will be taking part. Whoever changes our school, 

changes our future. Linz09 is doing its bit. 
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WHAT // WorksHops And pErformAncEs
WHEN // September 08 – June 09
WHERE //
Schools in Alkoven, Altmünster, Andorf, Braunau am Inn, Ebensee, Enns, 
Esternberg, Gmunden, Gramastetten, Grieskirchen, Hartkirchen, Linz, 
Leonding, Neukirchen, Niederneukirchen, oberneukirchen, ottensheim, 
Perg, Prambachkirchen, Pramet, Putzleinsdorf, Rohrbach, Schwanenstadt, 
Schärding, Steyr, St Martin, St Pantaleon, traun, Vöcklabruck, Waldzell, 
Wels, Weyer, Wilhering
IDEA / CoNCEPt // Airan Berg, Guido Reimitz, Erwin Dorn, Nora Wolloch
ARtIStS //
Alito Alessi, Beatrix Bakondy, Airan Berg, Harald Bodingbauer, Elisabeth  
Brunmayr, Ntsikelelo “Boyzie” Cekwana, Milli Bitterli, Georg Blaschke,  
Goran Bogdanovski, Andrea Bold, Galina Borissova, Barbara Carli,  
DD Dorvillier, Alexander Deutinger, Ivo Dimchev, Willi Dorner, Maria 
Eichmann, Wolf Eiselsberg, Alexander Gottfarb, Silke Grabinger, Doris Ebner, 
Nurkan Erpulat, Christine Gaigg, Marion Hackl, Jack Hauser, Ed Hauswirth,  
Rob Hayden, tanya Hermsen, Angelika Holzer, Anne Juren, Rotraud Kern, 
Mirjam Klebel, Mala Kline, Jurij Konjar, Jacqueline Kornmüller, Angelika 
Kisser-Maayan, Christian Mayr, Anna Maria Krassnigg, Barbara Kraus, 
Philipp Kroll, Micha Lentner, Hubert Lepka, Johannes Lernpeiss, uwe 
Lohr, David Maayan, Roderich Madl, Gudrun Mayer, Walter Mathes, Marta 
Navaridas, Antje Pfundtner, Amanda Piña, María Jerez Quintana, Philippe 
Riera, Frans Poelstra, Willy Prager, Volker Schmidt, Roland Seidel, Claudia 
Seigmann, Dejan Srhoj, Doris Stelzer, Michael Strohmann, Yosi Wanunu, 
Paul Wenninger, Gerhard Willert, Martina Winkel, Sun Sun Yap 
ARtIStIC DIRECtoRS // Airan Berg, Guido Reimitz
PEDAGoGICAL DIRECtoR // Erwin Dorn
HEAD oF PRoJECt // Marlies Leibitzki
ARtIStIC CooRDINAtIoN // Margit Moisl, Markus Zeindlinger
PRoDuCERS // 
Karin Arico, Pia Dorn, Elisabeth Klausner, Rudolf Neuböck, Maria Pree, 
Hans Schachinger, Alexander Schneider, Simon Wieser, Herbert Wiesinger, 
Konrad thamm 

A Linz09 project in collaboration with Anton Bruckner Privatuniversität, Ars 
Electronica Center, KulturKontakt Austria, theater des Kindes, SCHÄXPIR, 
Verein Zündstoff, Victoria/Campo and Kronen Zeitung oÖ, Wirtschaftskammer 
oÖ. Supported by Finadvice. under the patronage of MCE AG, Greiner Group, 
Bosch Rexroth GmbH, HYPo oberösterreich and Rosenbauer
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KEPLER
PREMiERE

Philip Glass’s opera, written expressly for Landestheater Linz and 

Linz09, deals with the intellectual cosmos of the great astronomer. 

Johannes Kepler lived and worked in Linz from 1612 to 1627. KEPLER 

however has no time for biographical details. The opera raises fun-

damental questions of the kind that Kepler worked on all his life and 

that he hoped science would be able to answer. Historical ruptures in 

the wake of the Counter Reformation shaped the world into which the 

astronomer and mathematician was born in 1571. Surrounded on all 

sides by war and religious strife, he sought to decipher the divine order 

hidden in the “book of Nature”, in the unshakable belief that his efforts 

would be crowned with success. “God has based everything on num-

bers”, was the motto that inspired his research. 

Philip Glass, one of the best known composers of our time, bases his 

approach to Kepler on the astromer’s conviction that “without genuine 

knowledge life is dead”. The opera’s libretto is by the Austrian theatre 

maker Martina Winkel. The director, stage designer and video artists 

Peter Missotten is in charge of the mise-en-scène. The production 

continues the long-time cooperation between dennis Russell davies and 

Philip Glass, which has led to several world and European premieres in 

Linz over the last years. 

WHAT // music THEATEr
WHEN // Premiere 20 September 09
WHERE // Landestheater Linz, www.landestheater-linz.at
CoMPoSItIoN // Philip Glass
LIBREtto // Martina Winkel
CoNDuCtoR // Dennis Russell Davies 
DIRECtoR / DESIGNER // Peter Missotten 
CoNCEPtuAL ADVICE // Klaus-Peter Kehr
oRCHEStRA // Bruckner orchestra

A coproduction with Landestheater Linz
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80+1
A JOuRNEY AROuNd THE WORLd

Around the world to come in 80 days: Turn up in Linz’s Hauptplatz  
or at the new Ars electronica Center and join the expedition.

it is 3 October 1872 at the break of day and Phileas fogg is setting out 
on his “Journey around the world in 80 days”, with no time to lose; the 
transport he relies on to win his bet comprises horses, railways, steam-
ers, even a balloon. it is a gripping tale, describing countless adventures 
but above all the dramatic shrinking of distances on our planet, whose 
remotest corners have been made accessible by technology. 
inspired by Jules Verne’s classic Ars Electronica, voestalpine and 
Linz09 despatch the city of Linz on a similar journey around the 
world, this time via optical cables and satellite links. 20 places 
around the world will be visited – places where our future is either 
conceived and mastered or aborted and destroyed. using journal-
istic, artistic and scientific means to discuss the key problems con-
fronting our future, such as climate change, terror, genetic engineer-
ing, migration and energy resources, we will arrive at a picture of 
our globalised and networked world. “Actions”, will be taking place 
in Hauptplatz and, of course, at the Ars Electronic Center, whose 
Geo-Observatory will be offering the virtual (data) environment for 
individual global round trips. for the 81st and last day, everyone is 
invited to a global conference pulling all the strands, different loac-
tions, themes and personalities together to form what is sure to be 
one of the highlights of the Ars Electronica festival 2009. 

www.80plus1.org

WHAT // AcTions, inTErvEnTions, pErformAncEs, lEcTurEs, 
insTAllATions, ExHibiTions And confErEncEs

WHEN // 18 June – 6 September 09

WHERE // Ars Electronica Center and Linzer Hauptplatz

IDEA / CoNCEPt // Ars Electronica Linz, voestalpine AG, Linz09

PARtICIPANtS // 
Hannes Leopoldseder, Michael Naimark, Sonja Bettel, Martin Heller,  
Gerfried Stocker, Manuela Pfaffenberger, Christopher Ruckerbauer,  
Susi Windischbauer

In collaboration with Ars Electronica and voestalpine AG
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KOPfSTANd09 / HEAdSTANd09

Headstands are supposed to benefit one’s circulation and creativity. 

Whoever stands concepts on their head, will discover new perspec-

tives. And unheard of answers. 

from 2006 to 2008 Linz09 set off a number of debates on themes and 

experiences taken from more distant European contexts to broaden per-

spectives. There were squabbles involving the city and different versions 

of its past; its cultural politics was put under the microscope; controver-

sies concerning its gender policies and urban development. Linz09 did  

a headstand. 

WHAT // discussion forum
WHEN // all year 06 – 08
IDEA / CoNCEPt // Linz09

A Linz09 project

SEiTENSPRüNGE / ESCAPAdES

Linz09 was involved in a number of flirtations even before Capital of 

Culture year got off to a start: workshops, symposia and discussions 

were constantly renewing the standing invitation to the public to 

indulge in escapades.

The city has been flirting around, yet no scandal has broken to date. 

Linz09’s heart is open to a great number of partners. Lectures and dis-

cussion rounds using the Capital of Culture label seek to attract atten-

tion. Changes of perspective present new challenges, create synergies, 

give birth to new ideas: they create a discourse with truly European 

qualities and lively encounters, untrammelled by static agendas. 

WHAT // EvEnT pArTnErsHips
WHEN // all year 06 – 08
IDEA / CoNCEPt // Linz09
In collaboration with changing partners

WHAT // knoWlEdgE for you And mE
WHEN // 

all year 09, Monday and Wednesday

Salon der Schlauen Füchse: Saturday (advance booking required)
WHERE // Johannes Kepler’s house
IDEA / CoNCEPt // Linz09/ulrich Fuchs, Silvia Keller, Claudia Hutterer
ADVISoRY BoARD // 
Peter Becker, Gerald Hanisch, Franz Harnoncourt, Gabriele Kotsis, Claus 
Pias, Constanze Wimmer
KINDERuNIStEYR // Andreas Kupfer, Sylvia Zierer
DESIGN // thomas Aschenbrenner, Christine Weisser

A Linz09 project supported by Linz AG and uniqa Versicherungen AG

JAN feb mAr Apr mAy JuN JuL Aug sep oct Nov dec

KEPLER SALON

Johannes Kepler lived in Linz from 1612 to 1627. As part of Linz09 

the house that the mathematician and astronomer lived in will 

oversee a series of scientific dialogues. 

What does the term “mechatronic” actually mean? do we have free 

will? How does a heart valve work?

KEPLER SALON will be the location for meetings and an ongoing 

exchange of information. universities, institutions of higher learning 

and hospitals will be engaging in the presentation of knowledge and 

in making research accessible and intelligible to the general public 

in a series of dialogues with the scientists themselves. KEPLER 

 SALON will serve as a showcase for the sciences and as an interface 

between research and workaday life. The programme includes short 

lectures, platforms for the exchange of knowledge and panels of 

experts as well as readings and publicly accessible experiments and 

demonstrations in a wide range of disciplines, including science, 

technology, medicine and the humanities. 

The SALON dER SCHLAuEN füCHSE / SALON fOR QuiCK 

WiTS has been conceived by KinderuniSteyr for children between 

7 and 12. The emphasis will not be on hard work and ambition but 

on an attitude characterised by playful curiosity and sheer delight in 

experimentation and in scientific thinking. 
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ACAdEMY Of THE iMPOSSiBLE
iMPOSSiBLE iS THE NEW POSSiBLE

In 2008 cross-border workshops signalled the beginning of a pioneering part of the Linz09 

programme that will be continued in Capital of Culture Year itself. 

in summer 2008 the first workshops challenged all those who were into making new experi-

ences or exploring their own limits and how to transcend them to come and join the Acad-

emy of the impossible. The result up to now is that more than 1,000 participants have dared 

make the step from the impossible to the possible. from dance attacks to the therapeutic 

clown, subversive writing, kathakali and Gypsy Celebration a broad spectrum of 31 different 

courses has offered opportunites for innovation and growth. Special workshops were organ-

ised in Linz Asten prison, giving a number of its inmates the novel chance to experience their 

own (artistic) identity. This line of the Academy will receive even more attention in 2009. 

One of the features characteristic of the project is its mix: many courses are open to all comers. 

There are others, however, that are meant to reach specific target groups, such as teachers, 

pupils or, as in the case above, prison inmates. 

it is part of the philosophy of the ACAdEMY Of THE iMPOSSiBLE to be open in all direc-

tions and to all people, both in economic and in content related terms. in summer 2009 there 

will be a closer collaboration with THEATERLuST 2: SONNENBRANd. Many of its perform-

ing artists will also be intensely involved in the workshops to give everyone who is interested 

the opportunity to satisfy their desire for professionalism, movement and culture. 

The ACAdEMY Of THE iMPOSSiBLE is open to all comers. Be part of the impossible,  

jump in at the deep end and catapult yourself head first into what’s possible! 

www.linz09.at/impossible

WHAT // WorksHops

WHEN // July 08 – August 09

ARtIStIC DIRECtoR // 
David Maayan

WoRKSHoP LEADERS SuMMER 08 // 
thierry Coduys, Adriana Cubides, Willi  
Dorner, Andrea Fuchs, Gabriele Honauer,  
Mathias Jakisic, Ida Kelarova, Angelika Kisser- 
Maayan, Marina Koraiman, Alexander  
MacSween, Walter Mathes, Robert W. Pilak, 
Neta Plotzki, Arjun Raina, Giora Seeliger,  
Joshua Sobol, Jivan Sunder, Anne tscharmann,  
Hans tschiritsch, Nataly turjeman, Isa Belle, 
Sun Sun Yap, Pablo Zaltzman

A Linz09 project
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CHALLENGiNG MuSiC,  
dANCE ANd PERfORMANCE:  
THE ELECTRONiC MEdiA
An international debate on the interplay between art and the  

electronic media: current trends, cross pollinations, impulses.

WHAT // symposium / WorksHops

WHEN // 31 August – 2 September 09
WHERE // Anton Bruckner Privatuniversität Linz, www.bruckneruni.at

IDEA / CoNCEPt // Peter Revers 

CooPERAtIoN PARtNERS //
Ars Electronica Center / Ludwig Boltzmann Institut / Institut für Computational Percep- 
tion JKu / Kunstuniversität Linz / Institut für elektronische Musik Graz / Österrei- 
chisches Forschungsinstitut für Artificial Intelligence / Kunsthochschule für Medien 
Köln / Alexander von Humboldt-Stiftung Bonn / Institut für Medienpädagogik und em-
pirische Medienforschung Paderborn / Hochschule der Künste Bern / MIt Media Lab 
Cambridge, Mass / Carleton-university ottawa / Experimental Media and Performance 
Art Center, troy (N.Y.) / Center for Computer Research in Music and Acoustics Stanford

In collaboration with Anton Bruckner Privatuniversität
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WHAT // confErEncE of inTErnATionAl rAdio journAlisTs

WHEN // 
opening concert 17 June 09, Ö1/WDR Jazz Night LIVE from Linz: 19 June 09

WHERE // 
Count Davis Jazz Club, www.countdavis.at 

CoNCEPt // Bernd Hoffmann for Radio Jazz Research

PARtICIPANtS //
Lisa Gotto, Stuart Nicholson, Werner Wittersheim, Franz Krieger,  
Christoph Czech, Bernd Hoffmann and others

In collaboration with Count Davis Jazz Club, Inntöne and Kulturradio des 
Westdeutschen Rundfunks, WDR 3

RAdiO JAZZ RESEARCH

A conference on jazz, taking in improvised and new music,  

with a curtain raiser concert at the Count Davis.

Count davis is a new venue that was given to Linz’s jazz fans in 2007. 

it functions as a platform both for international and local acts. The 

participants of the Radio Jazz Research conference are on a quest 

for “swinging” pictures of the kind found in jazz films. They will be 

studying the “Short Movie” format as used in the late ’20s and in the 

‘30s and will focus on what help visual sources can provide for the 

transcription of improvised structures screenings of historical and 

contemporary jazz films accompany the conference “Jazz and film”. 

Radio journalists from major German radio stations, such as WdR, 

SWf, HR, NdR, df and OE1 and from radio stations and leading 

print media from Central Europe will be attending this conference  

in Europe’s Capital of Culture to engage in the debate on the topic.

www.radio-jazz-research.de

COMPOSE!

The Anton Bruckner Privatuniversität is devising new ways to make 

music more accessible. In 2009 it will be putting a special emphasis 

on training at various different levels. 

2009 will see the launch of the new course. A workshop organised in 

cooperation with the Cologne Büro für Konzertpädagogik will enable 

students to work on the creative mediation of classical and contempo-

rary music – introducing young audiences to a more profound apprecia-

tion of what music has to offer.

WHAT // TrAining And WorksHop
WHEN // Winter semester 08/09, Presentation: 27 January 09, 5 p.m. 
WHERE // Anton Bruckner Privatuniversität, www.bruckneruni.at
IDEA / CoNCEPt // Constanze Wimmer
PARtNERED BY // Bernhard König, Büro für Konzertpädagogik, Cologne
In collaboration with Anton Bruckner Privatuniversität
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WELT iM KOPf /  
A WORLd iN ONE’S HEAd

THE NEW JOYS Of SPECuLATiNG

This exhibition celebrates aesthetic intelligence and casts around 

for pockets of individualism in a globalised world.

individualism is both recognised by society as a value and in great 

demand – across the world and also in Linz. in our increasingly 

achievement oriented society individualism is not to be had in the 

market – unless of course you are prepared to make do with half-tai-

loring and lifestyle off the peg. A genuine lifestyle needs a creative 

everyday culture in order to be able to grow, it needs subversion and 

counter worlds. The opera of knowledge WELT iM KOPf imparts 

these necessities through mini operettas by contemporary compos-

ers. Their libretti make use of the language of management, using 

slogans from Linz city and tourist PR materials from the last forty 

years – performative culture mediation round the clock. Patch-

Work/PatchLife is the motto of the new individualist formats – the 

patchwork of Linz’s history of mentality is a case in point. With high 

priority given to interactivity the exhibition speaks to all the senses. 

it will jog and challenge the cultural memory of its audiences.
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WHAT // ExHibiTion

WHEN // 27 october – 11 December 09

WHERE // Wissensturm, www.wissensturm.at

IDEA / CoNCEPt / REALISAtIoN // 
Centropa, Edward Serotta

In collaboration with Centropa

BiBLiOTHEK dER GERETTETEN  
ERiNNERuNGEN / THE LiBRARY  
Of SAVEd MEMORiES
TESTiMONiES Of JEWiSH fAMiLiES fROM  
CENTROPA iNTERViEWS

This exhibition in the Wissensturm presents pictures of Jewish  

life from a bygone world: stories and pictures of people from 15 

different countries.

in the space of seven years Centropa, an association of historians  

and other experts interviewed 1,350 elderly Jews from 15 European 

countries. These conversations were not recorded on video, but in-

volved altogether 25,000 digitalised photographs. The interviewees 

were shown these snapshots and asked to describe the world into 

which they were born. This has resulted in a remarkable collection 

of biographies supplemented by pictures that documents life in 

the Jewish community. The main focus of the research was not on 

the Holocaust but on building a digital bridge to a destroyed world. 

itinerant exhibitions, illlustrated publications, multimedia films 

and educational programmes are the material from which Centropa 

makes its archive come alive. The exhibition in Linz is limited  

to pictures and stories from seven European countries and offers 

educational programmes and multimedia films. 

WHAT // ExHibiTion And opErA of knoWlEdgE
WHEN / WHERE // 
11 September 09 – 13 December 09 / Premises of the Ars Electronica Center’s 
alternative location at the corner Graben / Dametzstraße
IDEA / CoNCEPt // 
Herbert Lachmayer / Kunstuniversität Linz, Da Ponte Institut Vienna
DESIGN / REALISAtIoN // Donhauser&Martin, Daniel Dobler, Robert Six
CoNtRIButoRS // 
Beat Furrer, Bernhard Lang, olga Neuwirth, Franz West, Pipilotti Rist, Cerith 
Wyn Evans, Gelitin, David Moises, Jacqueline Burckhardt, Bice Curiger, Hans 
ulrich Gumbrecht, Klaus Heinrich, Nike Wagner, Jan Assmann, Wolfgang ul-
lrich, Hans Belting, Gerhard Müller, Richard Heinrich, Helmut Lethen, thomas 
Macho, Cliff Eisen, Ernst Strouhal, Christoph Schmälzle, Janosch Hartmann, 
Stefan Schmidl, and the students and alumni/ae of the university of Arts Linz

A Linz09 project
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KuLTuRGESCHiCHTETAG 2009 /
CuLTuRAL HiSTORY  
CONVENTiON 2009

Who stands to benefit from our research and our writing? How did 

we get to be who we are? A key theme for the new cultural sciences 

arises from questions about cultural and social identity.

Cultural history in the Capital of Culture. This is the motto for 

historians and cultural and social scientists from all over Europe 

who will be attending this meeting, the second of its kind, at the 

department of Contemporary and Modern History in Linz. The 

programme is as varied as the cultural sciences themselves. in addi-

tion to debates on topical projects the conference will focus on new 

methodological and theoretical approaches to such topics as politics, 

economy, society and subjectivity. Participants will also be taking 

a close look at the Capital of Culture project. The focus will be on 

European cultural politics and the way this translates at national 

and local levels. How can the different legitimate interests of artists, 

art managers and politicians on the one hand and superordinate 

national and local objectives on the other be met to the satisfaction 

of all parties? 

diE ERBEN ABRAHAMS /  
ABRAHAM’S HEiRS
TRiALOGuE BETWEEN JEWS, CHRiSTiANS  
ANd MuSLiMS

A panel discussion between prominent representatives of the  

three Abrahamic religions and a stage for musical encounters.

Where there are people who belong to different traditions of reli-

gious belief, a conscious perception and acknowledgment of the 

differences is needed. Part of the quality of life and the cultural 

maturity of a city are public meeting places where deficits of mutual 

understanding may be addressed and where the different groups 

may meet and get to appreciate each other. 

ABRAHAM’S HEiRS issues invitations to a panel discussion be-

tween experts. What should inspire mutual esteem between Jews, 

Christians and Muslims? What are the core messages of these three 

religions? What unites them, what divides them? How can their 

pacifying potentials be brought into play to benefit the general pub-

lic? The second evening presents selected musical treasures  

associated with each of the three religions, Klezmer sounds, an 

islamic women’s choir and Christian choral music: ABRAHAM’S 

HEiRS and the interplay of their tradional musical universes. 
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WHAT // pAnEl discussion 
WHEN / WHERE // 21 october 09 / Hafenhalle09
PARtICIPANtS // 
Christine Haiden, Paul Chaim Eisenberg, Amir Zaidan, Michael Bünker, 
Rainer Bucher, Helga J. Schwarzinger

WHAT // cHAnTs of THE THrEE rEligions 
WHEN / WHERE // 22 october 09 / Landhaus Steinerner Saal
PARtICIPANtS // 
Israelitische Kultusgemeinde, Islamische Religionsgemeinde Linz für  
oberösterreich und Plattform-Islam, Evangelische and Katholische Diözesen 
with Evangelischer Kantorei Linz and Collegium Vocale Linz

In collaboration with Katholische Kirche in upper Austria, Evangelische 
Kirche A.B. in upper Austria, Israelitische Kultusgemeinde in upper Austria, 
Islamische Religionsgemeinde Linz for upper Austria and Plattform-Islam 

WHAT // symposium

WHEN // 12 – 15 September 09

WHERE // Johannes Kepler universität Linz, www.jku.at 

IDEA / CoNCEPt // 
Peter Becker, thomas Buchner, thomas Hellmuth, Birgit Kirchmayr,  
Regina thumser

In collaboration with Johannes Kepler universität Linz
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sAy LINZ. 
SAY CHANGE

“Public space must 
become a platform 
for debates. 
Everybody must be 
given the chance to 
confront the public 
with their ideas. 
Media assisted 
‘Speakers’ Corners’ 
have a contribution 
to make to the 
democratisation 
and revitalisation 
of the public space.”

christoph Kaltenböck
student at the university of Arts

“Linz would need to invest in its intellectual 

and creative potential. For this the creation 

of a humanities faculty is indispensable. 

Secondly, it needs a programme for 

 economic promotion based on creative 

concepts (perhaps along the lines of 

‘departure’ in Vienna). 

It is conceivable that this would indeed 

make Linz a very exciting city, which 

even I might be persuaded to move back 

to. Provided someone can tell LASK how 

to stage a soccer game without assistance 

from the ‘Zillertaler Schürzenjäger’ and 

embarrassing chalet kitsch muzak. It’s 

difficult not to feel annoyed.”

Wolfgang Almer
Head of project and curator  
(Linzfest, good Night stuff)

“Linz is already Austria’s 
most interesting commer-
cial city. If it is to become 
more interesting in other 
areas, conflicts must be 
played out properly instead 
of being swept under the 
carpet or stifled. Linz needs 
a (new) conflict culture. 
And: Culture must show 
more courage. And: Linz’s 
four universities should be 
firmly focused on life in 
the city.”

erhard gstöttner
editor and “mr Linz”,  
oberösterreichische Nachrichten

“I would like Linz to be 
more considerate – towards 
cyclists. I am a passionate 
cyclist, cycling is fun for 
me, but it is no fun cycling 
in Linz.”

Andreas baumgartner
Head and artistic director of  
theater des Kindes

“Linz has already 
hit the final 
straight: it’s full 
of contrasts, it’s 
 unconventional,  
it delights in 
 experiments!”

gerda forstner
Head of department,  
urban cultural development
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sAy LINZ. 
SAY CHANGE

“Cities are just like people: interesting people 
are always spirited and self-confident. Linz 
needs to become more self-confident. And 
more spirited. Even today Linz is Austria’s 
capital of contemporary art – yet there’s no 
one with the guts to be proud of it. Shame! 
In 2015 I want to see even more visitors 
flock to Linz’s exhibition spaces for contem-
porary art to discuss themes, positions and 
contents. And Linz must be able to boast 
at least one international commercial art 
 gallery. And artists should not feel the need 
to leave Linz almost the moment they gradu-
ate from art school.” 

stella rollig
director Lentos Kunstmuseum Linz

“i’m afraid it’s not going to happen. developments like this would 

have to come from below and cannot be enforced from above. What 

you’d need is not green houses administered by civil servants but 

experimental fields where free spirits, left to themselves and to the 

business of growing, can engage in exchanges. Where things are 

allowed to go wrong. Where progress is made through trial and error, 

where people with different backgrounds in expertise, scenes and 

origins can meet and clash. Then things would start to look up.”

philipp Kroll
musician, cultural worker

“Breathe new life into 
the Inner City! More 
shops and bars in 
the side streets and 
an enlarged pedes-
trian precinct. Make 
the centre bigger!” 
ulli stegbuchner
medical doctor

“For Linz to become Austria’s most interest-
ing city by 2015 I would like to see commu-
nication in everything to do with culture 
display more self-confidence. Linzers should 
simply be proud of the fact that their city 
makes so much more possible in the cultu-
ral line than other cities and should project 
this pride.” 

peter Assmann
director oberösterreichische Landesmuseen
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“By 2015 Linz will have be-
come a city of dialogues. 
the city supports initiatives 
that bring people together 
with a minimum of fuss and 
 bureaucracy for discussions 
of interurban or global topics: 
people, moreover, who would 
not normally get to talk to 
each other because of a lack 
of mutual trust. Linz will show 
the world how creativity can 
make conflicts productive.” 

reiner steinweg
peace researcher

“ideas about what is interesting are radically disparate and very 

often mutually contradictory Therefore ‘interesting’ is not a ca-

tegory that can be applied to the development of a city. Linz has 

made tremendous progress over the last thirty years in economic, 

cultural and social terms. The potential is by no means exhausted. 

intensive exchange, a high degree of collaborative competence 

that is not confined to experts, politicians, artists, entrepreneurs, 

etc., open-minded communication and transparence are steadily 

gaining in importance all the time. Everything else is subject to 

negotiation – which is something else that will keep all these 

 developments going.” 

conrad Lienhardt
management consultant

“I would like Linz  
to be Linz-on-Sea  
by 2015.” 
viktoria schlögl
graphic designer

“For Linz to become Austria’s most interesting 
city by 2015, more interesting than Salzburg, 
Graz and Vienna, would need Salzburg, Graz 
and Vienna to be destroyed by fire! or, in other 
words: one city’s ambition is not the only factor 
that determines what rank it can attain – what 
other cities do is just as crucial. Its proclaimed 
wish to become Austria’s most interesting city 
inevitably carries with it the admission that 
Linz has no claim whatsoever to that title just 
yet. Can you really expect any city to fit that 
bill? For me Linz is interesting enough as it is. I 
like being here. Because Linz has preserved its 
authenticity. And it brings you down to earth 
again and again, day in, day out. Surely that is 
already more than one can reasonably expect 
from a city.”

simone feichtner  
gallery owner
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Linz stirs passion, in the industrial garden of Lustenau and  
beyond: passion for following great examples or for setting  
yourself small goals. The devout will probably do the former,  
eat with an appetite like Stifter’s, give thanks to God in church 
like Bruckner and scrutinise the sky at night like Kepler. The 
rather less devout, on the other hand, are constantly looking for 
challenges, like pulling down a monument, kidnapping a tram  
in the dark of the underground, throwing Linzer Torte at the  
Lentos until it turns blue, putting up a plaque for the unknown 
conqueror of Pöstlingberg or painting the castle in all the colours 
of the rainbow and finally leaping from the danube bridge onto  
a ship and slipping out of town, unobserved by anyone.
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KuLTuRBAdEN / CuLTuRE BATHiNG

In the summer of 2009 Ottensheim will tempt visitors to dive into the 
river and float in a world of poetry, a place where laws are at work 
that differ from those in force on dry land. Discover them with us!

“Kehrwasser” is popular parlance in upper Austria for places where 
the current runs upstream.
in Ottensheim “Kehrwasser” refers to theatrical acts that take place 
on a number of different stages, have that extra bathing value and go 
on for 24 hours or 111 tidal units. A time measuring system specific 
to Ottensheim sets the pace. Swimmers and non-swimmers debate 
the relative merits of staying safe on solid land and of committing 
oneself to the more exciting challenge of the water. Hiking along the 
danube, you can watch the scenes of flowing theatre: Tide fisher-
men and -women fish for symbols in the danube; book washer-
women liberate books from their content; saleswomen have fresh 
ABCs for sale. 
in between you take a crash course in “merry foundering” in a 
boat that you have built yourself in the paper boat dockyard. in the 
evening you sense the pull of myths and legends that draws you 
once more towards the river. You spend the night on a platform 
under the open sky. The next morning gets off to a good start with 
breakfast with fishes and at the end of the morning visitors and 
locals swim back, well, some of them will be on rafts, to Linz, ac-
companied by the strains of the Zweikilometermusik. 

www.kulturbaden.ottensheim.at

JAN feb mAr Apr mAy JuN JuL Aug sep oct Nov dec JAN feb mAr Apr mAy JuN JuL Aug sep oct Nov dec

WHAT // WAlkAbouT THEATricAl pErformAncEs,  
WorksHops in THE pApEr boAT dockyArd, sWimming  
To linz AccompAniEd by THE zWEikilomETErmusik
WHEN // 
Kehrwasser premiere: 20 / 21 June at 111 t(idal) u(nit) or 2 p.m.
4 / 5 July 09, 11 / 12 July, 25 / 26 July, 1/2 August 2009
opening hours of the dockyard:  
20 June – 2 August on Culture Bathing days and by appointment
WHERE // ottensheim an der Donau
IDEA / CoNCEPt / REALISAtIoN // Kulturverein VoDA
PARtICIPANtS // 
Klaus Hagenauer, Wolfgang “Wodo” Gratt, Susanne Posegga, Joachim Rathke, 
Nora Dirisamer und Eva Kreinecker, Stefan Rois, Rudolf Habringer, Andreas 
Jungwirth, Christian “Gigi” Gratt, Martin Glaser, tom Latzel, Ilona Roth, Ve-
ronika Endres, Barbara Mitterlehner, uli Böker, Hanni Kornfellner, Gabriele Pla-
kolm, ulli Nö, ottensheimer choirs, the population of ottensheim and guests

A Linz09 project

dONAuSTRANd

Linz remains in a state of flux. Located on the banks of the Danube, 
it offers a wide range of sparetime and recreational acitivies in the 
very centre of the city. 

The mighty danube and its banks shape the city and its topography. 
The newly constructed dONAuSTRANd further enhances access to 
their river for Linzers by developing its recreational potential. The 
flat gravel bar is an ideal venue for bathing, games and all kinds of 
leisure activities, and will lure beach runners and water rats out 
into the open to enjoy their favourite pastimes. And to top it all, the 
water quality is the same as that of upper Austria’s proverbially 
untouched lakes. The embankment and its green expanses will be 
a miniature natural habitat right in the heart of Linz and a further 
boost to the city’s quality of life. did you know that green areas and 
water account for 65% of Linz’s total surface area? 

WHAT // vEnuE for lEisurE AcTiviTiEs, gAmEs And bATHing

WHEN // permanent

WHERE // Rechte Donaulände between river kilometers 2133,0 and 2132,7

In collaboration with via donau
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SCHAuRAuSCH

ART iN fifTY SHOP WiNdOWS

Shop windows are for looking at. In Land-
straße they were transformed into a gallery 
for artworks and converted Linz’s inner 
city into a living art mall. 

SCHAuRAuSCH, the first part of the OK’s 
trilogy of exhibition “Art into the city!!”, 
provided an opportunity for art to be looked 
at in a new way: more down to earth, closer 
to its consumers and so more integrated 
into a new life-world that is at once more 
accessible and open to new ideas. The mile 
of shops along Landstraße was converted 
into a living art mall. The fifty-odd venues 
assigned to the thirty local and international 
artists included passages and shop windows. 
A number of major projects involving shop 
fronts and supermarkets formed the back-
bone of the exhibition and made sure that 
Linzer eyes became focused and intrigued. 
SCHAuRAuSCH was the first event in Linz 
to evoke a sense of what it is like for a city to 
have been chosen as Capital of Culture.

TiEfENRAuSCH

ART ANd GuidEd TOuRS iN THE 
uNdERWORLd Of LiNZ 

After its experiences with SCHAUrAUSCH, 
OK Offenes Kulturhaus OÖ set out to push 
back some more public boundaries – and 
went underground.

in Part 2 of its trilogy the OK took its visitors 
into the cellars, tunnels and subterranean 
worlds of Linz. The path into the past is 
dotted with derelict sites, places fraught with 
memories, and operational underground 
workshops. The starting point was the “Mu-
seum of the underworld”, a cultural history 
exhibition at the OK. The “Aktienkeller” 
housed international contemporary art on 

“Remembering and forgetting”. in Landstraße 
manhole covers became periscopes for sub-
terranean systems. TiEfENRAuSCH empow-
ered the public to access places normally out 
of bounds – tunnel systems, drinking water 
reservoirs, crypts. A trip that no one who 
took is likely to forget any time soon.

JAN feb mAr Apr mAy JuN

JuL Aug sep oct Nov dec

HÖHENRAuSCH

ART ON THE ROOfTOPS Of LiNZ

Schaurausch > Tiefenrausch > Höhen-
rausch: The last part of the trilogy reaches 
for the sky and takes Linz with it.

With Höhenrausch the OK achieves take-off 
and is up and away to a new climax. After 
the shop windows and tunnels it is now the 
turn of its rooftops to become the venues for 
artistic productions and walkabouts. from 
the crowded spaces of the inner city you 
are transported to an attractive high plateau. 
The OK will serve as “heaven’s gate”. An ex-
citing circuitous path, an ingenious walkway 
system combining viewing points, stairways, 
plateaus and bridges. Linz – so close to the 
skies. The protagonist is the city itself as it 
lies spread out at our feet. Artists have used 
the spectacular vistas as their material; en-
hanced them, added their comments or put 
them into a new context. These art projects 
combine to act as our guide, nudging and 
bludgeoning our senses in turn to give  
us a new appreciation of the city of Linz. 

WHAT // ExHibiTion
WHEN // 10 May – 2 June 07
WHERE // 
Fifty shops and facades in Linzer Landstraße
IDEA / CoNCEPt // 
Martin Sturm, Paolo Bianchi
Project management / Rainer Jessl

In collaboration with oK offenes Kulturhaus 
oÖ and the Linzer City Ring

WHAT // ExHibiTion
WHEN // 30 May – 13 July 08
WHERE // 
oK offenes Kulturhaus oÖ, Aktienkeller
IDEA / CoNCEPt // 
Rainer Zendron, Martin Sturm, Genoveva 
Rückert in collaboration with Brigitte Felderer, 
alien productions, Christopf Dreager/Heidrun 
Holzfeind, Renate Herter, Pepi Mayer
CREW //
Norbert Schweizer, Martina Rauschmayer,  
Aron Rynda, Michael Weingärtner

In collaboration with oK offenes Kulturhaus, 
Linz AG, Botanischer Garten der Stadt Linz, 
Katholische Kirche in oÖ, Kunstuniversität Linz, 
Ferienregion Attersee

WHAT // ExHibiTion
WHEN // 29 May – 27 September 09 
opening: thursday, 28 May 2009, 8.53 p.m. (sunset) 
WHERE // oK offenes Kulturhaus oÖ,  
www.ok-centrum.at
IDEA / CoNCEPt // oK offenes Kulturhaus oÖ
CuRAtoRS // 
Paolo Bianchi & Martin Sturm, Brigitte Felderer
PARtICIPANtS //
Genoveva Rückert, Riepl Riepl Architekten, 
Maria Falkinger, Martina Rauschmayer,  
Aron Rynda, Michael Weingärtner & oK team

In collaboration with oK offenes Kulturhaus oÖ, 
Passage City Center and Real treuhand, supported by 
Raiffeisen Landesbank and Österreichische Post AG
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JEAN-MiCHAEL BRuYÈRE
IN tHE YARD oF JuSt oNE 

A play, an installation, a space for think-

ing things over – but above all an appeal 

to recognise human beings for what they 

are and treat them accordingly.

Jean-Michel Bruyère puts the phenom-

enology of the odyssey at the centre of his 

work – here in the form of an internment 

camp in the European union of the 21st 

century. People are locked up, registered 

and interned in camps in huge numbers 

and then deported, as they are unwelcome 

in the Eu. for people who have committed 

no crime to be deprived of their freedom 

constitutes a massive violation of their  

human rights. This is Bruyère’s message: 

we are summoned to attend a detention 

camp and meditate on what we find there.

THEATERLuST 2:  
SONNENBRANd /  
SuNBuRN

This mid-summer festival of the performing 

arts has decided to go outside and look for 

its audiences in the parks, gardens, court-

yards and squares. 

Theatre will still be theatre, even though 

its functions and everything around it are 

subject to change. Theatre has the right to 

blaze and to pile more coals on the flames 

of enthusiasm. Theatre is pleasure and gives 

pleasure, is inquisitive and open minded. 

Each performance brings about a meta-

morphosis in the scenery, the cast and the 

audience. Productions from Europe, Asia 

and Africa give samples of what is going on 

stages all over the world. There will be tradi-

tional theatre, such as kuttiyatam from india, 

the oldest form of theatre still practised.  

Artists whose interest focuses on the con-

temporary scene will be confronting issues 

about public space. in-house productions 

put Linz and its stories centre stage. 

WHERE // Public space

CoNCEPt / DIRECtoR // Jean-Michel Bruyère

CASt // Issa Samb

A coproduction with Festival d’Avignon, Haus 
der Kulturen der Welt Berlin, LFKs Marseille, 
Agit’Art Dakar, Epidemic Paris

WHAT // inTErnATionAl THEATrE And 
dAncE fEsTivAl 

WHEN // 27 July – 2 September 09

A Linz09 festival

JAN feb mAr Apr mAy JuN

JuL Aug sep oct Nov dec

THEATERNYX 
tWENtY-SEVEN –  
A GHoSt StoRY

Ghosts who can find no rest patronise  

bus number 27 and lure the audience into 

a mysterious parallel world. 

A trip on the 27 is like a trip across the 

social topography of Linz. it connects such 

neighbourhoods as the Port, the inner city, 

the residential area on froschberg, the rail-

way station, the area we call the “Scherben-

viertel” and the industrial estates. Stories  

lie in wait for us all along this route –  

stories about crimes committed over the 

centuries. The crime sites become locations 

for theatrical performances, the onlookers 

take on the role of voyeurs. The past takes 

up its position side by side with the present, 

and the living are given a vague idea what 

it might mean if any seats in the bus remain 

empty. All that has ever happened becomes 

part of the story – passers-by turn into 

actors only to disappear again as the bus 

comes and goes through the city.

WHERE // 
Along the route of bus line 27

CoNCEPt / DIRECtoR // 
theaternyx (Markus Zeindlinger,  
Claudia Seigmann)

A coproduction with theaternyx
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LuK PERCEVAL
DIE VERBoRGENE StADt /  
tHE CoNCEALED CItY

This film by Luk Perceval takes viewers 

on a tour of the tunnel system underneath 

the city, revealing the city’s soft and usu-

ally unreachable underbelly, surrounded 

by mystery and shrouded in silence. 

History and myths surround Linz – a peas-

ant village, an industrial centre, a city of 

steel and the city that Adolf Hitler referred 

to as his “Heimat- und Patenstadt”. The 

city’s tunnels have their own history and 

stories to tell: they served as air-raid shelters, 

and housed a concentration camp. Today 

they have reverted to wine cellars, the pur-

pose they were built for originally, or else 

they are home to memory sites. We wander 

down these tunnels and listen to contem-

porary witnesses, still haunted by what 

they went through in their childhood, who 

regularly revisit their memories in search of 

a closure that has so far eluded them – and 

may always do so.

THEATER HAuSRuCK 
A HEtZ oDER DIE oFFIZIÖSE 
uNtERWELt / GAME oN oR tHE 
SEMI-oFFICIAL uNDERWoRLD

A play about people, victims and rumours 

Next stop: Hausruck. The rumour rally!  

A movement oscillating between pros  

and cons, to and fro, inside and outside, 

admiring and being admired. A travel 

agency on the see-saw between tourism 

and deportation. A journey into unknown 

regions with laws and regulations of  

uncertain remit. Be prepared for unex-

pected stop overs. in parking lots coach 

passengers witness conspiratorial activities, 

and elsewhere they sit down at table with 

the regulars, and tune in to the rumour mill. 

in short, the game is on. And they’re after 

Johanna. A girl we don’t see who seems to 

be at the centre of it all. 

CORNELiA SCHEuER
WHEN I DREAM, tHE WHEELS 
CAtCH FIRE

Wheelchair users do not dream a great 

deal. reality keeps them awake. It puts 

kerbs in their way and plagues them with 

dog turds and inaccessible toilets.

Wheelchair bound Cornelia Scheuer,  

paraplegic from the age of one, dreams 

that at some stage it will be irrelevant 

whether someone walks, goes by wheel 

chair, limps or flies. She imagines flying 

wheels and places on fire and how bodily 

challenged people can conquer the streets. 

The artist has developed a choreography 

for wheel chair users which will be realised 

by Austria’s only wheelchair rugby team 

against the backdrop of a pyrotechnical 

display. The city had no right to expect 

so much zest and joie de vivre, especially 

from people in wheelchairs. 

WHERE // Kalkwand behind the Limoni tunnel

CoNCEPt / DIRECtoR / CAMERA //
Luk Perceval

PRoDuCtIoN tEAM // 
Felix Römer (actor), Margit Niederhuber  
(dramaturgy), Nikolai Eberth (camera), Linda 
Björk Steinthorsdottir (sound), Johannes Rosen-
berger (production), Natallie Kurz (cut), Sandra 
Krampelhuber (unit manager)

A work commissioned by Linz09

Performance for the Linz wheelchair rugby team, 
a pyrotechnical artist and five skating arenas.

WHERE // Skatepark urfahr

CoNCEPt / DIRECtoR //
Cornelia Scheuer, Lizart Productions

FIRE EFFECtS // Nina Reisinger

PARtICIPANtS // 
RSC Heindl oÖ, wheelchair rugby team

In collaboration with Verein Integrative Kulturar-
beit/ sicht:wechsel supported by Volksbank AG 
and Volksbank Linz + Mühlviertel

WHERE // Between Linz and Wolfsegg

DIRECtoR // 
Georg Schmiedleitner, Chris Müller

tEXt // Franzobel

A coproduction with theater Hausruck and 
Volkshilfe oÖ
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BLAST THEORY / RIDER SPoKE 

A bike, a computer, a short instruction. Then you’re on your own in the streets of Linz. 
On this trek across the city the focus is on what is going on outside. You are looking for some-
where to hide, for questions and answers to do with your own life. You may be able to pick 
up the trail or you could lose your way, get stranded physically and electronically… and live 
on in the history you have left behind. 

WHERE // Point of departure: AEC
CoNCEPt // 
Matt Adams, Ju Row Farr, Nicholas tandavanitj

In collaboration with the Ars Electronica Center

VENu G / KuttIYAtAM 

Sanskrit theatre with its complex theatrical idiom of mime, sprechgesang (recitative), stylised 
facial expression and colour symbolism: indian kutiyattam is arguably the oldest theatre 
tradition still being performed. With Sakuntala Gopal Venu and his troupe present one of the 
best known indian stories in a performance lasting three days. The second performance to be 
staged by Linz09 is a nangiar koothu, a traditional solo performace by an actress, in this case 
Kapila, one of the most important young interpreters of this age old drama genre.

WHERE // Public space
PERFoRMING ARtIStS // Gopal Venu, Kapila

CENGiZ ÖZEK / KARAGÖSZ 

A brand new way of looking back two or three centuries: Hacivat appears and calls for Kara-
göz. As always, a squabble ensues and then a fight, where one side has an unfair advantage. 
But how does it end? This Turkish shadow theatre is related to our Punch and Judy show and 
the Kasperltheater. Karagösz is anarchic, opinionated, comical and in extremely bad taste.

WHERE // Public space
DIRECtoR // Cengiz Özek

i WAYAN WiJA / WAYANG KuLIt 

The indian Mahabharata myth is an inexhaustible pool of stories for traditional Balinese 
shadow theatre to draw on. in it are found countless symbols for the depiction of human life, 
rich as it is in conflicts and problems. The lord of the shadows, i Wayan Wija, is a wanderer 
between different worlds, who is forever striving to hone his skills. 

WHERE // Botanical Garden
DIRECtoR // I Wayan Wija

uLTiMA VEZ / WiM VANdEKEYBuS 

Wim Vandekeybus will present his latest production in Linz. “Menske” displayed Vandekey-
bus’s ongoing interest in the theatre; the new production will again give priority to dance 
and will feature eight dancers. film and live music have important contributions to make; 
the music will be composed and co-performed by the well-known flemish musician Mauro 
Pawlowski. The theme of the play is the generation gap. Wim Vandekeybus will also conduct 
a workshop with upper Austrian artists, a kind of miniature Linz09 special.

WHERE // Public space
DIRECtoR / CHoREoGRAPHER /  
StAGE DESIGNER // Wim Vandekeybus
ENSEMBLE // 
tanja Marín Friðjónsdóttir, Dawid Lorenc, Béné-
dicte Mottart, olivier Mathieu, Máté Mészáros, 
Vincent Morelle, ulrike Reinbott, Imre Vass 
LIVE MuSIC // Mauro Pawloswki
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CiE WiLLi dORNER / ABoVE uNDER INBEtWEEN 

The Viennese team of architects fattinger/Orso/Rieper, who make use of an extended defini-
tion of the concept of sculpture, reflect on urban space and its societal context in the company 
of composer Bernhard Lang. Living space modules are used in mutually contradictory ways, 
the absurdity of movement routines is exposed by performance. 

WHERE // Public space
DIRECtoR // Willi Dorner

A coproduction with Cie Willi Dorner and the 
 architects Fattinger/orso/Rieper with composer 
Bernhard Lang and seven performers. 

BACK TO BACK THEATRE / LINZ SPECIAL 

The renowned Australian theatre troupe Back to Back Theatre returns to Linz after their  
guest appearance in spring, to produce a new piece for Linz09 and sicht:wechsel together 
with local integrative theatre troupes.

WHERE // Public space
WoRKSHoPS // Back to Back theatre

In collaboration with Verein Integrative  
Kulturarbeit / Festival sicht:wechsel

iMAGO/PORTAdELLO KOMPANii / DA DEuFÖ / tHE DEVIL

This is a story about the dark history of our culture, a story of betrayal, despair, slander, denial, 
suspicion, temptation and seduction… the story of a conspiracy. A power struggle develops 
where all the vanities take part. The devil’s tool is seduction. But who seduces whom and 
how and to what purpose? 

WHERE // Danube embankment, Freinberg
ARtIStIC DIRECtIoN / StAGE DIRECtIoN // 
Christian Suchy
MuSICAL DIRECtIoN // Norbert H. Suchy
FIGuRES AND CoStuMES / PRoDuCtIoN // 
Gerti tröbinger

MEMBROS / RAIo X, FEBRE, MEDo 

in Macaé, the city with Brazil’s highest murder rate, choreographer Taís Vieira and politologist 
Paulo Azevedo founded the dance company Membros in 1999. in the meantime they have 
become one of the ibero-American hip hop scence’s most lively companies. Brimming with 
radicalised energy they express the brutalization of everyday life in Brazil. The trilogy they 
will present in Linz, RAiO X (X-ray), fEBRE (fever), MEdO (ferar), deal with the themes of 
violence and fear. “We cannot relieve the world of its suffering, so we have decided to dance 
it”, is the account the choreographers give of what motivates them. 

WHERE // 
Danube embankment, urfahr, below  
the motorway bridge 
CHoREoGRAPHY // taís Vieira, Paulo Azevedo

Medo is a coproduction with Membros

THiRd WORLd BuNfiGHT / HouSE oF tHE HoLY AFRo 

The South African director Brett Bailey has worked with dJ dino Moran and performance 
poet Odidi Mfenyana to create an evening, which reflects the most disparate African styles 
and periods. Seven singer/dancers embody the irresistible spiritual tunes of gospel. A highly 
stylised package of Afro kitsch will electrify the eyes, ears and bodies of the audience and 
lead the way to a party that will go on for the rest of the night. 

WHERE // 
Danube embankment, urfahr, below  
the motorway bridge 
DIRECtoR // Brett Bailey
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KuNST fLOW

“Let art pitch its camp where the economy flourishes.” Businesses and 

institutions take this motto to heart and network with regional artists 

in the area of Greater Linz to make use of the boom in high culture. 

Art and business pool their efforts and enter into fruitful relationships. 

The Rotary Clubs in and around Linz serve as mediators in this project 

and will identify businesses that are prepared to make their premises 

available for exhibitions. Subsequently they will make sure that a 

number of works shown at these exhibitions are purchased. The works 

of artists from our region may yet come to attract attention in the foy-

ers, halls and rooms of upper Austrian companies, perhaps replacing 

some of the more traditional views of the company premises, turnover 

graphs or other statistical visual aids. Companies are given the oppor-

tunity to present themselves to their clients in a different manner or to 

invite business partners or staff to an evening given over to art. Exhibi-

tions and installations will be accessible to the public at certain times. 

for the artists, this is a unique opportunity to challenge the public in a 

way different from the traditional approach in museums and galleries. 

Conversely they are also able to present their work to a community 

that may not normally be easy to reach and to establish contacts with 

the business community. 

WHAT // ArT ExHibiTions in businEssEs
WHEN // January – December 09
WHERE // 
Linz textil AG, Siemens AG, Energie AG, Leitl, Hentschläger, LINZ AG, Eisen-
beiss, Artpark, Herbsthofer, Ganglbauergut, Kirchdorfer Zementwerke, Laska, 
Hauser, Neuson, Artemons/Dunzendorfer, Reisetbauer, Internorm, Reichl & 
Partner, Gespag, trumpf Maschinen, Spedition Reitinger
IDEA / CoNCEPt // 
Franz X. Dopfer, Markus Anton Huber, Johann Jascha, Harald Marschner
PARtICIPANtS // 
Rotary Clubs Linz, Linz-Altstadt, Linz-Landhaus, Linz-Süd, Linz-urfahr, 
Leonding, traun, Gallneukirchen, Enns, Freistadt and Rohrbach. 

In collaboration with the Rotary Clubs of Linz and environs,  
supported by the participating companies

NEXTCOMiC

The interdisciplinary Festival for Comics and Cartoon Art focuses 

on the interrelationship shared by cartoons with film, electronic 

media, music and theatre. 

The only thing that Pablo Picasso regretted at the end of his life  

was having drawn no cartoons. Linz09 wants to make sure this 

won’t happen to anyone who feels the same way. Comics are part of 

our everyday lives: they are ubiquitous in films and in advertising; 

they are a formative factor in fashion and design; they are taken for 

granted in the cultural self-interpretation of young people. The inter-

disciplinary festival für Comics and Cartoon Art facilitates a holistic 

approach to what is listed as number 9 among the visual arts. 

NEXTCOMiC will put on view Gerhard Haderer’s MOff, Comic 

prize winner Nicolas Mahler, mangas made in Austria, artists from 

electrocomics/Berlin, and the winners of the NEXTCOMiC competi-

tion. NEXTCOMiC Academy will deal with current trends in car-

toon art and with contemporary comics projects in workshops and 

presentations. Want more? What about the NEXTCOMiC “24 hours 

live drawing”? Will that satisfy your craving for comics?

www.nextcomic.org

WHAT // comics fEsTivAl
WHEN // 6 – 8 March 09 
WHERE // 
ursulinenhof (festival centre), Ars Electronica Center, university of Arts Linz, 
Moviemento, Grand Café zum Rothen Krebsen, MKH Wels
IDEA / CoNCEPt // Gottfried Gusenbauer
PARtICIPAtING ARtIStS //
MoFF Haderers feines Schundheftl - Scherz & Schund Fabrik, Nikolas 
Mahler’s “Flaschko” Comics prize winner, Manga made in Austria, Electro-
comics Berlin, MKH Medienkulturhaus Wels, Fumetto internationales Comic 
Festival Luzern, Comicfestival Prag, GRRR! Festival Serbia 

In collaboration with lin-c, Kunstverein zur Förderung von Comics und Bild-
literatur supported by Landesschulrat für oberösterreich, university of Arts 
Linz and the Ars Electronica Center. the prize winner of the NEXtCoMIC 
competition will be sponsored by MIC Customs Solutions
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GOOd NiGHT STuff

A nightline with a vengeance. This is not about organising but 

about playing and entering into partnerships, in the strictly nuptial 

sense of the word.

GOOd NiGHT STuff is in charge of Linz09’s programme of elec-

tronic music and digital art. There will be night pieces suited for 

cross-border explorations of all kinds. The declared aim is to reshuf-

fle scenes and formats. This is why GOOd NiGHT STuff is doing 

its stuff simultaneously at three weddings. The first Yes goes to key 

venues of the Linz scene, such as the Stadtwerkstatt and the Grand 

Café zum Rothen Krebs. GOOd NiGHT STuff wants to make sure 

that these venues will be offering a programme that is even more 

exciting than usual. The second wedding will take place in the open 

air, whatever the weather. This will involve partners who have no 

venues of their own, which includes such colourful characters as 

con.trust, Serious Seriez and Come on feet. 

finally, the third dance floor features GOOd NiGHT STuff enter-

ing into a union with itself. The events ignore conventional club and 

concert concepts in order to strike out in an entirely new direction 

that gives them the chance to stage radically novel experiences. 

Everything is possible – dramaturgy, venue, time, stage, and mise-en-

scène depend only on the building blocks.

WHAT // ElEcTronic music

WHEN // all year 09

IDEA / CoNCEPt // 
Linz09/Magnus Hofmüller, Wolfgang Almer, Christoph Linder, Martyn Reed, 
Doris Prlic, Bernd oppl

PARtICIPANtS // 
B.W.S.E, comeonfeet, con.trust, IFEK/Grand Café zum Rothen Krebs, Instant 
Avantgarde, LinzFest, Medienkulturhaus Wels, NuMusic, Posthof, Serious-
Seriez, Soulpepper, Stadtwerkstatt

In collaboration with Stadtwerkstatt, IFEK (Grand Café zum Rothen Krebs), 
NuMusic Festival/Norway

SEE THiS SOuNd

This exhibition at the Lentos Kunstmuseum will explore ways  

image and sound are linked to one another in the arts, the media 

and sensory perception. 

Seeing and hearing, image and sound: our experiential life-world is 

shaped by the omnipresence of audiovisual products and structures. 

What city could be better equipped to relate the relevant facts about 

this relationship than Linz, the home of Ars Electronica? SEE THiS 

SOuNd presents and discusses different kinds of image and sound 

production, their phenomenology and their effects on present-day 

cultures. Our point of departure will be contemporary works of 

art that deal in a bilateral manner with image-sound links and are 

instrumental in establishing relations to other areas of life and other 

settings. This gives rise to a number of questions: cultural history, 

politics, pop, theory of perception and media technology all need to 

be taken into account to create what will eventually be a fascinating 

collage. SEE THiS SOuNd will implement all these approaches in 

terms of multimedia realisations, adding extra elements to the exhi-

bition in the form of live performances, a conference and a scientific 

publication edited by the Ludwig Boltzmann institute Media.Art.

Research. There will also be a lavishly illustrated catalogue with 

texts referring to the artistic projects and selected essays. 

WHAT // ExHibiTion, livE & onlinE

WHEN // 28 August 09 – January 10

WHERE // Lentos Kunstmuseum Linz, www.lentos.at

PARtICIPANtS // 
Stella Rollig, Dieter Daniels (artistic and scientific director), Cosima Rainer 
(curator), Sandra Naumann (scientific assistant)

In collaboration with Lentos Kunstmuseum Linz and the Ludwig Boltzmann 
Institute Media.Art.Research
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KALEidOPHON

Three days and three premieres are flanked by the three acts  

of a landscape opera. The principles at work will be composition 

and improvisation, space and moving sounds, patterns and  

autonomous forms. 

Three thematic strands combine to make up the ulrichsberg Music 

festival. Jazzatelier ulrichsberg commissioned the french double-

bass player Joëlle Léandre to write CAN YOu EAR ME? This com-

position for improvising musicians will be rehearsed and performed 

here by an ensemble largely consisting of Austrian musicians. 

day 2 features OMNiXuS by Tanja feichtmair, who is based in 

ulrichsberg. Together with three musicians from the San francisco 

Bay Area and the sound technician Alfred Reiter she will realise her 

concept of sounds moving in space. 

Rhythms and patterns will be a dominant theme on day 3: The 

group Six+One paints WEAViNG SOuNdS in the premises of the 

Leitner linen weaving mill. An improvisation that takes the weaving 

workshop of the mill as its starting point. Morton feldman’s “for 

John Cage” sets the stage acoustically – the American composer was 

inspired in this piece by carpet weaving patterns. 

www.jazzatelier.at

WHAT // fEsTivAl of jAzz, improvisEd And nEW music 
cAn you EAr mE?
WHEN / WHERE // 30 April 09, from 7 p.m. / Jazzatelier ulrichsberg
omnixus
WHEN / WHERE // 1 May 09, from 7 p.m. / Jazzatelier ulrichsberg
WEAving sounds
WHEN / WHERE // 2 May 09, from 3 p.m. / Leinenweberei Leitner/ulrichsberg
IDEA / CoNCEPt // Jazzatelier ulrichsberg
PARtICIPANtS //
Peter Ablinger; Lauren Newton & Vladimir tarasov, Joëlle Léandre & 
Ensemble; Daunik Lazros Quat Neum Sixx; tilbury/Léandre/Norton; tanja 
FeichtMayr, Hugh Livingston, Damon Smith, Scott Looney; Aki onda &  
Alan Licht, Peter Evans Quartet; John tilbury & Darragh Morgan; Six + one; 
Behaviour Patterns; Frode Gjerstads Circulasione totale orchestra

In collaboration with Jazzatelier ulrichsberg

RAdiO PLAY / TRACK 9
NiNE RAdiO PLAYS fOR THE CiTY

On 09/09/09 the winners of this europe wide radio play competi-

tion will come before us with something worth listening to. 

Even in the times of iPods and podcasts the radio play shows  

no sign of fading away. Remaining true to itself, it has weathered all 

kinds of fads. HMH Kunstereignisse, Ö1 and Linz09 pay tribute to 

this resilience by starting a far-reaching initiative. RAdiO PLAY / 

TRACK 9 is a Europe wide competition for new, self-produced radio 

plays in German. The competition will be taking place annually  

at least until 2011. A detailed invitation to submit plays will be  

published in spring 2009. The duration of the plays has already 

been fixed at a maximum of 9 minutes. Rather unsurprisingly  

the general topic in Cultural Capital Year will be Linz. Each year  

a jury will sift the entries and select three winners; the plays will  

be premiered in the assembly shop of HMH in Linz’s Südpark.  

Ö1 will be covering the competition and broadcasting a selection  

of the prize-winning works. 

WHAT // rAdio plAys

WHEN / WHERE // 2009 to 2011
9 September 09 / Premiere in the HMH assembly shop in Südpark Linz

IDEA / CoNCEPt // Linz09, HMH

In collaboration with oRF Ö1 and HMH Kunstereignisse
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PHONOMANiE 9
VERMÖGEN / CAPABiLiTY 

Linz09 will be the stage for the ninth edition of Jazzatelier Ulrichs-

berg’s PHONOMANIe with the musician Paul Lovens at its heart. 

The musician will be displaying the whole bandwith of his creativ-

ity over three days. 

Paul Lovens is one of the co-inventors and co-founders of that  

movement within European improvised music that has developed 

since the 60s as a reaction and an answer to American free Jazz. 

This special kind of music making has long emancipated itself from 

its close ties to jazz and has found forms characterised by absolute 

autonomy and independence.

Lovens will be appearing under the programmatic title of “Vermögen” 

(Capability) together with musicians with whom he has been work-

ing together for a long time. “Capability” means a great deal to Lov-

ens: “being strong, being effective, being capable of doing something, 

being given the opportunity to do it, feeling under the obligation to 

do it, being allowed to do it, being empowered.” He and his musical  

colleagues have this capability, as Lovens underlines: “Even though 

in free improvisation, which is the style we work in, nothing is  

for sure and nothing can be taken for granted, there is this sense of 

security that wells up in me everytime i sit down at my drum set.”

WHAT // frEE improvisATion

WHEN // 4 – 6 December 09, 7.30 p.m.

WHERE // Jazzatelier ulrichsberg, www.jazzatelier.at/va/pho09.htm

IDEA / CoNCEPt // Paul Lovens

PERFoRMING ARtIStS // 
Paul Lytton, Evan Parker, Alexander von Schlippenbach, Eugene Chad-
bourne, John Edwards, Paul Hubweber, Günter Christmann, Mats Gustafson, 
Michael Moore, Phil Wachsmann, Sabina Meyer, Radu Malfatti, Klaus Filip, 
tobias Delius, Rudi Mahall, Wilbert de Joode, Serigne C.M. Gueye, John Rus-
sell, Carlos Zingaro, Hans Reichel, Wolfgang Mitterer

In collaboration with Jazzatelier ulrichsberg

ROOTS&NEW dREAMS

Doug Hammond has written an orchestral piece expressly for 

Linz09. His “Dream Band” brings back Gil evans’s tentet formation. 

He is a drummer, composer, singer, poet, thinker. He continues to 

give proof of his creative energy and his preoccupation with form. 

doug Hammond is a living legend. Born in Tampa, florida, in 1942, 

Hammond has been living in Linz since 1989. He has played the 

role of drummer and composer through several decades in a number 

of important jazz projects, including those of Charles Mingus, Sonny 

Rollins, dave Holland and Steve Coleman. Composing “New Music” 

has become an important component in his creative output: his 

combination of traditional and contemporary compositional styles 

has contributed significantly to the development of jazz. Contempo-

rary music is exploring any number of new approaches and in the 

course of this is establishing manifold connections to ancient music, 

to ethno music and to youth cultures. Black American music with 

African and indian roots has shaped doug Hammond’s musical  

life work. His breadth of vision has made it possible for him to play 

a major part in intercultural dialogue.

WHAT // jAzz concErT

WHEN / WHERE // 
25 May 09 / Brucknerhaus, www.brucknerhaus.at
26 May 09 / Plzn, www.jazzbezhranic.com
27 May 09 / Brno
28 May 09 / Passau, www.allesimfluss.eu
29 May 09 / Diersbach INNtöne Festival, www.inntoene.com

BAND MEMBERS // 
Dwight Adams (trumpet), Jean toussaint (tenor saxophone), Ernist Vann  
(alto saxophone), Ernie Calhoun (tenor saxophone), Wendell Harrison (clarinet, 
bass clarinet), Dick Griffin (trombone), Stephane Payen (alto saxophone), Kirk 
Lightsey (piano), Arron James (bass), Doug Hammond (drums)

In collaboration with LIVA/Brucknerhaus and Inntöne
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STifTER LESEN / REAdiNG STifTER

reading Stifter against the grain: unusual guests read and  

re-interpret Stifter. 

Texts enter into existence by being read. if you accept this premise, 

it follows that there are as many versions of a book as it has readers. 

One and the same text – a text, say, by Stifter – therefore exists in  

a limitless number of variations.

STifTER LESEN will invite unusual readers to introduce their  

interpretation of Stifter. A result that can not be precluded altogether 

is that Stifter will end up being read very much against the grain: 

the venerable writer may end up standing on his head. 

JAN feb mAr Apr mAy JuN JuL Aug sep oct Nov dec JAN feb mAr Apr mAy JuN JuL Aug sep oct Nov dec

WHAT // rEAding

WHEN // January 09

WHERE // StifterHaus, www.stifter-haus.at

IDEA / CoNCEPt // 
Petra-Maria Dallinger, Regina Pintar

In collaboration with StifterHaus (oÖ Kultur)

LINZ
PASSiON

Zu GAST BEi STifTER / 
LuNCH WiTH STifTER

Lunchtime readings and a bowl of soup add up to a leisurely  

literary meal.

for almost 20 years Linz was the centre of the life and work of Adal-

bert Stifter (1805-1868), who wrote some of Austria’s most enduring 

masterpieces in what is now known as the StifterHaus. This house 

has been a home to contemporary literature and linguistics and  

a meeting place for authors and their readers since 1993. Such an 

arrangement is entirely in accord with the spirit of the great writer: 

hospitality held high priority for the Stifters – and so did food. 

StifterHaus and Linz09 fuse these passions and have asked 

20 upper Austrian authors to join them for lunch. Each of these 

 authors will play host to a Thursday lunchtime gathering, where 

they will give readings from their own works, which will be 

 followed by a bowl of soup. This is likely to prove an effective, if 

somewhat unusual way to escape the hubbub of daily life in the 

city. We lead such hectic lives – maybe we all need to slow down a 

little, maybe literature can help. Just how much remains to be seen. 

Working in Linz, living there or simply passing through – you are all 

cordially invited to lunch with Stifter. 

WHAT // rEAdings

WHEN // on 20 thursdays 09, 12.30 p.m. – 1.30 p.m.

WHERE // StifterHaus, www.stifter-haus.at

IDEA / CoNCEPt // Petra-Maria Dallinger, Regina Pintar, Erich Brandl

PARtICIPAtING AutHoRS // 
Reinhold Aumaier, Margret Czerni, Adelheid Dahimène, Hans Eichhorn, 
Erwin Einzinger, Eva Fischer, Rudolf Habringer, Walter Kohl, Ludwig Laher, 
Fritz Lichtenauer, Patricia Josefine Marchart, Kurt Mitterndorfer, Walter Pilar, 
Elisabeth Vera Rathenböck, Elisabeth Reichart, Andreas Renoldner, Wal-
traud Seidlhofer, Wilfried Steiner, Richard Wall, Andreas Weber

In collaboration with StifterHaus (oÖ Kultur)
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LiNZ VS. ViLNiuS
iN SEARCH Of THE REAL CAPiTAL Of CuLTuRE

Vilnius and Linz present a harmonious front throughout 2009 in 

the character of loving sisters – if it were not for those occasional 

bouts when both feel the urge to show which of them is the real 

cultural superstar. 

Ours is a world of prize givings and casting shows. The Nobel  

prize, the Academy Awards, the Song Contest… How could anyone 

expect Capitals of Culture to be immune to the spirit of competi-

tion? in a kind of paraphrase on “dancing Stars of Culture” Messrs 

Juhann and Jod invite experts from Linz and Vilnius to take part in 

five evenings, each of which is devoted to a different theme. The ar-

eas of music, literature, history, cuisine and language will be mined 

in a playful spirit to yield spectacular information about both cities. 

Arbitration on the many different competitions, in which – to name 

only two – franzobel and the musician Hans-Georg Gutternigg will 

be taking part, will be in the hands of Messrs Juhann and Jod as 

charming referees. involved in acts of cultural terrorism since 1996, 

they will be at it again here until it has been established beyond 

reasonable doubt which of the two cities is more deserving of the 

appellation “European Capital of Culture”.

WHAT // compETiTion 
WHEN / WHERE // 
literature: franzobel (AT) vs. laurynas katkus (lT)
23 February 09 / Wissensturm
History: bibelpfad (AT) vs. bücherschmuggel (lT)
4 March 09 / Library of the Catholic theological university Linz 
music: Hans-georg gutternigg (AT) vs. franzobel (lT) 
13 March 09 / Volkshaus Dornach-Auhof
language: german (AT) vs. lithuanian (lT)
18 March 09 / Volkshaus Franckviertel
cuisine: linz and vilnius. closing event
2 April 09 / Wissensturm
Hors de concours: Austria vs. Lithuania: Soccer qualifyer, 10 october 09
IDEA / CoNCEPt / REALISAtIoN // 
Stefan Kutzenberger, Wolfgang Hametner

A Linz09 project

MuRdEROuS EuROPE 

Ten crime writers, four evenings, four sessions of social criticism:  

a plea in favour of the most popular of all literary genres.

Enter the detective, and with him the politically motivated crime, 

the hushed up environmental scandal, the murder out of greed. 

Nowhere are the accelerating developments in western societies 

mirrored better than in the recent spate of European crime novels. 

There is hardly a genre that is better suited to the probing of the  

bottomless depths of the psyche. it is no coincidence that the 

subjects treated in crime novels are becoming increasingly more 

politicised or that the detectives, male or female, are frequently  

portrayed as antiheroes or antiheroines, who are deeply sensitive 

to the adverse social conditions in which they pursue their inves-

tigation. Crime novels are increasingly turning into socially critical 

analyses and, despite being anchored in the whodunnit genre,  

they reach – and move – many more people than the most ambi-

tious scientific studies.

WHAT // rEAdings from crimE novEls

WHEN // November 09

WHERE // Posthof, www. posthof.at

IDEA / CoNCEPt // Wilfried Steiner

PARtICIPANtS //
tobias Gohlis, Franz Schuh, Eva Rossmann 

In collaboration with LIVA/Posthof
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WO? WENN NiCHT ALLE dA! /  
THAT’S THE WAY TO dO iT!
A PROPER PuNCH ANd JudY SHOW

Linz09 fetches a really big stick and devotes a festival to a quarrelsome, anarchic, lusty,  

impertinent cockerel of the theatre. 

As if to try out an old cudgel to see whether it has still got what it takes Christoph Bochdansky 

is putting Punch through his paces. is he still capable of fetching us one over the head? Punch 

is a character that can be stuffed with greed, with the lust for food and drink, with egoistical, 

anarchistic behaviour. Tamp the ingredients down well and hold a burning fuse to them –  

the resulting explosion is called Kasperltheater (Punch-and-Judy show). Linz09 will put on a 

selection of the best shows from france, Spain, italy, Hungary, Holland, Russia and Germany.

The festival will be played out in three cycles. The first cycle, which is the core element, will 

consist of four commissioned works by very special artists, who have given a new direction  

to this age old form of theatrical entertainment: 

Neville Tranter, one of the grand masters of puppet theatre, has already been performing  

in Linz on a regular basis. He will present a version of Punch&Judy where Mr. Punch  

is a bomb planting terrorist.

Jochen Menzel, head of Marionette Art at Hochschule für Schauspielkunst “Ernst Busch” 

Berlin and a renowned puppeteer himself, was responsible for the puppet Puck in the 2007 

Salzburg festival production of “Midsummer Night’s dream”. in his forthcoming production  

he will confront the question of what would happen if there were not just one Kasper but  

a whole lot of them.

Gyula Molnar, a Hungarian living in italy, spent his childhood behind the scenes of Budapest’s 

puppet theatre, where he struck up a friendship with Henrik Kemény, the master and inventor 

of the Hungarian Vitez Lazlo play. His piece is a magical recherche of his temps perdu. 

maschek, Messrs Peter Hörmanseder, Robert Stachel and ulrich Salamun have invented their 

own genre, regularly on view in the TV show “dorfers donnerstalk”. The way they satirise 

figures of authority comes straight from the Punch stable. 

The second cycle consists of productions by international contemporary puppeteers that  

demonstrate how forceful and witty Punch-and-Judy shows can be. it will include KASPER 

TOT. SCHLuSS MiT LuSTiG?, a coproduction with Waidspeicher Puppentheater Erfurt, 

Thalias Kompagnons MACBETH fOR BEGiNNERS and POLi dÉGAiNE by Estelle Charlier 

and Romuald Collinet. 

The third cycle is a tribute to the old masters of the art and demonstrates to audiences  

what Punch-and-Judy looked like in its early days. JAN feb mAr Apr mAy JuN

JuL Aug sep oct Nov dec

WHAT // puncH And judy fEsTivAl 

WHEN // 11 – 21 November 09

WHERE // Hafenhalle09

CoNCEPt / ARtIStIC DIRECtoR // 
Christoph Bochdansky

PARtICIPANtS //
Neville tranter / Stuffed Puppet theater,  
Jochen Menzel, Gyula Molnar, maschek – Peter 
Hörmannseder, Robert Stachel, ulrich Salamun, 
Cie. La Pendue – Estelle Charlier, Romuald 
Collinet, thalias Kompagnons – tristan Vogt, 
Lutz Grossmann, Gianluca di Matteo, Pelele 
Marionettes – Paz tatay Asociation Amalaya, 
Christoph Bochdansky, thomas Ettl

A Linz09 festival 
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BRAuHAuS / THE BREWERY

There will be a brewery set up for the duration of Capital of  

Culture year that will reflect input from media art, industry  

and folklore. Its purpose is to explore what other factors bear  

on folklore in addition to attempts to preserve it. 

THE BREWERY attempts to encompass both the traditional  

approach to local folklore and another that is youthful, irreverent, 

colourful, critical and open-minded. Traditional and contemporary 

artists will be brewing up new draughts of music, dance, fashion 

and everyday culture. in joint workshops participants reflect on 

traditions and display their findings to the public.

for this purpose a pub is an indispensable venue; here the brewery’s 

various products will be presented, inspected and commented on in 

a lively manner – with music to add zest to all the words. 

ingredients such as folk music and electronic will also be on tap  

and can be enjoyed in their original form.

JAN feb mAr Apr mAy JuN JuL Aug sep oct Nov dec

WHAT // gAlAs of populAr culTurE, folk music,  
WorksHops, discussions

WHEN // 26 August – 18 September 09

WHERE // afo architekturforum oberösterrreich, www.afo.at

CuRAtoRS // 
Gotthard Wagner (music and dance), Petra Hehenberger (everyday culture), 
Susanne Posegga (head of project), afo (talks)

A Linz09 project

Ö SLAM
THE AudiENCE dECidES THE WiNNER

The third Austrian Poetry Slam championship takes to the  

stage in the Posthof. 

A Poetry Slam is a competition which has participants vying  

for the favour of the audience using only their own material. The  

slammers have five minutes in which to win over the hearts of  

the audience with their texts. How they deliver them is up to them: 

shouting, whispering, howling, panting – anything to give wings  

to their words. Admissible genres are story telling, Spoken Word, 

cabaret, HipHopAffines, linguistic experiments, dialect poetry,  

onomatopoeia – in short, Slam Poetry. 

The audience share the thrill of it all, take in every detail and  

ultimately decide who is the winner. Poetry Slam is a genre of its 

own, it offers endless variety, is interactive and very, very entertain-

ing. Austria’s Slam scene is vibrant, successful and loves being on 

the move. Linz’s Slam audience is particularly reliable, enthusiastic 

and numerous. it is therefore only right and proper that Linz, which 

succeeds Vienna and innsbruck as a venue, should host Austria’s 

Third Poetry Slam Championship at the Posthof. 

www.ö-slam.at

WHAT // poETry slAm

WHEN // 23 and 24 october 09

WHERE // Posthof, www.posthof.at

IDEA / CoNCEPt // 
Didi Sommer, Markus Köhle, Mieze Medusa 

In collaboration with textstrom and PostSkriptum 
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sAy LINZ. 
SAY CHANGE

“Paint the 
city pink! 
Make Linz 
the gay 
 capital of 
Austria!”
birgit Nagl
psychologist

“My hope for Linz is that 
art and culture will be able 
to create an atmosphere 
of openness and tolerance 
towards all our fellow cre-
atures, regardless of their 
colour and nationality.”

franz prieler
managing director, customer services gmbH 
energie Ag upper Austria

“Linz does 
not have 
to do any-
thing.”
erich Nussbrücker
energetic therapy advisor

“What is so irresistible 
about Linz for people who 
live here is how many ways 
there are to escape. Linz is 
and is not a city. What is la-
cking is mainly a confident 
assertion of what makes it 
special as a city. this pro-
blem can be seen in Linz‘s 
distrust of anything that is 
only temporary, of its lack 
of willingness to let things 
grow old with dignity and 
in the deplorable lack of 
ideas as far as life on the 
Danube embankments is 
concerned. If Linz is sup-
posed to fascinate, it needs 
above all a sense of its own 
desirability. All the rest will 
take care of itself.” 

petra-maria dallinger
director stifterHaus

“The concrete utopia of Linz 2015 could 

make the city more openminded. More 

attention should be paid to social equality, 

to the marginalised members of society, 

immigrants and minorities, who should be 

respectfully integrated. Women, older peo-

ple and young people should be given a 

greater say and more opportunities to take 

part in the political process. This would be 

an exemplary political culture that i would 

like to remain involved in as i grow older.”

Hedi Kuthan
grammar school teacher

“If Linz is to become in-
teresting, Voest must be 
wrapped by Christo, the 
dragon train gnomes must 
be set free (surely they 
deserve it after all these 
years) and the Danube 
must be coloured blue so 
that we really live up to 
the promise of the ‘schöne 
blaue Donau’.”

christian penzeneder
social worker
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SAY CHANGE

“My wish is for a climate of mutual acceptance that embraces the va-

riety of cultures, religions, languages and ways of living that are now 

represented in Linz. Art and culture should not remain an inspira-

tion for the particular class that has always appreciated them but 

should become accessible to the largest possible number of Linzers. 

there is no question that Austria’s most interesting city needs an ex-

ternal make over and large-scale projects, exhibitions and activities. 

Yet the soul of it all is what goes on in people’s heads and hearts and 

how we treat each other.” 

gabriele Hoogendijk
secondary school teacher

“Linz 2015 – I have a dream: 
Linz: young – bolshy – totally green – aggres-
sive – globally networked and refreshingly 
different: the opposite of Mozart, Sisi and 
lederhosen.
Linz: the city with the longest, most exciting 
and lively waterfront in Austria: marina 
and the joys of life on the beach.
Linz: New Labor & New Living in new 
 networked live-work residential areas 
 distributed across the entire city.
Linz: Austria’s proof that Kyoto can in  
fact be implemented.
Linz: Mecca of an international avantgarde 
active in the area of (media) art: people from 
200 different countries worldwide on sabba-
tical leave in the ‘city of (electronic) arts’.”

martin schumacher
managing director and partner of  
con.os tourismus.consulting gmbh

“More playgrounds. Preferably with tube 
slides. And swings. And without turds every-
where. You’ve got to tell their masters and 
mistresses because the dogs themselves are 
not to blame. If they need to relieve them-
selves, relieve themselves they must – and 
they cannot pick it up and remove it. And 
the loud building sites should be made to 
go away and the many loud cars too.” 

Jana Zimmerhansl
At present at infant school

“I would like to see an inter-
national festival taking place 
in Linz every year. A couple of 
countries from each of the con-
tinents – with their literature, 
dancing and music, comple-
mented by language courses, 
symposia and cuisine…” 

Jessie Ann de Angelo
Lawyer and musician

“The stated aim of turning Linz into Austria’s most interesting city by 

2015 is supposed to generate some kind of ‘utopia’. However, this 

is a cheap ploy that borders on insult. it reminds one of a colonial 

conqueror who tricks the backward indigenous population by offer-

ing them glass beads. i tried telling the people in charge of Linz09 

that they had better forego the pose of the bringer of civilisation. But 

perhaps it‘s unfair blaming the stick if the donkey refuses to budge.”

Andi Wahl
Worker and writer
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All year long Linz wants to give a treat to everyone who can 
make time for leisure and the Muses. Now no one will have to 
wait for red letter days on the calendar before they can enjoy the 
beautiful things in life. Every day can become a public holiday, 
breaking up the dull routine of everyday life. Simply because  
it makes people happy and because Linz is the cultural capital  
of Europe. The bells will not ring any less often and the trams 
will not run any less frequently. flags will not be needed and 
neither will red carpets. Nonetheless, there will be a few days 
that are more festive than others. Start chanting in choirs if  
the mood strikes you, fall on your knees, hug musicians, kiss  
the directors, buy an ice cream for the museum guard, and  
give some chestnuts to the woman in the cloakroom. Surprise 
yourself, and us!
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YES09

Soccer teams from past and future capitals of culture meet in  

Linz for the Youth european Soccer Cup – Youth european Soccer 

or YeS09 for short. 

in the year after the European Championships there will at last  

be a major European soccer championship tournament taking place 

in the Linz stadia: YES09. Championship matches are scheduled 

to coincide with LiNZfEST09 – the two events will merge on that 

weekend to form one unique, intercultural sports and cultural  

happening. There will be invitations to young soccer players and 

young artists from former and future capitals of culture to come to 

Linz for the occasion. More than 500 guests from all over Europe  

will benefit from the huge cultural programme, cheer their teams 

and/or compete for the cup. 

Youth soccer clubs from cities such as Liverpool, Linz, Essen, Vilnius 

and istanbul will all be striving hard to secure the YES Cup. They 

will be pondering on what the great franz Beckenbauer famously 

said about soccer: “There is only one possibility: victory,  

a draw or defeat.” Both the sports and the cultural events will be  

of a standard that is guaranteed to delight the fans.

JAN feb mAr Apr mAy JuN JuL Aug sep oct Nov dec

LiNZfEST09
EuROPE TAKES TO THE GREEN iN LiNZ 

LINZFeST in the Donaupark is an open air festival where  

days can be spent lazing about in friendly company amid the 

greenery of Linz. 

for almost 20 years this three-day event at Whitsun has offered a 

free-of-charge, multifacetted programme of music, literature, cabaret 

and art with a mix of regional and international acts. What is unique 

about this festival is the atmosphere of its venue, the donaupark 

right next to such cultural institutions as the Lentos Kunstmuseum 

and the Brucknerhaus.

in 2009 the LiNZfEST will focus minds, eyes, ears and hearts on 

a shared Europe. This will be a fest of sounds, tastes, beats and 

games that Linz celebrates together with former and future European 

capitals of culture. Artists and footballers meet at this multicultural 

uban event. Say YES – a sportive and cultural Yes to LiNZfEST09 

and the soccer cup. 

www.linzfest.at

WHAT // EuropEAn culTurE fEsTivAl

WHEN // 30 May – 1 June 09, opening (LINZFESt & YES09) 29 May 09 

WHERE // Donaupark between Lentos Kunstmuseum and Brucknerhaus

IDEA / CoNCEPt //
Linz09, Linz Kultur/Wolfgang Almer, Gerda Forstner, Helmut Haas

PARtICIPANtS // 
Artists from past and future European Capitals of Culture

In collabaration with Linz Kultur supported by Linz AG

JAN feb mAr Apr mAy JuN JuL Aug sep oct Nov dec

WHAT // youTH soccEr cHAmpionsHip cup
WHEN // 30 May – 1 June 09
WHERE // 
Sportanlagen ABC-Bewegungscenter, SK Admira Linz, SV urfahr,  
FC Blau Weiss Linz
IDEA / CoNCEPt // 
Linz09/ulrich Fuchs, Magnus Hofmüller, Leo Saftic, Martin Dreiling,  
oberösterreichischer Fußballverband/Heinz oberauer, Andy Hoffmann
PARtICIPANtS // 
Eleven all-star teams from former and future European capitals of culture 
plus an all-star team from Linz, girls and boys (u15)  
Kick-off: Willi Lemke, uN Special Representative for Sports and Development

A Linz09 project in collabaration with the oberösterreichischen Fußball-
verband under the patronage of Ivica Vastic and project partner LASK Linz
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fRiSCHLufTKLASSiK  

FrISCHLUFTKLASSIK is a an open air, interactive music festival 

with something for everyone – young and old.

The Bruckner Orchestra Linz with its chief conductor, dennis Rus-

sell davies, presents itself as the symphony orchestra of upper Aus-

tria – with two evenings of music devoted to heroes and to dance, 

from “West Side Story” to “William Tell”. 

The orchestra workshop Move.on will stage music mediation  

programmes for young people and grown-ups surrounded by  

greenery; musicians from Brazil will be presenting open air side-

shows and there will also be a “green” Sunday matinée with fred-

eric Smetana’s “Vltava” performed by a youth orchestra. 

The Volksgarten will be the venue for all this – the pulsing heart  

of the revamped Bahnhofsviertel, located between the new Labour 

Chamber building and the building site of the Music Theatre.  

in the fading light of the evening it will be transformed into a fairy 

tale setting. 

WHAT // opEn Air clAssics
WHEN // 
Frischluftklassik open Air concerts on 26 and 27 June 09 from 8.30 p.m.; 
workshops and sideshows from 22 – 28 June 09
WHERE // 
Linzer Volksgarten between Arbeiterkammer and the Music theatre building site 
IDEA / CoNCEPt / REALISAtIoN // 
Linz09, Arbeiterkammer oberösterreich, Bruckner orchester Linz
PERFoRMING ARtIStS // 
Bruckner orchestra Linz, conductor: Dennis Russell Davies
Move.on – orchestral workshop of Bruckner orchestra Linz, Chemie Chor 
Linz, oÖ Jugendsymphonieorchester, moving cultures

BRuCKNERfEST 09
CLASSiCS WiTH A diffERENCE /  
iMAGE ANd MuSiC

In Cultural Capital Year the Brucknerfest again insists that it is 

“classical but with a difference” and moves the inevitable and often 

cited interplay between image and sound centre stage. 

With “image and Music” the festival refers directly to the interplay 

of sound and image. following the lead of Theodor W. Adorno the 

Brucknerhaus has always paid special attention to this theme and has 

provided ample opportunity for its visitors to experience it. 

The very first Linzer Klangwolke (Cloud of Sound) in 1979 demon-

strated this close, “audio-visual” partnership in a live performance, and 

the fascination with this theme is as alive today as it was then. Coopera-

tion with the Ars Electronica futurelab has made further progress pos-

sible. Spectacular performances such as the 3d realisation of Richard 

Wagner’s “Rheingold” and Stravinsky’s “Le Sacre du Printemps” are in-

ternationally acclaimed success stories. in 2009 the Bruckner Orchestra 

Linz with dennis Russell davies will perform Haydn’s “The Creation”. 

One might think of this as a suitable climax, but there is a lot more to 

come: the Brucknerfest will yield a positive string of climaxes and will 

include such opulent feasts as the Budapest Philharmonic Orchestra 

and the Wiener Philharmoniker with Zubin Mehta.

WHAT // music fEsTivAl

WHEN // 
13 September – 5 october 09
13 September 09: opening concert and classical “Klangwolke”

WHERE // Brucknerhaus, www.brucknerhaus.at

IDEA / CoNCEPt // Brucknerhaus Linz

Bruckner Festival organised by Brucknerhaus Linz
Klangwolke organised by Brucknerhaus Linz and oRF oÖ

JAN feb mAr Apr mAy JuN JuL Aug sep oct Nov dec JAN feb mAr Apr mAy JuN JuL Aug sep oct Nov dec
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PfLASTERSPEKTAKEL   

International Linz street art festival with Street Art College.

With its immediacy, spontaneity and the delight it takes in improvi-

sation, street art is a unique form of artistic expression. The Linz 

PfLASTERSPEKTAKEL has been bringing a breath of fresh air  

to the city’s centre for more than 20 years in the shape of more  

1,000 different acts, all conceivable variations of music, theatre, 

circus artistry and much more. The fixed stars of this spectacular 

 cobblestone universe include the opening ceremony with acrobatic 

stilts acts, Nightlines, musical and drama performances in inner 

courtyards, kaleidoscope nights, samba processions and light  

and fire events. 

in 2009 Linz will invite participating artists for a first Street Art  

College, which will create conditions conducive to the development 

of new artistic ideas and collaborations. The College will keep going 

even after the end of Culture Capital Year. 

www.pflasterspektakel.at

COMPAGNiE LuC AMOROS 
DAS uNBESCHRIEBENE BLAtt /  
tHE BLANK PAGE / PREMIERE

for his contribution to Linz’s year as Capital of Culture Luc Amoros 

resorts to the art of shadow theatre and enriches it to create unique 

pictures spectacular and intimate in turn, pictures from remote parts 

of the world and from just around the corner, dreams of indigenous 

populations and dreams from his own childhood, stories of the 

meetings of civilisations. for close to 20 years now Amoros has 

been working with his theatre of illusions, using shadows, brushes 

and cameras and inhabiting the border territory between craftsman-

ship and technology. Stretched canvasses leaning against a house 

front like a huge piece of scaffolding serve as screens for painted 

or engraved pictures or for pictures filmed live. One story, many 

stories: say, about the Celts having invented cinema or the Nibelun-

genlied told from the losers’ perspective. 

“The world only exists as long as it is being painted or sung  

about”, say Australia’s aborigines. The city only exists as long  

as its walls reflect and sing its history. 

With colourful pictures and festive music; here and now;  

using only hands and voices.

These pictures compensate us for the sterile images that do not  

tell us anything about the world but only try to sell it to us. 

WHAT // sTrEET ArT

WHEN // 23 – 25 July 09

WHERE // Public space / Inner city

IDEA / CoNCEPt // Pflasterspektakel and Linz09

In collaboration with LinzKultur / Städtische Kulturentwicklung  
supported by LINZ AG

WHAT // visuAl THEATrE

WHEN // opening act of Pflasterspektakel and as part of the festival 

WHERE // Inner city

IDEA / CoNCEPt // Compagnie Luc Amoros 

A coproduction with Linz Kultur / Pflasterspektakel, IN SItu –  
Europäisches Straßenkunstnetzwerk and La Strada Graz 
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CROSSiNG EuROPE  
fiLMfESTiVAL LiNZ

It is a well established tradition for Linz’s annual european film 

festival to concentrate on young, unconventional auteur filmmakers. 

Over seven days film buffs will be offered hand-picked feature films 

and documentaries. The two must-see events within the festival are 

“Panorama Europa”, which premieres new films from international 

festivals, and the competition “European Cinema” with a first prize 

of  10,000. Additional highlights are the RAY Audience Award and 

the Local Artist Award. 

The festival pays tribute to outstanding cineastic auteurs; this time 

its the turn of two directors from the Western part of Switzerland, 

ursula Meier and Lionel Baier, who will present their substantial 

oeuvre of short films, documentaries and features. 

Specials will be focussing on such themes as the world of employ-

ment, music and youth subcultures and on the latest offerings from 

the Austrian film industry. The daily Nightline will be staging a great 

variety of musical live acts. 

EXTRA EuROPA invites film personalities and the representatives  

of a number of film festivals in Turkey, Norway and Switzerland  

to Linz, and the Norwegian film and media artist inger Lise Hansen  

will produce a new work as OK Artist in Residence.

www.crossingeurope.at

WHAT // film fEsTivAl

WHEN // 20 – 26 April 09

WHERE // 
Festival cinemas: Moviemento, City Kino, Kapu
Festival centre: oK offenes Kulturhaus oÖ

FEStIVAL DIRECtIoN // Christine Dollhofer

In collaboration with Crossing Europe Filmfestival Linz
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ARS ELECTRONiCA

In 2009 Ars electronica celebrates its 30th anniversary: reason 

enough to reflect not only on how it has evolved but on media art 

worldwide. The opening of the new Ars electronica Center marks 

the beginning of the next chapter of this success story…

At the beginning of Cultural Capital Year Ars Electronica opens its 

new “Museum of the future”. in a spectacular and unique manner 

the new Ars Electronica Center combines a wealth of functions and 

adds to old strengths, such as intuitive access and the encourage-

ment of a playful approach, together with themes such as the new 

images of man. in addition to this the new Ars Electronica Center 

serves as home base for the virtual Journey Around the World 80+1: 

information streams and messages from all over the world are chan-

nelled to the Geo-Observatory, a futuristic map and logistics room, 

where they are made visible. 

in 2009 Ars Electronica also celebrates 30 years of its existence, 

which finds expression in a comprehensive digital archive. The 

festival, which will be taking place in 2009 from 3 to 8 September, 

will be dedicated in its entirety to “Zukunft/future”. it will be all 

about the attraction of daring visions of our future and the general 

question as to our concept of futurity. 

WHAT // fEsTivAl for ArT, TEcHnology And sociETy

WHEN // 3 – 8 September 09

IDEA / CoNCEPt // Ars Electronica, www.aec.at

In collaboration with Ars Electronica
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ZüNdSTOff 09  

Theatre inflames, provokes, causes excite-

ment. The spark leaps across, schools in 

the region and international youth groups 

catch it on the wind and fan it into flames. 

Of all school projects, drama mobilises  

the most commitment and creates  

the greatest enthusiasm. Often it deals  

with today’s most relevant topics, truly 

explosive matter. 

This project, which has so far been  

confined exclusively to upper Austrian 

school and youth drama groups, will look 

beyond our borders in Capital of Culture 

year. As a City of Peace, Linz will invite 

drama groups from regions that are marked 

by the harshness of their political, social  

or societal climate. Together with ten  

upper Austrian troupes selected by an 

expert jury these children and teens will 

put on a varied and exciting programme 

over four days, which will be of interest 

not only to their peers but also to cultur-

ally inclined grown-ups.

Workshops lasting for several days  

conducted by renowned international 

artists will supplement the festival’s 

programme and foster exchange between 

individual troupes. Two guest productions 

will make ZüNdSTOff a forum where 

young people from the most disparate 

backgrounds, cultures and traditions  

meet. for Linz this is an opportunity to 

make one more contribution to cultural 

and societal dialogue and to add to its 

reputation as a City of Peace. 

MARKEt tHEAtRE: tHuRS-
DAY’S CHILD

tHuRSDAY’S CHILD is a play that deals 

with abuse, rape and prostitution. Maro-

leng has been abandoned by her mother. 

Left to her own devices she experiences all 

the horrors of life in the gutter. the produc-

tion, with its student cast from township 

Alexandra near Johannesburg, won the 

first prize out of more than forty entries 

at one of South Africa’s most important 

theatre festivals, the Zwakala. 

CoNCEPt / DIRECtoR //  

Ntshieng Mokgoro

ALRoWWAD tHEAtRE AND 
DANCE GRouP: WE ARE tHE 
CHILDREN oF tHE CAMP &  
BLAME It oN tHE WoLF

Alrowwad theatre and Dance group 

 consists of 14 girls and boys aged between 

10 and 18, with another four girls bringing 

up the chorus. the Palestinian youth 

theatre troupe will bring two productions 

to Linz. 

WE ARE tHE CHILDREN oF tHE CAMP 

presents the Palestinian perspective on the 

historical background of their country’s 

occupation. 

BLAME It oN tHE WoLF uses the mate-

rial of classic fairy stories and deconstructs 

it to reveal a content that is radically dif-

ferent from the prima facie interpretation. 

What was considered as established fact 

suddenly turns out to have been false all 

along and other backdrops come into view. 

In other words, what is presented is 

an object lesson warning of the dangers of 

premature conclusions, which are liable to 

be misleading.

 

CoNCEPt / DIRECtoR //  

Abdelfattah Abusrour

JAN feb mAr Apr mAy JuN

JuL Aug sep oct Nov dec

WHAT // scHool drAmA fEsTivAl

WHEN // 15 – 18 April 09

WHERE // 

Hafenhalle09, Landestheater Linz, theater des 

Kindes im Kuddelmuddel, theater Phönix

IDEA / CoNCEPt // 
Zündstoff, Linz 09, www.zuendstoff.at

In collaboration with Verein Zündstoff
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SCHäXPiR

Clear the stage for a fresh, dynamic and 

young theatre and raise the curtain on 150 

unusual performances!

in its fifth edition the international  

Theatre festival for Young Audiences will 

again be staging exciting, courageous and 

unusual plays. Already in the runup to its 

tried and proven June schedule SCHäXPiR 

and Linz09 will be showing international 

coproductions. four commissioned plays 

will focus on Linz and on the concerns of 

the children and young people in the city: 

The curtain raiser will be ME GuSTA  

by Laika, a tasty theatrical extravaganza 

somewhere between tea ceremony and  

cannibalism, a culinary adventure with  

a bow to Austrian table rituals. 

Sgaramusch from Switzerland and  

the Norwegian multinational troupe  

NiE will take a close look at the wishes 

and dreams of children in Linz, as part of 

EXTRA EuROPA: on board the historic 

danube steamer MS Schönbrunn visitors 

move from cabin to cabin and are drawn 

into exciting, fantastic stories. 

The dutch group Het Lab will deal with the 

theme of xenophobia in RuMOR and a busy 

location in Linz’s inner city is converted into 

a stage for improvised mini dramas.

What old dog does not still have some 

life left in him? in the dance production 

SOLAR CiTY members of the ensemble 

Kopergietery meet the Linz Voest  

Choir, artists and volleyball players –  

an exciting theatrical match on the topic  

of the different generations and myths  

to be found in the steel city! 

 

JAN feb mAr Apr mAy JuN
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WHAT // inTErnATionAl THEATrE  
fEsTivAl for young AudiEncEs 

WHEN // 25 June – 5 July 09

WHERE // 
Linz, Wels, Steyr, Gmunden, e.g. Landestheater 
Linz, theater Phönix, theater des Kindes, Post-
hof Linz, Hafenhalle09, oK offenes Kulturhaus 
oÖ, Stadttheater Wels, Altes theater Steyr, 
Stadttheater Gmunden

IDEA / CoNCEPt // 
Julius Stieber, Stephan Rabl

CASt //
Around 50 international and Autrian drama 
groups, including Sgaramusch / NIE, Het Lab, 
Kopergietery, Laika

A coproduction with SCHÄXPIR (oÖ Kultur)

WIR SIND LINZ / LINZ IS uS

for SCHäXPiR 2009 u\hof: has developed 

an unusual format, part of which are face to 

face conversations with youngsters between 

the ages of 12 and 18, from all parts of the 

city, from all kinds of backgrounds and 

cultures: What is Linz? do you feel at home 

here? is this where you feel you belong? Are 

you happy in Linz? Or would you rather 

up and leave? On the basis of this conversa-

tion material the author and director Henry 

Mason will write short scenes and above 

all song lyrics. These are then set to music 

by one of the many composers who have 

worked for u\hof: over the years.

This, it is hoped, will result in an authentic 

Linz revue, full of zest and wit and with 

edges and corners, interpreted by the u\hof: 

ensemble, with active support from the 

Candide rock band. in words and music 

WiR SiNd LiNZ will have tales to tell about 

vastly divergent life plans, about longings, 

aggros and – who knows – perhaps even 

about an occasional admission that home  

is where Linz is. 

WHAT // rEvuE for AudiEncEs  
of 14 yEArs And ovEr 
WHEN // Premiere 25 June 09
WHERE // 
Landestheater, www.landestheater-linz.at
CoNCEPt / DIRECtoR // Henry Mason
MuSICAL DIRECtIoN // David Wagner
SCENoGRAPHY // Renate Schuler

In collaboration with Landestheater Linz  
and SCHÄXPIR
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iNTERNATiONAL  
CHiLdREN’S fiLM fESTiVAL 

entertaining and at the same time demanding films from  

all over the world: suitable for children of six and over and for  

all those who have a soft spot for great children’s films. 

“Great art for young eyes”, dreams, longings, adventures and the 

pranks of streetwise kids will be projected on to the big screen by 

the iNTERNATiONAL CHiLdREN’S fiLM fESTiVAL. The films 

are exceptions by the everyday standards of the cinema and TV: 

both entertaining and demanding, they offer exciting expeditions 

and trips to other countries and other periods of history. They invite 

their audience to give free rein to their emotions and to share the 

protagonists’ excitement and high spirits. They also reflect the hard 

facts of real life as seen through the eyes of children.

The aim is to stimulate the imagination and to provide instruction 

and entertainment both to children themselves and to their grown-

up company. The films will be shown in their original language 

and dubbed live on the spot. An additional highlight is the dubbing 

workshop, in which children make up the dialogue – these scenes 

are to be shown in what will be one the festival’s defining moments. 

www.kinderfreunde.cc/kinderfilmfestival

WHAT // cHildrEn’s films

WHEN // 22 – 29 November 09 

WHERE // Moviemento, www.moviemento.at

In collaboration with Kinderfreunde oberösterreich and Moviemento Kino 

KidSPARAdE

Merry, colourful, noisy: KIDS’ PArADe is europe’s only no-nonsense 

demonstration for the rights of the Child. It is, after all, with our 

children that the future starts!

in 1989 the united Nations passed the “Convention on the Rights of 

the Child”. 20 years later this convention has been ratified by Austria 

but not yet elevated to constitutional rank. “This has got to change”, 

is one of the demands adopted by the KidSPARAdE. Thousands of 

children and grownups will make themselves heard as they parade 

down the Linzer Landstraße in order to draw attention to the urgency 

of this matter. The opening will be a family occasion. Workshops 

and fairground attractions in the centre of Linz will make children’s 

hearts beat faster. in the run-up to the event, boys and girls will 

already be engaging actively with the topic of the Rights of the Child, 

with art and culture playing the leading roles: What do arts and 

culture have to offer to children? Where can they be found? What do 

children expect from art, and how can they take part in cultural life? 

 KidSPARAdE is a forum oriented towards children and teens, which 

is designed to enable Europe’s children to speak up for their rights, 

loudly, cheerfully and with many voices. in the process they will also 

be declaring Linz to be the Capital of the Rights of the Child! 

www.kidsparade.at

WHAT // cHildrEn’s dEmonsTrATion

WHEN // 20 June 09 

WHERE // Linz city centre/Landstraße 

In collaboration with Kinderfreunde oberösterreich 
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MEGAHERTZ
10th EuROPEAN YOuTH MuSiC fESTiVAL 2009

A high-volume festival for young people. Waves of sound and  

visitors. A heart warming prospect. 

The 10th European Youth Music festival celebrates music, Europe 

and Linz. it celebrates sound, movement, the future. More than 8,000 

participants from all over Europe are putting together a programme 

oriented primarily but by no means exclusively towards young audi-

ences. under the motto “Europe moves together” Austrian musicians 

and musicians from abroad will be making their music in a number 

of different venues.

Austria has always presented itself as a land of culture and hospital-

ity. An important part of the festival will be the General Assembly of 

the European Music School union (EMu) in Gmunden. delegates 

from all 26 member countries will form a high-power international 

music forum for a discussion of cross-border developments, tenden-

cies and trends in Europe in the field of musical training. A key 

theme in addition to the important role played by music schools  

in passing on cultural traditions will be the sensitisation of hearing 

as a counterweight to our “turn up the volume” society.

WHAT // music fEsTivAl

WHEN / WHERE // 
21 – 24 May 09, 19 – 20 May 09 / Pre-Festival and General Assembly  
of the European Music School union (EMu) in Gmunden 
21 May 09 / open Air opening in the Hauptplatz, Linz 
23 May 09 / Closing ceremony in the Intersport arena, Linz

PARtICIPANtS // 
Young musicians from Austria and the nations of Europe 

In collaboration with oberösterreichische Landesmusikdirektion, the 
 Konferenz Österreichischer Musikschulwerke and the European Music School 
union supported by Sparkasse oÖ, oRF oÖ and Energie AG oberösterreich

PuRiMSPiL
THE CELEBRATiON Of SuRViVAL / PREMiERE

The Jewish holiday of Purim, put on to the stage by David  

Maayan, cooks up a dish of boisterous high spirits, rebelliousness 

and something in the nature of a short history lesson in parts of 

Linz’s netherworld.

Purim resembles in its masked and costumed revelry Christian  

carnival. Virtually anything is allowed and lines separating good 

and evil, day and night, stage and reality are blurred. Anarchism 

and rebellion are the order of the day. They are the driving forces 

at the bottom of a tradition that is characterised by resistance and 

harks back to the deliverance of the Persian Jews from their Baby-

lonian captivity. its origins are in seedy suburbs and villages, grimy 

doss houses and derelict inns; subsequently it became de rigueur  

to swear, feast, celebrate and generally let off steam even in syna-

gogues, schools and in the street. 

These radically subversive pranks have now become part of main-

stream culture. if PuRiMSPiL now invites audiences into the tunnel 

system of Linz’s Cembran Keller, the choice of this bleak place with 

its grim historical associations underlines even more the fact that 

the play is set in a halfworld of very doubtful status. The characters 

know how to celebrate Purim in style among the huge wine vats and 

will sweep their audience with them in their ecstatic dance.

WHAT // THEATrE 
WHEN // 11 March (Premiere) and 13 – 21 March 09
WHERE // Cembran Keller
CoNCEPt / DIRECtoR // David Maayan
SCRIPt // Joshua Sobol 
MuSIC // Ida Kelarova / Desiderius Dužda / tomas Kaco
CASt // 
Maxi Blaha, Rafael Goldwaser, Melita Jurisic, Daniel Keberle, Barbara Spitz, 
David Wurawa, Nick-Robin Dietrich, Aline Eydam, Felicitas Franz, Elisabeth 
Hütter, Lukas Müller, Vladimir Petkovic, Jonathan Schimmer, Julian Sigl, 
Serkan temel, ZaterdagMatinee (Concertgebouw Amsterdam)

In collaboration with Anton Bruckner Privatuniversität
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füR diE BEWEGLiCHKEiT /  
fOR THE SAKE Of MOBiLiTY
POETRY dAYS

This festival, which encompasses several different disciplines  

and venues, opts for a remarkably open-minded approach to the 

term “poiesis”.

“Poiesis” in its literal sense refers to the down-to-earth process of 

making or creating something and of putting it into circulation. it 

is therefore a term that can / must / may be approached with great 

openness. Where will this lead? The multi-talented Georg Jappe, 

artist, art critic, essayist, and poet of many talents, who died in 2007, 

will be at the centre of a memorial exhibition, which will also serve 

as a point of departure for füR diE BEWEGLiCHKEiT: in 2009 this 

biennial poetry festival will be staged for the third time, this time 

under the motto “Notizen, Ränder, Nomaden” (Notes, margins, 

nomads). There will be a special focus on france, Switzerland and 

Hungary. Not only can the festival not be tied down to any one 

discipline, it uses also a number of different venues and features 

readings, lectures and concerts of new music. Audiences are invited 

to confront poetry that will open up new spaces for them. 

WHAT // poETry fEsTivAl

WHEN // 

15 – 18 April 09, exhibition: 1 – 19 April 09, opening: 31 March 09

WHERE // 
Künstlervereinigung MAERZ, www.maerz.at
StifterHaus, www.stifter-haus.at
HMH Kunstereignisse, www.rubblemaster.com/de/community/hmh-kunstereignisse
Botanischer Garten, www.linz.at/umwelt

IDEA / CoNCEPt // Christian Steinbacher

In collaboration with Künstlervereinigung MAERZ, supported by the venues 
involved, Pro Helvetia and Collegium Hungaricum 
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WiENER GESCHENK / 
A ViENNESE GifT

What does the great federal capital do when all of a sudden her lit-

tle sister starts hogging all the limelight? She makes Linz a present: 

a concert for Austria.

Vienna’s view on the provinces will focus on Linz in 2009. in  

such a situation, some might decide to keep a low profile. Others 

show true greatness, are delighted and offer congratulations. With  

a present for the Capital of Culture and its guests. On National  

day, when else. And with a grand gesture, one worthy of a Capital 

of Culture. At the Brucknerhaus, one of the world’s best orchestras, 

Austria’s pièce de resistance, the Vienna Philharmonic with its  

conductor Georges Prêtre will perform works by Richard Strauss 

and Ludwig van Beethoven, such as the Symphony No. 3 in E  

flat major, op. 55, Eroica. This is the musical highlight with which 

Vienna will pay homage to a memorable year and with which it 

plans to crown Linz. 

The ORf will be reporting comprehensively on the Capitol of Cul-

ture to mark Austria’s National day.

WHAT // concErT

WHEN // 26 october 09

WHERE // Brucknerhaus, www.brucknerhaus.at

By invitation only

PERFoRMING ARtIStS // 
the Vienna Philharmonic conducted by Georges Prêtre

In collaboration with Brucknerhaus and the Vienna Philharmonic
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sAy LINZ. 
SAY CHANGE

“What does Linz need after 2015? A cultu-

ral policy and a cultural bureaucracy that 

does not interfere with the regional and in-

ternational creative potential that is found 

here: never against something, always for 

it; a media community that responds to 

expressions of these cultural and artistic 

attitudes towards life with critical com-

petence and public encouragement; and, 

lastly, economic, social and educational 

policies that form part of such a cultural 

policy and underwrite the inevitable 

conclusion: Austria’s most interesting city 

must also be the city with Austria’s highest 

quality of life.” 

franz schwabeneder
formerly culture editor, 
oberösterreichische Nachrichten

“I want to see more 
youthful, lively 
festivals along the 
lines of Crossing 
Europe!”

Ingrid schwarz
civil servant

“Culture,  
open-minded-
ness and a 
wide range of 
interests!”
Josef pühringer
governor of upper Austria

“the city has to be rejuven-
ated. We need more stu-
dents to liven up city life. 
the university of Arts in 
the Inner City is of vital 
 importance. 
What is also lacking for me 
personally: an interface 
to connect the city and 
the river. Linz must move 
closer to the Danube. 
Linz’s gastronomy could 
do with more diversity and 
openness – especially at 
weekends.” 

uli böker
mayor of ottensheim

“I think Linz could be a 
good scene when there is 
more focus on international 
quality in music instead 
of so much focus on 
national and European new 
concepts. New concepts 
are always good but there 
has not been something 
that gives the general popu-
lations quality enough in 
the classic forms and their 
dirivities to justify pushing 
it on the public out of pride. 
It is about providing music 
to people not someone’s 
brainstorming.”

doug Hammond
musician, upper Austrian prize for Art  
in Intercultural dialogue 
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SAY CHANGE

“A lot is possible in this open, 
dynamic city. It is my wish  
that this doesn’t change –  
that the forces that matter  
continue to collaborate in  
Linz when it comes to making 
ideas become reality. It is  
also important for me that  
the city does not seek to  
position itself by competing 
with other cities but rather 
goes on developing and  
refining its own unique,  
unmistakable profile.” 

franz dobusch
mayor

“in Linz’s urban space there is already everything that an interesting 

city needs. in future it will be important to fill the spaces that have 

been created with exciting content. Who knows – perhaps a project 

like 80 + 1 will burgeon into the new World Economic forum.” 

georg steiner 
director of tourism

“What has struck me about Linz during recent years is that the city 

has de-uglified itself and has become broader. 

What else could be done? I could imagine summer evenings with 

improvised open air jazz concerts, with chamber music, with poetry 

recitals. No mega events and not next to a hotel terrace, as is the 

case already, but regular casual events for flaneurs, fans and chance 

listeners. there could be places along the banks of the Danube for 

barbecues or for picnics in the shade of the trees.”

evelyn gröbl-steinbach schuster 
professor, Johannes Kepler university, social philosopher 

“Linz 2015: I hope it will then 
be like the city in those unex-
pectedly warm days in spring, 
when half the population 
seems to be out and about and 
when there are actually people 
in the streets who are in high 
spirits, open, jolly, louder than 
usual, relaxed and easy going. 
A city that is really and truly 
alive, not only a city of labour, 
of industry, of the media, but  
a truly human city.”

Ingrid fischer-schreiber
sinologist and curator
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SAY CHANGE

“I think Linz is moving in the right direction, 
towards taking up a position on the inter-
national stage and that for this reason no 
effort should be spared to improve Ars 
 Electronica and offenes Kulturhaus as 
much as possible. W-lan everywhere in the 
centre would be great.”
Herlinde friedl
Art teacher

“Linz must wake up its cosy ideas! the greater part of the city’s 

residents like it here and wouldn’t want to live anywhere else. 

And that’s as it should be. there is however a downside to liking 

things as they are: it may slow you down all the way to a complete 

standstill and to a loss of creativity. Linz needs visions – in the 

field of culture, architecture and urban planning. And it must 

finally wake up to the fact that there is a river running through the 

city. the development of Ars Electronica should be a model and 

a source of inspiration for such areas as architecture. the city is 

going to need more independence in this respect. More courage to 

be different, to assert itself, warts and all. More readiness to think 

outside its comfortable box and a bit of real confidence that the 

city has got what it takes to attract international interest. that very 

self-confidence that has already firmly taken root in the region’s 

economy. Linz must understand that you’re only interesting as a 

personality if you’re independent and that it’s not necessarily a bad 

thing to have a polarising effect. Politics must learn to take a back 

seat in certain areas and to allow people more room to move.  In 

cultural and architectural matters the function of politics consists 

mainly in creating opportunities and giving visionaries and experts 

the backing they need. there must be an end to decision making 

that simply aims to please the majority. 

Linz has the chance to position itself as Austria’s most modern 

city free from kitsch and tradition, to contribute to Austria’s 

potential and to an image that has been cleansed of yodelling and 

dirndl. If Linz fails to take that chance, it will end up as something 

between the poor man’s Vienna and Little Salzburg – with a dash of 

Innsbruck Lite.”

bernhard buchegger
buchegger, denoth, feichtner

“I do hope Linz will have broadened its 
communal welfare programmes by 2015. 
Having secured the social safety net the city 
can now invest in its intellectual infrastruc-
ture. Free provision of web access and 
storage and free educational materials for 
preschool, school, university, and further 
education is a done deal. Johannes Kepler 
university has added cultural and web 
sciences to its programme. Free knowledge 
makes the city come alive.”
thomas gegenhuber
student representative, Johannes Kepler university

“Admittedly the city’s pace is no joke. My mother, who used to be 

able to keep up with the most agile people, says today: This pace is 

getting too much for me. is her daughter allowed to utter the wish 

for a city that slows down a bit? What if there are unhoped-for side 

effects to this? What if seeing turns to watching and hearing to listen-

ing? What if citizens begin to articulate proposals about the public 

space which they used to traverse without paying any attention to 

it? And while we’re about it, we might demand transparence and 

self-determination from the city and from its staid institutions. We 

know what’s good for you! This kind of attitude should have eva-

porated by 2015. i’d also like to see a powerful signal of the open-

mindedness of my city: internationally acclaimed new bridgehead 

buildings on the banks of the danube; attractive buildings, in which 

the universities of the arts and the humanities engage in an ongoing 

dialogue with the sciences, the economy, with politics and with 

all people who want to share ideas, knowledge and experiences. 

Because it’s fun and provides security for those who want to live 

here in 2050.”

Heidemarie penz
entrepreneur
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dreams float above the city, dreams of happiness. The only cities 
worth living in are those that encourage dreams and hold out a 
chance for their fulfilment. The head stuck in the clouds looking 
for what has not yet been achieved; the feet firmly on the ground, 
in touch with reality: this may be a difficult feat to perform for 
any single individual. A cultural capital on the other hand needs 
to be able to lead this kind of double life, day and night. in 2009 
Linz will dream a hole in the sky.
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REVuE

Circus Hieronymus will present its racy 

revue “Denn die Sehnsucht kommt aus 

dem Chaos!” (Because longing is the fruit 

of chaos).

Highly strung women, confused men, 

opera singers of both sexes in places they 

should never have gone to in the first 

place, and professional rabble rousers meet 

lapsed preachers, canned music enter-

tainers, particle accelerators and weird 

animals: musicians and dancers balancing 

on tiptoe at the brink of unreason. They 

cobble together power electronics, release 

Breakcore from hell, celebrate glitch and 

pop! featuring repeat offenders who have 

been known to cause havoc before. 

CiRCuS

CIrCUS has no arena – it is itself an arena! It’s all there for everyone to see, it’s all transpar-

ent. In more than one hundred performances CIrCUS becomes a magical venue with magic 

as its programme. Step inside! Take part! 

Roll up roll up! CiRCuS is here, with 100 performances. CiRCuS – a magical venue with  

terrific music and the show that brings you face to face with great musicians and artists. 

Sound a fanfare! CiRCuS will have much of its music specially composed or arranged by such 

composers as Katharina Klement, Judith unterpertinger, Johanna doderer, Bernd Preinfalk, 

Renald deppe, Rudolf Jungwirth. it will be music that makes you listen, laugh, marvel. Most 

productions will be in the hands of ENSEMBLE09.

Step right in! CiRCuS will be headed by such people as directors as didi Bruckmayr, Renald 

deppe, Wolfgang dorninger, isabel Ettenauer, Michi Gaigg, Thomas Kerbl, Gunar Letzbor, ferry 

Öllinger, Michael Oman, Rudy Pfann, Martin Ptak, Leo Schmidinger and Balduin Sulzer.

This way, if you please! With Jeunesse Musicale the little ones get their fair share, too. Pupils 

are given the chance to present their productions at the CiRCuS.

WELCoME IN tHE CIRCuS RING!

tune in! Everywhere in Europe! From 12 to 15 May Ö1 and EBu (European Broadcasting 

union) will be broadcasting live from the CIRCuS. You can tune in via more than 75 radio 

stations in Europe North Africa and the Middle East.

CIRCuS is closely linked to HÖRStADt, a project that makes our acoustic environment  

a political issue. Prick up your ears! 

WHEN / WHERE // 
11 May 09 – 15 June 09 / Linz: Spielplatz Limonistollen
19 – 26 June 09 / Schärding: Kurhaus Schärding  
(in collaboration with Schärdinger Festwochen and INNtöne Festival)
30 June 09 – 21 July 09 / Linz: Bergschlößl
25 July 09 – 6 August 09 / Gmunden: toscanapark  
(in collaboration with Salzkammergut Festwochen Gmunden)
10 – 30 August 09 / Linz: Parkanlage Anton Bruckner universität / BH urfahr-umgebung
IDEA / CoNCEPt // Peter Androsch
tEAM // Peter Androsch, Elke Wagner, Leo Saftic, thomas Diesenreiter, Renate Schuler

A Linz09 project supported by Brau union, Bank Austria, Linz AG, Schenker and oRF Ö1

IDEA / CoNCEPt // Didi Bruckmayr

PARtICIPANtS //
Hecate, Sir Alice, Alexandra von Bolz´n, Silk, 
Ron Athey, Reverend Beatman, Jonglissimo, 
Cherry Sunkist, Christiane Zollhauser, Washer, 
Horace, Fuckhead, Frank Wörner, Vacunt, Gigi 
Gratt, Mussurunga and many more
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MAGiE
EASt oF tHE SuN &  
WESt oF tHE MooN

Musical sounds conjured in hearts cleared 

of preconceptions. A series of fascinating 

acoustic scenes from the countries of the 

rising Sun. 

A charming musical juggling act using  

differences big and small. A magical  

discourse on what is familiar and on  

what is strange, on closeness and distance 

in the cultural self-interpretation of two 

continents. The sound interventions by  

the Vienna and Linz based composer 

Renald deppe weave exemplary excerpts 

from contemporary works into a magical 

cosmos of sound. Visualised sound sym-

bols and subtle lighting accompany the  

exciting dialogue between the cultures. 

What makes it possible to feel at home 

even though one is surrounded by stran-

gers on all sides is a tiny hut, which pro-

vides all the space YOu are going to need 

to store the entire East, the entire West.

CLOWNERiE
CIRCuS LEBASI

Anything that’s different is circus.  

Johann Le Guillerm

in front of the tent an agitated ringmaster 

announcing the show, inside the tent the 

circus band in red jackets, the circus boy 

running errands for the ringmasters, the 

icecream vendor in the interval, “balloons 

and ticker tape”, the flourishes of the grand 

finale with the band and its conductor for 

a last “au revoir”. All this is no more than 

an empty box, a quasi prop. Yet what is 

Circus? Could it be a motorcar in an arena, 

or an elephant? Or 100 metronomes in the 

circus ring, or a toy piano soloist? That’s 

Circus. CiRCuS LEBASi.

The band plays music that has been 

especially written for it by Max Nagl, the 

metronomes are performing the “Poème 

Symphonique” by György Ligeti, the  

toy piano pianist is playing new works  

by Karlheinz Essl, Matthew Hindson,  

Gustav and others.

COMiX

Music from animated films mirrors  

the legacy of an avant-garde.

Harsh contrasts, changes of pace, cuts. 

Escaping persecution by the Nazis, many 

composers emigrated to the uS, where 

they found jobs in teaching or in the music 

industry. Many of their radical onomato-

poeic or rather sound imitative composi-

tions have been used as models worldwide 

for composers such as Tadashi Kinoshita, 

Henry Mancini, Jack Marshall and Neal 

Hefti. Supercussion Vienna presents a 

wide range of onomatopoeic compositions 

from Edgar Varèse to danny Elfman.

CoNCEPt // Renald Deppe

PERFoRMING ARtIStS //
Ensemble09, Renald Deppe, Martin Ptak, Renate 
Schuler, “brpobr”/ Michael Bruckner, Fabian 
Pollak, Bernhard Breuer

IDEA / CoNCEPt // 
Isabel Ettenauer, Jérôme thomas

MItWIRKENDE //
Isabel Ettenauer, Jérôme thomas, Franck tenot, 
Ensemble09

IDEA // Peter Androsch

CoNCEPt // Leonhard Schmidinger

PERFoRMING ARtIStS //
Supercussion Vienna, Leonhard Schmidinger
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BACKFLASH IN oFF- AND BACKBEAt
The circus ring is filled by analog, electroacoustic sounds and its handlers! Pure nostalgia 
by and with the eela craig fan of long standing, the drummer Rudy Pfann (Austria Knochen-
schau, urfahraner Aufgeiger, Los Torpedos, The Big Easy, Apollo3) and friends in memoriam 
of Hubert Bognermayr (1948-1999) and Hubert Grillberger (1948-2008), frontman of the upper 
Austrian rock‘n’roll band Austria Knochenschau with international credits. 

IDEA / CoNCEPt // Rudy Pfann

RoMANuS WEICHLEIN – AN uNKNoWN GENIuS
After a period of more than 300 years Linz rediscovers highly expressive music composed  
by a master. The works of the Linz composer and exorcist Romanus Weichlein (ca. 1652 –  
1706) convey superlative vitality and an undaunted will for innovation. After the horrors of 
the Thirty Years War he found in music an ideal way to cope with life’s challenges –  
for himself and others. 

IDEA / CoNCEPt // Gunar Letzbor
PERFoRMING ARtIStS // Ars Antiqua Austria

oNCE ARouND tHE ENtIRE WoRLD
Hidden in sound collages, in the gold fish bowl of classic cover versions, enlarged into  
veritable tableaux of sound flutter, sail, teeter and buzz through the CiRCuS: Maya the Bee, 
Wickie and the Strong Men, Pinocchio and Nils Holgersson. Their soundtracks were created 
by Karel Svoboda, who wrote the arrangements for pop star Karel Gott in addition to musi-
cals, operas and film scores. in this tribute to the versatile composer Karel Svoboda’s magical 
music is brought to life once more. 

IDEEA // Albert Hosp 
CoNCEPt / DIRECtIoN / ARRANGEMENt // 
Martin Ptak 
PARtICIPANtS // 
Gerd Rahstorfer, Cornelia Pesendorfer,  
Markus Mayerhofer, oliver Steger, Lukas  
Knöfler & Ensemble09

CHAoS AND ItS ELEMENtS
The L’Orfeo Baroque Orchestra initiates a dialogue between french music of the late baroque 
period and upper Austria’s here and now: The premiere of a work of internationally renowned 
Rudolf Jungwirth, who was born in Linz in 1955, will be flanked by works by the great innova-
tor of french opera, Jean-Philippe Rameau, and by Jean-féry Rebel, one of Lully’s disciples. 
What unites these highly divergent works is their theme: nature and creation.

IDEA / CoNCEPt // 
L‘orfeo Barockorchester
PERFoRMING ARtIStS //
L’orfeo Barockorchester, Leitung: Michi Gaigg

ZuKuNFtSMuSIK / tHE MuSIC oF tHE FutuRE
The term “music of the future” was coined by the music critic L. Bischoff in his polemics 
against Richard Wagner. Today the term has taken on different connotations. Music as written 
by Johanna doderer, Katharina Klement, Bernd Preinfalk and Judith unterpertinger explicitly 
for the CiRCuS, can safely be called “music of the future” as it encourages us to set off in 
search of new adventures in listening. 

PERFoRMING ARtIStS //
Ensemble09, Alexander Drcar

LA CoMÉDIE EN MuSIQuE
in a discreet and whimsical manner a brass quintet, a string septet and a wind quintet  
deconstruct the time hallowed structural dogmas of traditional serious music. for this  
they can count on support from a handful of percussionists (or rather percussion artists).  
With all due respect for the old there is time for staking out new positions in composition;  
occasionally, an (acoustic) moustache can be added to a venerable portrait, and this is  
what can happen: a Circus symphony for chamber ensemble. 

IDEA / CoNCEPt // Balduin Sulzer
PERFoRMING ARtIStS // Ensemble09

SuRPRISE!
What would be a circus without surprises? On five evenings the Ringmaster, ferry Öllinger, 
conjures them out of a hat. Who could be better suited for the task than Kroisleitner himself, 
theatre founder, festival director and TV star? Expect rarities from the most remote regions 
of listening, with contributions from Branko dzinovic, Wilfried Scharf, Paul Hertel, Gerhard 
Krammer and many others from all four points of the compass.

IDEA // Linz09/Peter Androsch
PARtICIPANtS // 
Ferry Öllinger and many guests
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EXIt BARoQuE
The OMAN CONSORT transports its audiences into the sensual world of the baroque,  
into the pleasure garden of Antonio Vivaldi’s concerti, and to places that thrill to the irresist-
ible exotic rhythms of ibero American dance music. in a mood deriving from the Venetian 
carnival and ibero American joie de vivre Austria’s top ensemble of ancient music will be 
paying a flying visit to the New World – absolutely breathtaking. 

PERFoRMING ARtIStS //
oman Consort, Michael oman, Riccardo  
Minasi, Mauro Lopes, Balázs Máté, Paolo Grazzi, 
Martina Schobersberger, Jeremy Joseph, Daniel 
oman, thomas C. Boysen, Wolfgang Heiler

SHANGRI-LA – PRoJECtIoNS oF utoPIA 
SHANGRi-LA invites its audiences to travel to their own utopia, into a temporary space 
without beginning or end, to the legendary utopia in the depths of the Himalayas. They are 
contrasted in musical and visual terms with the real utopias of the present. The visual and 
acoustic structures that the travellers step into react to them in real time. 

IDEA / CoNCEPt // Wolfgang Dorninger
PERFoRMING ARtIStS //
Wolfgang Dorninger, Alexander Leiffheidt,  
Live-Musiker
Scenic realisation & “the way to Shambala”
Alexander Leiffheidt

KLASSENtoN
School girls and boys will be making themselves heard and giving us their take on Linz09. They 
will join the CiRCuS menagerie, do their bit, win over the audience – and be sure of applause. 
Their acts will range from pure audio productions to experimental performances. The mischie-
vous pleasure they take in ruffling back the fur of orthodox music, their sheer zest and their 
unusual approach to the most diverse topics is a thread that runs through all their productions.

IDEA / CoNCEPt // Linz09
PARtICIPANtS //
Musikhauptschule Hellmonsödt, BG/BRG Dr. 
Schauer Straße Wels, Adalbert Stifter Gymna-
sium Linz, Akademisches Gymnasium Linz, 
Musikhauptschule Leonding

EMotIoNAL SouND MAP 
Students of the sound workshop create their own very personal musical using their emotional 
relationship to what they are experiencing in Linz. Here there is a tune that casts a magic 
spell; elsewhere the task may be to revisit musical stories and to give them a new lease of life. 
Their search for musical footprints coalesces into an emotional sound map.

IDEA / CoNCEPt //
Petra Wurz, tanja Brüggemann-Stepien,  
Musikschule der Stadt Linz
PERFoRMING ARtIStS //
Marco Palewicz, tanja Brüggemann-Stepien, 
Petra Wurz, tomaz Grom, students of Musiks-
chule der Stadt Linz 

PAuL ZAuNER’S ABStRACt BLuES
A three-part tour de force, taking in old tablatures, stirring music from the innviertel region 
and contemporary blues. The human voice rises above the sonorous basses of the Trio ARS 
fuTuRA. This is followed by the abstract and funky jazz of the Paul Zauner ENSEMBLE 

“Spü wias das gspiast” [Play it from the heart]. BLuE BRASS has Afro-American roots but its 
soul is from the innviertel. 

PERFoRMING ARtIStS // 
Paul Zauners ARS FutuRA: Wolfram Derschmidt, 
thomas Wall, Paul Zauner / Paul Zauners BLuE BRASS: 
Paul Zauner, Dwight trible, Daniel Nösig, Clemens Salesny, 
Klemens Pliem, Martin Reiter, Wolfram Derschmidt, Dusan 
Novakov / Paul Zauners ENSEMBLE: Clemens Salesny, 
Paul Zauner, Wolfram Derschmidt, Dusan Novakov

uNERHÖRt / uNHEARD oF
A great solo for a conductress: Martha alone on the rostrum and an orchestra in sight –  
she seems comical, downright grotesque, yet no one can escape the pull of this performance. 
Martha is dreaming of music… but can you hear what she sees? do you see what she hears? 
An audible journey to visible music with 3 actresses and 5 trumpeteers.

IDEA / CoNCEPt // Bernhard Costa, Alex. Riener
PERFoRMING ARtIStS //
Andreas Lackner, Herbert Walser, Wolfgang 
Gaisböck, Anders Nyquist, Melita Jurisic, Claudia 
Kottal and others
A coproduction with Jeunesse –  
Musikalische Jugend Österreichs

Eu-ARt-NEtWoRK
Europe’s diversity is represented at a symposium by artists from the Eu’s member states. 
What unites them is their origin: they are all from former, present or future capitals of culture. 
They form a creative art network whose visible and audible products will be presented in 
Linz and will subsequently go on tour. 

IDEA / CoNCEPt // 
Christa Prets, Wolfgang Horwath, Gerhard Krammer 
REALISAtIoN // Gerhard Krammer
see p. 116

INStANt ANtoN
When radical remixes of Anton Bruckner’s symphonies are performed in the CiRCuS,  
someone like Pablo Casals might grumble: „Many people seem to be obsessed with the  
idea that it is only clowns that people want, not only in the circus, but in music, art  
and literature as well.” Bruckner would have liked it, though: he made a living for years  
as a dance musician. 

IDEA / CoNCEPt // Linz09/Peter Androsch
CoMPoSItIoN // thomas Kerbl
PEFoRMING ARtIStS //
Mariko onishi, thomas Kerbl, Ensemble09,  
Institut für Blechbläser und Schlagwerk der 
Anton Bruckner Privatuniversität
see p. 28
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dOPPELGäNGER 
fROM PuPPETS TO ROBOTS, fROM SHAdOWS TO ANiMATiON:  
A fESTiVAL

in-house and visiting productions trace the trajectory that drama has described from proto 

theatre to the innovations we are seeing today. The autumn of 2009 will pass through the 

whole gamut of theatrical bridge building, from puppet theatre to robots, from shadow play  

to modern animation techniques.

WHAT // inTErnATionAl  
THEATrE fEsTivAl 
WHEN // 9 – 18 october 09
WHERE // Hafenhalle09
ARtISt DIRECtoR // Airan Berg 

A Linz09 festival

JAN feb mAr Apr mAy JuN

JuL Aug sep oct Nov dec

CPu (CENTRAL PROCESSiNG uNiT) / THE TRiAL
A StEREoSCoPIC REAL tIME DANCE tHEAtRE PLAY 

Kafka’s Trial as dance theatre, or the depiction of a socio-bureaucratic Moebius strip  

that only stops when the system crashes. 

One day Josef K. is arrested and charged with an unspecified crime. An implementation of the 

code has been set in motion yet it is unknown by whom. Was it a human being, an automated 

regulatory device, a biologically autonomous intelligent automaton? “My home is my matrix –  

the process is being initiated, please wait.” Sentence A is the precondition for sentence B, the 

various grammatical systems are intelligible to one another and perhaps at some stage also 

to Josef K. and the rest of us. No subject could be better suited to a digital interweaving of the 

networked world we live in with art and the almighty computer. 

ROMAN PASKA / SCHuLJuNGENStÜCK / A SCHooLBoY PLAY
DAS SuBJEKt GIBt ES NICHt / tHERE IS No SuBJECt

Director roman Paska imagines in his “mannikin play” a meeting between  

Wittgenstein and Hitler.

Two of the 20th century’s most significant personalities – Wittgenstein und Hitler – could 

in fact have been classmates in Linz. in pursuit of this idea Roman Paska has developed 

his “mannikin play” in which he realises new relationships between projected images and 

animated objects. Set in a fictitious school of the early 20th century, the play presents a bunch 

of offbeat schoolboys, who share a predilection for popular literature and pulp novels. Paska 

mounts motifs and images from detective novels, pulp fiction, comics and adventure stories  

in his depiction of the rites of passage involved in the process of growing up. 

WHAT // puppET THEATrE for groWn ups
CoNCEPt / StAGE DIRECtIoN // 
Roman Paska 

Premiere of a Linz09 production

WHAT // THEATrE 
IDEA / CoNCEPt / CoDE // Robert Praxmarer
CoNCEPt / VIDEo / SouND// 
Reinhold Bidner 

A coproduction with 1n 0ut 
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ANuRuPA ROY / ABout RAM

A puppet theatre performance centring on the Indian ramayana myth.

Linz09 showcases the innovative indian artist Anurupa Roy, who provides a modern take on the 
age old art of puppet and shadow theatre and on ancient mythology. The myth of the Ramayana 
is alive in many different versions in South and South East Asia. in this version, Ram is a  
human being rather than a god and does battle with demons in order to save his beloved Sita. 

WHAT // visuAl THEATrE
IDEA / CoNCEPt / StAGE DIRECtIoN // 
Anurupa Roy

ANuRuPA ROY / BoLLYWooD BANDWAGoN 

A puppet play about Bollywood, India’s film industry and the tension created by the  
juxtaposition of stereotype and reality.

The performance becomes a balancing act between two poles: on the one hand the stereotypical 
plot and equally stereotypical characters of a Bollywood movie that features battle noise, love 
songs and rivalries. On the other hand there is the “making of”, projected on to a huge screen. 
The show casts a glance at illusion and reality and what lurks behind a gigantic industrial com-
plex.

WHAT // puppET THEATrE for groWn ups
IDEA / CoNCEPt / StAGE DIRECtIoN // 
Anurupa Roy

VEGARd ViNGE/idA MüLLER / PuPPEt HouSE

Ibsen with a difference, as a hybrid of drama, fine art, opera, horror film, performance  
and puppet theatre. 

director Vegard Vinge and designer ida Müller have created an ibsen trilogy for the Black-
box Theatre in Oslo that centres on the relationship between parents and children. PuPPET 
HOuSE is studded with fascinating scenes, many of them intensely moving. The production’s 
aesthetic effect owes much to the fact that the cast create their own set, props and costumes. 

WHAT // THEATrE
DIRECtoR // Vegard Vinge
SEt / CoStuMES // Ida Müller
SouND // Kristian Sagosen
LIGHt // Sverre Randin
CASt // 
Henriette Berggren, Vegard Vinge, Ida Müller

GOLd EXTRA / BLACK BoX  
oBJECt tHEAtRE FoR REMotE CoNtRoL RoBotS

Object theatre provokes a debate about the human desire for immortality and to break 
through the limits we are subject to as a species.

Everything is ready for a great theatrical evening: power points, cables, well oiled hinges. 
Everything needed by eight small-scale, low-tech robots about to end their school year in true 
humanistic tradition with a performance of “Hamlet”. Soon the little creatures will be fully 
formed human beings, who are then confronted with the question, “To be or not to be”. 

WHAT // objEcT THEATrE 
CoNCEPt / tEXt // Sonja Prlic, Karl Zechenter
DIRECtoR // Sonja Prlic
PARtICIPANtS // 
Karl Zechenter, Walter Schacherbauer, Susanne 
Hiller, iRoy und odd, 1n 0ut, Anna Grienberger, 
Hannes Peithner-Lichtenfels, Martin Haltrich, Jür-
gen Lichtmannegger, Michael Katzlberger, Sebas-
tian Schindlauer, Max Hofer, Sabine Wurmshuber

MELANiE SOWA/fRiEdERiKE KRAHL  
ÜBER DEN KLEE oDER DEN KNoCHEN IN MEINEM KoPF /  
oN CLoVER oR tHE BoNE IN MY HEAD

Between 1916 and 1924 Paul Klee created 50 fascinating hand puppets for his son Felix. 
Loaned to the festival by the Zentrum Paul Klee, this is their first public theatrical airing.

Rainer Maria Rilke and a shrewd gallery owner, who is crisis personified, descend on Paul 
Klee: Klee’s figures of this world and the next reflect with wit and irony the painter’s universe, 
provide caricatures of his contemporaries and address his work of self-discovery, the splen-
dour of the years of mastery he attained and the tragic circumstances of his end. Klee, the pup-
pet master, has created himself: a creation that gives him immortality. 

WHAT // puppET THEATrE
PuPPEtEERS // Melanie Sowa, Friederike Krahl
DIRECtIoN // Mario Hohmann und Ensemble
PuPPEtS // Paul Klee
ARtIStIC ASSIStANCE // Gyula Molnar

A coproduction of theater Kasoka, theater 
Handgemenge and the Zentrum Paul Klee.
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WHAT // THEATrE
WHEN // 24 / 25 April 09
WHERE // Shoppingcity Wels
CoNCEPt / DIRECtoR // Bruce Gladwin
CoNCEPt // 
Simon Laherty, Sonia teuben, Jim Russell,  
Genevieve Morris
CoMPoSItIoN / DESIGN // Hugh Covill

In collaboration with Verein Integrative  
Kulturarbeit / Festival sicht:wechsel

JAN feb mAr Apr mAy JuN

JuL Aug sep oct Nov dec

SiCHT:WECHSEL  

For Linz09 and the festival sicht:wechsel it 

is a given that art created by handicapped 

people is assigned its proper place in the 

cultural programme.

in 2009 integrative theatre and dance 

ensembles and artists with handicaps will 

be invited from all over Europe to Linz to 

present their innovative work methods and 

engage with the local art scene. The per-

formances given by touring companies will 

be rounded off with co-operative ventures 

and/or training and further training. This 

fosters dialogue to ensure that professional 

culture work by and with handicapped 

people continues to grow. 

in 2009 the international integrative 

festival has four areas of special interest: 

SiCHT:WECHSEL will dance, perform, 

move and meet. The programme items are 

spread over the year and are integrated 

into the regular cultural agenda of the city. 

 

www.sicht-wechsel.at

WHAT / WHEn // 
sicht:wechsel:dances / 18 – 23 January 09 /
CANDoCo: Still / Perfect Human (part of  
theaterlust 1, see p. 26) + DANCE WoRKSHoP 
for beginners and advanced dancers with  
CanDoCo, Alito Alessi, DIN-A13, Vera Rebl  
and others

sicht:wechsel:performs / 16 – 25 April 09 /
BACK to BACK tHEAtRE: Small metal  
objects + WoRKSHoP oFFERS and presentation 
of Austrian integrative theatre troupes

sicht:wechsel:moves / 31 July – 10 August 09
International Art Workshop with 5 international 
integrative teams of artists in collaboration  
with oÖ Landesmuseen and Caritas oÖ/  
St Pius, Steegen

10 August 09 (as part of theaterlust 2, see p. 181)
BACK to BACK tHEAtRE: LINZ SPEZIAL 
(coproduction with artists from Linz)

CoRNELIA SCHEuER/ upper Austrian  
Wheelchair Rugby team: Wenn ich träume,  
fangen Räder Feuer/When I dream the wheels 
catch fire (as part of theaterlust 2, see p. 179)

sicht:wechsel:meets / 19 – 20 November 09
Interdisciplinary art symposium 

IDEA / CoNCEPt //
sicht:wechsel/Elisabeth Braun, Alfred Rauch, 
Linz09/Airan Berg

In collaboration with Verein Integrative Kul-
turarbeit / Festival sicht:wechsel supported by 
Volksbank AG and Volksbank Linz + Mühlviertel

JAN feb mAr Apr mAy JuN

JuL Aug sep oct Nov dec

BACK TO BACK THEATRE: 
SMALL MEtAL oBJECtS

An innovative theatralical gem,  

SMALL METAL OBJECTS presents  

itself against the backdrop of the public 

space. using headphones the audience  

are drawn into an intensive drama regard-

less of the pedestrians milling around 

them. The demarcation lines separating 

spectator and spectacle are becoming 

increasingly irrelevant. 

The Australian Back to back Theatre is an 

integrative contemporary theatre troupe: 

The ensemble lends its voice to important 

social and political themes. 
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PiCNiC ON THE BATTLEfiELd
AN OPERA iN ONE ACT

An antiwar play by Fernando Arrabal is the basis for an opera  

by Constantinos Stylianou. 

The Greek Cypriot composer Konstantinos Stylianou (born in  

1972) has grown up in a conflict torn environment; for him it  

is simply a fact of life. using the 1959 anti-war drama Pique-nique 

en campagne by Spanish author fernando Arrabal as his basis, 

Stylianou kept the characteristics of the play that mark it as  

belonging to the Theatre of the Absurd, while radically condensing 

plot and dialogue to give the music more breathing space in what 

eventually became a one-act opera. 

The soldier Zapo is manning a military outpost solo. All of a sudden 

his parents turn up. ignoring hostilities around them they organise  

a rollicking picnic. When Zépo, an enemy solider, appears, he is  

first taken captive only to be set free again to take his own part in  

the picnic. While the group are busy with an animated discussion 

about how wars can be avoided in future the unexpected strikes  

out of the blue… 

JAN feb mAr Apr mAy JuN JuL Aug sep oct Nov dec

LiNZ. RANdGESCHiCHTEN /
STORiES fROM THE MARGiNS
COuNTiNG WORdS ANd TELLiNG STORiES

Writers are being given their say; they shift the focus on seemingly 

marginal matters, reflect on stories of marginalisation and contigu-

ity, and deal with issues of privilege and deprivation. 

Anna Mitgutsch, born 1948: Being different appeared to me, in its 

manifold realisations characterised by the refusal of submission, as a 

kind of freedom… 

erich Hackl, born 1954: A marginal story, because it would also be a 

heroic story against the glib lie that (in Linz at that time) there were 

no heroines… 

eugenie Kain, born in Linz in 1960: ...She did not ask about the ring 

or about Râsvan’s past or about his life in the other country... 

Walter Wippersberg, born 1945: The two authors franz Kain and 

Karl Wiesinger, who were still young at the time, were apparently 

marginalised or even actively discriminated against… 

Margit Schreiner, born 1953: The old woman continues on her way, 

doubled up, with small steps, her eyes on the ground. in the end she 

stops outside “Walchshofers imbissstube und feinkost”...

Ludwig Laher, born 1955: i struck up an acquaintance with him 

early in life in a park in Linz... in the case of Stelzhamer the open 

book thing needs to be taken with a pinch of salt… 

JAN feb mAr Apr mAy JuN JuL Aug sep oct Nov dec

WHAT // publicATion

WHEN / WHERE // 
Book presentation:
10 March 09 / Linz, 14 March 09 / Leipzig Book Fair, 15 March 09 / Wien
oRF Radio oberösterreich “Premiere – Literatur aus oberösterreich”: 
14 March / 28 March / 25 April / 30 May / 27 June / 25 July / 29 August /  
26 September / 31 october / 28 November / 26 December 09 at 7.04 p.m.

IDEA / CoNCEPt // oRF oÖ / Helmut obermayr, Alfred Pittertschatscher

In collaboration with oRF oÖ and Picus-Verlag

WHAT // music THEATrE
WHEN // Premiere 20 February 09
WHERE // Landestheater Linz, www.landestheater-linz.at
LIBREtto / CoMPoSItIoN // Constantinos Stylianou
MuSICAL DIRECtoR // Ingo Ingensand 
DIRECtoR // tobias Ribitzki
SCENoGRAPHY // Florian Angerer
DRAMAtuRGY // Sarah Schäfer
oRCHEStRA // Bruckner orchestra

In collaboration with Landestheater Linz
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LiSTENiNG TO PEACE
CONVERSATiON CONCERT

“Peace” has received the most diverse treatments throughout the 
history of music: as a warning of the imminence of war, as a critique 
of militarism or as visions of what genuine peace would presumably 
have to look like. 

“dona nobis pacem”, the prayer for peace, has been part of the Catho-

lic mass from time immemorial. A large number of composers from the 

Renaissance onwards have based music on this sequence in the hope 

of thereby furthering the cause of peace. Today music can be a catalyst 

for a grassroots pursuit of peace, which has been a matter of special 

concern for Linz ever since it declared itself a city of peace in 1986. 

The symphony orchestra of the Anton Bruckner Privatuniversität is go-

ing to perform three outstanding peace related compositions from the 

20th century. dieter Senghaas, one of the founding fathers of peace and 

conflict studies in the German speaking countries, will be introduc-

ing these works. The topic “Listening to Peace” has exercised him for 

roughly 15 years. A large number of publications and five programmes 

on Radio Bremen are evidence of his intense interest in the subject. His 

commentary will be preceded by older examples of the musical prayer 

for peace performed by students of the Musikschule Linz.

SONuS LOCi

electro acoustic concerts and sound installations in Linz’s  
churches and sacred rooms 

Churches are public sacred or spiritual rooms with highly specific 

acoustics. Each individual performance that takes place in “these 

holy halls” stands on its own and is yet part of a coherent whole. Per-

formers will be invited to take part in these concerts by putting their 

autonomous contributions into the frame of live electronic spatial 

compositions. The use of finished compositions is no more than part 

of this musical constellation. A great deal of leeway is left for improv-

isation, and use will also be made of language and other elements. 

Klaus Hollinetz’s electro acoustic music – in its aspects of spatial art, 

in its affinity to sculptures, processes and timelessness – will make 

a substantial contribution to these performances and serve multiple 

purposes: as basis and background, sometimes as an interjected  

comment, a provocation or a counterpoint. 

On one night – SONuS LOCi AETHERiS – all sound locations  

will perform simultaneously. This will result in different versions of 

one and the same concert, based on a shared electroacoustic sound 

track, and will be put out live on the radio.

WHAT // concErTs

WHEN // May – September 09

WHERE // Churches and sacred rooms in Linz and environs 

IDEA / CoNCEPt // Klaus Hollinetz

PERFoRMINGS ARtIStS // Solos, duos and small ensembles

In collaboration with Diözese Linz and Radio FRo

JAN feb mAr Apr mAy JuN JuL Aug sep oct Nov decJAN feb mAr Apr mAy JuN JuL Aug sep oct Nov dec

WHAT // convErsATion concErT 
WHEN / WHERE // 
29 June 09 / Brucknerhaus, www.brucknerhaus.at
PARtICIPANtS //
Dieter Senghaas, Symphony orchestra of the Anton Bruckner  
Privatuniversität, Ingo Ingensand, Reiner Steinweg

WHAT // friEdEnscAfé: rEAdings And livE music 
WHEN / WHERE // 
29 June 09, 5 p.m. / Brucknerhaus, www.brucknerhaus.at
PARtICIPANtS //
Musikschule Linz

In collaboration with the Peace Initiative of the City of Linz
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dAS NEuGiERiGE MuSEuM / 
THE iNQuiSiTiVE MuSEuM

Simple inquisitiveness is the impulse that has driven the Lentos  
to reach out to the world. Artists and art lovers are cordially invited 
to join a collective brainstorming session on the future direction of  
the museum as an institution. 

We all know that museums are time-hallowed institutions with fixed 

roles. The Lentos, driven always by its thirst for new experiences, can-

not let matters rest there. innovation is the watchword, and the Lentos 

does not want to be left entirely to its own devices as it re-examines 

the museum’s tasks and functions. Rather it wants to move forward 

hand in hand with its visitors and other interest groups. The Lentos 

wants to learn from its guests, inviting Austrian and international 

artists and other personalities active in the field of culture to provide 

the museum with innovative input. Behind this project is the hope 

that an unbiased look from outside will see new and unexpected ways 

freshening up the inside. And this is the idea: uli Aigner is organising 

five dinner engagements between the head of Lentos, Stella Rollig, and 

five successive guests. The “freundinnen der Kunst” will despatch 

emissaries of the Lentos that will become active as reconnaissance 

units all over Linz, Antje Schiffers and Thomas Sprenger will produce 

an unconventional audio guide with the museum attendants.
WHAT // inTErvEnTions in THE musEum

WHEN // all year 08 and 09

WHERE // Lentos Kunstmuseum Linz, www.lentos.at

IDEA / CoNCEPt // Lentos Kunstmuseum Linz

PARtICIPANtS // 
uli Aigner, AS-IF Architekten, Freundinnen der Kunst, Antje Schiffers  
and thomas Sprenger

In collaboration with Lentos Kunstmuseum Linz

POLiTiK LiEBT KuNST / 
POLiTiCS LOVES ART
A SERiES Of dEBATES ABOuT VALuES  
ANd COMMiTMENT

In 2008 seven politicians spoke about their favourite work  
in the Lentos. 

The mayor, the provincial councillor, the deputy mayor, the  

deputy mayoress, the deputy governor, the city councillor and the 

provincial governor: they all told Martin Heller, Linz09’s artistic 

director, what they felt were the unique attractions of their favourite 

Lentos artworks and what they felt to be the subjective value of art. 

The topics of the debates included the links between politics  

and art; “maneuvring space, freedom, finances”; shared features  

and differences; the fascination that comes with complexity and 

ambivalence; the allocation of resources to artists; their role models;  

and the potential role of art in shaping society. An additional thread 

was provided by the question of what is public and what is private 

about artworks and their interpretation.

The last word was left to upper Austria’s governor, dr Josef Pühr- 

inger: “in politics creativity continuity and an ability to communi-

cate one’s ideas are no less important than in art.”

WHAT // A sEriEs of dEbATEs on ArT

WHEN // January – April 08

WHERE // Lentos Kunstmuseum Linz, www.lentos.at

PARtICIPANtS // 
Mayor Franz Dobusch, Provincial councillor Rudolf Anschober, Deputy 
mayor Dr. Erich Watzl, Deputy mayor Christiana Dolezal, Deputy governor 
DI Erich Haider, City councillor ute Klitsch, Governor of upper Austria  
Dr. Josef Pühringer, Martin Heller, Stella Rollig 

A Linz09 project

JAN feb mAr Apr mAy JuN JuL Aug sep oct Nov dec
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KuNSTPALAST / ART PALACE

Backstage in a caravan: Zooming in on Upper Austria’s writers 

do writers in any way resemble their writings? Are some  

humorous, bizarre, and others serious and introverted? You have  

a unique opportunity to meet the country’s writers in person in  

an intimate setting. 

in spring and summer 2009 the StifterHaus is organising a series of 

exclusive readings from their own works by upper Austrian writers 

Eugenie Kain, Margit Schreiner, Thomas Baum and franzobel.

At a joint reading event on 24 March 2009 lots will be drawn for  

personal meetings with the writers. The winners will be invited 

to take part in May and June in intimate get-togethers, backstage 

evening events that will take place in a caravan uniquely adapted 

for the purpose by Messrs Juhann and Jod. The event switches  

to “on stage” when the caravan’s doors open again and the general 

public is involved in a reading and a musical performance. 

JAN feb mAr Apr mAy JuN JuL Aug sep oct Nov dec

WHAT // rEAdings
WHEN / WHERE // 
joint reading event, 24 March 09 / StifterHaus Linz
Art palace backstage reading by franzobel 
2 May 09 / Volksgarten/alte Milchhalle
Art palace backstage reading by Eugenie kain
15 May 09 / Fischerhäusl Alt-urfahr
Art palace backstage reading by margit schreiner
19 June 09 / Pfarrplatz St. Magdalena 
Art palace backstage reading by Thomas baum, 26 June 09 / Bellevue
IDEA / CoNCEPt // StifterHaus Linz
REALISAtIoN // Wolfgang Hametner, Stefan Kutzenberger
PARtICIPANtS //
Franzobel, Eugenie Kain, Margit Schreiner, thomas Baum, Die Herren Juhann and Jod

A Linz09 project
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HAuS dER GESCHiCHTEN /
HOuSE Of STORiES

An empty house somewhere near the centre of the city is converted 

into a residence for stories: to marvel at, discuss, perform, hide or 

be made up. 

The very house is a programme in itself. it makes you want to  

know what lies hidden here between the groundfloor and the roof, 

what records of the hardships of everyday life bygone ages have en-

crypted in the run-down kitchens and bathrooms to the rear part of 

the building, and what clues lurk in the cold storage room and the 

coal cellar. Even though no one has lived in the house in Pfarrplatz 

for years, it doesn’t take much to make it habitable again: a new coat 

of paint, new floors, new plumbing. Then it is ready to be used for 

events, exhibitions, readings and screenings. for productions that 

have not been conceived with an art-for-art’s sake rationale in mind 

but on the basis of art concerned with life. Stories will unfold about 

being at home and leaving home; about relationships and fulfilment 

or pain; about fellow beings; animals; love. Whoever enters into a 

relationship with this house, risks being moved to their very heart; 

they have to adapt to its spirit – to warmth or cold, silence or noise 

from outside, to daylight or dusk. The stories that the house brings 

into being will teach you to listen, to watch and, above all, to feel. 

JAN feb mAr Apr mAy JuN JuL Aug sep oct Nov dec

WHAT // ExHibiTions And insTAllATions

WHEN // all year 09

WHERE // Pfarrplatz 18

IDEA / CoNCEPt // Linz09/Martin Heller

A Linz09 project
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THE iLL RABBiT
CRAZY ABOuT LiNZ

Is there anyone that doesn’t know him? 

He is the city’s inofficial logo: tended by 

the dwarves of the dragon train until only 

yesterday, the ill rabbit is now off to the 

Capital of Culture. 

How much madness – or crazy stuff – can 

the province tolerate? On Pöstlingberg the 

antihero of the children’s centre of pilgrim-

age is an object of pity for us all. The rabbit 

is suffering from some kind of injury. Nev-

ertheless there is still strength in him, even 

if it is lying low right now. The rabbit’s 

impatience is starting to bubble over and 

in 2009 he’ll be going off his rocker. Artists 

will demonstrate what could happen to the 

city and its inhabitants when this happens. 

Now, as well as being crazy about Linz, he 

is often “beside himself”. People in Linz 

know what that can lead to. Some have 

only an inkling of this, others are more 

deeply affected, with more serious handi-

caps and tougher consequences. 

THE iLL RABBiT demonstrates that even with 

your emotions running high and a few things 

wrong with you you can still get by. You get by 

even better if others lend a helping hand. And 

you are really o.k. if everyone recognises the ill 

rabbit as an integral part of themselves. 

in Cultural Capital Year Linz the ill rabbit 

will come across many people just like 

him: inquisitive and traumatised; crazy and 

merry; timid and cheeky; full of bravado 

and out of their depth. These encounters 

and experiences have the power to change 

people – and Linz.

The KunstRaum Goethestrasse xtd extends 

an invitation to Austrian and international 

artists alike. THE iLL RABBiT lets them 

address live issues that concern the city 

and its inhabitants. Their projects are  

proof of what a city and its people can do 

with their fantasies, wishes, longings and 

disappointments.

A NEW ARRiVAL iS dETER-
MiNEd TO PLAY HiS PART

Everywhere the ill rabbit leaves footprints. 

ill or not – he simply could not care less. 

He is determined to play his part. He’s 

rather cheeky. He runs zigzag, rarely brings 

presents, collects memories. Sometimes he 

allows people to stroke him but he’s by no 

means tame. On the contrary: wild and un-

predictable, he upsets the orderly patterns of 

life as we know it. Even though he is fond of 

the city and of the people who live here or 

are here as visitors, he will play pranks on 

them. Brimming with initiative and enthusi-

asm he nevertheless often appears to be out 

of sorts and dissatisfied. don’t we all know 

that? The ill rabbit is headstrong and coura-

geous, nosy and sensitive, touchy and quick 

to take offence. He is crazy, people will mut-

ter. Well, yes, he is crazy – about Linz. 

in March 2009 a long table that will be put 

up in Goethestraße will signal the inaugu-

ration of the Linz home base of THE iLL 

RABBiT. Between March and October 2009 

exhibitions at KunstRaum Goethestrasse xtd 

and installations and interventions in 

public space will make it possible to see  

the world through the eyes of the ill rabbit; 

he is particularly close to children and 

young people, who are able to learn from 

what they experience and go through, from 

what they see and imitate. New perspectives 

are needed both for local residents and for 

visitors. Linz gets its share of madness. in 

October 2009 all the ill rabbit of Linz will 

meet and celebrate in style. 

 

JAN feb mAr Apr mAy JuN
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WHAT // ExHibiTions, insTAllATions, 
inTErvEnTions 

WHEN // January – october 09

WHERE // 
Public space, KunstRaum Goethestrasse xtd

IDEA / CoNCEPt / REALISAtIoN // 
Susanne Blaimschein, Beate Rathmayr/  
KunstRaum Goethestrasse xtd

CARtooN CHARACtERS // Clemens Kogler
 
PARtICIPANtS //
Astrid Benzer, Christoph Mayer chm, Marko 
Mäetamm, Karin Fisslthaler, tea Mäkipää, Lot-
tie Child, Anja Vormann/Gunnar Friel, Anne 
Lorenz, freundinnen der kunst, Beate Göbel, 
thomas Pohl

In collaboration with KunstRaum Goethestrasse 
xtd, pro mente oÖ
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sAy LINZ. 
SAY CHANGE

“the agenda: 
1. Linz needs 
charm. 2. Linz 
needs creativity. 
3. Linz needs at 
least one artwork 
with a worldwide 
 reputation.”

Andreas Kolb
chemist with expert knowledge  
in art and culture

“Linz would have to show 
more courage. It would 
have to ground its pro-
gramme in the unusual, 
in the weird. It would, in 
short, have to become a bit 
crazier. But Linz is too well-
behaved for that. A case 
in point is the Linz slogan 
‘Linz verändert’ (‘Say Linz. 
Say change’). Not bad, to 
be sure, and somehow it 
fits. But at the same time 
it’s a bit dull. 
‘Say Linz. Say crazy’: that 
would be the city for me!” 

roswitha fitzinger
Journalist, Land&Leute Linz  
(oberösterreichische Nachrichten)

“Providing adequate and 
at least medium-term 
financial suppport for the 
indie scene is one of the 
preconditions for a varied 
cultural life. It is admittedly 
satisfactory watching 
buildings go up that are 
both architecturally well 
conceived and dedicated 
to cultural purposes. But 
in order to fill them with 
appropriate content, more 
must be invested in the 
artists. Breathe life into the 
Lentos at long last! that 
would be a start.” 

peter Lang
musician

“In the area of marketing Linz should 

become more firmly established in people’s 

minds as an attractive city of culture. A 

multi-day music and art festival might 

help. on the same subject: Linz still lacks a 

weekly to present a topical overview of the 

city’s cultural programme. And wouldn’t 

it be great if Linz had an ‘artists’ quarter’ 

with its own bohemian subculture?”

reinhard Leonhardsberger
scientist and student 

“According to Aristotle, ‘people that are too 

much alike do not add up to a city’. Linz 

has enough disparate potential: students, 

immigrants, workers, artists, socially 

committed individuals, technicians. The 

challenge that our city faces lies in giving 

a voice to as many of these as possible and 

to ensure that all these groups are involved 

in urban development. do they define the 

city? do they set the standards? To what 

extent do the city’s parts determine the 

character of the whole?

So many questions. So many opportunities.”

sonja Ablinger 
member of parliament

“I wish the political decision makers 

showed more courage in supporting Linz’s 

small and medium-sized businesses 

morally and financially. the bureaucracy 

needs to speed up its decision making 

and implementation processes in future. 

Linz needs to remain open to visitors 

from ouside, which means that public 

transport must get better but there must 

also be better provision for private cars, 

another area that makes a city attractive. 

People come to Linz because the city has 

so much to offer – its attractive ambience, 

cleanliness, great variety in its restaurants 

and shops. this ensures quality of life for 

residents and visitors alike.”

franz penz
Head of commerce in upper Austria’s  
chamber of commerce 
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“Linz will presumably be the first city in the world to make the 

acoustic environment a political issue. in 2015 the ‘Linz Charta’ will 

be taken for granted; most public spaces will be free from acoustic 

irradiation; Landesmusikschulwerk will have trained and appointed 

hearing representatives; Linz will be offering a course in acoustics, 

and the Akustikon will have become a permanent fixture – in short, 

Linz will have become Hörstadt.”

peter Androsch
composer

“My wish is that by 2015 there will no lon-
ger be pavements anywhere in Linz be-
cause they are no longer needed. I want 
the domination of our streets by the car to 
be a thing of the past. I want more space 
for cyclists, pedestrians, idlers, children at 
play, and coffeehouse and restaurant chairs 
and tables to sprout from the pavement we 
will no longer need for walking on. Shared 
Space is the new magic formula. All traffic 
participants would be sharing the same 
level and the ‘stronger’ would show consi-
deration for the ‘weaker’. one would have 
to think of new uses for underground car 
parks – would it be possible to convert them 
into swimming pools?”

peter Arlt
freelance urban sociologist

“I would like Linz to show more courage, to 
be more inclined to experiment and less 
willing to follow the general trend. A mo-
dern society that won’t be able in future to 
define itself exclusively in terms of gainful 
employment, has to confront the themes 
and issues of our time. A university de-
dicated to the humanities is therefore in-
dispensable for Linz. the city needs more 
international flair, more manifest multi-cul-
turality! Linz should strive to be the first 
city in which more than 50 % of top jobs 
are held by women – this is where dynamic 
female politicians are needed. And last but 
not least I hope that public transport in Linz 
will be free of charge by 2015.”

elfi sonnberger
culture desk, Labour chamber upper Austria.

“december 2015: Memories come back to me of the spring festival 

of Linz’s cultural and educational institutions. What crowds at 

the ticket counters! This is the result of years of patient Audience 

development – using a multitude of approaches that seek to accom-

modate the disparate ideas bandied about in the field! Linz’s spring 

awakening, its discerning, growing audiences of all ages, are the 

envy of Europe. We are constantly playing host to experts from all 

over Europe who come here to see how it’s done.”

constanze Wimmer
Anton bruckner privatuniversität
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“A German course is not 
enough to integrate people 
whose background is in other 
countries. this also applies 
to exams with questions that 
many people have no chance 
of answering. Motivation is 
much more important than 
exams. People must want to 
integrate themselves, outside 
pressure can never bring that 
about. I wish much more could 
be done to motivate people 
from abroad to do that.” 

muhamet binaku
Nurse

“Linz cannot possibly become Austria’s most interesting city because 

this position has been held by another city for centuries. Never-

theless: Linz has gone through a remarkable development and the 

cultural political climate everywhere in upper Austria is fairly 

liberal. I am convinced that Linz still has a great deal of potential in 

the educational arena. I would want Linz not to invest exclusively in 

Science Parks and in technological-scientific education but to divert 

some of its resources to the cultural sciences and to the humanities. 

And I would like to see Linz pay more attention to the sustainability 

of its resources – its nature, its squares, its buildings. At the moment 

there is an effort to cover the whole city with concrete, enormous 

investments are going into mega buildings. Quality before quantity, 

that’s my wish for Linz.”

michael John
Historian

“i grew up in Ebelsberg on the outskirts of Linz. Today i live ‘on the 

far side of the danube’. So what i have maintained all my life is the 

view from the periphery, which is at the same time a friendly and a 

critical view of the city. Linz has the potential to be an international 

city and to orient itself towards Europe. for it to achieve this status 

certain conditions are needed before it can attract highly qualified 

international experts and their families. What is needed is an intel-

lectual infrastructure, from English-language preschools, primary 

and secondary schools to university courses in English at Johannes 

Kepler. This has a two-tier relevance: on the one hand we become 

attractive for experts from all over Europe, on the other we create an 

international educational milieu for our own children.”

gerhard roiss
deputy ceo, omv Aktiengesellschaft

“I am extremely partial to Linz. A lot has 
changed here for the better over the last 
years and decades. Yet there are a few more 
changes that I’d like to see. In culture more 
variety would be welcome, a more lively 
fringe scene to complement the cultural 
mainstream, more innovative theatre, more 
jazz, more cabaret. As far as the economy 
is concerned I would like to see more 
 dynamism in research; more cooperation 
between the universities and innovative 
spin-off firms; more centres for new tech-
nologies like Hagenberg. In this area more 
dynamism would do the city a lot of good.” 

erhard glötzl
formerly ceo Linz Ag
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“Linz has gone on from a working 
class city on the road towards be-
coming a city of different cultures. 
It seems crucial to me that these 
cultures are something different 
from high culture. Linz is home to 
more than 100 different nations 
speaking more than 100 diffe-
rent languages. It is important for 
these nations to live with each 
other rather than side by side. to 
achieve this end, not only the 
city’s politicians and adminis-
trators but the entire population 
have to make their own crucial 
contributions.”

mümtaz Karakurt
managing director, migrare

“All of us have hopes and goals. Sometimes they’re realistic; occasio-

nally we might just pull them off if we really stretched ourselves; of-

ten they are just way over the top. In this case of Linz and Austria’s 

most interesting city surely the counter question is: Who does Linz 

want to become the most interesting city for? For us, for the inhabi-

tants who live and work here? For visitors? For the media and the 

portrait they draw of Linz? Who are we competing with? I would  

like to see a Linz that was more interesting for many of its people:  

a Linz that makes cultural diversity possible and leaves room for  

a lot of things. I would like to see a Linz that saw itself as a livable –  

and, yes, even if this sounds corny – a lovable city. A place that is 

about a bit more than showmanship; a place that encourages  

people to feel like staying and living here.”

Alex stelzer
book seller

“in one of my favourite utopian visions, Linz is a city in which car 

traffic has been halved. i see before my mind’s eye the three or four 

lane thoroughfares with their noise, dust and fumes transformed 

into tree-lined roads with wide pavements and space for cyclists 

and trams running at three-minute intervals. 

The use of private cars has been radically reduced. if there is no 

alternative, you pick up a vehicle at one of the many car sharing 

 depots. disability-friendly trams and buses are in operation 24 hours 

at short intervals; they are free and financed by the tax payer. The 

nearest stop in the public transport network is nowhere further 

away than a five-minute walk, and many of the lines are continued 

across the city’s boundaries so that commuters benefit from the 

privilege of a stress free, relaxed journey to work.” 

siegmund pleier
Library director

“For me Linz is still a young city even 
though it has been the provincial capital for 
more than 500 years. ‘New’ Linz is young 
and lanky and has not yet come to terms 
with the speed at which it has grown. It has 
outgrown its clothes and some of its move-
ments are not really well coordinated and 
it oscillates betwen shyness and excessive 
selfconfidence. I hope that Linz manages 
the transition to adulthood, that it becomes 
aware of its talents, establishes worldwide 
contacts and develops a self-perception that 
is attractive to others. All this would befit a 
provincial capital and even more a Capital 
of Culture and this holds true for the next 
500 years.” 

gunther trübswasser
member of the Landtag, die grünen
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the authors of the statements about Linz 2015 – Austria’s most interesting city
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ORF COVERAGE OF THE PROGRAMME 

The ORF – Linz09’s exclusive electronic media 
partner – will be covering Linz09 comprehen-
sively in all its media. The programmes involved 
range from film sequences aired in the interval 
of the Vienna Philharmonic’s New Year Concert, 
an instalment in the “Universum” format and a 
number of features in “Österreich Bild” to radio 
concert broadcasts and a “Tatort” format thriller.

“LINZ IS EUROPEAN CAPITAL  
OF CULTURE 2009”. 
Film for the interval of the New Year Concert. 
Live broadcast, 1 January 
On 1 January 09 the Vienna Philharmonic’s 
traditional New Year Concert will be conducted 
by the Argentinian-Israeli pianist and conductor 
Daniel Barenboim. The film to be shown in 
the interval describes in kaleidoscopic style a 
dynamic city and a province brimming with the 
energy that gets things done. The concert is aired 
live or live with time displacement in more than 
40 countries all over the world and is surpassed 
by few if any cultural events worldwide in 
terms of viewing figures.
IDEA / CONCEPT / PRODUCTION / PARTNERS // 
ORF/Felix Breisach, Medienwerkstatt supported 
by voestalpine AG

GOISERN GOES EAST / GOISERN GOES WEST
TV documentary series featuring  
LINZ EUROPA TOUR, see p.112

UNIVERSUM:  
LINZ – THROUGH THE EYES OF ANIMALS
A TV documentary by Erich Pröll, see p. 53

DAS GRÜNE BAND
As a supplement to the exhibition, the ORF will 
broadcast a documentary in the Universum for-
mat about wildlife in the regions that lie along 
the former Iron Curtain. See p. 109

SONDERAUFTRAG FÜHRERMUSEUM /
SPECIAL COMMISSION FÜHRERMUSEUM
TV documentary of  “THE FUHRER’S CAPITAL 
OF CULTURE”. On the occasion of the opening of 
the Linz exhibition “KULTURHAUPTSTADT DES 
FÜHRERS”, (see p. 134) in September 08, ORF 2 
broadcast the documentary “Sonderauftrag Führer-
museum” by Jan N. Lorenzen and Hannes Schuler.
IDEA / CONCEPT / PRODUCTION / PARTNERS // 
ORF/Ottonia Media

CULTURE REPORTAGE ON TV
“Kulturmontag” and reports on current cultural 
events. ORF TV culture programmes will be 
providing comprehensive coverage of Linz09. 
Both as part of the weekly programme “Kultur-
montag” and in reportage on current cultural 

events viewers will be shown what is going on 
in the Capital of Culture.

TATORT LINZ
A TV thriller featuring Harald Krassnitzer

“Crime Site Linz”: On 4 October 08 shooting 
started in Linz of a thriller in the “Tatort” format, 
which is regularly watched by millions all over 
Europe. “Crime Site Linz” will be set in a hi-tec 
inspired Linz milieu and will go out on ORF 2 
presumably in spring 2009.
IDEA / CONCEPT / PRODUCTION / PARTNERS // 
ORF/ARD/LIVA

26 OCTOBER AND THE CAPITAL OF CULTURE
TV focus on Linz09
On Austria’s National Day, 26 October 09, the 
ORF is to undergo a temporary transformation 
into a Capital of Culture radio station, airing a 
ream of programmes from and about Linz as 
Capital of Culture 2009. See p. 210
IDEA / CONCEPT / PRODUCTION / PARTNERS // 
ORF/LIVA

Linz09 will also feature in the following pro-
grammes: In 2009 the “Soko Donau”, the Special 
Investigations Unit Danube, will be paying three 
strictly professional visits to Upper Austria (ORF 1).
IDEA / CONCEPT / PRODUCTION / PARTNERS // 
ORF/ZDF/Satel/Almaro/Fernsehfonds  
Austria/Land Oberösterreich/CINESTYRIA/ 
Land Niederösterreich

RADIO

Ö1 – Europe’s most successful cultural radio sta-
tion – has a substantive package of programmes 
on Linz09 in store: podcasts, live transmissions 
of concerts, background programmes, online 
blogs and other offerings.

RADIO UPPER AUSTRIA 

In February and May 2008 during the run-up to 
Linz09 Radio Upper Austria made the prepa-
rations for Capital of Culture Year the subject 
of two of its “Österreich Bild” programmes. 
In 2009 these will be followed by one more 
programme in the same format and by two do-
cumentaries (6 January and 26 October); among 
the topics featured will be the opening of Cul-
ture Capital Year, new architecture in Linz and 
other important aspects of the Linz09 agenda.  

PRELUDE

The documentary on 6 January 09, which will 
be aired from 5.05 p.m. by ORF 2, will give a 
summary of the opening festivities at the turn of 

the year and will also feature projects that will  
have come on stream already. 
ERÖFFNUNG 09 (Opening): see p. 21
Priority will be given in this documentary to the 
newly opened Ars Electronica Center, but there 
will also be time for a brief look ahead to some 
of the most important major projects. 

THE MOST INTERESTING PROjECTS

A spring “Österreich-Bild” at 6.25 p.m. on 
31 May 09 will be devoted to Linz09’s most 
interesting and exciting projects: HÖHEN-
RAUSCH (p. 177), FESTIVAL OF THE REGI-
ONS (p. 50), THEATERLUST (p. 24), LANDS-
CAPE OPERA (p. 90), HÖRSTADT (p. 68) 
and JUST PASSING THROUGH (p. 88).

THE FINALE

The themed programme featuring Linz09 on  
26 October 09 will begin with a documentary on  
ORF 2 at 5.05 p.m., which will be both a retro-
spective look at the biggest projects of the year 
until then and look ahead to what is still to come. 
It will devote special attention to sustainability, 
which is quite rightly demanded again and again. 

TOPICAL COVERAGE

The daily regional programme “Oberösterreich 
heute” aired by Radio Upper Austria, the 
programme series “Kulturjournal” and a great 
number of online reports will be covering life in 
the Capital of Culture throughout the year. Seve-
ral audience participation activities will engage 
directly with listeners and enable those who 
want to get to know Linz or see the city from a 
new and different perspective to experience the 
cultural programme at close quarters. There will 
be a continuous Linz09 blog in “Kulturjournal”. 
There will be 24 programmes altogether in the 
literary supplement format “Premiere” that will 
shed light on Capital of Culture Year from the 
point of view of authors, some of whom have 
been commissioned with works for Linz09.

“Lust aufs Leben – Kultur aus allen Richtungen” 
will also be addressing Linz09 events.
REDAkTION / PRODUkTION // ORF OÖ

Joint projects with ORF Upper Austria

Linz. Randgeschichten (p. 231)
Linzer Klangwolken (p. 222)
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PROGRAMME WHAT PAGE jAn FEB MAR APR MAY jUn jUL AUG SEP OCT nOV DEC

52 Ways to Save the World Interventions 224
The Inquisitive Museum Interventions 235
Donaustrand Recreation 176
Ensemble09 Ensemble 28
Good night Stuff Electronic music 183
House of Stories Exhibitions and installations 236
Coming and Going Multilingual signs 22
Pixel Hotel Hotel 22
Radio Play Radio plays 184
The Hermit in the Tower Hermitage 93
Tower Music Tower music 29
Amidst Us Installation 135
Zeit Geschichte Vermitteln Mediation programmes 137
The Invisible Camp Mediation programme 137
Lichtlände Illumination 30
Kunst Flow Exhibitions 182

LINZ09
CALENDAR

ALL YEAR 09
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PROGRAMME WHAT PAGE T F S S M T W T F S S M T W T F S S M T W T F S S M T W T F S
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31

Opening09 Opening 21
The Book of Disquiet Music theatre 21
Best of Austria Exhibition 45
Capital of Culture neighbourhood 
of the Month

Best of neighbourhood, 
Old city centre

46

Kunstpalast_onstage Performance 46
Stadtkino Film screenings 53
Lunch with Stifter Readings 186
Fouché Music theatre 67
Theaterlust 1: Snowstorm Theatre and dance festival 24
A Dozen Europes Popular music from Europe 108
Linz Charta Political declaration 69
Compose! Presentation 160
Reading Stifter Reading 186
Linz Texas (Berlin) Exhibition 44
The Ill Rabbit Interventions 237
“The Fuhrer’s Capital of Culture” Exhibition 134
Kepler Salon Knowledge for everybody 158
Sunday Morning Sunday morning delights 29
Hörstadt Campaign Campaign 68
Hörstadt – Ruhepol Centralkino Recreational space 70
Academy of the Impossible Workshops 159
I LIKE TO MOVE IT MOVE IT Workshops, performances 156

FURTHERMORE WHAT WHEn WHERE
Spurensuche Leonding 1898 – 1938 – 2008 Exhibition 26 September 08 – 19 April 09 Turm 9 Stadtmuseum Leonding
Am Sprung. junge Kunst/Szene Österreich Exhibition 14 november 08 – 18 january 09 OK Offenes Kulturhaus Oberösterreich
Bruckner Orchester Linz, new Year’s Concert Concert 1 january 09 Brucknerhaus, Großer Saal
Opening: The new Ars Electronica Center Opening 2 january 09 Ars Electronica Center
Faust I – Premiere Theatre 10 january 09 Landestheater, Großes Haus
Linz Blick Exhibition 23 january – 19 April 09 Lentos Kunstmuseum
Orestie: Die Brut – Premiere Theatre 24 january 09 Kammerspiele
15 jahre Texta Hiphop 30 january 09 Posthof

jANUARY 09
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PROGRAMME WHAT PAGE S M T W T F S S M T W T F S S M T W T F S S M T W T F S
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28

Wegzeit Trips to the Mühlviertel 90
Doing Magic Exhibition 139
Maria Stuart Theatre 72
Begley meets Bernhard Reading 141
Lunch with Stifter Readings 186
Mesopotamian Dramaturgies Exhibition 114
Odd jubilees Celebrations 138
Picnic Music theatre 233
Hörstadt – The Acoustic Manifesto Manifesto 70
Linz vs. Vilnius Competition 187
Landscape Opera Music theatre 90
Biennale Cuvée Exhibition 114
Capital of Culture neighbourhood 
of the Month

Best of neighbourhoods,
Kleinmünchen/Auwiesen

46

Kunstpalast_onstage Performance 46
A Dozen Europes Popular music from Europe 108
Toulouse-Lautrec Exhibition 45
Theaterlust 1: Snowstorm Theatre and dance festival 24
Heimspiel/TanzTageLabor Theatre and dance performances 52
Civil Wars Discussions 142
“The Fuhrer’s Capital of Culture” Exhibition 134
Best of Austria Exhibition 45
Sunday Morning Sunday morning delights 29
Kepler Salon Knowledge for everybody 158
The Ill Rabbit Interventions 237
Hörstadt Campaign Campaign 68
Hörstadt Ruhepol Centralkino Recreational space 70
Stadtkino Film screenings 53
Academy of the Impossible Workshops 159
I LIKE TO MOVE IT MOVE IT Workshops, performances 154

FURTHERMORE WHAT WHEn WHERE
Spurensuche Leonding 1898 – 1938 – 2008 Exhibition 26 September 08 – 19 April 09 Turm 9 Stadtmuseum Leonding
Linz Blick Exhibition 23 january – 19 April 09 Lentos Kunstmuseum
Dresdner Philharmonie: Strauss, Beethoven Concert 2 February 09 Brucknerhaus, Großer Saal
Ensemble die reihe: Gruber, Eröd, Cerha, Schwertsik Concert 4 February 09 Brucknerhaus, Mittlerer Saal
Museum ball Ball 6 February 09 Landesgalerie Linz
Le nozze di Figaro – Premiere Opera 14 February 09 Landestheater, Großes Haus
STRIPSODY – an evening for Cathy Berberian Concert 24 February 09 Brucknerhaus, Mittlerer Saal
Bruckner Orchester Linz: Brahms, Berg, Haydn Concert 26 February 09 Brucknerhaus, Großer Saal
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MARCH 09

PROGRAMME WHAT PAGE S M T W T F S S M T W T F S S M T W T F S S M T W T F S S M T
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31

Landscape Opera Music theatre 90
Linz Reads Vilnius Readings 120
What you really need (Linz) Think tank and workshop 89
What you really need (Wels) Think tank and workshop 89
Linz vs. Vilnius – History Competition 187
Linz vs. Vilnius – Music Competition 187
Linz vs. Vilnius – Language Competition 187
nextComic Comic festival 182
“The Fuhrer’s Capital of Culture” Symposium 134
Activistas! Exploring the city 23
Purimspil Theatre 209
Lunch with Stifter Readings 186
A Dozen Europes Popular music from Europe 108
Linz.Randgeschichten (Linz) Book presentation 233
Linz.Randgeschichten (Leipzig) Book presentation 233
Linz.Randgeschichten (Wien) Book presentation 233
Extra Europa Symposium, festival 110
The Sound of Power Symposium, concerts 136
Art Palace Readings 236
“The Fuhrer’s Capital of Culture” Exhibition 134
Toulouse-Lautrec Exhibition 45
Capital of Culture neighbourhood 
of the Month

Best of neighbourhoods,
Kleinmünchen/Auwiesen

46

Best of Austria Exhibition 45
Doing Magic Exhibition 139
Mesopotamian Dramaturgies Exhibition 114
Civil Wars Discussions 142
Sunday Morning Sunday morning delights 29
Kepler Salon Knowledge for everybody 158
Biennale Cuvée Exhibition 114
TanzTageLabor Theatre and dance 52
In situ Signs in public space 135
Stadtkino Film screenings 53
The Ill Rabbit Interventions 237
Hörstadt Ruhepol Centralkino Recreational space 70
Hörstadt Campaign Campaign 68
Academy of the Impossible Workshops 159
I LIKE TO MOVE IT MOVE IT Workshops, performances 156

FURTHERMORE WHAT WHEn WHERE
Spurensuche Leonding 1898 – 1938 – 2008 Exhibition 26 September 08 – 19 April 09 Turm 9 Stadtmuseum Leonding
Linz Blick Exhibition 23 january – 19 April 09 Lentos Kunstmuseum
Bruckner Orchester Linz: Mahler Concert 3 March 09 Brucknerhaus, Großer Saal
Berliner Ensemble: PFFFT oder Der Letzte Tango am Telefon. By George Tabori Theatre 6 March 09 Posthof
Kulturhauptstadt² – Vilnius Meets Linz Concert 11 March 09 Brucknerhaus, Mittlerer Saal
Dornröschen – Premiere Ballett 14 March 09 Landestheater, Großes Haus
Faust II – Premiere Theatre 15 March 09 Kammerspiele
Tschaikowsky Symphonic orchestra Concert 16 March 09 Brucknerhaus, Großer Saal
Platz für den König – Premiere Theatre 20 March 09 Theater des Kindes
“Ich, Hiob” Church opera 27 March 09 Minoritenkirche
Birthday Concert for joseph Haydn Concert 31 March 09 Brucknerhaus, Großer Saal

LINZ09
CALENDAR
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APRIL 09

PROGRAMME WHAT PAGE W T F S S M T W T F S S M T W T F S S M T W T F S S M T W T
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30

Linz vs. Vilnius – Cuisine Competition 187
A Dozen Europes Popular music from Europe 108
What you really need (Linz) Think tank and workshop 89
What you really need (Wels) Think tank and workshop 89
Organ Stops Organ concerts 93
Lunch with Stifter Readings 186
Zündstoff School drama festival 206
Tage der Poesie Poetry festival 210
sicht:wechsel Theatre 232
Crossing Europe Film festival 205
Hörstadt – International noise 
Awareness Day 

Acitivity day 70

nur durchgereist Exhibition 88
Culture Pilots Exploring the city 23
Odd jubilees Feste 138
Kaleidophon Improvisierte Musik 184
Mesopotamian Dramaturgies Exhibition 114
For the Sake of Mobility Exhibition 210
Doing Magic Exhibition 139
Stadtkino Film screenings 53
Alfred Kubin 09 Exhibition 91
Capital of Culture neighbourhood 
of the Month

Best of neighbourhoods,
Dornach/Auhof

46

Kunstpalast_onstage Performance 46
Extra Europa Festival, Symposium 110
Civil Wars Discussions 142
Toulouse-Lautrec Exhibition 45
Best of Austria Exhibition 45
Biennale Cuvée Exhibition 114
TanzTageLabor Theatre and Dance 52
Sunday Morning Sunday morning delights 29
Kepler Salon Knowledge for everybody 158
The Ill Rabbit Interventions 237
Activistas! Exploring the City 23
Hörstadt Campaign Campaign 68
Hörstadt Ruhepol Centralkino Recreational Space 70
Academy of the Impossible Workshops 159
I LIKE TO MOVE IT MOVE IT Workshops, performances 156
In situ Signs in public space 135

FURTHERMORE WHAT WHEn WHERE
Spurensuche Leonding 1898 – 1938 – 2008 Exhibition 26 September 08 – 19 April 09 Turm 9 Stadtmuseum Leonding
Linz Blick Exhibition 23 january – 19 April 09 Lentos Kunstmuseum
Gefangen im Bernstein Exhibition 3 April – 18 October 09 Biologiezentrum Linz/Dornach
Harmonices Mundi: Matthäus-Passion Church opera 3 April 09 Ignatiuskirche/Alter Dom
Manon – Premiere Opera 4 April 09 Landestheater, Großes Haus
Collegium Vocale Linz: Haydn Church opera 4 April 09 Minoritenkirche
Culinary Art Festival Cuisine 14 – 18 April 09 Linz
Orchestre Symphonique de Montreal Concert 22 April 09 Brucknerhaus, Großer Saal

LINZ09
CALENDAR
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MAY 09

PROGRAMME WHAT PAGE F S S M T W T F S S M T W T F S S M T W T F S S M T W T F S S
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31

Extra Europa Festival, symposium 110
Wegzeit Trips to the Mühlviertel 90
Kaleidophon Improvised music 184
Biennale Cuvée Exhibition 114
Culture Pilots Exploring the city 23
Parade Parades 89
Capital of Culture neighbourhood 
of the Month

Best of neighbourhoods,
neue Innenstadt/Froschberg

46

Kunstpalast_onstage Performance 46
Art Palace Readings 236
nach Linz hinaus Exploring the city 95
Festival 4020. Song Music festival 119
A Dozen Europes Popular music from Europe 108
Growing Union Garden exhibition 109
Festival of Regions Festival of contemporary art 50
Hide Exploring the city 66
Circus (Linz) Concerts 226
Meeting Space Workshops, concert 118
Subversive Fair Trade Fair 66
Lunch with Stifter Readings 186
Go your Gait! Exhibition 117
Megahertz Music festival 209
Hörstadt Ruhepol Mariendom Recreational space 70
Fadinger Reloaded Performance 140
Roots&new Dreams (Linz) jazz concert 185
Roots&new Dreams (Pilsen) jazz concert 185
Roots&new Dreams (Brünn) jazz concert 185
Roots&new Dreams (Passau) jazz concert 185
Roots&new Dreams (Diersbach) jazz concert 185
Oratorio Oratorio 140
Höhenrausch Exhibition 177
YES09 Youth soccer champion ship 202
LinzFest09 European culture festival 202
Best of Austria Exhibition 45
The Real &#!!* lives in Finland Theatre 74
Democracy is culture! Public election monitoring 67
Sonus Loci Concerts 234
Toulouse-Lautrec Exhibition 45
Kepler Salon Knowledge for everybody 158
The Ill Rabbit Interventions 237
Alfred Kubin 09 Art.Space.Dream. Exhibition 91
Activistas! Exploring the city 23
nur durchgereist Exhibition 88
Sunday Morning Sunday morning delights 29
Hörstadt – Hearing Sites Hearing sites 70
Hörstadt Guided Tours Exploring the city 70
Hörstadt Ruhepol Centralkino Recreational space 70
Hörstadt Campaign Campaign 68
Organ Stops Organ concerts 93
Stadtkino Film screenings 53
Academy of the Impossible Workshops 159
I LIKE TO MOVE IT MOVE IT Workshops, performances 156
In situ Signs in public space 135
Linzer Eye Installation 30

FURTHERMORE WHAT WHEn WHERE
Gefangen im Bernstein Exhibition 3 April – 18 October 09 Biologiezentrum Linz/Dornach
Ich tanze mit dir in den Himmel hinein – Premiere Ballett 2 May 09 Landestheater, Großes Haus
Kabale und Liebe Theatre 2 May 09 Theater Phönix
Die Wände – Premiere Theatre 3 May 09 Kammerspiele
Herbert Bayer and the 20th Century Exhibition 8 May – 2 August 09 Lentos Kunstmuseum
Bruckner Orchester Linz: Beethoven, Bruckner Concert 12 May 09 Brucknerhaus, Großer Saal
Bach, Ponce, Sulzer, Regondi,… Church opera 13 May 09 Martinskirche
15 years: “Koop-Litera” Literature festival 14 May 09 StifterHaus
Alfred Peschek 80. Geburtstag Concert 14 May 09 Brucknerhaus, Mittlerer Saal
Lady Macbeth von Mzensk – Premiere Opera 23 May 09 Landestheater Linz, Großes Haus
Radio-Sinfionieorchester Frankfurt Concert 26 May 09 Brucknerhaus, Großer Saal
Markierungen 09 Symposium 27 May 09 ORF Landesstudio Oberösterreich
10 Years Black Humour Festival Theatre May 09 Posthof

LINZ09
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jUNE 09

PROGRAMME WHAT PAGE M T W T F S S M T W T F S S M T W T F S S M T W T F S S M T
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30

Festival of the Regions Festival of contemporary art 50
YES09 Youth soccer champion ship 202
LinzFest09 European culture festival 202
Capital of Culture neighbourhood 
of the Month 

Best of neighbourhoods,
Bindermichl/Spallerhof

46

Kunstpalast_onstage Performance 46
Erfundene Erinnerung Symposium, reading 141
City in Luck Exhibition 139
Wegzeit Trips to the Mühlviertel 90
Radio jazz Research Conference 160
Landscape Opera Musical theatre 90
joan Dark Theatre 72
The Sacred Mountain Exhibition 88
Wood&Brass Concerts 138
Lunch with Stifter Readings 186
80+1 Exhibition 157
Circus (Linz) Concerts 226
Circus (Schärding) Concerts 226
Circus (Linz) Concerts 226
Art Palace Readings 236
A Dozen Europes Popular music from Europe 108
Kidsparade Children’s demonstration 208
Culture Bathing Performances 176
Paper Boat Dockyard Workshops 176
Schäxpir Theatre 207
Linz is us Music theatre 207
UmLinzRum Presentations 120
Bellevue Stage for everyday culture 50
Frischluftklassik Open air classics 203
Frieden Hören Conversation concert 234
Toulouse-Lautrec Exhibition 45
I LIKE TO MOVE IT MOVE IT Workshops, performance 156
Höhenrausch Exhibition 177
nur durchgereist Exhibition 88
Growing Union Garden exhibition 109
Go your Gait! Exhibition 117
Sunday Morning Sunday morning delights 29
Kepler Salon Knowledge for everybody 158
The Ill Rabbit Interventions 237
Alfred Kubin 09 Art.Space.Dream. Exhibition 91
Activistas! Exploring the city 23
Democracy is Culture! Public election monitoring 67
nach Linz hinaus Exploring the city 95
Hörstadt Campaign Campaign 68
Hörstadt Ruhepol Mariendom Recreational space 70
Hörstadt Ruhepol Centralkino Recreational space 70
Hörstadt – Hearing Sites Hearing sites 70
Hörstadt Guided Tours Exploring the city 70
Sonus Loci Concerts 234
Organ Stops Organ concerts 93
Stadtkino Film screenings 53
Academy of the Impossible Workshops 159
In situ Signs in public space 135
Linzer Eye Installation 30

FURTHERMORE WHAT WHEn WHERE
Gefangen im Bernstein Exhibition 3 April – 18 October 09 Biologiezentrum Linz/Dornach
Herbert Bayer and the 20th Century Exhibition 8 May – 2 August 09 Lentos Kunstmuseum
Sehnsucht natur. European Landscapes Exhibition 2 june – 26 October 09 Schlossmuseum
Bruckner Orchester Linz: Copland, Strawinsky, Weill Concert 5 june 09 Brucknerhaus, Großer Saal
Marianne Faithfull Concert 7 june 09 Brucknerhaus, Großer Saal
schauplatz.theater “spinnen.spüren.spielen” Theatre 10 – 14 june 09 Amateurtheater OÖ, Kirschlag bei Linz
20.000 Meilen unter dem Meer – Premiere Theatre 25 june 09 Theater des Kindes
Reading Chrisoph Ransymayr Reading 30 june 09 StifterHaus
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jULY 09

LINZ09
CALENDAR

PROGRAMME WHAT PAGE W T F S S M T W T F S S M T W T F S S M T W T F S S M T W T F
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31

Schäxpir 2009 Theatre festival 207
Circus (Linz) Concerts 226
Circus (Gmunden) Concerts 226
Linz Europa Hafenfest Concerts 113
The European Green Belt Exhibition 109
Capital of Culture neighbourhood 
of the Month

Best of neighbourhoods,
neue Heimat

46

Kunstpalast_onstage Performance 46
Culture Bathing Performances 176
Wegzeit Trips to the Mühlviertel 90
Lunch with Stifter Readings 186
A Dozen Europes Popular music from Europe 108
Odd jubilees Celebrations 138
The Blank Page Visual theatre 204
Pflasterspektakel Street art 204
Theaterlust 2: Sunburn Theatre and dance festival 178
nach Linz hinaus Exploring the city 95
Salzstadl Studio house 117
Stadt im Glück Exhibition 139
The Sacred Mountain Exhibition 88
80+1 Exhibition 157
Höhenrausch Exhibition 177
nur durchgereist Exhibition 88
Academy of the Impossible Workshops 159
Kepler Salon Knowledge for everybody 158
Growing Union Garden exhibition 109
Activistas! Exploring the city 23
Go your Gait! Exhibition 117
Bellevue Stage for everyday culture 50
The Ill Rabbit Interventions 237
Alfred Kubin 09 Art.Space.Dream. Exhibition 91
Paper Boat Dockyard Workshops 176
Democracy is culture! Public election monitoring 67
Sonus Loci Concerts 234
Sunday Morning Sunday morning delights 29
Hörstadt Campaign Campaign 68
Hörstadt Ruhepol Mariendom Recreational space 70
Hörstadt Ruhepol Centralkino Recreational space 70
Hörstadt – Hearing Sites Hearing sites 70
Hörstadt Guided Tours Exploring the city 70
Stadtkino Film screenings 53
Organ Stops Organ concerts 93
In situ Signs in public space 135
Linzer Eye Installation 30

FURTHERMORE WHAT WHEn WHERE
Gefangen im Bernstein Exhibition 3 April – 18 October 09 Biologiezentrum Linz/Dornach
Herbert Bayer and the 20th Century Exhibition 8 May – 2 August 09 Lentos Kunstmuseum
Sehnsucht natur. European Landscapes Exhibition 2 june – 26 October 09 Schlossmuseum
Opening Schlossmuseum Opening 3 / 4 / 5 july 09 Schlossmuseum
Sabine Bitter / Helmut Weber Exhibition 9 july – September 09 Landesgalerie Linz
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AUGUST 09

LINZ09
CALENDAR

PROGRAMME WHAT PAGE S S M T W T F S S M T W T F S S M T W T F S S M T W T F S S M
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31

Circus (Gmunden) Concerts 226
Circus (Linz) Concerts 226
Wegzeit Trips to the Mühlviertel 90
Capital of Culture neighbourhood 
of the Month

Best of neighbourhoods,
Urfahr Zentrum

46

Kunstpalast_onstage Performances 46
Culture Bathing Performances 176
sicht:wechsel Theatre 232
eu-art-network Exhibition, symposium 116
The Brewery Popular culture 189
See this Sound Exhibition 183
A Dozen Europes Popular music from Europe 108
Fluid Borders Symposium 119
Challenging Symposium 160
Paper Boat Dockyard Workshops 176
Go your Gait! Exhibition 117
Compositions Workshop and concert 118
80+1 Exhibition 157
Theaterlust 2: Sunburn Theatre and dance festival 178
Höhenrausch Exhibition 177
The Sacred Mountain Exhibition 88
The European Green Belt Exhibition 109
nur durchgereist Exhibition 88
Bellevue Stage for everyday culture 50
Academy of the Impossible Workshops 159
Kepler Salon Knowledge for everybody 158
The Ill Rabbit Interventions 237
Alfred Kubin 09 Art.Space.Dream. Exhibition 91
City in Luck Exhibition 139
Growing Union Garden exhibition 109
Activistas! Exploring the city 23
Organ Stops Organ concerts 93
Stadtkino Film screenings 53
Democracy is culture! Public election monitoring 67
Salzstadl Studio house 117
Sonus Loci Concerts 234
Sunday Morning Sunday morning delights 29
Hörstadt Campaign Campaign 68
Hörstadt Ruhepol Centralkino Recreational space 70
Hörstadt Ruhepol Mariendom Recreational space 70
Hörstadt – Hearing Sites Hearing sites 70
Hörstadt – Klangbaustelle Installation 70
In situ Signs in public space 135
Linzer Eye Installation 30

FURTHERMORE WHAT WHEn WHERE
Gefangen im Bernstein Exhibition 3 April – 18 October 09 Biologiezentrum Linz/Dornach
Herbert Bayer and the 20th Century Exhibition 8 May – 2 August 09 Lentos Kunstmuseum
Sehnsucht natur. European Landscapes Exhibition 2 june – 26 October 09 Schlossmuseum
Sabine Bitter / Helmut Weber Exhibition 9 july – September 09 Landesgalerie Linz
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SEPTEMBER 09

LINZ09
CALENDAR

PROGRAMME WHAT PAGE T W T F S S M T W T F S S M T W T F S S M T W T F S S M T W
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30

Theaterlust 2: Sunburn Theatre and dance festival 178
Wegzeit Trips to the Mühlviertel 90
Challenging Symposium 158
Ars Electronica Festival 205
Capital of Culture neighbourhood 
of the Month

Best of neighbourhoods,
Franckviertle/Hafenviertel

46

Kunstpalast_onstage Performance 46
OÖ Stiftskonzerte Music 95
Visuelle Klangwolke Performance 224
Radio Play Premiere 70
Lunch with Stifter Readings 186
Welt im Kopf Exhibition 161
Kulturgeschichtetag 2009 Symposium 162
Brucknerfest 09 Music festival 203
Haus.Friedens.Bruch Theatre 52
Wood&Brass Music 138
Odd jubilees Celebrations 138
Kepler (Premiere) Musical theater 157
Beyond History Symposium 136
Impossibility of a Solo Dance 94
A Dozen Europes Popular music from Europe 108
The Good Person of Sezuan Theatre 115
80+1 Exhibition 157
Bellevue Stage for everyday culture 50
The Sacred Mountain Exhibition 88
City in Luck Exhibition 139
The Brewery Popular culture 189
Höhenrausch Exhibition 177
Compositions Workshop and concert 118
Activistas! Exploring the city 23
Democracy is Culture! Public election monitoring 67
Sonus Loci Concerts 234
The European Green Belt Exhibition 109
See this Sound Exhibition 183
nur durchgereist Exhibition 88
Growing Union Garden exhibition 109
Kepler Salon Knowledge for everybody 158
The Ill Rabbit Interventions 237
Alfred Kubin 09 Art.Space.Dream. Exhibition 91
Stadtkino Film screenings 53
Salzstadl Studio house 117
Sunday Morning Sunday morning delights 29
Organ Stops Organ concerts 93
Hörstadt Campaign Campaign 68
Hörstadt – Klangbaustelle Installation 70
Hörstadt Ruhepol Centralkino Recreational space 70
Hörstadt Ruhepol Mariendom Recreational space 70
Hörstadt – Hearing Sites Hearing sites 70
In situ Signs in public space 135
Linzer Eye Installation 30

FURTHERMORE WHAT WHEn WHERE
Gefangen im Bernstein Exhibition 3 April – 18 October 09 Biologiezentrum Linz/Dornach
Sehnsucht natur. European Landscapes Exhibition 2 june – 26 October 09 Schlossmuseum
Sabine Bitter / Helmut Weber Exhibition 9 july – September 09 Landesgalerie Linz
One night Stand: Month of Upper Austrian Art Exhibition 1 – 21 September 09 Landesgalerie Linz
Cyberarts 2009 Prix Ars Electronica Exhibition 3 September – 11 October 09 OK Offenes Kulturhaus Oberösterreich
Opening Brucknerfest. Classics with a Difference Opening ceremony 13 September 09 Brucknerhaus
Opening Concert Brucknerfest and Classical Klangwolke Concert 13 September 09 Brucknerhaus
Budapest Philharmonic Orchester Concert 15 September 09 Brucknerhaus
“Lingvolinz” Symposium 17 / 18 September 09 StifterHaus
Bruckner Orchester, P. Hindemith: Die Harmonie der Welt Concert 20 September 09 Brucknerhaus, Großer Saal
Bruckner Orchester, A. Bruckner: Sinfonie Concert 25 September 09 Stiftsbasilika St. Florian
Kunstmesse Art fair 26 / 27 September 09 Landesgalerie Linz
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OCTOBER 09

LINZ09
CALENDAR

PROGRAMME WHAT PAGE T F S S M T W T F S S M T W T F S S M T W T F S S M T W T F S
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31

Brucknerfest 09 Music festival 203
The European Green Belt Congress 109
Ida&jim Dance 118
Capital of Culture neighbourhood 
of the Month 

Best of neighbourhoods,
Ebelsberg

46

Kunstpalast_onstage Performancea 46
The Library of 100 Languages Library, readings 108
Lunch with Stifter Readings 186
Doppelgänger Theatre festival 230
Linz vs. Vilnius Competition 187
The “Case” Forum Design Exhibition 225
Subjekt Objekt Performance 94
Abrahams´s Heirs Discussion and concert 162
Ö Slam Poetry Slam 189
Te Deum of a thousand voices Concert of church music 92
A Viennese Gift Concert 210
The Library of Saved Memories Exhibition 161
Hörstadt – On Acoustic 
Environment

Series of conversations 71

European Eyes on japan Exhibition 116
The Land of Smiles Music theatre 115
A Dozen Europes Popular music from Europe 108
Designland Symposium, workshops 225
Growing Union Garden exhibition 109
Organ Stops Organ concerts 93
Alfred Kubin 09 Art.Space.Dream. Exhibition 91
The European Green Belt Exhibition 109
See this Sound Exhibition 183
nur durchgereist Exhibition 88
Welt im Kopf Exhibition 161
Kepler Salon Knowledge for everybody 158
Sunday Morning Sunday morning delights 29
The Ill Rabbit Interventions 237
Hörstadt Campaign Campaign 68
Hörstadt – Klangbaustelle Installation 70
Hörstadt Ruhepol Centralkino Recreational space 70
Hörstadt Ruhepol Mariendom Recreational space 70
Salzstadl Studio house 117
Stadtkino Film screenings 53
In situ Signs in public space 135
Linzer Eye Installation 30

FURTHERMORE WHAT WHEn WHERE
Gefangen im Bernstein Exhibition 3 April – 18 October 09 Biologiezentrum Linz/Dornach
Sehnsucht natur. European Landscapes Exhibition 2 june – 26 October 09 Schlossmuseum
Cyberarts 2009 Prix Ars Electronica Exhibition Exhibition 3 September – 11 October 09 OK Offenes Kulturhaus Oberösterreich
Brehm Cooper Dorfer Exhibition 1 October 09 – 10 january 10 nordico
Special Concert Bruckner Orchester mit HK “nali” Gruber Concert 2 October 09 Brucknerhaus
Bruckner Orchester Linz; j. Haydn “Il Mondo della luna” Concert 4 October 09 Brucknerhaus, Großer Saal
Wiener Philharmoniker, Conductor: Zubin Mehta Concert 5 October 09 Brucknerhaus
Culinary Art Festival Cuisine 13 – 17 October 2009 Linz
Turner and Linz Exhibition 15 October – january 10 Landesgalerie Linz
STOP.SPOT! Musikfestival Music Festival 24 October – 25 October 09 OK Offenes Kulturhaus Oberösterreich
Facing the diverse Exhibition 1 October 09 – 20 november 09 Galerie Zauner
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NOVEMBER 09

LINZ09
CALENDAR

PROGRAMME WHAT PAGE S M T W T F S S M T W T F S S M T W T F S S M T W T F S S M
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30

Festival 4020: Gott Music festival 92

Hörstadt – On Acoustic 
Environment

Series of conversations 71

The other side Theatre 73
That’s the way to do it! Festival 188
Lunch with Stifter Readings 186
A Dozen Europes Popular music from Europe 108
Hörstadt – no music day Activity day 71
Children’s Film Festival Children’s films 208
RoundAboutLinz Presentations 120
Capital of Culture neighbourhood 
of the Month

Best of neighbourhoods,
Ebelsberg

46

nur durchgereist Exhibition 88
Hörstadt Ruhepol Centralkino Recreational space 70
Hörstadt Campaign Campaign 68
Hörstadt – Hearing Sites Hearing sites 70
Designland Symposium, workshops 225
Mörderisches Europa Readings 187
The Library of a 100 Languages Library, readings 108
The European Green Belt Exhibition 109
See this Sound Exhibition 183
Welt im Kopf Exhibition 161
The “Case” Forum Design Exhibition 225
The Library of Saved Memories Exhibition 161
European Eyes on japan Exhibition 116
Kepler Salon Knowledge for everybody 158
Sunday Morning Sunday morning delights 29
Stadtkino Film screenings 53
Salzstadl Studio house 117
Linzer Eye Installation 30

FURTHERMORE WHAT WHEn WHERE
Turner and Linz Exhibition 15 October – january 10 Landesgalerie Linz
European national Patron Saints Exhibition 29 november – May 10 Schlossmuseum
Facing the diverse Exhibition 1 October 09 – 20 november 09 Galerie Zauner
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DECEMBER 09

LINZ09
CALENDAR

PROGRAMME WHAT PAGE M T W T F S S T W T F S S M T W T F S S M T W T F S S M T W T
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31

Tamburlaine the Great Theatre 73
Penthesilea Theatre 72
Phonomanie Free improvisation 185
Lunch with Stifter Readings 186
A Dozen Europes Popular music from Europe 108
The Library of Saved Memories Exhibition 161
European Eyes on japan Exhibition 116
Welt im Kopf Exhibition 161
Stadtkino Film screenings 53
Das grüne Band Europas Exhibition 109
See this Sound Exhibition 183
The “Case” Forum Design Exhibition 225
Kepler Salon Knowledge for everybody 158
Hörstadt – Hearing Sites Hearing sites 70
Sunday Morning Sunday morning delights 29
Salzstadl Studio House 117
Linzer Eye Installation 30

FURTHERMORE WHAT WHEn WHERE
Turner and Linz Exhibition 5 October – january 10 Landesgalerie Linz
European national Patron Saints Exhibition 29 november – May 10 Schlossmuseum
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LINZ – CITY  
OF POSSIBILITIES 

190,000 inhabitants, the city’s greatest potential; positioned at  

the heart of an economically very successful region with over half 

a million people, only an hour and a half’s train ride from Vienna; 

located pn the banks of the Danube and surrounded by an unbelie-

vably beautiful landscape: there’s Linz for you! 

Yet there is even more to Linz than that. A city with a varied  

history, which includes the dark chapter of National Socialism as 

well as the unprecedented upswing of the last twenty years. Music, 

theatre, visual arts, film and the innovative ideas of the Indie scene 

regularly draw audiences in Linz – audiences that are keen on  

anything contemporary. 

Ars Electronica Festival and Brucknerfest, Museum of the  

Future and the Lentos Kunstmuseum, the OK Offenes Kulturhaus 

Oberösterreich and the Landesgalerie, the Pflasterspektakel or the 

film festival Crossing Europe are so many different version of one 

and the same corollary: culture is at home is at home in Linz. It is 

also lived and experienced in the streets and squares of the city,  

on the water and in the green spaces. This page is the visitor’s guide 

to the abundance of possibilities Linz has to offer. 

WWW.LINZ.AT

is the official City of Linz website and provides information about 

history, culture and events as well as important services, including 

public transport schedules, botspots and an interactive city map.

WWW.LINZ.AT/TOURISMUS

Here you will find all the resources you need for your stay in Linz. 

Accommodation, restaurant tips, events and highlights, sightseeing 

(museums, Botanical Garden, Linz Zoo, etc.), city walks and tours, 

excursion tips and information about boat trips on the Danube.  

On top of this you can find the recipe of Linzer Torte, shopping  

tips and hiking trails. These pages also offere potentially useful 

information aboput travelling to Linz by boat, train, plane or car  

as well as getting around within the city and theregion. 

HOW TO GET HERE

By Train

Linz ist a major European railway hub with daily services in  

all directions. Linz’s ultra-modern terminal has been voted Austria’s 

most beautiful train station four times in a row. Time tables  

and info are available from the ÖBB CallCenter +43(0)51717  

or online at www.oebb.at 

By Car

From Salzburg, Motorway A1, approximately an hour and a half 

From Graz, Motorway A9, A1, approximately two hours and a half 

From Passau, Motorway A8, A1, approximately an hour and a half

From Downtown Vienna, Motorway A1, approximately two hours

By Plane

There are several daily flights between blue danube airport linz  

and the most important Central European aviation hubs. Airlines 

serving Linz include Austrian Airlines (Vienna), Lufthansa (Munich, 

Frankfurt, Düsseldorf), Ryanair (London, Barcelona) and FlyNiki 

(Palma). www.linz-airport.at

By Boat

Downtown Linz is situated on the banks of the Danube.  

Cruise and excursion ships from Passau and Vienna doch at Linz. 

www.donauschifffahrt.linz.at

SPECIAL OFFERS  

from 2009

Linz09 Weekend Experience from EURO 96.00

Special offer: two nights (including breakfast buffet) in the hotel 

category of your choice plus the Linz09 Pass (3-day pass). Price (per 

person, double occupancy): EURO 116.00 (Category A) or EURO 

96.00 (Category B). The offer is valid Friday to Monday, all year.

GUIDED TOURS & OUTINGS

Daily walking tours of Linz 

Under the motto “Linz. verändert,” (“Say Linz. Say change”) a certified  

gude will accompany you on a 1h 30 mins tour featruing the hight-

lights of downtown Linz. Check out starting times and prices at 

www.linz.at/tourismus. 

Theme tours and/or individual bookings   

Linz Guide Service, T +43(0)650/2009 009 

E-Mail: linz-guide-service@gmx.at, www.linz-tours.at

Linz City Express round trip

City round trips from Oberer Hauptplatz every hour on the hour.

January – February weekends only 10 a.m. – 5 p.m., March – April 

daily 10 a.m. – 5 p.m., May – September daily 9 a.m. – 6 p.m.,  

October – December daily 10 a.m. – 5 p.m.

Round about Linz

Owing to its location at the heart of Upper Austria Linz is the  

perfect starting point for outings into the surrounding countryside –  

trips to UNESCO Cultural Heritage of Mankind sites, to the lakes  

of Salzkammergut, along the Danube valley with such must-sees  

as the three-river city Passau and the vineyards of Wachau, to Ceský 

Krumlov and the Mühlviertel lregion. By boat, train, car or bike. 
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FLIGHTS 
FROM LINZ TO

Barcelona ................................................................................  3 x a week

Düsseldorf  ........................................................................................ daily

Frankfurt ........................................................................................... daily

Cologne  ..................................................................................  4 x a week

London  ...................................................................................  4 x a week

Munich  ............................................................................................. daily

Salzburg ............................................................................................ daily

Vienna  ............................................................................................... daily

FLIGHTS 
TO LINZ FROM

Barcelona ................................................................................  3 x a week

Düsseldorf  ..............................................................................  6 x a week

Frankfurt ........................................................................................... daily

Graz .........................................................................................  5 x a week

Cologne  ..................................................................................  4 x a week

London  ...................................................................................  4 x a week

Munich  ............................................................................................. daily

Salzburg ..................................................................................  6 x a week

Vienna  ............................................................................................... daily

TRAIN SERVICE
FROM AND TO LINZ

daily:

Amsterdam, Basel, Budapest, Dortmund, Düsseldorf, Milan,  

Munich, Prague, Strasbourg, Stuttgart, Würzburg, Zürich

every hour:

Salzburg, Vienna

every other hour:

Bregenz, Frankfurt, Graz, Innsbruck, Klagenfurt, Nürnberg, Villach

USEFUL INFORMATION 

Taxis www.taxi6969.at, T +43(0)732/6969

 www.taxi2244.at, T +430)732/2244

Shared Taxis www.linzag.at, T +43(0)732/661266

Ambulance T +43/144

Police T +43/133

Fire Brigade T +43/122

Camping Sites in Linz /

Camping Pichlinger See T +43(0)732/305314, www.camping-linz.at

Camping Site  

Pleschinger See T +43(0)732/247870

Internet Hotspots Linz www.linz.at/hotspot

Linz from A-Z www.linz.at/service

Weather Report www.linz.at/wetter

What’s On www.linztermine.at
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LINZ09 PASS  
The Linz09 visitor’s pass for the entire city.

-  Free or reduced admission to all designated exhibitions  

and museums of Linz 2009

- Reduced admission to all designated Linz09 events

-  25% reduction on ÖBB train fares to Linz from all  

stations in Austria. (For ÖBB Vorteilscard holders an  

overall reduction of 60%)

-  Unlimited use of all public means of transport operated by Linz 

Linien during the state period.

- Free use of the Pöstlingbergbahn/Pöstlingbergbus

- EURO 10 off the Linz09 Programme Book 3/3 at the Linz09 Shop 

-  Up to 50% reduction on the designated Linz09 Shop Products  

of the Month

- Reduction on “Austria” guided city tours 

- Reduced fare for one trip by Linz City Express

- Reduced admission to Linz Zoo

- Reduced admission to Linz Botanical Garden

- Reduction on a Segway tour (single)

-  Reduced admission to the Landesgartenschau  Bad Schallerbach 

and the Landesausstellung Schlierbach

- Reduced admission to Stift St. Florian

Prices

One-day pass: EURO 15.00 (regular price)

Three-day pass: EUOR 25.00 (regular price)

Available from November 2008 from the Linz09 Infocenter, Tourist 

Information agencies, hotels, all Ö-Ticket sales points, allen ÖBB 

railway stations in Austria as well as online at www.linz09.at.

Subject to alterations.

LINZ09 INSIDER 
The Linz09 Advantage Programme for the whole year.

-  Year-round free or reduced admission to all designated  

exhibtions and museum of Linz 2009

-  Reductions of up to 50% on admission to all designated  

events of Linz 2009

-  Weekly Linz09 events with a contingent of free tickets for  

Linz09 Insider pass holders

-  Linz09 special events exclusively for Linz09 Insider pass holders

-  EURO 10 off the Linz09 Programme Book 3/3 at the Linz09 Shop 

-  Up to 50% reduction on the designated Linz09 Shop Products  

of the Month

-  For free: The Capital of Culture Expert Package with all informa-

tion materials and a number of Linz09 complimentary gifts

-  Reduction on “Austria” guided city city tours

-  Reduced fare for one trip by Linz City Express

-  Reduced admission to Linz Zoo

-  Reduced admission to Linz Botanical Garden

-  Reduction on a Segway tour (single)

-  Reduced admission fee for one visit to the Landesgartenschau  

Bad Schallerbach and the Landesausstellung Schlierbach

-  Reduced admission to Stift St. Florian

Prices

Linz09 Insider Year Pass: EURO 50.00 (regular price)

Available from November 2008 from the Linz09 Infocenter  

and online at www.linz09.at.

LINZ09  
INFOCENTER

Linz09 Infocenter in Hauptplatz is your first point of contact  

for information and tickets. In its well-stocked shop you will find  

a wide selection of products to do with Linz09.

INFORMATION, BOOkINGS  
AND SPECIAL OFFERS

Linz09 Infocenter

Hauptplatz 5, 4020 Linz

T +43(0)732/7070-2009, F +43(0)732/772873

E-Mayl: tourist.info@linz.at, www.linz.at/tourismus
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	 LINZ09 INFOCENTER
 Hauptplatz 5, 4020 Linz, www.linz09.at

1 	 AFO – ARCHITECTURAL FORUM UPPER AUSTRIA
 Herbert-Bayer-Platz 1, 4020 Linz, www.afo.at

2  ALTER DOM
 Domgasse 6, 4010 Linz

3  AkUSTIkON – INSTITUTE FOR LISTENING
  Pfarrgasse 9 – 13, 4020 Linz

4 	 ANTON BRUCkNER PRIVATUNIVERSITäT
 Wildbergstr. 18, 4040 Linz, www.bruckneruni.at

5  ARS ELECTRONICA CENTER –  
 MUSEUM OF THE FUTURE
  Hauptstraße 2, 4040 Linz, Tue/Wed/Fr: 9 a.m. – 5 p.m.,  

Thu: 9 a.m. – 9 p.m., closed on Mondays 
 www.aec.at

6  BELLEVUE 
 Landschaftspark Bindermichl, Spallerhof

7  BERGSCHLÖSSL
 Bergschlösslgasse 1, 4020 Linz, www.design-center.at

8 	 BERGSCHLÖSSLPARk

9  BOTANICAL GARDENS
 Roseggerstraße 20, 4020 Linz
 Nov. – Feb. 8 a.m. – 5 p.m., March/Oct. 8 a.m. – 6 p.m.,
 April and Sept. 8 a.m. – 7 p.m., May – Aug. 7.30 a.m. – 7.30 p.m.,
 www.linz.at/umwelt/3919.asp

10 BRUCkNERHAUS LINZ – CONCERT HALL
 Untere Donaulände 7, 4010 Linz, www.brucknerhaus.at

11 CCL – CHOREOGRAPHIC CENTRE LINZ
 Estermannstraße 14, 4020 Linz, www.ccl.rtti.de

12 CEMBRAN kELLER
 Kellergasse 6, 4020 Linz
 Mo/Tue/Thu: 9 a.m. – 12 a.m. and 2 p.m. – 6 p.m., 
 We/Fr: 9 a.m. – 2 p.m., Sat: 9 a.m. – 12 p.m.  
 www.cembran.at

13 CITY kINO
 Graben 30, 4020 Linz, www.moviemento.at

14 DONAUPARk

15 EISENHAND, LANDESTHEATER LINZ
 Eisenhandstraße 43, 4020 Linz, www.landestheater-linz.at

16 GALERIE MAERZ
  Eisenbahngasse 20, 4020 Linz, Tue – Fr: 3 p.m. – 6 p.m.,  

Sat: 1 p.m. – 4 p.m., www.maerz.at

17 GRAND HOTEL CAFE ZUM ROTHEN kREBSEN
 Obere Donaulände 11, 4020 Linz
 Tue/Wed/Tue: 6 p.m. – 2 a.m., Fr: 6 p.m. – 4 a.m.
 www.roterkrebs.net

18 HAFENHALLE09
 Industriezeile/Derfflingerstraße (3rd port basin)

19 HOUSE OF STORIES
 Pfarrplatz 18

20 HMH ENGINEERING- 
 CONSULTING-TRADING GMBH
 Im Südpark 196, 4030 Linz, www.rubblemaster.com

21 jOHANNES kEPLER UNVERSITäT LINZ
 Altenberger Str. 69, 4040 Linz, www.jku.at

22 kAPU
 Kapuzinerstraße 36, 4020 Linz, www.kapu.or.at

23 kATHOLISCH-THEOLOGISCHE  
 PRIVATUNIVERSITäT LINZ
 Bethlehemstraße 20, 4020 Linz
 www.ktu-linz.ac.at

24 kEPLER SALON
 Rathausgasse 5, 4020 Linz

25 kINDERINFO09
 Old Townhall, Hauptplatz, www.linz09.at

26 kUNSTRAUM GOETHESTRASSE
  Goethestraße 30, 4020 Linz
 Tue – Fr: 2 – 6 p.m.  and by appointment 
 www.kunstraum.at

27 LANDESGALERIE LINZ – STATE GALLERY
  Museumstraße 14, 4010 Linz, Thu – Fr: 9 a.m. – 6 p.m.,  

Sat/Sun/Holiday: 10 a.m. – 5 p.m., www.landesgalerie.at

LINZ09  
VENUES
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28 LANDESTHEATER LINZ
 Promenade 39, 4020 Linz, www.landestheater-linz.at

29 LENTOS MUSEUM OF MODERN ART
 Ernst-Koref-Promenade 1, 4020 Linz
 daily: 10 a.m. – 6 p.m., Thu: 10 a.m. – 9 p.m.
 www.lentos.at

30 LIMONISTOLLEN
 Kapuzinerstraße 55a, 4020 Linz

31 MARIENDOM
 Herrenstraße 19, 4010 Linz
 Church visits: Mo – Sat: 7.30 a.m. – 7 p.m.,  
 Sun/Holiday: 8 a.m. – 7 p.m.
 Guided tours: Mo – Sat: 8 a.m. – 5.30 p.m.,  
 Sun/Holiday: 1 p.m.  – 5.30 p.m.
 www.mariendom.at

32 MOVIEMENTO kINO
 Dametzstraße 30, 4020 Linz, www.moviemento.at

33 MUSIkSCHULE DER STADT LINZ
 Fabrikstraße 10, 4041 Linz, www.linz.at/Musikschule

34 NORDICO – MUSEUM OF THE CITY OF LINZ
 Dametzstraße 23, 4020 Linz
 Mo – Wed/Fr: 10 a.m. – 6 p.m., Thu: 10 a.m. – 9 p.m.,  
 Sat – Sun: 1 p.m. – 5 p.m.
 www.linz.at/kultur/nordico

35 Ok CENTRE FOR CONTEMPORARY ART
  OK Platz 1, 4020 Linz,  

Mo – Thu: 4 p.m. – 10 p.m., Fr: 4 p.m. – 12 a.m.,  
Sat: 10 a.m. – 12 a.m., Sun: 10 a.m. – 10 p.m.  
www.ok-centrum.at

36	 OÖ LANDESBIBLIOTHEk – 
 FEDERAL STATE LIBARY
  Schillerplatz 2, 4020 Linz, Mo – Fr: 9 a.m. – 6 p.m.,
 Sat: 9 a.m. – 12 p.m., www.landesbibliothek.at

37 OTTENSHEIM
 www.ottensheim.at

38 POSTHOF – HOUE OF CONTEMPORARY ART
 Posthofstraße 43, 4020 Linz, www.posthof.at

39 PÖSTLINGBERG
 www.poestlingberg.at

40 RUHEPOL CENTRALkINO
 Landstraße 31, 4020 Linz

41 SALZSTADL
 Obere Donaulände 15, 4020 Linz, www.salzamt-linz.at

42 SCHLOSSMUSEUM LINZ – CASTLE MUSEUM
 Tummelplatz 10, 4010 Linz
 Tue – Fr: 9 a.m. – 6 p.m., Sat/Sun/Holiday: 10 a.m. – 5 p.m.
 www.schlossmuseum.at

43 STADTPFARRkIRCHE LINZ
 Pfarrplatz 4, 4020 Linz
 Mo – Fr: 8 a.m. – 12 a.m., Tue and Thu: 2 p.m. – 4.30 p.m.
 www.dioezese-linz.at/pfarren/stadtpfarre-linz

44 STADTWERkSTATT
 Kirchengasse 4, 4040 Linz, www.stwst.at

45 STIFTERHAUS –  
 CENTRE FOR CULTURE AND LANGUAGE
 Adalbert-Stifter-Platz 1, 4020 Linz
 Library: Mo/Tue/Thu: 8 a.m. – 1 p.m. / 2 p.m. – 5 p.m. 
 Wed/Fr: 8 a.m. – 1 p.m., Gallery: 10 a.m. – 3 p.m., except Mondays
 www.stifter-haus.at

46 THEATER DES kINDES IM kUDDELMUDDEL
 Langgasse 13, 4020 Linz, www.theater-des-kindes.at

47 THEATER PHÖNIx
 Wiener Straße 25, 4020 Linz, www.theater-phoenix.at

48 URSULINENHOF
 Landstraße 31, 4020 Linz, www.ursulinenhof.at

49 U\HOF: LANDESTHEATER LINZ
  Landstraße 31, 4020 Linz, www.uhof.at

50 VOLkSGARTEN

51 WELT IM kOPF – A WORLD IN ONE’S HEAD
  Graben 15, 4020 Linz

52 WISSENSTURM – TOWER OF kNOWLEDGE
  Kärntnerstraße 26, 4020 Linz, Mo – Fr: 8 a.m. – 10 p.m.,  

Sat: 8.30 a.m. – 5 p.m., www.wissensturm.at
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KINDERINFO09 
A VERY SPECIAL PLACE IN THE  
OLD TOWN HALL FOR THE USE OF 
FAMILIES AND/OR CHILDREN 

KINDERINFO09 has comprehensive information and personal 
advice in store for families and children. They can have their 
culture package tailor made and take time out while it is being 
put together. An exciting selection of unconventional games for 
chilren up to the age of 11 (designed by Kindermuseum Zoom 
and Walking Chair), a tea kitchen, changing room and toddler 
zone invite you to take a more relaxed view of things. 



THE	
SCHOOL	BOOK
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LINZ09
CLUB

Linz Textil Holding AG

Vitra GmbH

VKB Bank

LINZ09
MEMBER

Bosch Rexroth GmbH

Celum GmbH

Greiner Group

Gutenberg-Werbering GesmbH

HMH Engineering-Consulting-Trading GmbH

Haribo-Lakritzen-Betriebsgesellschaft mbH

HYPO Oberösterreich

Kulturverein Count Davis

MIC Customs Solutions

MCE AG

Porsche Inter Auto

proHolz Oberösterreich

Resch&Frisch Franchise GmbH

Sabtours Touristik GmbH

Schenker & Co AG

Uniqa Versicherungs AG

USP WerbegmbH

Volksbank AG und  

Volksbank Linz + Mühlviertel

WAG Wohnungsanlagen GmbH

LINZ09
PROjECT SUPPORTERS

British Council Austria

French Cultural Institute Vienna

Istanbul 2010

Embassy of the Netherlands

Norwegian Ministry of Foreign Affairs

Swiss Culture Foundation Pro Helvetia

ZaterdagMatinee (Concertgebouw  

Amsterdam)

LINZ09
TOP CLUB

voestalpine AG

ORF

ÖBB Personen Verkehrs AG

LINZ AG

Raiffeisen Landesbank OÖ

Bank Austria

Brau Union Österreich AG

Energie AG Oberösterreich

blue danube airport linz

Gernerali Holding Vienna AG

Heinz Hochstetter GmbH

OMV AG

OÖNachrichten

Österreichische Post AG

Pappas Automobilvertriebs GmbH

Siemens AG Österreich

Sparkasse OÖ

Tips GmbH

LINZ09
PREMIUM CLUB
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afp werbeagentur gmbh, ac. advisors GmbH, afo Architekturforum Oberösterreich, AKH Linz, ALEX – Buchhandlung Alexander Stelzer, Allgemeine Sparkasse Oberösterreich,  
Antiquitäten und moderne Graphik Buchinger, Anton Bruckner Institut Linz, Arbeiterkammer Oberösterreich, Arbeitskreis Reisemedizin Oberösterreich – Krankenhaus der Elisabe-
thinen, Architekturzentrum Wien, Archiv der Stadt Linz, Arkade Taumenmarkt – Arev Immobilien GmbH, Ars Electronica Linz GmbH, ASKÖ Landesverband OÖ, Austria Trend Hotel 
Schillerpark, Bäckerei Franz Brandl, Be – Tapas Bar im Wissensturm, Bellissima la Moda, Berndorfer Fußklinik, Bilder Eigl, Bluma, Blumen Studio Bauer, Boote Feichtner, Börserie GO 
Gaststättenbetriebs GmbH, Cambridge Institute, Casino Linz, Cinematograph, Crossing Europe Filmfestival gem. GmbH, Design Center Linz, Die Fabrikanten, Diözese Linz, Don Grande, 
EDUCULT – Institut für die Vermittlung von Kunst und Wissenschaft, Eidenberger Alm, EUREGIO Bayerischer Wald – Böhmischer Wald, Fa. Johann Gutenbrunner – Austria Guide und 
Taxler, Ferienregion Traunsee, FH Oberösterreich Studienbetriebs GmbH, Firma Skizzo, Fischerhäusl Gastronomie GmbH, Follow Me Tours, forte FortBildungszentrum Elisabethinen 
Linz GmbH, Fotolabor Fotopia, Galerie 422, Galerie Brunhofer, Galerie der Berufsvereinigung der bildenden Künstler, Galerie Eder, Galerie in der Schmiede, Galerie Pehböck, Galerie 
Seidler, Galerie Thiele, Galerie Zauner, Gasthaus zur GIS, Gasthof Rothmayr, GEKO Wohnen mit Gefühl, Goldene Pagode, Gregor H + D Julius Geyer‘s NF. KG, Günter W. Hager Josef das 
Stadtbräu, Hackl Lederwaren, Hippmann GesmbH, Hofstetter Gaststättenbetriebe u. Zelte GmbH, Homosexuelle Initiative Linz, Horn Danceschool, Hotspots – Linzer Gastronomie und 
Hotellerie, Institut für Angewandte Umweltbildung für die Initiative Kinderuni Steyr, Jazzatelier Ulrichsberg, Johannes Kepler Universität Linz, Katholisch-Theologische Privatuniversität 
Linz, Kirchenwirt, Kongresshotels Linz Betriebs Ges.m.b.H. Courtyard Linz, Krankenhaus der Barmherzigen Schwestern Linz Betriebsgesellschaft mbH, KREFT Steuerberatungs GmbH, 
Kulturinitiative Marchtrenk, Kunstuniversität Linz, Landa Kinder-, Baby- und Umstandsmode, Landeskulturzentrum Ursulinenhof, Landespolizeikommando OÖ, Landgasthof Freiseder, 
Landgasthof Holzpoldl, Landgraf Hotel & Loft, Lern- und Gedenkort Schloss Hartheim, LIMAK Johannes Kepler University, Linzer City Ring, Linzer Puppentheater, Local-Bühne Frei-
stadt, Ludwig Boltzmann Gesellschaft GmbH, Ludwig Boltzmann Institut Medien.Kunst.Forschung., Lutz Leufen Frisuren & Training GmbH, MAERZ Künstlervereinigung, MASCHI-
NENFABRIK LASKA Ges.m.b.H., Moviemento / City Kino, Mühltalhof Familie Rachinger GesmbH, Musica Sacra Linz, Oberwirt Alexander Mayer Gaststätten GmbH, Oman Consort, 
OÖ Stiftskonzerte, Pädagogische Hochschule Linz, Palais Kaufmännischer Verein, Paloma Handels GmbH, Passage Linz GmbH & Co KG, Penz Mode, Per Bambini, Pöstlingberg-Schlössl, 
Prielmayerhof Betrieb GmbH, Private Pädagogische Hochschule der Diözese Linz, pro mente OÖ Gesellschaft für psychische und soziale Gesundheit – Kunstraum Goethestrasse xtd, 
Prof. Haslinger & Partner Rechtsanwälte, Promenadenhof Seeber Gastro GmbH, qujOchÖ – Experimentelle Kunst- und Kulturarbeit, Radio Frech – BRG Linz Fadingerstraße, Rechtsan-
waltskanzlei Hawel & Eypeltauer, REMEMBAR Lifestyle Gastronomie GmbH, Reno Schuhe, Restaurant Bauböck, RIK Liedermacher, Rosa Vogl Coiffeur, Saxinger, Chalupsky & Partner 
Rechtsanwälte GmbH, S. Spitz GmbH & Co KG Spitz Event Catering, ’s Kistl, Sonnleitner Gastro GmbH II Teatro, SPRESSINO – Coffee and more, Stadtgärten Linz, Stoff Baumgartner, 
Tanzschule Perfect Steps, Thalia Buch- & Medien, Theater des Kindes, Verein der Freunde OÖ. Stiftskonzerte, Verein Ensemble Sonare, Verein Ketani, Veritas Buch- und Kunsthandlung, 
Vermed-Fortbildung in der Medizin GmbH, Weinhof Schenkenfelder GmbH & Co KG, Wenna Glas GmbH, Wissensturm, WKO Oberösterreich, Xanaka, Ziel1Kunst / eu-art network 
Technologiezentrum, ZONTA Club Linz

Adalbert-Stifter-Institut des Landes OÖ

Anton Bruckner Privatuniversität

Festival 4020. mehr als Musik.

Kinderkulturzentrum

Landeskulturdirektion OÖ

Linz Kultur 

Linzer Museum für Geschichte der 

 Zahnheilkunde in OÖ

Linzer Veranstaltungsgesellschaft mbH

Lentos Kunstmuseum Linz

Musikschule der Stadt Linz

Nordico – Museum der Stadt Linz

OK Offenes Kulturhaus OÖ

OÖ Landesarchiv

OÖ Landesbibliothek

OÖ Landesmuseen

OÖ Landesmusikschulwerk

OÖ Theater und Orchester GmbH, Landes-

theater Linz und Bruckner Orchester

Posthof

LINZ09
kULTURPARTNER
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Renate Aicher 

Peter Androsch 

Magdalena Bayer

Airan Berg 

Anatol Bogendorfer

Elisabeth Brunner

Thomas Brych 

Erwin Dorn 

Christa Fuchs 

Ulrich Fuchs 

Marie Gahleitner 

Eva Gintenreiter 

Karin Gschwandtner 

Martin Heller

Barbara Hinterleitner 

Kristina Hödl

Hannes Höttl 

Magnus Hofmüller 

Claudia Hutterer

Irene Jäger

Irene KlinglMayr 

Silvia Keller

Sandra Krampelhuber

Simon Lachner 

Marlies Leibitzki

Pia Leydolt 

Jasmine Malik

Dieter Mackinger 

Iris Mayr

Silke Mayr

Alicja Michalik

Hari Michlits

Daniel Müller

Susanne Puchberger 

Walter Putschögl

Ingrid Rathner

Maren Richter 

Ulrike Ritter 

Melissa Saavedra

Vanja Savic

Elisabeth Sachsenhofer 

Gerlinde Schinko

Alexandra Schulz

Tamara Schwarzmayr 

Florian Sedmak

Barbara Seemann 

Bettina Steindl

Yvonne Steininger

Julia Stoff 

Petra Szauter

David Tushingham

Brigitta Umstätter 

Katja Veltzke

Gallus Vögel

Elke Wagner 

Ulrike Wagner 

Christine Weisser 

Sigrid Wilhelm 

Nora Wolloch 

Brigitte Zierhut-Bösch
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